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ABSTRACT 

ýates how the designs wo-,, -en in The thesis inv es ti -1 n 

make tip a symboli( language which both A ii d oa n t. ext, e s, n 

co in mtini ca t. es information ý--ibout, those who wear them and 

demonstr, ates their desire to balance the opposing forces 

which are helieveci to i,: overn their world. All teNtile 

elements share this commuriicative function and the thesis 

eNamiries the significance of spin, colour and layout. in 

the textile as a whole and in the individual designs. 

TeNtile terminology is drawn from fieldwork-, the 

literature and from early Aymara and Quechua lexicons. 

The (--ont. einporary designs e, laiiiined were personally obser-ved 

iii Bolivar in 1982/3 and 1986; the thesis suglgýests their. 

derivation from colonial designs arid discusses their 

possible icorio, lgraphic content. A 

Part One shows the sicgnificance of clothing as a 

statement of identity arid describes briefly the weaving 

techtiiques and figures typical of the Bolivar area. Part 

Two shows how cloth is seen as a vital, three-dimensional 

object. and how in weaving as in the other plastic arts 

design-, are encocled with abstract concepts, fundamental to 

t, he trý--iditions of a social ggroup. 

Part Three eNamines how certain colour combinations 

represent social, political or cosmic tensions and how 

their- arrangement attempts to manipulate and control the 

energly generated bv them. In particular it, investigates 

how colour represent s t. he circulat ion of suerte, or 

fortune, many of the name--, of which are also terms f0r 

colour combinatioi)s similar to those used in textiles. it 

aI so shows how spec if ic elements such as stripes and 



V 

figured designs act as metaphors through which the textile 

becomes a map or record of social, ritual and cosmic 

space. 



1\11 I 

In the tension between light, and ciark- lies the power 

0f the universe. Peter Mathieson, The Snow Leopard. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis investigates the communicative function 

of Andean textile design and examines how its various 

elements are arranged to form a woven idiom. 

The visual effect of this woven idiom in part 

reflects the linguistic associations of Quechua and Aymara 

textile. terminolol3y; it is concerned with definition of 

time and space in relation to the weaver or viewer, and on 

a larger scale with the maintenance of a steady movement 

or flow of energy between the contrary forces which govern 

the universe in the Andean world view. Whilst the figured 

designs often demonstrate an obvious dualism, these are 

only the more explicit representation of concepts also 

expressed in spin, layout, and colour. 
A 

The thesis examines the contemporary terms used for 

comparable textile elements such as stripes, in order to 

show that these have a consistent significance. As the 

period of my fieldwork was necessarily short these terms 

are not drawn exclusively from Bolivar but include those 

used in Taquile, where I also spent considerable time, and 

those found in the contemporary literature on Andean 

weavin-1. The investigation includes an analysis of the 

meanings for these terms given in the early lexicons in 

order to assess whether or not any such significance has 

remained constant. 

Selected figured designs currently woven in Bolivar 

are the subject of a similar analysis. Their names and 

those of other comparable designs are examined and 

sLiggestions made as to how the modern figures may derive n 
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from earlier models which, aIthoug, h distinct inf orm, 

appear to have had a similar significance. 

The thesis falls into three parts. The first, 

describing the contemporary scene, attempts to show how 

te: výtiles, as clothing, remain si-, nificant in the 

definition of cultural identity: they establish spatial 

and social limits but they can also signal the suspension 

of these limits so that interaction can take place between 

groups or individuals customarily separated by space or 

time. It goes on to describe the weaving techniques and 

various types of figUred designs used in contemporary 

Bolfvar. No attempt is made at this stage to suggest 

their possible iconographic content. 

The second part. introduces the idea of the textile as 

a living object, one which is brought. to life at the 

moment the first weft is 1 ý71 id in the warp, an aCt 

associated linguistically with the advent of light. it 

examines the structural orientation of the te--, t, ile as its 

Lipper and lower or exterior and interior faces each 

transmit their individual message. 

Textiles provide a woven idiom and this section also 

investigates the meaning of quellqa, a term adopted to 

denote the western form of writing but which indigenous 

ii sag e applied in verbal form to the creation of 

communicative design across a wide range of the plastic 

arts . Quellqa does not , however, appear t. o be used 

verbally with reference to weaving and suggestions are 

made as to whv- The overall layout of a textile, the 

ju-, 
-taposition of its elements and the various symmetries 

thev represent reusedt0 or-ýaniQe or i: )hrase the 
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communicative designs into an easilv reco-ýnisable and 

memorable form. 

The final chapter of this section examines colour 

combinations which appear to be of' three principal kinds: 

allqa, complementary colour opposites, k'isa, colour 

gradations, and ch'imi, a mingling of dimunitive 

colour. The animatin, 3 energy or quantities of contrasting In 

life force of the textile, its cama, is contained in its 

light and colour, sama, and the rhythmic circulation of 

this life force is ensured by the careful combination of 

colours and the tensions created between them. A 

controlled and directed flow of energy is also necessary n 

for the maintenance of beneficial fortune or suerte, and 

many of the indigenous terms for fortune relate to the 

types of colour combination through which a balance is A 

achieved. The semantics of colour terminology sugg? est 

that colours also contain elements of flavour and smell, 

like the in-, Iredients and arrangement of despachos for the 

reestablishment or maintenance of suerte; those which 

taste and smell sweet are used to make the communication 

of the woven idiom a persuasive one. 

The third part, of the thesis examines specific 

elements of textile design, namely some of the many kinds 

of stripe, and three groups of woven figures; the latter 

are drawn from amon--ýst those woven in Bolivar and were 

chosen because they suggest. a link between present, day 

imagery arid that of early colonial textiles. In both 

ca ses the iconographic content is similar; concepts 

associated linguistically with the terminology of stripes 

are graphically illustrated in the figured designs. 
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,ai 11 concerned wi th These concepts are once ag 

definitions of space and time. The textile is one of a 

number of interchan-geable objects any one of which can be 

used metaphorically to provide a model of an Andean 

COSMOS. These objects, which include the human frame, the 

textile, the loom, the house, the patio and the village 

square form ý--t concentrically expanding series, whilst as 

in the W, inneb z-: ig o systems studied by L6vi Strauss the 

associations of their four corners express a simultaneous 

diametric opposition. The textile centre is related to 

its edges and textile terminology, like that of the house, 

allows its structure to eNpress degrees of kinshipwý,; ch 

extend outwards from an ori-, inal ancestor through direct 

male ý-ýuid female descent lines towards affiný: -tl kin. The 

contrastin-ý elements of af i-ýured desion such as the 

serpent-condor lends itself to comparable metaphoric 

interpretation and also provide--, a model of the worlds of 

above and below and the constant interaction which takes 

place between them. 

Whilst, I make some suggestions as to the derivation 

of contemporary woven figures I do not in general attempt 

to relate them to those of archaeological textiles. Nor 

do I intend to suggest that the entire vocabulary is 

pertinent to every wea-ý, ing. Moreover my research 

,n of textiles are indicates that the structure and desip 

used as a metaphor for the expression of kinship patterns; 

an exploration of how these relate to actual webs of 

kinship is beyond the scope of this study. 

My reservations on the unsuitability of using the 

absolute contrast, nature/culture when re ferring to 
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different textile areas are set out in greater detail in 

the introduction to Chapter 7,11. The use of Levi 

Strauss' opposition raw = natural/cooked = cultural is, 

however, appropriate. TeNtiles become cultural objects 

when they acquire colour through dyeing or )cooking'. 

Even those textiles which do not incorporate dyed colours 

also undergo a process of transformation or evolution when 

they are begun 1; thi s beginning is associated 

linguistically with the introduction of light or colour 

and has a similar significance to the cooking which 

introduces colour artificially. When I write of the 

textile having undergone a 'socialising' or 'civilising' 

process, whilst I place these terms within quotation 

marks, T intend to indicate that they have been *worked 

on' or 'transformed' in this way. 

Research in the field forms a significant but not a 

predominant part of this study. The fieldwork for this 

thesis was undertaken in and around the village of Bolivar 

during the period May 1986 to November 1986.1 had 

already visited the area during 1982 and 1983 and was, 

therefore, familiar with the various styles of weaving, 

which unlike those of Macha, Tarabuco, Calcha and 

Charasani, have not, so far as I know, been the subject of 

individual study. 

I refer to the modern literature on textiles for 

comparison with M- own findings. Studies which are of 

particular relevance are those of Cereceda (Isluga), 

Torrico (Macha), Zorn (Macusani), Dransart (Socaire), 

Arnold (Oaqachaka), Silverman Proust (Pisac), Medlin 

(Calcha) and Meisch (Tarabuco) as well as those of Gisbert, 
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Pollard Rowe which cover a wider area. I refer to and 

Armstrong's ý-uiatysis, of content, arrangement and function 

in the despacho as these are in several respects 

comparable to those of the textile. I also refer to those 

studies relating t, 0 other areas of Andean thought bV 

Platt, Harris, Martinez, and Bouysse-Cassagne. IaIso 

consi 11 ted the earl lexicons of Holgii in, Santo Tomis 

Ricardo, and Bertonio as well as the modern ones of Lira, 

Lara and De Lu=7-t. 

Since 1986 Bolivia has undergone widespread economic 

and political changes and my use of the present tense can 

only reflect the situation as I found it during the period 

of my fieldwork. 

-ý -ý,, "', 'k 

A linguist, may feel that the approach to language 

taken in this thesis is insufficiently formal. In its 

defence I would say that an approach made strictly within 

the hounds of conventional linguistic analysis seems 

unsuitable. The difficulties presented to such an 

approach fall into two main categories. 

1. Neither Quechua nor Aymara were alphabetically 

transcribed until the arrival of the Spaniards. Th is 

means that an approach which attempts to show 

relationships between the terms tinder discussion is at a 

disadvantage. In analysising terms from the early 

lexicons we must rely on orthographic systems imposed by 

non-native speakers; whilst the linguistic ability of 

lexicographers such as Bertonio was notable, and his 

orthographic system both sophisticated arid painstakingly 

-4 
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, idhered to, compilers were hampered bN the transformations 

taking place at, that time in the orthographic systems of 

the Spanish language, as well as the unsuitability of the 

Spanish system for the accurate transcription of Aymara 

and Quechua [see also Appendix Thoug1h, once again, 

Bertonio and Holguin are careful to give examples of 

nuances of meaning, it should be remembered that the 

majority of these early investigators were priests, and 

the adoption of indigenous vocabulary to translate 

European religious concepts leaves us relying not only on 

the acoustic sensitivity of the lexicographer but also on 

his interpretation and to some extent on his personal 

world view. 

Apart from the varying orthographies of the 

individual compilers, the attempt to establish 

phonological links is further hampered by the attempts of 

(most notably) Bertonio and Santo TomAs to register 

regional variants (Mannheim 1988: 173). Bertonio worked 

principally in the Lupaca area, but he frequently notes 

variations used in Pacajes, and during his time in Potosi 

he would have come in contact with Aymara speakers from 

the entire QoIlasuyu region (Alb6ýfLOA.,, rof. " xlii)l. 

It will be noted that I follow a similar practice in 

including terms from the Andean area as a whole, rather 

than from the Bolivar area alone. I also feel that 

comparison of terms across the Quechua and Aymara 

languages is also justifiable on the basis of a semantic 

link; this is not intended to suggest that I see them as 

related in the sense of being a proto-language. However, 

as the analysis will show, Aymara and Quechua appear to 
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have comparable metaphoric models of society and the 

cosmos even where the terminology used to refer to these 

models does not coincide. 

When comparing terms from the lexicons it is also 

difficult to ascertain whether, or not one is dealin, ý with 

homonyms. Whilst in all cases I attempt, to show a 

justifiable semantic link, it should be remembered that 

meanings which to the European mind are unrelated may, in 

the Andean mode of thought, represent two facets of a 

single concept. 

A valuable contribution to the interpretation of 

colonial writing systems has been made by Mannheim. My 

own approach to the assimilation of these problems is 

outlined in the orthographical note which follows this 

introduction. A 

The second type of difficulty stems from the fact 

that Quechua and Aymara are highly metaphoric and 

rhetorical lanaua-ýes. MV thesis is larded with the 

phrases 'associated with', 'related to, and 1witIl 

connotations of'. Writers from widely differing 

disciplines (Armstrong [et. hnobotanyl, Randall 

[linguistics], and Urton [ehtnoastronomy] to name but 

three) recognise the holistic quality of the Andean world 

view in which all elements are seen as interconnected by 

flows of energy. 

An anecdote illustrating the unsuitability of Quechua 

-e is -ýiven bv Randall a native as a written langua, 

speaking friend attempted to comply with his request to 

; ht-word phrase, arid after offering twelve translate an eig 

different renderings gave tip, saying 'en el quechua todos nnn 
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tiene hartos sentidos, hartos. Todo depende. Pero lo que 

qu i ere decireI quechua, eso no se pu ede esc ri bi r'' 

(Randall: 290). 

Randall opposes the khipu system to that of 

alphabetic writing, quoting a myth recounted by Montesinos 

in which Viracocha destroys a previously existing writing 

system because 'la causa de la pestilencia habian sido las 

letras' and instructing his subjects in future only to use 

the khipu (op. cit. 290). Randall remarks how Andean 

logic is non-lineal and based on the interconnection of 

all the elements of the universe (op. cit. 291), so that 

'para los Inkas cualquier interupci6n en el fluido [sic] 

de energia a trav6s del cosmos significaba no solamente 

malestar espiritual, sino tambien sufrimiento fisico' (op. 

cit. 292); the khipu was acceptable because instead of 

fragmenting information by forcing it into linear- form, 

the threads are all connected to a central thread and 

accordingg to the reason for reading them these threads can 

be omitted or read in different orders (lop. cit. 291): 'el 

si-? nificado se irradia desde el centro, y retor, na z-. -i 61' 

(loc. cit. ), an image which Randall develops in his 

discussion of palindromes (op. cit. 283), and which can 

also be related to textile design. 

In her study of the historical meanings of quellqa, 

which appears originally to have meant communicative 

design' [see Chapter 4 of this thesis] and which was 

adopted to refer t0 alphabetic w r- iti ng when this wa s 

introduced by the Spanish, Victoria de la Jara also 

mentions the 'sentidos despectivos' attached to many uses 

of this term (op. cit. 22 ). She draws ý-. -ittention to the 
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opposition between runa simi, 'Ienguac,, ýe del hombre, and 

simi quellca2, 'Ienguage escrito' (op. cit. 23). 

The studies of Randall and de la Jara both emphasise 

ý speech and writing. In Chapter 4 the problem of' relating 

I suc-IcIlest that, quellqa are communicative designs which 

contain coded information relatin-. 1 to memory. They are 

multifaceted metaphor-- which cannot, translate the written 

word truthfully or accurately but, remain simi quell-ca, 

which in this conteýýt could be translated as 'fig gures of 

speech'. 

Both Quechua and Aymara exhibit numerous kinds of 

play on words. Many of these attempt to reduce the 

barrier between sound and meaning. Apart from 

onomatopoeia, in which sound mimics action [eg hach'iy, to 

sneeze], Mannheim distinguishes two types, lexical 

association and sound imagery, which he also calls sound 

ikons (1991: 182 )3. 

In his discussion of the use, of metatheses and 

palindromes, which can be seen as another form of sound 

or ikon, Randall suggests that the latter 

'representan el fluyo de energia y fertilidad a trav6s del 

cosmos' , whilst the former 'producen nuevos conceptos que 

pueden glosar sobre las formas en que el cosmos esti 

construido' (op. cit. 285). 

Int, hi s respect, metatheses and palindromes are 

comparable to the riddle games which play an important 

par-t in the Andeari child's discovery of language. The 

riddle is like quellqa in having an important. cognitive 

f uncti on (Isbell and Poncalla: 415). It is used in 

metaphor comprehension ( op. cit. 46 ) and helps the child 
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t, o 'investigate the semantic relationships relevant t0 

his/her culture' (op. cit. 47 ). 

Over half the riddles collected by Isbell and 

Roncalla were based on sound correspondences (op. cit. 

4G); more complex riddles often denote reciprocal action 

or continuous movement, (10C. cit. ) and enable Andean 

children to recognise many kinds of dual opposition 

comparable to those found in Andean textile designs. 

An analogy between woven conventions and the literary 

conventions of sacred texts has been made in the 

Guatemalan case bv Barbara and Dennis Tedlock. To compare 

the written with the woven medium, or as the Tedlocks 

express it, compare text and textile, does not seem an 

anomaly in this context as such texts would have reflected 

the patterns of oral tradition. 

I draw similar analogies between spoken and woven 

forms in the analysis of metatheses and palindromes which 

are also used primarily in ritual contexts (Randall: 285). 

1 also liken the poetic convention of kenning to the woven 

convention of elaboratinlo the edges of a basic design. 

Orthographic note 

In reported speech or dictionary definitions Spanish 

words and phrases are placed within quotations marks, 

Quechua and Aymara vocabulary are in bold type; in the 

body of the text the latter is used for all. three 

ig rý tia es Quechua and Aymara proper names, whether of 

people or places, are riot in bold type, unless, as is the 

case with Wari and Choquela their interpretation forms 

, )art. of a part iculat, argument. I -- 
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Be(-. -ause terms drawn from the early le: ýýicons sometimes 

show inconsistent orthography (Mannheim 1991: 136) 1 have 

in all cases followed the practice of Xavier Alb6 (1988: 

40) and retained that of the source. these variations are 

noted individually in the text and my decision to treat, 

such entries as related is based on consistencies in their 

me an in g; this is also my basis F-<>; * relating separate 

entrIes such as callucha, 1 una tren(; a de cabello' 

(Bertonio TI: 3-1 ) and kalluchatha, 'tren(; ar el cabello' 

(Bertonio 11: 45), where the definitions are sufficientiy 

close in meanina to sua, ýest that the terms reflect 

regionaI or historical variation. I also su gg est 

connections between terms which, whilst they cannot he 

related strictly on the basis of their phonology, appear 

to form part of the same semantic field; some of the ways 

in which, in the Quechua and Aymara langualges words are 

associated on a basis of their sound have been mentioned 

in the paragraph--, immediately preceding this note; the 

lexicon of Ludovico Bertonio contains various examples in 

which the )play on words' amounts almost to synonymy 

(Xavier Alb6, personal communication quoted in Platt 198-1 

8-1). 

I also sometimes relate Ouechua and Aymara entries on 

the basis of a semantic link even where their 

orthouraphies may differ eg /Ph/: llipftllk6tatha, 

're-lampaguear' , Iliphilliphi isi, 'ropa de seda' (Bettonio 

11 204 and /p/: II ipi yan, resplandecer relamt)agos' 

Ilipipipic ppacha, 'ropa de seda' (HoIgufn: 214)] 1 do 

not attempt. to indicate what the orthography would be 

'alfabeto However, where a term according to the 6nico' 
. 
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is still in current usage and is not, quoted I use the 

9alfabeto unico' adopted in Bolivia and Peru since 1983 

b6xIvi 

4 



Plate 1. Campesinas at the San Bartolom6 

fiesta in Bolivar 
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PART ONE: THE CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT 

CHAPTER 1: CLOTHING AND IDENTITY 

Introduction 

Before undertaking an examination of how concepts of 

time and space are organised in Andean textiles and in 

the ir individual designs it seems relevant. to mention 

brief ly how clothing in general performs a similar 

function . 

For the purpose of discussing t he different types of 

dress I use the term campesino/a to refer to Quechua or 

Aymara speakers who wear handmade, traditional clothing. 

This is riot intended to suggest that all campesinos do so; 

many in fact. wear at least, some articles of Western 

clothing, or which are typical of the chola. By cholo or 

chola I mean an intermediate group between campesino and 

mestizo; members of this group have a knowledge of 

Spanish, but, prefer to speak an indigenous language. T 

also mention vecinos, by whom I mean a Spanish speaking, 

mainly provincial mestizo 61ite who regard themselves as 

directly descended from the European families whose names 

they carry. While they usually have a knowledge of Aymara 

or Quechua they use it only in speaking to those 

considered their social inferiors. Their western mode of 

dress, referred to simply as vestido, is generally lacking 

in identifying markers other than the general one of 

Class . 

My reason for referring primarily to women in the 

discussion which follows is that, they tend generally to be 
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more conservative in their dress and so provide a better 

example of each category than do the men. 

TEXTILES AS TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL MARKERS 

i) Clothing and nakedness 

Like face or body painting (Zuidema 1983a: 150) 

clothing belongs to the 'social' sphere (Zorn 1987a: 498), 

the wearing of it. implies having taken part in and a 

process of socialisation; campesinos refer to those whose 

textile designs or manner of dressing are distinct from 

their own as q'ala, naked, outside the recognisable bounds 

of their society. 

In Aymara 'naked' is either enkellavsa [sic] or 

isiuisa (Bertonio 1: 181). Isi means 'vestido y 

qualquiera tela' (Bertonio 11: 182), visa is a suffix 

meaning 'lacking in'. Bertonio has no entry for the 

spelling enke, but inqui (op. cit.: 175) appears with the 

meaning 'fortuna buena o mala'. This meaning seems to be 

related to that of enqa, which in the Cusco area [see also 

Chapter 6, IT: ( ii )I is 'el principio generador y vital 

... la fuente y el origen de la felicidad, el bienestar y 

la abundancia' (Flores Ochoa 1976: 121). In spite of the 

phonemic contrasts between qui and qa this semantic link 

suggests that they may represent either dialectal or 

historical variations. 

An inquilla haque is an 'hombre bueno, pacifico' 

(Bertonio 11: 175), possessing social qualities which 

contrast with those typical of someone living outside 

society such as the pampa haque (Bertonio 11: 247). Thus 

to be naked is not only to be outside or not to belong to 
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a social group, as is suggested by the use of q'ala, but 

also to be lacking in vital energy, enqa, or the capacity 

to experience good and bad fortune, inqui. 

In Quechua clothing is now spelt with a glottal, 

p'acha, but in the early dictionaries (Santo TomAs: 333; 

Ricardo: 66) it is written, like the term for earth, as 

pachal, whilst Holguin (op. eit: 2G9-270) spells both 

terms both with and without a glottal. 

Ricardo (op. eit.: 66) unites the meanings of 

clothing' and of 'earth', )time and place' in the 

single entry pacha, 'tiempo, suelo, lugar, ropa, 

vestidura'. A more generally used term for earth or 

ground, whether agricultural or the 'ground' of a textile, 

is pampa. In view of the association between earth and 

clothing in the entries ppampatha, 'cubrir con mucha ropa 

o tierra' (Bertonio 11: 261), and panpacuni 'cubrirse' 

(Ricardo: 68), it is tempting to believe that the similar 

connotations of pacha were intentional rather than the 

result of inconsistencies in orthography. [For further 

parallels between wrapping in earth and in cloth see 

Chapter 7,111. 

Pacha can also mean 'alba' and includes concepts of 

, newness' or Ivirginity', 'lo entero, intacto, sano, no 

quebrado, iii daEado' (Holguin: 269). These are meanings 

also associated with two synonyms of pampa as agricultural 

or textile ground: puruma (Bertonio IT: 278), and casi 

(Bertonio 11: 37). 

Puruma is virgin ground or ground which has been left 

fallow for a long period (Bertonio 11 : 2T8) ; qasi (Zorn 

1987: 510) is used in Macusani as an alternative to pampa, 
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for the plain weave or 'ground' of a textile. Casi, still 

untouched ground or textile wrapping also contrasts to 

enkellavsa, naked, or luncovered' Ai its meaning of 

'pacifico' (Bertonio IT: 37). 

An implication of 7potential' is recurrently 

associated with textile as well as agricultural ground 

[see Chapter ý 11]. This potential is activated by the 

advent of vital energy in the form of light. Thus pacha, 

already aý, sociated with earth and possibly with textile 

covering, in being also associated "th the presence of 

light contrasts with the nakedness or lack of covering 

which is enkellvsa, 'lacking in potential energy'. 

ii) Clothing and language 

Weaving techniques and woven figures still differ 

widely from region to region so that, dress defines the 

area and trihal group to which the wearer belongs. Much 

further information is included in a garment's variations 

in weave and use of colour: 

es todo un universo conceptual y simb6lico que 
sorprende por su riqueza: en el tejido se puede 
leer a la Nrez la regi6n de donde procede el 
poseedor de la prenda, su riqueza, define su 
grado de creatividad y hasta los lazos que 
mantiene con gente de otras comarcas (Harris & 
Bouysse-Cassagne 1987: 12). 

According to Guaman Poma (op. cit. : iL: o ) 'por la causa 

de la tierra por que estA tan doblado y quebradas, 

torcieron las palabras y anci ay muchos trages y ayllo'. 

It, will be noted that in the quotation from Poma, as 

in the social definitions attached to modern categories of 

clothing, language is an inseparable adjunct of dress: 

different palabras mýe associated with different, trages, 
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change in language use. 

The acquisition of the power of speech, or language, 

is, like the acquisition of C, 10 t hi ng, a mark of 

socialisation. The prehispanic Aymara surullu or huampaRa 

ritual in which a child was first admitted into society 

through a symbolic act of facial painting [see Chapter 7, 

Gen. Introduction] was also the time when it was first 

dressed in clothing dist., inctive of its age and sex. In 

the present day a child likewise first begins to wear 

clothing distinctive to its sex and community after 

rutuchiy, first hair-cutting. This is usually performed 

when the child is first beginning to speak (Harris 1980: 

75 ; Dransart 1988: 3), once again suggesting the 

association of clothing with language. 

iii) Clothing and definition of self 

Iii aiiy society a person's clothirig makes a statement, 

about how they perceive t, hemselves and how t, hey wish 

others t. o perceive t. hem, establishing definit, e front, iers 

between 'who you are' and 'who you are not, ' . 

The power of clothing to signify identity in this way 

is not restricted to traditional dress, but applies also 

to urban economic and social classes. The heavy, gathered 

pollera, for example, is emblematic, distinguishin, ý the 

chola from the mestiza or vecina: according to an Aymara 

speaking woman li-v-ing iii La Paz and making these skirts 

t lie. woman who wears the pollera has always 
maintained her di-, iiity both as a woman and as a n 
human being. Jo this day she does not, waste 
time on frivolous pursuits, but rather shares 
her- efforts, her Joys ýInd sorrows with her 
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husband. To be 'de pollera' means to live with 
dignity (Yapita & Briggs: 96). 

Often the first. question when speaking about a female 

acquaintance whose social Status has not yet been defined 

is1es de ve-st i do o de pollera" Conversely, th is 

information is offered when speaking of a family member. 

A young urban cholo, completely westernized in his own 

dress, will say 'mi sefiora es de pollera'; a city-bred 

student wili describe his mother as 'de pollera'. This 

single simple statement transmits a variety of information 

about. her age, upbringings, domestic and economic status 

and attitude to the groups above and below her in the 

social scale. 

iv) Clothing and transition 

It is possible to change from campesina to chola 

clothing, and, although this is regarded as less socially 

acceptabie by vecinos, from chola to vestida. These 

observations are, of course., simplistic. Resistance to 

change may reflect a deliberate adherence to campesina or 

chola values. Once begun, the process of assimilation 

from one category to another is as complex as any in the 

British class system, and those attempting the transition 

are frequently subjected to ridicule from the class to 

which they aspire. 

The change is usually made at one of several 

transition points in the life cycle., when emerging from 

babyhood to childhood, at puberty, at marriage, and 

occasionally when a woman has fulfilled all possible 

community obligations. 



Even when riot, accompanied by a change in t, he style of 

dress, t, hese moment. s of transit, ion in a woman's life, are 

associat. ed with the acquisit. ion of new or newly 

appropriate clot hing. On TaqUile babies go bareheaded 

until 'first hair cutting' when they put on knit, ted woolen 

hats, with vicufia coloured tAps for t, he girls, with white. 

t-ips for t, he boys. The anacacuy, 'in-,., est. idura del mant, o o 

camis6n de mujeres', took place at pubert, y (Poma: 259); 

in Polivar unmarried girls first t. ake part, in the rit, ual 

Todos Sant, os dances when they reach this age, and t, o mark 

t, he occasion a cholita in my adopted family was presented 

with seven new polleras. 

V) Clothing and mediation 

Attempts to change the defining boundaries by those 

who are regarded as socially 'outside' them is often 

discouraged through ridicule. A campesina who first wears 

the pollera when she comes to town as a servant and who 

retains it when she goes into business on her own may be 

spoken of by other, longer est, ablished cholitas Lis 'india 

nomýis' Similarly a cholita who adopt. s western dress at, 

marriage is referred to dismissively by those who regard 

themselves as rightfully de vestido as 'chola es', without 

the. softening diminutive. 

It appears, however, to be acceptable for these 

boundaries to be deliberately manipulated by those already 

belonging 'inside' a social group. On three occasions 

during my time in the Andes I was particularly asked to 

adopt local dress. The first was during Todos Santos in 

Bolivar when I danced amongst the rival bands of boys and 
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girls, t. he second was when visit, ing a nearby community 

during the same festival. Bot. h occasions involved other 

s igni fi cant, factors, sharing in ritual and sharing of 

fOod2 but it was principally my change of clothes that, I 

found remembered on my return t, o the. village three. years 

later. The clothes did not, fit me, arid I did not manage 

t. o wear t. hem graceftilly, yet. neither at the t. ime nor in 

retrospect was t. his made a matter of ridicLile, I was in 

fact, constantly assured of how well they suited me. 

The third occasion for adopting local dress was when 

I became comadre t. o a child on Taquile3. The cultural 

association of clothing, language and food was 

particularly noticeable in this instance. Wearing 

Taquiiefia clothing I was always greeted in Quechua rather 

than Lhe Spanish used when I wore my own jeans and jumper; 

althotigh I was still given luxury flotir-based foods if 

they were available, it was not assumed that. these foods 

were the only ones appropriate for me, and instead of 

being , served separately I was allowed to eat sitting on 

t. he sleeping platform in the family kitchen and no longer- 

expect. ed t. o use a spoon. 

In none of t. hese personal examples was there any 

at-J-empt to conceal those bit. s of my own clot, hing which I 

retained and t, his also appeared to be the case in the 

converse situat, ion where those returning temporarily from 

outside readopted their original 'habit'. The hat. and 

ojotas of my campesina weavingý teacher's sist, er-in-law 

fit, t. ed badly and gave her blisters; in Japo, the 

nei, ghbouring mine from which she had come on a visit, she 

wore slippers and a simple pollera, clothing which she 
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revealed underneath tier homespun almilla one evening when 

we were alone in the house. In a similar way, a campesino 

returning to Tacopaya after work in the coca fields of 

Chapar6 had enabled him to purchase his own lorry, 

reassumed traditional clothes to play in the ritual 

hulahula band but did not remove his newly acquired watch, 

a mark of his change of social status. 

It. would appear, then, that the temporary adoption of 

clothing appropriate to a community is a visible act of 

mediation between those who willingly let. their clothes be 

worn by an outsider, and those who willingly relinquish 

their own clothing in order to participate or belong. At 

the same time the retention of some personal articles 

implies that this is a 'disguise' rather than a permanent 

change, and perhaps also prevents it. from becoming an 

irreversible one [see (vi) below]. 

vi) Clothing and the reversal of order 

A desire to ensure the ongoing fertility of animals, 

crops and of the. community is apparently the motivation 

behind the upsetting of the established order in ritual 

play acting; this involves various kinds of role 

reversal, either female impersonation or impersonation of 

an alien authority, by temporarily adopting that person's 

clothes. A further type of reversal, a return to the 

earlier 'disordered' time of the ancestors, is represented 

by the wearing of animal skins or masks, an act which 

Zuidema contrasts to the 1socialising' act of facial 

painting (1983a: 150)4. 
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To disguise oneself, lemboqarse, disfraqarse', is 

panpacuni (Holguin: 491) ; haraskhatha, 'desnudarse el 

vestido sacerdotal y qualquiera otro disfrace' (Bertonio 

I: 185), is related to carrying a burden on the back 

(Bertonio 11: 122). Guaman Poma (op. cit.: 873,1148, 

1169) illustrates ararihua, scarecrows, as men wearing 

puma or fox skins over their heads and down their backs. 

It was a community obligation for the ararihua to 'mask' 

or 'disguise' himself in this way in order to safeguard 

the crops. Like acting as ararihua, taking part in a 

dance group also represents the discharge of a ritual 

obligation, a concept now expressed by the Spanish term 

cargo, from the verb cargar 'to carry on the back'. 

The Aymara term for mask, saynata (Bertonio 11: 314), 

has similar associations; saynatha means 'cargarse a las 

espaldas como suelen las mujeres a los hijuelos' ( loc. 

cit. ) and the saynata, like the ararihua, functiona(I as a 

scarecrow (IoC, cit. ). 

Wearing a mask is also associated with the ancestors: 

saynata is *a synonym for hayachuco (Bertonio 1: 170), 

literally 'ancestor head' (Holguin: 630; Santo TomAs: 

161). Like the ararihua the ancestors are the guardians 

of the crops; Zuidema suggests that sayna and saywa are 

related (1983: 152); whether or not one agrees it is 

saywa sefiora, Scarecrow lady, who looks after the seeds 

(Arnold 1988: 351). 

Besides their use by human 'scarecrows', skins and 

masks were, and still are, worn for dances performed at 

significant points in the agricultural year. According to 

Bertonio these masks were 'cosa de risa' (op. cit. IT: 
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200) ; the clowning actions of those who wear them can be 

agressive or overtly sexual saynata meant 'el que no 

tiene verguenza ni empacho ni saluda ni haze acatamiento' 

(Holguin: 325). 

A significant factor is that whilst performing 

clowning roles the disguised modern day actors do not 

speak in their own voices but in a high falsetto, in 

nonsense, or in mere grunts. In mestizo dance groups the 

whistle with which dances such as the diablada, reyes 

morenos, and caporales are directed, would appear to 

perform a similar function in replacing normal speech. 

In many of the cases I observed some part, of the 

actor's own clothes were visible beneath his disguise. 

Whilst this makes his performance funnier for those who 

know him I believe it also acts as a kind of spiritual 

insulation, ensuring that those in a liminal ritual state 

will be able to find their way back safely to the everyday 

world. 5 

vii) Clothing and communicative power 

The. communicative power of clothing has so far been 

analysed primarily as directed outwards from the wearer to 

the perceiver. There appears to be, however, a force 

which can act, inwards upon the wearer, suggesting that the 

potential for change lies in the cloth rather than in the 

person wearing it: dress confers, the person receives, 

absorbs or becomes. 

In traditional curing rites a, sick pe rs on is 

sometimes laid in the skin of an animal thought, to have 

certain properties, such as -ýreat strength, which the n 
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patient wilt then absorb. Similarly, a person's clothing 

is strongly imbued with his essence. In the treatment of 

susto in the Callahuaya area the little soul, or ajayo, 

can best be recalled by waving a piece of the affected 

person's clothing and calling his name: in more extreme 

cases clothing may be taken in place of the patient. to the 

spot. where the susto occurred, in order to recapture the 

ajayo (Oblitas 1963: 34). 

Clothing can also provide a means of communication 

between this world and the world of the dead (Bastien.., 

After death all a person's clothing must be washed 

so that his soul can be free to travel to the next world 

and will not stay lamenting in this one (Paredes. -, 311); 

wearing clothing 'al rev6s' is part, of mourning ritual 

(see Chapter 3,1: (V) ], a metaphorical 'turning away' 

which severs the connection with the negative forces of 

death. 

Summary 

Traditionally woven textiles, and by extension other 

forms of clothing exert, in influence on what, they contain. 

They possess a vital energy which is lacking in those who 

are uncovered or naked. 

In contrast to the lack of social allegiance implicit 

in nakedness, clothing represents a belonging to society, 

and its appearance communicates information about the 

person wearing i t. The different styles of dress 

punctuat. e space and time., whilst movement through them is 

indicated by a change in style or the acquisition of new 

articles of clothing. The limits indicated by these 
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markers can be manipulated by temporary adoption of an 

inappropriate form of dress; whether undertaken for 

social or ritual reasons this places the wearer in a 

liminal posit-ion aTid should not. be done without due 

obser-.,, arice of the appropriate obligations. 

Each region and social class has a language 

appropriate to the dress they wear, which is in turn 

associated with a particular type of food. As will become 

apparent in subsequent sections, not only those wearing 

them but. the textiles themselves are linked with forms of 

speech and fI avo it r, elements which, like the external 

I are used as a means of appearance of clothing 

communication. 



Plate 2. LlijIlas with typical Bolivar 

designs and colours. 
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CHAPTER 2: BOLfVAR TEXTILES 

Introduction 

This sec t, ion will describe the weave and co I oil r 

arrangement of t, he fi gured des ifo ti rid in and around 

present day Bolivar. The area involved is a large one, and 

t, he weaving st, yles influenced by those of several ot, her 

st, ylist, ic cent. res. In order to present these as simply as 

possihle I have, t. he. refore, dealt separately with my own 

findings and the cat, egories defined by Yorke and Gisbert. [see 

(iii) below]. 

This study does riot attempt to enter into detailed 

technical analysis of the various techniques. Instead it, 

aims to convey their visual impact, and basic structural 

implications. I use the terminology of Cason and Cahlander 

(op. cit. ) rather than that. of Rowe 1977a), The former 

writeiýs' terms are visually descriptive, and will convey more 

to a non-weaver, whilst. they are sufficiently technical to be 

easily related to the terminology of Rowe. I also find that. 

these descriptive terms - balanced, uneven, intermeshed - 

relate, well to Andean attitudes to the structure of their 

fabric . 

To designat, e the pictorial representations formed by t, he 

manipulat ion of individual warps , in Quechua pallay (to 

pick) , in Aymara salta, and in Spanish generally referred to 

as dibujos (drawings), I have chosen the term 'figure'. 

These designs are figured - they are made up of, and often 

referred t, o by, t. he number of warp pairs, chinu, in their 

composition - arid the term 'desi(yn' used without n 
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qualification applies more accurately to the layout of the 

textile in its entirety. 

The techniques and figures used in Bolivar are of 

widespread occurrence in the Andes, and cannot be taken as an 

indication of common provenience. The figures must be 

considered in conjunction with their arrangement and their 

use of colour. As technicities vary in popularity over time 

they can, however, be used to distinguish the 'chronology' of 

figures woven in a particular area. 

WEAVING TECHNIQUES AND WEAVING STYLES 

i) Weaving Techniques 

The techniques most commonly found in Bolivar are pebble 

weave, double cloth and twill. These are all complementary 

weaves, in which the design appears as identical on both., 

sides of the textile apart from the reversal of the 

figure/background colours. 

a) Double cloth 

Double cloth is a balanced 1/1 weave. The use of two 

sets of warps tinited by a single weft forms a slightly bulky 

but very firm fabric [see Fig. 1 (a)]. All warps are firmly 

tied down with each pass of the weft and do not float, 

providing clearly defined outlines and the possibility of 

expressing great detail. The extreme density of the weave 

also results in a vivid colour impact and its increase in 

popularity coincides with the increased use of startlingly 

vivid store-bought yarn. 

Double cloth is used in modern examples of the men's and 

women's faja which carry detailed representations of the 
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nattiral world; owls, butterflies, deer and tigres, which are 

probably intended to represent the puma [see Fig. 21. Do(ible 

cloth is also used in a more rigidly stylised way for the 

salta bands of HijIlas and narrow belts. Stepped frets or 

zigzags, large eight-pointed stars or six-petalled flowers, 

and birds in profile or with outspread wings are the most 

commonly woven figures. Letters and numbers are sometimes 

included, but may be used merely as design elements rather 

than as alphabetic writing [see Fig. 2]. 

b) Pebble weave 

In Socaire, Chile, pebble weave is called ch'imi 

ýstippled', (Dransart, personal communication), and can 

easily be. identified from the background areas where 

alternatin-ý pairs of colour-contrasted warps produce a 

distinctive, stippled ef fect (I OOXXOOXXOO) [ see Fig. 1 (b) 

The pebble structure may be doubled (OOOOXXXXOOOOXXXXOOOO) or 

tripled (OOOOOOXXXXXXOOOOOOXXXXXX), neither of which are 

structurally suitable for executing complex figures. 

Simple pebble weave, the kind used in Bolivar, can be 

warped with all the light warps on one heddle and all the 

dark ones on the other. This 'alternating' method (Cason & 

Cahlander: 57) means that each row, whether background or 

f igure, has to be picked by hand. A second, 'irregular' , 

method is to arrange the warps in a pebbled sequence on the 

heddle, i. e. a light and a dark warp followed by a dark and a 

light warp; this means that the background rows can be formed 

aLitomatically merely by changing the shed (op. cit.: 83). It 

is possible to identify which type of warp set. tip is tised 

from the background or the terminal areas of the fabric (op. 
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cit. : 84 ); in Bolivar the 'irregular' method, which is 

undoubtedly quicker once the warps have been arranged, seems 

to be preferred. 

Like double cloth, pebble is a balanced weave - an 

'irregular' warping order does not affect, the balance of the 

weave - because the structure within which figures are picked 

is a rigid 2A 2B. In Bolivar both two- and three- colotir 

pebble are used. In the latter two coloLirs are used 

alternately with white, the unused colour remaining hidden as 

in three-colour double cloth or supplementary warp (Cason & 

Cahlander: 108) 

According to local accounts pebble weave appears to have 

originated from the opposite direction to double cloth, i. e. 

from Sacaca and the south, and to belong to the period 

immediately preceding and to some extent overlapping with the 

introduction of double cloth. 

T found typical pebble figures to be similar to those 

woven in double cloth Ilijllas and narrow belts. They 

include various domestic animals, the viscacha, a bird, 

either in profile or with wings spread, and the double headed 

snake; the most common geometric figure is the stepped fret, 

laymi linku, or this figure doubled to form a decorative 

rhomboid or diamond, caripuyo Pebble weave figures are 

frequently woven in alternating checks and are also divided 

symmetrically into two and four by colour change with white 

forming either the figure or the background. !D 

c) Twill 

Twill, unlike the other two weaves, can be 'uneven' 

(Cason & Cahlander: 34) relying on a 2A, 1B picking order to 
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form the figure contrasted to 2B, IA for the background. 

1.7neven twill is used for entire designs and although it 

requires only two heddles weavers consider this technique far 

harder- to master than pebble, or double cloth with its 

greater number of movements in the weaving sequence; i 1) 

twill flexibility of design is very much more limited [see 

Fig. 31 

Even twill, which is a balanced 2/2 weave / is often used 

together with pebble weave in Ilijilas and ch'uspas, and may 

be difficult to distinguish from it when used in the 

diagonals of a bird's wings or a lion's mane (Cason & 

Cahlander: 34) . It is also hard to recognise in a small 

figure, such as the interlocked scrolls for which it is 

frequently used (op. cit.: 43) in the Bolivar region, as the 

marked diagonal emphasis in the warp floats typical of twill 

(loc. cit. ) is not, as apparent. 

Twill is the oldest technique in evidence in Bolivar and 

mainiv appears in the lateral bands of 11ijUas where it is 

used in conjunction with pebble weave. It is used alone for 

the central band on small or ceremonial items such as coca or 

food carrying cloths, and more rarely on ch'uspas. 

Although there is no technical reason for this 

restriction, If ound twi II used only for traditional 

geometric figures such as the ch'aska (star). In other areas 

the ch'aska is woven in pebble weave, but a Ilijlla I 

purchased in the Bolivar area in 1973 shows the weaver 

changing within the same band from pebble, used for the amaru 

(double headed snake), to twill for the ch'aska. 

Twill is also itsed for the diamond and its component 

units the meander, the chevron, and the cross, and always for 
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a part. icuiar kind of interlocking scroll, a use confirmed for 

other, parts of Bolivia also (Cason & Cahlander: 64) . 

ii) Chronology of weaving techniques 

Many figures can be and are adapted for any of the three 

weaves, but there is, generally speaking, a correlation 

between the type of weave and the type of figure. 

At the time of my fieldwork in 1986 double cloth had 

only been used to any great, extent, in the immediate Bolivar 

area for about ten years. Older textiles (thirty to ten 

years old) used pebble weavel. 

Older women usually know at least some figures in both 

double cloth arid pebble weave techniqýies arid a weaver may 

,e of figured designs from one weave convert, her personal rang 

to the other. I have a saca (thread count sampler) from 

Challa Uma, 8 kilomet'rc-, s to the north of Bolivar, with the 

currently popular bird, tiger and butterfly figures, probably 

designed for use in the wide men's fajas, woven first in one 

technique and then the other [see Fig. 1.1. 

Samplers or sacas are used and lent as a western woman 

might lend her knitting patterns. A weaver may also borrow 

an original garment to copy, accounting for the appearance of 

identical f igures in different, communities. The 

representational style now popular for fajas is said by 

weavers to have originated in the late 1970s in the lower- 

lying communities north of Bolivar. Often a small flete 

(hire charge) of some sort, is required in return for the 

loan. 
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Younger weavers produce both geometric and 

representational figures but these are adapted for double 

cloth and few, if any of them, know or use pebble weave. 

Use of uneven twill appears to have declined 

considerably although it is comparatively common in textiles 

more than 30 years old and geometric figures continue to be 

produced in twill by a few older weavers. No-one offered to 

teach me twill and although they were recognised as being 

produced locally articles woven in this technique were 

commented on as being stylistically unusual. 

iii) The stylistic categories of Yorke and Gisbert 

The weaving styles found in Bolivar were first 

classified as being of two distinct types, Bolivar and kurti, 

by Yorke, who visited the region as a textile collector in 

the 1970s. Yorke includes Bolivar textiles, together with 

those of a closely related style, that of Challa (Yorke: 22) 

in a large area comprising south west Cochabamba and N. W. 

Potosi (op. cit.: 22). Gisbert includes within the 

boundaries of this area of common influence the north of 

Potosi , south of Cochabamba and part of Oruro (Gisbert et. 

al.: 189). This area once formed part of the kingdom of 

Charcas, which had its capital only 20 km from Bolivar, at 

Sacaca. 

Gisbert considers that the Bolivar style was restricted 

to a comparatively small area around Quirquiavi, presently 

Bolivar village (Gisbert et. al: 211). In addition to kurti 

and Bolivar, she defines two further styles corresponding to 

the geographical regions San Pedro/Llallagua and 
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Laymi/Chayanta, whilst a third (op. eit: 203) is based on use 

of a particular technique, brocadero, or supplementary weft. 

a Bol ivar 

Two figures are especially typical of the Bolivar style 

classified by Yorke. The first, laymi tika [see Chapter 8, 

Figs, 4 and 5], resembles an elaborate 'vase of flowers', 

flowers branching from a rhomboid (Wasserman & Hill: 12), or 

flowers connecting rhomboids (Gisbert et. al: plate 225 and 

unnumbered plates on facing page; Adelson & Takami: 24 

Wasserman & Hill: plate 14). 

The second figure, laymi linku, [see Fig. 41 (Wasserman 

& Hill: plate 14; Gisbert et. al: plate 228) is a zigzag line 

of leaves with flowers in its interstices. Wasserman & Hill 

refer to this figure as 'stylised floral vines' (op. cit.: 

12), Adelson & Takami as 'an undulating floral motif' (op. 

cit.: 26), which was used on matrimonial aksus (loc. cit. ). 

Typical colours were blue and pink, with stripes of maroon 

and yellow or olive green [see Fig. 41. 

Gisbert considers the laymi linku figure is derived from 

the 'rama de olivo' (Gisbert et. al.: 197, plate 207 ,a 

figure typical of Laymi weaving (op. cit.: 201,202,204). 

The latter first appeared on colonial architecture in 1780 

(op. cit.: 202); the earliest examples of the Bolivar style 

date from about 150 years ago (Adelson & Takami: 26). 

The Bolivar style is no longer woven (Gisbert et. al.: 

200) , although I saw one example of laymi t'ika on a fairly 

new garment in the possession of my adopted family, who 

became interested in textiles themselves when collecting on 

Yorke's behalf. They said the figure, which they called 
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florero, was 'muy antigua' and 'especial para j6venes' The 

textile in question was a poncho especially made for their 

ten year old adopted son Marcelino; it, did not, use the pink 

and blue colours typical of the Bolfvar style. 

b) Kurti 

A second distinct style, denominated kurti by the 

inhabitants of Challa (Yorke: 22) as well as those of the 

Bolivar region (Gisbert. et. al.: 212), became popular during 

t, he first half of t, his century. It was not a substitute for, 

but existed together with, the colonial Bolivar style; 

Gisbert sees them as lestilos paralelos y posiblemente 

provenientes de dos etnias diferentes' (op. cit.: 210). 

The imaginatively executed figures typical of kurti [see 

Figs. 5 and 61 are radically different in character from the, 

r gid stylisations of Bolivar, and would seem to stem 

directly from indigenoLis tradition rather than from colonial 

in f luence. Whilst the simultaneous use of several different, 

weaving techniques was t. ypical of the Bolivar style (Gisbert 

et. al .: 212) , as it is of much of the weaving worn in that 

area at present, kurti, according to Gisbert (loc. cit. ) only 

uses the double cloth technique. 

Generally speaking kurti is best characterised by wide 

double cloth bands in which the condor and the snake are 

predominant f igures (Yorke: 22 ), though an ornate version of 

t. he rhomboid is a common element (Yorke: 29). Gisbert 

describes the latter as intis, suns, arid those which have 

inflorescencias, peripheral rays sometimes ending in leaves 

or flowers, as eochas, lakes (Gisbert et. al.: 212). 
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The figures my teachers showed me and used themselves 

included various ornate forms of caripuyo, (rhomboid) or 

linku but were riot typical of kurti. 

Adelson & Takami (op. cit.: 26) incl tide which are 

still an extremely popular figure in pebble weave, as typical 

of the kurti style. 

Gisbert sees the inflorescencias of kurti as related to 

the stylised floral laymi linku (sic) of the Bolfvar style 

(Gisbert et. al.: 212). Whilst a degree of correspondence is 

probable between kurti and both the laymi figures, Gisbert 

actually misapplies the name laymi linku to the 'flower 

vase', laymi t'ika (op. cit.: plate 225), referring to the 

meander (linku, as in Gisbert. e. t. al.: plate 226), merely as 

a 'Plant motif' (op. cit.: 212). 

ght be expected of a. tradition with indigenous As mig 

roots, kurti apparently covered a far greater area than 

Bolfvar; though now in decline (Gisbert et. al.: 212) it is 

still found in the widely separated provinces of Arque, in 

Cochabamba, and Bustillos, in Northern Potosi (op. cit.: 

211), i. e. in areas to both north and south of present, day 

Bolivar. 

Yorke (op. cit.: 22) and Gisbert (Gisbert et. al.: 212) 

both consider the kurti style related to that of Challa, 

which was also 'de gran expansion dentro del territorio 

Charcasl(Gisbert et. al.: 210). Typical Challa designs [see 

Fig. 61 show condors perched on a toothed or hooked zigzag 

arid sheltering other animals or birds beneath their outspread 

wings, but unlike Bolivar kurti itS repertory does not. 

include serpents (op. cit.: 213). 
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Contemporary usage of the term k-urti 

I have not been able to find kurti in any dictionary and 

though it is a term commonly used around Bolivar it appears 

to apply as much to weaving technique as to weaving style. 

It may derive from the Spanish corte, but the Spanish meaning 

is that of a length or bolt of cloth like those woven on the 

treadle loom and does not account for the present usage of' 

kurti. 

Pebble weave and double cloth, but primarily the latter, 

are referred to as kurti 'because they have two faces'. Both 

my teachers said Oiey would show me how to weave kurti, 

meaning double cloth, but the elderly Doha Calixta added that. 

she could also teach me 'otra clase de kurti', referring to 

pebble weave. 

In the Charasani area, where the figured bands are woven 

almost exclusively in double cloth, an elaborate figure 

composed of dots and scrolls is called corte grande. This 

usage, like that of Yorke and Gisbert, suggests that kurti 

denotes a particular type of figured design. However, the 

alternative name for corte grande, 'important corte', is 

jatun pallay, 'important pallay' (Girault: 45). This 

suggests that corte or kurti might be an alternative generic 

name for figured designs rather than for any particular type. 

An informant from a neighbouring community, referring to 

a double cloth panel in the centre of a ch'uspa of mine from 

Taquile, which did not include serpent, rhomboid or condor 

figures, called it kurti. The many figgures adorned with 

scrolls or inflorescencias typical of the kurti style have 

individual names and are referred to collectively as salta, 

while the Quechua term pallay is only used for figured 
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designs woven in twill, which are pallay nomas; twill, 

although like double cloth and pebble weave iiý has two faces, 

is riot referred to as kurti. 

Whilst I found no explanation of this distinction, it. 

does suggest that kurti is used as an alternative to salta, 

for any figured design woven in double cloth or pebble weave. 

d) San Pedro/Llallagua 

Ihe San Pedro/Llallagua style is found in the south of 

the area designated by Gisbert (see above) and its influence 

on the contemporary weaving of Bolivar appears to be 

considerable. That of Laymi/Chayanta (Gisbert et. al. 203) 

will not be examined in detail as, apart from the isolated 

example already mentioned of the Cala Cala Laymis as weavers 

of kurti, arid the Laymi use of the raina de olivo (Gisbert. et. 

al.: 20W it. does not. seem to influence that of Bolivar. 

The Llallagtia style, which uses both pebble weave and 

double cloth (Gisbert. et. al.: 200), is still evolving (loc. 

cit. ), incorporating modern figures of trucks, helicopters 

arid aeroplanes. In contrast, the San Pedro/Sacaca style 

remains traditional (loc. cit. ) arid makes an essential use of 

checks (loc. cit. ) which is reminiscent of tocapu (loc. 

cit. ). Although T would hesitate to class ify San Pedro as 

using only pebble weave (loc. cit. ), Gish ert' s assessment 

agrees with my own observation of belts from the Sacaca area; 

the typical colour combinations of the San Pedro/Sacaca 

three-colour pebble weave, green and or ange, pink and blue or 

purple, and the naturalistic figures of animals such as 
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llamas and viscachas are also similar to those found in 

Bo Ii-,., a r. 

Gisbert believes the iieoclassical rama de olivo (Gisbert 

et. al.: plate 207) is typical. of Llallagua (op. cit.: 203), 

or, as has already been mentioned, of the neighbouring Laymis 

(op. cit. 201) The stepped fret with flowers, which I 

believe derives from the rama de olivo, originates from 

Sacaca (loc. cit. ). This figure, one of the many variations 

of linku woven in Bolivar, and known as laphi, or 'leaf' 

linku, uses the colours typical of three-colour pebble weave. 

Gisbert further subdivides the Llallagua style, 

designating the eight pointed Incaic star currently popular 

in Bolivar as from Llallagua (Gisbert et. al.: 202) but 

escalonados dobles and rombos dentados, which she believes to 

date from the same period (op. cit.: 202) as f rom the 

Caripuyo area, which once belonged to the cacique of Sacaca 

(op. cit.: 202). 

In Bolivar Caripuyo, is spoken of as producing some of 

the very finest weavings. Bo Ii var weavers f requent Iy 

reproduce escalonados dobles as a laymi linku with flowers 

similar to the Sacaca figure (Gisbert. et. al. : plate 213) , 

whilst they call a symmetrical, mirrored version of 

escalonados dobles which forms a rombo dentado, caripuyo 

[see Chapter 8, Fig. 2 and Fig. 141 . 

At. least. one style of weaving currently in evidence in 

Bolivar appears, then, to be strongly influenced by figures 

from these areas to the south, in Northern Potosi. 
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Summary 

The styles of weaving current-ly found in Bolivar have 

been influenced by t, hose from a, much larger geographical area 

roughly corresponding t, o t, he ancient kingdom of Charcas. Of 

the two principal styles, designated Bolivar and kurti, only 

t. he latter continiies to be produced. It. appears to have been 

influenced to some extent, by the former earlier style, an 

influence which can also be seen in many of the geometric 

zigza-, designs now popular. 

Both t. echniques and figured designs appear to lose or 

gain in popularit. y over t, ime. A particular t. echnique is 

likely also to include a particular type of figure, 

geometric, naturalistic otý checkered, which ý, 3 also related 

t. o certain colour combinations, but wit, liin t, hat convention 

figures continue t' 0 evolve, incorporating element. s f rom 

everyday life or fresh st, ylistic variations. 

The present naturalist. ic animal designs and the meanders 

with flowers woven in pebble weave appear to have been 

adopted some t. ime ago and from the south. The larger, more 

imaginative figures of birds, tigers and butterflies, and the 

more decorative meanders, including a condor with spread 

wings, which are woven in double cloth, appear to be a more 

recent, innovation arid t. o come from the lower lying territory 

to the north. 

Tt wi 11 be seen f rom the above t hat certa in fi gures 

predominate and several elements are common to what, seem 

initially to be two different conventions. 



Plate 3. Setting up the warp in a Loqo loqo 

patio. 
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PART TWO: THE LIVING CLOTH 

CHAPTER 3: TEXTILE ORIENTATION 

Introduction 

This section will look at the preliminary and early 

stages of the weaving process and at. the terms used to 

define the orientation of the cloth. 

lt will be shown that the flat surfaces of a textile 

are. capable of expressing a wide range of abstract and 

concrete oppositions applicable to time as well as space, 

from which an image emerges of the textile as a three 

dimensional object and one that is alive. Those parts 

designated front, and back, inside and outside, top and 

bottom, left, and right, sides, though they do not, appear to 

the western eye to have individual characteristics are 

defined from the moment the warp is wound on the loom and 

do not change according to how the finished product is 

Worn. 

TEXTILE STRUCTURE 

1) Weaving preliminaries 

Fmbarkingý on a weaving, project is a serious act and 

one which must he marked by the appropriate rittial. The 

weaver chews coca before winding t, he warp, and again 

before start. ing to weave, She may ask for help from 

Vi ra en Maria, Mam i t'a Amava 0rf rom Sant, a Catalina, 

although in Bolfvar it. is more usual for, her t. o take her 

weaving t. o church in nearby Tacopaya on 25th November, 

Catalina's name (Jay. When I started t. o weave a coca 

cloth, my t, eacher and I drank t. rago t. oget, her with my 
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family, who had helped to provide the materials and shaped 

the sticks for my loom. We sprinkled trago on the yarn 

and loom parts and ate a simple meal. 

Before beginning to warp a textile the materials to 

be used are called by ritual names. The sticks which will 

be tied together to make the loom are referred to as coca 

maliku, 't, ree lords. Coca is the Aymara generic term for 

tree, and like pampa (Bertonio 11: 247) is representative 

of an earlier, less 'cultural' time and place (Bert. onio 

11: 49). The yarn for the warp is qori ch'anka, 'golden 

thread' . At this stage the sticks have not undergone the 

t. ransforming process by which they become awa, a loom, nor 

has the t. hread become a warp, called in Bolivar by the 

Aymara term asi. It, is on1v once these raw ingredients 

have been used to create the equipment or materials for 

weaving t, hat. the 'loom' and t. he 'warp' are brought, into 

being and can be called by the names appropriate to this 

new stage of t, heir exist, ence. 

ii) Beginning to weave: the textile face, ajAnu 

A similar transformation to that which takes place in 

the raw materials, an 'awakening' from a hitherto dormant 

or precultural state to participation in a process newly 

hegun is apparerit in the terms used to describe the next 

step of wea-ving practice. 

In English and Spanish we speak of a textile as 

having one or two 'faces', depending on whether or not the 

fabric is reversible. In Aymara 'face' is ahano, 'el 

rostro de los hombres y todos los animales' , 4a haz de 
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todas las cosas' (Bertonio 11 :7). Ahano also applies to 

the textile face' , 
'media vuelta de lo que uno texe' 

( loc. cit. ) i. e. a single pass or 'half turn' of the 

weft , whereas the 'buelta entera d e la te. la' two weft 

passe s or a 'full turn' across both 'face' and 'back' is 

Ilau (loc. cit. ). 

To put in a single weft is ahanochatha (Bertonio IT: 

i), cha being a causative s uffix (Hardman: 152). This 

term, in its modern spelling of ajanuchafia, has come to 

mean 'comenzar un t. ejido' (De Lucca: 8), that is, putting 

in the first weft thread and thus initiating the weaving 

by giving it a 'face'. 

Besides its specifically textile related meanings 

ajanuchaRa means 'enlucir' , to polish or shine (De Lucca: 

8). 'Enlucir' can also be rendered by sulatha (Bertonio 

IT: 325) . The various forms of smoothing, levelling or 

polishing associated with this term refer to situations of 

potential similar to that of the textile warp before the 

initial weft gives it a 'face' . Sulata means 'hermoso' 

(Bertonio 1: 263); through the act of weaving the textile 

becomes a cultural and therefore a beautiful object 

(Torrico: 52). 

Ahano is also used to refer to t. he 'face' or 'light' 

of the sun or moon: ahano thami means 'twilight', 'entre 

dos luzes' (Bertonio 11: 7). The act of beginning a 

t. extile, of creating a beautiful object, is then, 

comparable to the advent of light shining on it, s surface. 
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A similar connect ion between the. initiat, ion of the 

weaving process and the int. roduction of light, is apparent 

in illahuatha: 'hazer o poner los hilos que prende el 

urdiembre al principio de la tela para texer' (Bertonio 

11: 1-13) . Words wit, h the root. illa have meanings of 

'light' or 'dawn' (loc. ci t) ; illahua are the heddles 

(loc. cit. ) which make t. he weaving process possible by 

separating the warp into two alternating sheds, allowing 

the passage of the weft and the definition or illumination 

of the t. extile 'face'. 

The Quechua term rik chhay, 7 color, 0 haz de 

qualquiera cosa, rostro o imagen o figura' (Holgufn: 315), 

appears analogous to ajano except that it is a synonym for 

colour, rather than light - the presence of light, 

however, being implicit in that of colour. 
r Rikehhay is 

also associated with initiation in its meaning of 

recordar, 'to wake up' or 'become aware' (Holguin: 315); 

the use of the causative suffix cha is analogous with its 

use in ajanochaha. 

Beginning to weave, then, by giving a textile 'face', 

'light' , or 'colour' , awakens in or brings it. to life; 

sama, the Aymara generic term for colour (Bertonio 11: 

306) also means 'breath' (loc. cit. ); the presence of 

this vital force will be investigated in greater detail in 

subsequent chapters. 

iii) 'Face', or exterior, arid 'reverse', or interior 

A distinction between 'face' and 'reverse' is made 

both linguistically and in weaving practice. The latter 
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definition is not based on any variation in quality; 

apart from the alternation of colours in areas of 

complementary weave both surfaces of most, Andean textiles 

are identical. As the metaphorical associations of ajano 

suggest, it is rather a distinction between their light 

and dark values. 

Opinions differ from place to place as to which is 

the face of a textile and which its reverse. In the Puno 

area of Peru the face is that which shows a dark design on 

a light background; in Socaire, Chile, the face shows a 

light design on a dark background (Dransart, personal 

communication). Although this was not directly stated it 

was evident from the comments of my teachers and of 

friends examining my weaving efforts that the latter was 

the case in Bolivar also. 

iv) The concept of al rev6s 

To appreciate the signif icance of the distinction 

made between 'face' and 'reverse' or exterior and interior 

it is necessary to understand something of the 

significance of 'al rev6s'. 

Turning something 'the other way' is expressed by 

kutiy (Holguin: 57), or tikray (op. cit. : 341). In the 

Andean system of reciprocal forces the other side or 

'reverse' will in due time come to the fore. Deliberately 

attempting to induce a reversal of these reciprocal forces 
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can symbo Ii se a des i re ei ther to turn away a negative 

element, or to attract a positive one [see 6,11: ( ii )]. 

A textile may be turned 'at rev6s' either by turning 

it so that the reverse side shows, as when turning over 

the leaf of a book (Holguin: 341), or by turning it inside 

out, like a bag (loc. cit. ). According to Bertonio Aymara 

mourning customs, hacchira, involved adopting clothing 

appropriate to the opposite sex or wearing it in the 

opposite or 'reverse' way to normal (op. cit It: 107-8). 

1 found no particular importance attached to which 

side of a garment was worn outermost, but if their 

reversal was ever capable of such profound symbolic 

meaning, it is not surprising that textile vocabulary 

makes clear distinctions about the orientation of the 

cloth and that far from being purely ornamental, these 

distinctions are embedded in the very structure of the 

cI oth . 

V) The textile back, khe24_j_i 

There is a belief amongst the Kogi of Northern 

Colombia t ha t the suit puts two wefts into the cosmic 

textile e-verv twenty-four hours, aIi gght, , dayside one, 

symbolising life and a dark, niglht. side one, symbolising 

death (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978c: 15). The two 'lights' or 

'faces' of twilight, ahano thami, however, probably refer 

to the light of the sun and moon: ajano is the face; ati , 

the back or spine of -in object (De Lucca: -46 ), can also be 
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the ritual name for the moon (Paredes: 112) , the weft 

passing from one to the other as it performs 7una vuelta 

entera' of the warp. 

As the opposite of ajano, face, De Lucca gives 

khepajj, the back or reverse side (op. cit. 7) . Khepajj 

refers to both time and place, meaning either 'behind' or 

'later' (op. cit.: 243). No similar term is to be found 

in Bertonio arid perhaps it has been adopted from Quechua 

qquepa: latrds, atrasar' (Holguin: 422-423). In Aymara 

the closest. phonological approximations are quepa, the 

weft (Bertonio 11: 288), and quipa, a suffix indicating 

'movement passing round a corner' (Hardman: 159) or 'a la 

vuelta' (Bertonio IT: 298). 

The future in the Andean mind, because it is unknown 

and unseen, lies behind (Gi f ford: 1986), 1 ike the 

alternating weft pass which succeeds that of ajano, across 

the textile face. It seems, then, that there is a both a 

semantic and a metaphorical association between: 

quepa the weft, which performs 7una vuelta 
entera', 

quipa going round the corner, 'a la vuelta', 

and 

khepajj, `atrAsý or 'despu6s'. 

vi) The textile back or interior, mainqhue or hiccani 

Emphasising the distinction between exterior and 

interior Islugan weavers say the talega should be used ýD 

'right side out' , 'according to its face' (Cereceda 1986: 
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151). Bertonio gives as the opposite of ajano not khepajj n 

but manqhue or hiccani (op. cit. 11: 7). Manqhue is 

'proftindidad' (Bert. onio 11: 215) . Manqhue pacha (loc. 

cit. like Quechua ueu pacha (HoIguin: 556) was adopted 

by the early missionaries as the situation of Hell., but 

both manqhue and ucu indicate riot so much depth below as 

interior depth, the centre or heart, of a thing (HoIguin: 

349; Bertonio 11: 215); manqhue has meanings very 

similar to those. of sonqo [see Chapter 7: IV] . Manqhue 

implies, as does khepajj, that the textile is a three- 

dimensional object. with a secret, hidden core. 

Also like khepajj, a region of darkness or lesser 

light , its distance from the present in place and 

t. herefore, in time stiggests that manqhue pacha is dim and 

indistinct. Thesp are charact, eri sties of the precultural 

chullpa or purum pacha (Cereceda 1981: 42; Harris & 

Bouysse-Cassagne: 21-22); manque haque, 'hombre 

int, rinsico que no se declara con nadie' (Bertonio 11: 

215)), bears a close resemblance. to purum and pampa haque, 

'que no estd sujeta a nadie' (op. cit. 11: 247), that is, 

someone who is outside, Lhe bounds of or who has not yet 

become part of, society. 

The. interior world of ucu or manqhue pacha, the world 

of the dead, is conceived of as a mirror image of the 

living world but its contrary in every respect: day is 

their night, summer their winter (Hocquenghemit-00-i! 

The second term listed in opposition to ajano, 

hiccani , repeats the sense of khepajj as 'despi! i--s' and 
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'tr, is' (Bertonio 1: 183 but hiccani also means 'back' 

or 'spine' (op. cit. 11: 129) meanings which, it. will be 

remembered, are common to ati Once again the I inguistic 

implications are that this 'other world' , reverse side, or 

unseen surface is governed by the light. of the moon, for 

which ati is a ritual name, although a dark or night-time 

sun, as envisaged by the Kogi (Reichel Dolmatoff: 1978c) 

is also a possibility. 

What is behind, or f tit Lire, can, then, also be 

'hidden' or 'interior'. As Gifford points out in his 

study of time metaphors in Quechua and Aymara, the Aymara 

tense system also divides time into unseen and seen, 

future time arid 'other time' (1986: 1), which includes 

both past and present because these are a continuous 

process of time known and experienced. 

To summarise: t. he opposit, ions ajano/khepajj, 

ajano/hiccani ajano/manqhue, ajano/atA provide the t, wo 

faces of the textile with the metaphoric potential to 

represent the following variants of a single face/reverse 

contrast: 

sun moon 
male f ema 1e 
light dark 
day nigh t 
front back 
exterior interior2 
known unknown 
seen unseen 
past, present future 

These oppositions should not, be understood as static, 

but rather as contrastingý aspects between which a constant. 

movement or transformation is taking place. 
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vii) The warp selvedge, top and bottom, polo 

Just as the designations ' face ' and ý reverse' remain 

constant from the putting in of the first. weft ' t, op' and 

'bot, tom' are structurally defined as the warp selvedges, 

regardless of where these selvedges appear when the 

textile is worn or used. No distinction is, however, made 

between them; the term for both warp selvedges is polo. 

As these are, technic, -, illy speaking edges, the wider 

connotations of this term will be examined in Chapter 7, 

V. 

The absence of a distinction between upper and lower 

edges is also evident in weaving practice. When the 

weaver warps a two-piece textile such as a IIijIIa she 

sit. s next to the bottom loom bar with her helper sitting 

opl--)osit. e her at the top bar. St. arting at, her right. hand 

side she put s the. warps on t. he loom working from the 

outside edge of the proposed cloth t. owards t, he centre. 

This process is repeated for the second half. 

She then weaves each half from the bottom towards the 

top, apart from a few weft. passes woven from the direction 

of the. upper loom bar to prevent the terminal area, whicli 

cannot be so densely packed, from coming right, at the 

edge. Thus, although she always works away from her body 

towards the farther loom bar, there is no sense of the top 

bar representing the 'end', in contrast to the 'beginning' 

of the lower bar. Beginning and end are part of a 

continuous whole formed by the warp3. 
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This warping and weaving procedure. means that in 

order to fit the two halves together the weaver has two 

choices: 

She cotild turn one half over; this would in some 

ways produce a more exactly symmetrical textile. Any 

asymmetrical figsures, such as the animals typical of one 

Bolivar style, would be orientated in the same direction 

on both halves and the terminal areas would appear side by 

side at the same end. However, it would also mean that, 

the figures appeared against. contrasting backgrounds on 

each half, as one half would be displaying its 'face', the 

other its 'back' or 'inside'[see Fi,, Y,. 1a]. 

Her second option, arid the one she adopts, is to 

rotate one half through 180 degrees so that its 'bottom' 

becomes its 'top' . As she does not turn the fabric over 

the colour values are not. affected [see Fig. 1b]. 

Juxtaposed in th is way the two halves appear 

symmetrical. Though they do not reflect, as close a mirror 

image as would the. first option, the result. is visually 

more balanced and contained. The opposition of the 

terminal areas forms a diagonal axis (Cereceda 1986: 157) 

which draws the eye inwards towards the centre. Two 

parallel lines of animal figures [Fig I. a], would suggest 

their eventual dispersal beyond the confines of the 

textile and so weaken the spatial definition provided by 

its edge; instead the animals in each half face in 

opposite directions, with those closest to the edge 

appearing to follow tile animal immediately in front on the 
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other band in a cirelin-,. 9 movement [Fig. lb] giving the 

design a sense of both continuity and containment. 

It also means that only top and bottom, which are not. 

linguistically distinguished, rotate their position; the 

face and reverse of the fabric remain unchanged throughout 

the weaving. 

viii) The weft selvedges: left side and right side, killpa 

In the. warping and weaving process described above 

the position of the left and right edge's remains 

unchanged. Tn a two piece textile the inner edge will 

become the central, seamed siray lado, the outer edge, 

cantu lado, will probably be bound. The term for these 

side or weft selvedges is killpa; like polo its 

connotations will be more fully examined in Chapter 7,. V. 

In some areas of the Andes bodily terms are applied 

to certain textiles, transforming them into 

anthropomorphic or zoomorphic figures. These terms 

include arms, legs, wings, tail, shoulders, elbows, hands, 
z-n 

and ears [ see Chapter 7, IV: (ii)I. Most. commonly found 

is the mouth, and its position, too, is evidently governed 

by structural considerations. 

The mouth appears in Macha at. the top edge of a 

V, ostala (Torrico: 15), in Isluga at the side of a talega 

(Cereceda 1986: 158) , and in Tarabuco at the side of a 

chuspa or wayakita (Meisch 1986: 248). In Tarabuco, where 

t. he poncho is worn with t, he stripes horizontal, the stripe 
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at its bottom edge is its mouth ('Meisch 1987: 52) as is 

the bottom edge of the full pollera on Taquile island. 

The placement of the Macha mouth, at, the opening of 

the bag, may perhaps be due to adoption of Spanish usage. 

In all other cases the mouth, regardless of its position 

when the textile is worn or used, is at the weft 

selvedges, where "ie shuttle enters the opening between 

the two shedS4. 

Like 'top' and 'bottom', then, the textile 'sides' or 

niouths' are st ructural ly def ined and no distinction is 

made between that of left. and right,. Sides are, however, 

distinguished structurally and linguisticaily from top and 

bottom. 

Summary 

The vocabulary of textile structure, examined in this 

section expresses an essential contrast between 'inside' 

and 'outside' which has metaphorical implications of time 

(now/recent past, or near future), place (here/t. here), and 

perhaps most significantly inanimate potential/animate 

realisation. Once weaving has begun the textile acquires 

ligght arid colour and the inanimate warp and weft are 

transformed into the animate cloth. 

In referring to two passes of the weft as 'una vuelta 

entera' and implying that its reverse is also its 

interior, the textile is clearly designated as a three 

dimensional object, which encompasses a fourth dimension, 
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time. Whilst its surfaces are contrasted, as are the 

vertical weft and horizontal warp selvedge, a sense of 

balance is suggested by the pairing of its top and bottom 

and its sides. 



Plate 4- A brand new llijlla with the 

condor-serpent design. 
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CHAPTER 4: TEXTILE DESIGN: QVE-'I-, L, 
-QA 

Introduction 

g in the title of my thesis to its fly referring 

symbolic language I imply that a textile is able to speak 

or convey a message. Whilst we cannot, hear its 

metaphorical voice, we may one day be able to decipher the 

silent communication of its designs. 

My aim in examining quellqa and its related meanings, 

then, is to attempt to present a clearer picture of what 

constituted the Andean systems of 'writing' and to suggest 

why the term used for so many of its forms does not, appear 

to have been applied to one of the most complex systems, 

textiles. 

WEAVING AND WRITING: The Emerging Form 

i) Quell_qa - Design and description 

It was the Spaniarý; k5 who adopted quel lqa as a noLin to 

mean the western type of writ, ingl . Before their arrival 

it related to the performance of many of the plastic arts 

which included 'pintar, esctilpir, cavar en dLiro, dibujar, 

trazar, labrar, bordar y tefiir' (de la Jara: 12) ,a range 

of skills in which a design, the escritura, is either 

brought out of a plain surface, by cutting or engraving, 

or applied to it by painting, embroidering or drawing. 

It wotild appear to have been primarily a concept 

referring to the act of creating this design rather than 

to the design itself Quilleani, for example is 't. razar' 

(Santo TomAs: 219), or 'dibtijar' (op. cit.: 98), btit the 

visible restilt of this action is not quellqa btit either 
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simply ricchaynin 'figura de traza' (Santo Tomds: 137, 

331) , or riechayninman quellcasca 'figu ra, imagen' 

(Holp,, uin: 525) , using quell-qa as a past participle2. 

That, a single term can apply to so many creative 

skills implies that their function has a conceptual unity; 

quellqa can perhaps best be translated as 'to make 

visible', or 'to reveal' a latent image which has a 

communicative rather than a purely decorative 

significance. 

Meanings such as lpintar', 'tefiir', lembadurnar, 

associate quellqani with colour, and the metaphorical 

cultural transformation brought about by revealing an 

image or figura, is similar to that. brought. about. by 

beginning a weaving and thus introducing light giving 

the textile a 'face'. The effect of quellqani is 

analogous to the process of developing a clear cut, 

photographic image from a dark, indistinct negative, or 

like passing a wet brush over the dull grey page of one of n 

those old fashioned magic painting books so that. bright 

colours emerged to form a picture. 

ii) The application of colour 

The only example of an artistic skill where quellqani 

does not appear to imply either incision or application is 

that of dyeing. In fact, only Santo TomAs gives quillcani 

as an alternative to tullpuni, 'teiir de color' (op. cit.: 

216). Other dictionaries give only tullpuni. 

The explanation may be that a particular type of 

dyeing was intended in which a design was formed by 
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reserving areas of the completed fabric from the dye by 

the application of wax, as in batik (de la Jara: 13). 

Alternatively, dye adds or applies colour to the 

materials immersed in it, and the metaphorical 

associations of dyeing with cooking imply a similar 

transformation from inanimate to animate, precultural to 

cultural, as that brought about in other contexts by the 

introduction of light. 

In Quechua immersing wool, thread or woven fabric in 

dye to give it, colour is metaphorically associated with 

the marinading of food in sauces to give it flavour: 

tullpuni, 'remojar echar en remojo ropa o comidas dtiras' 

(Holguin: 345); tullpuycuni, 'moiar ]a sopa, o el bocado 

de carne en salsa en miel o en cosa de comer' (loc. 

Cit. )3. 

Dyeing is also associated with the cooking of food in 

Aymara: verbs for 't, eflir', huaycutha, ccatiattia, phutitha 

(Bert, onio 1 46 are also terms f or cooking ( op. cit. 

S. V. ). 

Modern Aymara terms for dyeing, samiri, samiyiri 

'colorante, que colora' (De Lucca: 377 and samiquipana 

ýretefiir volver a t, efiir' (Joe. cit. ) derive from sami, 

'color en general' (De Lucca: 377), arid, as iri causes the 

preceding vowel to drop (Hardman: 271), from sama, a 

generic term for colour (Bertonio 11: 306). 

Samana is 'aliento' (Bert, onio 11: 306; De Lucca: 376) 

and samiri also means 'vaporoso, que despide vapores'(Ioe. 

cit. ) recalling the connection between flavour and colour; 

although it, does riot have a visible colour, the steam 

arising from the boiling dyepots is impre., griated with dye 
nn 
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just as the. steam from the boiling food is richly scented 

or flavoured by it. 

Dyeingy would appear to be a late accretion of meaning 

to sami, as it is not, to be found in Bertonio. It is, 

however, a significant one as it- reiterates the connection 

already mentioned in Chapter 3,1: (ii), between colour, 

by association blood, sama, and breath, sama, in a textile 

context . The connotations of textile terminology 

repeatedly indicate the joint presence of these two vital 

forces, the introduction of which represents a metaphoric 

brin-ýinu to life' of the textile. 

iii) Woven designs and painted figures 

When not, described as salta or pallay, figured 

designs are referred to in Bolivar by the Spanish term 

dibujos. Quellcani can mean 'dibujar' (Holguin: 301 ); 

quellcani as the closely related concept 'pintar' 

(Holguin: 301 , 513,632) , is specifically associated with 

vestidos and queros, ritual drinking vessels (Holguin: 

301 , 306 ). 

The geometric checkered designs painted on the latter 

are known as tocapu which may represent some form of 

escritura, and as such have been studied by de la Jara 

(op. cit. ) and Burns Glynn (o p. cit. ). Tocapu also refers 

to the designs when woven. It would seem reasonable, 

then, t' 0 suppose that tejcý fi guras' would also be 

categorised as quellcani However, no mention of this 

usage is made in any of the early dictionaries. 

An example of quell(la used in a weaving related 

context may clarify why this is so: suko suko ecahua is 
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1camiseta bareteada o list. ada de alto abaxo con listas de 

diversas colores' (Bertonio 11: 325), suko suko quelleata 

pirca is 'pared rayada de diversas colores' (loc. cit. ). 

Apart from the stipulation in the first example that the 

stripes run 'de alto abaxo', the definitions are identical 

btit the coloured stripes in a woven shirt. apparently do 

not, need to be. qualified by quellqa. 

it will be remembered that quellqani involves 

'marking' or 'incising', applying the desion to or zn 

bringing it out of a surface. On the wall, the stripes 

need to be made visible by adding paint. In the shirt, 

however, the necessary colour divisions are already 

present in the fundamental arrangement of the warp and the 

potential stripes appear as weaving progresses. 

I t, would seem, then, that the reason that teJer 

figuras i 's not, subsumed in quellqani, although the 

restilting designs are considered escritura, is that. the 

two processes are analogous in making visible a coded 

message. Like the action of quellqani on the hitherto 

undecorated surface of an object., the act of weaving 

brings out, or develops the design by the manipulation of 

an inert medium, the uniform cloth or pampa. To q(ialify 

this act by quel. lqata would be, as in the case of the 

striped shirt., superfluous. 

iv) Design and perception 

Ini ts meaning of 'tragar' ( Santo TomAs: 219) 

quellcani is related to abstract concepts similar to those 

found associated with the central stripe sonqo [see 7: 

1VI : 'tragar' is also translated unanchani (Ricardo: 90., 
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189) , hamuthani , hamurpayani (Holguin: 682) which denote 

'understanding', 'perception', 'thought', and 

'imagination' (Holgu i n: 355 ; Bertonio 11: 127,377); in 

Aymara hamurpaafia and hamurpaasifia also mean 'potencia del 

alma' (Bertonio 11: 127)4. 

Through its association with these terms the message- 

bearing image-made-visible, quelleasca, on the exterior 

surface of an object., is linked to the purely interior 

perception of an idea in the imagination; in having an 

interior as well as an exterior dimension the image 

produced by quellqani is once again analogous to the woven 

textile which has an exterior, seen, arid an interior, 

unseen, surface5 . 

Quellqani as traqar, then, implies the perception of 

an image in the mind and its visible realisation as an 

icon relating to ancestral traditions. The emergence of 

this design transforms the textile or other object on 

which it appears into a cultural and therefore animate 

entity. 

V) Design and memory 

Besides quellcani, unanchani and hamutha, traqar can 

be translated as callacatha, chuymattatha or amutatha 

(Bertonio 1: 455 ). Amutatha also means acordarse, 'to 

wake tip', or 'become aware', (Bertonio TI: 17), and words 

with the root amu generally relate to situations of 

potential, such as that, of a bud about to burst into 

flower (loc. cit. ), or a voice. which is [still] silent 

(loc. cit. ), similar to those which are 'developed' by the 

various processes of quellqani. 
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In the Aymara concept of time the present contains 

the past, (Gifford 1986: 1); this would suggest that once 

something has begun i ts potential existence, once a 

design, traqa, has been 'woken tip' or 'made visible', that 

it also has the capacity of memory6. 

Cognitive memory uses visual encoding as a mnemonic 

device (Connerton: 27)7. It will be remembered that 

besides its meaing of colour, image or face, rikehay means 

both 'acordar' and 'recordar' (Holguin: 315). Ricchacta 

quellcani means pintar' (Holguin: 632) which can be 

understood as to make visible the images stored in the 

memory. That this imagery has a didactic function is 

suggested by the entry riceha quellcay camayok o yachachik 

(loc. cit. ). Camayok refers to someone who knows about a 

subject. or is an expert, but yachachik is also a teacher, 

suggesting the instructive element of riccha quellcay 

'dibujos' and woven designs8. 

The subsequent paragraphs will investigate further 

flow designs are linked to the ancestors as their 

'memorials', or 'epitaphs'. 

vi) Design and identity 

One meaning of quellqa adopted by the Spaniards was 

cedula (Ricardo: 130). Iiidigenous usage also appears to 

associate the message or image transmitted by quellqa with 

identification. 

in Aymara quellcatha means both 'escribir como hazen 

los Espanoles' and 'affeytar, pintar o rascunar o dibuxar 

modo de indios que piritan los cantaros y ot, ros vasos' aI 

(Bertonio 11: 286); quellcastha means both 'escriuir algo 
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para si' and 'affeytarse, o embaaurnarse con alguna color' 

(Bertonio It: 288). 

The alternatives to quelleasita, 'pintado, affeytado 

assi' (Bertonio 11: 288), are sulasita, phiscusita, 

Ilucchusita, terms with meanings of 'enlucir', sulatha, 

(Bertonio 11: 325); luntar o embadurnar', phiscutha, 

sulatha (Bertonio 11: 270) and 'vestir', llucchuctatha 

(Bertonio It: 206), all actions which involve adding 

something to an original plain surface. 

However, this visible marking of an object (-, an be 

reversed by cleaning, washing or undressing it and it is 

from these meanings 'lavarse el rostro', sularasitha, 

phiscurasitha (Bertonio 11: 325 ); lquitar el barro, o 

qualquiera immundicia', phiscucatha, sulacatha (Bertonio 

11: 270) and 'quitar el vestido', Ilucchutatha (Bertonio 

11; 206)9, that we learn more about the metaphorical 

implications of quellqa and quellqani. 

In both cases quellqa is associated with a 

transformation or change of state affecting visible 

appearance but what does this change imply? 

'Cleansing' a surface, sulacatha, is comparable in 

other contexts to an act of 'making level' or 'equal' [see 

6: IV, (iii)], and provides a similar opportunity for the 

balancing of forces and a 'fresh start' as that 

represented by the uniform by still dormant textile 

pampa". 

Is washing ot-ie's face, then, merely to remove 

superficial dirt in order to make visible one's true self? 

Or does it imply deliberately reversing the process of 

embadurnarse, i. e. removing the facial writing atid 
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identifying marks arid reducing oneself once again to a 

common man, pampa haque, indistinguishable from everyone 

else, uncounted, not belonging to society? 

The 'socialising' associations of painting one's face 

(Zuidema 1983a: 150; Bouysse-Cassagne 1986: 213) and that 

the same word, quelleastha, also means 'escribiendo algo 

para si', suggest the latter option and quellqani is also 

related to visible identifying marks through unanchani 

with which it is synonymous in its meaning of trarar. 

Unanchani also means 'marcar' (Ricardo: 158), 'sefialar' 

(Ricardo: 88), or 'sefialar poniendo algo', unanchatha 

(Bertonio 11: 377). 

Ail illiterate person is said to 'make his mark' as a 

substitute for his written signature. HoIguin lists 

unancha as 'estandarte, insignia' (op. cit. : 355 he 

also lists it as'hierro del ganado' a cattle mark or 

brand (loc. cit. ). 

In whatever form a 'mark' is a means of 

identification. It can indicate a moment of transition in 

a similar way to a rite of passage, a change of state from 

unbegun to begun, wild to social, disorder to order. An 

artefact which has been subjected to the transforming 

creative process undergoes a similar change, as do kin, n 

land or livestock which are 'claimed' by a social group. 

vii) Design and recorded information 

Besides unancha marks indicating ownership of cattle 

are lista, literally stripe (Torrico: 18) and chimpu, red 

or coloured tassels. Chimpu are semantically related to 

chinu, the Aymara term for the knotted cords better known 
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by their Quechua name khipu. These cords, which were used 

to record information in the absence of a written 

alphabetical or numerical system, are directly associated 

with quellqa: 'Abro de quentas, quillea quippo (Santo 

TomAs: 357). Thus quellqa relates not only to memory 

itself but to recording systems which externalise or stand 

in place of memory. 

Acosta (quoted in de la Jara: 12), tells us that 'los 

indios del Peru ... de palabra y por pinturas y memoriales 

se daba muy a menudo razon de cuanto se ofrecia' By 

memoriales Acosta probably meant the quillca quippo which 

were often used to record details of the offerings made to 

the ancestral shrines or burial places located along a 

ceque (Albornoz, quoted in Duviols 1984) , so that they 

were in this sense 'tribal memories' or 'memorials'. 

Ceque were systems of straight lines radiating 

outward along the ground from a cultural centre and 

connecting sacred sites (Cobo, Book IV: 12 each 1, ine 

being the responsibility of a particular lineage (Zuidema 

1973). They defined hereditary boundaries: ceqque, 

1 raya, I inea, termino' (Holguin: 82) , cequeni , 'desl indar 

heredad o dividirla con lindero' (Santo TomAs: 259) , and 

have been likened to a topographical khipu (Zuidema: 

1982), a drawing on the ground of the information recorded 

in the threads. 

In confirmation of this association another form of 

image making, 'dibujar' 
) is translated both as quellcani 

and cequeni (Holguin s. v. ). 

it will be remembered that a wall painted with 

straight lines or stripes is quellcata pirea. Ceque is 
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1cosa rayada' (HoIgLiin: 82); eequeni means LI 'linear, 

dibujar, rayar' (Ho I gui n: 488), Isefialar o rayar al-giin 

dibtijo' (Santo TomAs: 259). But how do you 'rayar al-gun 

dibujo" There appears to be considerable overlap between 

dibujo, which suggests naturalistic representation, and 

'straight line' or 'stripe'. Several other terms for 

stripes are also linguistically associated with chimpu and 

ceque [see 7: 11, and this overlap is consistent. with the 

extremely varied use of stripes, rather than woven 

dibujos, to convey a textile. message. 

viii)Written message and woven design 

The meanings of quellqa and its derivatives examined 

so far, whilst they convey a visible sign or graphic image 

are also associated with lescribir Como hazen los 

Espanoles'. This section will investigate some specific 

parallels between the Andean and European understanding of 

the concept. 

It has been suggested that one of the meanings given 

by Santo TomAs for quellcani, 'escribir como que era' (op. 

cit.: 13l), indicates the existence of 'un sistema de 

escritura peruano' (de la Jara: 11). It seems to me more 

likely that it is merely It typographical error 01, 

omission, and was intended as 'como quiera', as in 'libro 

como quiera' (Santo Tomýis: 158,357). 

The sugl-gestion, however, is valid if we take 'como 

quiera', 'of whatever sort, to indicate that Santo TomAs 

recognised the existence of ways of recording information 

other than the alphabetic writing used by Europeans. That 

ýie did so is sug-gested by his listing aya onanchaguan as 
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I sepul-tura con epitafio' (op. cit. 209). Translated 

literally this is an ancestral (aya) burial site or shrine 

with Quan) a 'mark' or 'design' (unancha), i. e. an 

epitafio or 1written', identifying inscription. Santo 

Tomis does not suggest what form this epitafio takes, only 

its function. 

A 'written' inscription identifying an ancestor is 

also suggested by IAs entry quillea maytosca, which he 

translates as 'envoltorio como de letras' by Santo Tom6s 

(op. cit.: 118,357). By Holguin's time quellcamayttu is 

translated 1pliego de cartas' (op. cit.: 633), bu t 

maytusca originally meant 'mortaja' (Santo Tomis: 171), 

1cosa envuelta o mortaiada' (Santo TomAs: 314), and de la 

Jara considers that the original meaning of quillca 

maytosca 'puede aplicarse a las telas peruanas usadas para 

envolver los cadaveres' (op. cit.: 16). 

Mayttu is also associated in Aymara with the 

identifying wrapping of an ancestor; mayttu, which 'no es 

muy ordinario' (Bertonio 11: 220), is a 'figura de bulto', 

or an ' imagen lurata' (Bertonio 11: 241 lura being 'un 

costal Ileno de algo' (Bertonio 11: 197). One is reminded 

of the sacred woven bundles of Coroma, losing which would 

mean for the villagers losing their history". 

The meaning of 'envelope', or literally 'letter' or 

'writing' wrapping, taking quellqa as a noun, the form 

most frequently used by the Span(wi^ii,! s, suggests that the 

'writing' referred to the letter inside the wrapping. But 

why should the wrapping chosen to represent an envelope, 

which to serve its purpose must also contain writing, an 

identifying name and address, be precisely a shroud unless 
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the shroud had a previous association with some form of 

escritura. 

I would suggest quillca is used adjectivally and that, 

quillca maytosca originally referred to a 'writing' or 

'message bearing' shroud, or 'identifying wrapping'. 

Ancestral burial sites were often regarded as huacas 

and not only the mummified ancestor but the huaca itself 

was shrouded in cloth (Albornoz in Duviols 1984: 217). 

The intricate designs woven in these textiles identified 

the person buried there in a similar way to an epitaph, 

and provided a permanent record of their history for 

members of a group, who took a piece of it with them if 

they were forced to move to another location (loc. cit. ). 

The final example of quellqa associated with writing 

has similar connotations of recording identity; 

quelleantatha (Bertonio IT: 287) is 'assentar, escribir a 

uno en el padron o lista'. 

Besides its meaning of 'electoral register' or 

'census list', padron (Simon & Schuster: 1393) can mean 

'an inscribed column or pillar'. To be recorded in such a 

way suggests some sort of memorial or epitaph, a meaning 

related specifically to quellcatha, 9pintar losa 1o 

hazer rayas, y no otra cosa' (Bertonio IT: 63)11. 

As was the case with ceque and chinu, both these 

'inscriptions' are made in, or within, straight lines, or 

stripes, 13, tambien escrivir entre renglones' (Bertonio 

ll: 287)12. 

In each case the ftinction of quellqa appears to be 

t hat of identifying someone, of Imarking' them as 

belonging to a particular plarp and group, within a 
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cu I ture. It has temporal as well as spatial connotations; 

a living member becomes established through being counted 

or inscribed as an individual unit. in the same way that 

the warps of a textile design are counted13; links wit. h 

previous members, the ancestors, are maintained by means 

of memorial inscriptions consisting of woven designs. 

ix) Quellqa as a woven signature 

In a final brief paragraph I would like to reunite 

the processes of writing and weaving which have so far 

been shown as pursuing a parallel course. 

Alphabetic writing, which Gisbert associates 

primarily with Aymara textiles (Gisbert et. at.: 201), is 

used in contemporary Andean designs to record names, dates 

and places. Woven designs also identify the weaver either 

iconographically or because she has made them part of her 

personal repertoire. Though the weaver is skilled, she is 

often illiterate, and therefore will copy individual 

letters in the same way as any other saca. 

In other Amerindian cultures both types of signature 

are equally regarded as writing (Tedlock & Tedlock: 124). 

1 have a belt in which letters have been broken up into 

suitable shapes and intermingled with picked designs until 

their origin as alphabetic writing is almost 

unrec og1ni sable, so providing a nice example of quellqa as 

applying to both written and woven design. 

Summary 

The Spani(-, rO' adopted the nominal form quellqa to mean 

both the means of communication, escritura, carta, libro, 
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and the surface, pape I, on which t, his communication 

appears or which has the potential to display it. This 

communication is particularly concerned with identity, 

with a cedula, or the address of a letter. 

As a verb quellqani refers to an action signifying 

cultural trans f ormation. It. describes the creation of a 

communicative design by transforming an exterior surface 

in various ways such as drawing, painting, sculpting, 

embroidering. This action reveals or makes visible 

information about a group's traditions or collective past, 

information stored and coded in the memory and 

imagination, information often linked to the origin and 

location of an ancestral shrine. Quellqani refers to 

recording systems comparable to those of the ceque, khipu 

and chimpu knots and markings. 

Quellqani does not, appear to have been used to 

describe the creation of woven designs but, the themes 

associated with the cultural transformation brought about 

by quellqani, organisation of social, ritual and temporal 

space, as well as the metaphors associated with it, the. 

face, breath, understanding, colour, light, flavour, 

speech and smell, parallel those used in weaving and 

textile terminology to signify a similar process of 

transformation, whilst the various forms embraced bv 

quellqani, dyed colour, striping, figured and counted 

designs all can and do find their equivalent in the single 

expressive form of the textile. 
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Plate 5. Symmetrical designs on embroidered 

jackets. 
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I 
CHAPTER 5: TEXTILE LAYOUT: WEAVING AND BALANCE 

Introduction 

The vast majority of Andean textiles are symmetrical in 

their overall layout, in the arrangement of their colours and 

designs, and often in the designs themselves. Whilst there 

does not seem to be a Quechua or Aymara term equivalent to 

symmetry from which one can begin to unpack its metaphorical 

meaning, no aspect of textile design is without a 

communicative function, and its analysis should include the 

investigation of its various forms of symmetry. 

Symmetrical textile components such as the two halves of 

a weaving, the two halves of a design and the paired warp 

threads are spoken of in terms which show that they are seen 

as balancing each other. In this they reflect, the system of 

dualities into which the Andean world is conceptually 

organised; like these other systems, textile symmetry is a 

means of organising information into a form both easily 

memorable by the weaver and easily recognisable in the 

completed textile by other members of her community. 

Symmetry, like the image making of quellqa, is a concept 

applied consistently across the whole range of a cLilture. 's 

artefacts (Washburn & Crowe) and perhaps its communicative 

design relationships are considered in the Andean mind as a 

facet of quellqa, communicative design. 

THE SYMMETRIES OF THE ANDEAN TEXTILE 

i) Symmetry and identity 

As has already been said, the use. of similar woven or 

otherwise reproduced designs is not sufficient evidence in 
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itself of a common culture. 'The arrangement of figures or 

other design elements in the same symmetrical relationship, 

however, can he a significant factor in establishing identity 

(Washburn & Crowe). Whilst a group may make use of only one 

or two of these relationships, a common use of symmetries in 

one media may indicate that communities share other cultural 

traits (, loc. cit. )I. 

That patterns of symmetry are embedded suf f iciently 

deeply to account for this coincidence of practice between 

groups suggests that within a single group a particular 

conceptual symmetry applied in one medium is likely to be 

similarly applied to others. 

An analogy has been drawn between the symmetrical 

repetition of woven figur-es in Guatemalan textiles and the 

repetition of the written or spoken word in sacred texts such-, 

as the Poptil Vuh (Tedlock & Tedlock). In the Andean case 

also symmetry is used analogously in the written (or 

spoken/sung) and the woven media. 

ii) The categories of symmetry 

One definition of a symmetrical image is 'any image 

which repeats regularly according to rules' (Franquemont et. 

al.: 5). Symmetry can also refer to a repetition of form 

within the same figure, and lastly , not to any specific 

'sameness' or repetition' so much as to an aesthetic quality, 

balance or due proportion, and beauty of form (Chambers 

1367). This chapter will consider symmetry in all three 

ways. 
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Forty six different kinds of two dimensional symmetry 

have been identified, seventeen of a type which unfold in a 

straight. line (Washburn & Crowe). 

The four basic categories of repetitive symmetry in 

textile design which are identified by the Tedlocks (op. 

cit. ) and developed by the Franquemonts and Isbell (op. cit.: 

6) are: 

Translation the figures repeat. in a straight line 

Reflection opposing figures are paired 

Rotation - one of each pair is inverted 

Reflection and slide -a variation on 2 where the pairs 

are aligned diagonally. 

If a colour factor is included the potential number of 

categories is greatly increased, although this is more 

relevant to the subtle colours and complex repeats of"4 

archaeological textiles; in Bolivar, as in Chincheros 

(Franquemont et. al.: 6), colour change is usually reduced to 

a single light/dark contrast. 

When used in conjunction with colour contrast symmetry 

gives visual expression to concepts similar to those 

linguistically apparent in the terminology of colour 

relationships [see Chapters 6 and 71. 

These can he summarised as: 

Opposition: figures repeat facing each other, figures 

repeat wi th complementary colour contrast either of 

background/figure, or within the figure itself, or figures 

show use of positive/negative space. 

Mediation: The sense of confrontation between figures 

and colours is reduced by their diagonal rather than direct 
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alignment as is frequently f ound in hooked or branching 

figured designs. 

Cyclical movement: rotation of a fiýýure or it-, rolniir. -, 

in conjunction with its repetition along a line, suggesting 

movement in time arid space. This form is typical of 

archaeological textiles and does not normally occur in 

I 
Bolivar. 

iii) Symmetry and organisation of woven space 

The perception of symmetries can also be used as a 

system for organising both the space of a textile and its 

individual figured designs. 

Modern educational studies have shown that in both 

learning to read and learning a foreign language recognition, 

a first step towards understanding, is in great, part assisted 

by expectation; some of the letters or sounds are 

immediately familiar, and the mind then arranges them to fit 

some previously memorised model. In a similar way the mind 

cannot recognise and interpret a large number of separate 

textile images simultaneously. Perception, understanding and 

memory are linguistically associated in both Quechua and 

Aymara [see Chapter 4,1: (iv), (v) 1, and all these 

functions are also associated with communicative design, 

qtjellqa; symmetry organises design in ways which signal 

predictable forms of repetition and allows it, to be rapidly 

recognised, read and remembered. 

Reproducing -, t woven image is like knitting a pattern, a 

single repeat may take many rows or passes of the weft to 

complete, with each row differing slig 'fitly from the preceding 

ones. However, many of' the traditional Andean geometric 
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figures are. symmetrical on either side of one or both axes, 

and by breaking them down into their component, parts a weaver 

greatly reduces the number of different thread counts or 

'rows' she needs to remember. By recognising a figure as the 

symmetrical arrangement of a basic cell (Franquemont et. al.: 

6) the weaver has only to remember the 'pattern' for that 

cell and reproduce, it, in various ways in order to create 

apparently complex designs. 

It, was clear from the way my teacher Juana picked the 

threads of the figured designs that, she used a similar 

systematic approach. She distinguished figure and background 

in terms of light/dark contrast and divided the total space 

into left and right. halves counting the picks for each half 

outwards from the centre. She further subdivided a doubly 

symmetrical design, isafiu t'ika, into four, using rotation to 

pick the top right quarter, for which she referred to the 

quarter in the diagonally opposed lower left, its rotated 

mirror image. I was quite unable to make the necessary 

mental shift. 

Tf the symmetry of woven designs is indeed, as is 

implied by the Tedlocks and by Washburn & Crowe (op. cit. ), 

only the visual expression of a concept permeating all levels 

of culture, this perceived relationship suggests that the 

diagonally opposed quarters of a figure or their diagonally 

aligned colours [see Chapter 6,1: ] might also be a metaphor 

for relationships of other kinds [see (iv) below]. 

iv) Symmetry and colour 

The aesthetic of colour as it is found in contemporary 

Boliv. ar weaving is examined in Chapter 6,1, colour as an 
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element containing energy or power in Chapter 6,11. 

Rhythmic repetition arid change of colour is, however, an 

essential factor in the symmetrical arrangement of the 

textile figures. 

Writing of the symmetries of Chinchero designs the 

Franquemonts suggest their potential for expressing the 

parallel symmetries of political and social life: 

ayllu organization .. corresponds well to the 
ranked and nested symmetries of Chinchero lijlla 

organization. The marriage norms can be analyzed 
as identical reflective symmetry within each moiety 
(Platt 19-16 Figs 8-9), so that the society as a 
whole can be said to have a tanka in which each 
moiety is a translation of the other. Platt notes 
that, his two dimensional model, however does not 
permit representation of the principle of 
ecological exchange in marriage which is also 
important to the Macha; the introduction of 
positive-negative [light/dark] colour shifts, cell 
direction and type, or time as dimensions would 
allow closer approximation to the complexities 
managed by these people in conceiving their 
society ý 

(op. cit.: 20). 

The frequency with which four part symmetry with colour 

changes occurs in archaeological textiles and persists into 

the present day suggests that this potential was at one time 

put to its full use. Torrico'c, study has shown that the 

colours of the Macha kustala represent different ecological 

zones and the exchange of products grown in them; the 

particular arrangement of colour in the Bolivar figured 

designs (two sets of complementary opposites, or one set 

repeating with colours reversed), also suggests the 

possibility of this type of social and political 

interpretation [see Chapter 7,111, IV, V, and Chapter 8,1: 

(v), (e)]. 

The symmetry of many Andean textile designs also: 

... allows the complementarity that yanantin in 
fact requires, and the equal but, different roles of 
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the sexes seen in many Andean communities 
(Franquemont et. al.: 21). 

An invesigation of the similarities between symmetries 

of form and yanantin, a concept which has been analysed in 

detail by Platt, (1986a), is found in the following section, 

but reference should also be made here to its possible 

comparison with colour symmetries. 

The complementary colours of allqa [see Chapter 7,111 

for a full explanation of this term] are polar opposites 

whereas the left and right. halves of yanantin are symmetrical 

opposites, so that the two cannot be directly compared. 

However, the allqa of Bolivar designs are symmetrical in the 

sense that their colour oppositions either divide the figures 

equally into two 01, f our, or repeat alternately. A 

light/dark allqa also has gender values (Cereceda 1986: 169) 

- and so could represent a male/female pairing similar to 

that of yanantin. Like man and wife each of the two colours 

of an allqa depends on its complementary opposite for its 

fulfilment, as a whole. In addition the black and white allqa 

, uin: 343). This are like sparring partners in a tinku (Holg 

sense of confrontation or of tension where the contrary 

colours abutt also suggests their polar opposition has a 

generative potential similar to that of the seam joining two 

symmetrical textile halves (Arnold 1988: 394) , or of the 

symmetrical union of man and wife, yanantin. 

V) Symmetry and the balanced whole 

In textiles woven on a traditional frame or backstrap 

loom the warps are, as a rule, never cut but turn around the 

bars or stakes which determine the lentgth of the warp in one 
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continuous thread. Because the warping process is a long and 

intricate one, very occasionally a finished piece of fabric 

may be cut if the weaver is short, of time. On Taquile I saw 

I 
a belt piece cut, after completion to make a pair of chuspas. 

This was because the weaver's husband had unexpectedly been 

appointed an official, and she had only a very short, time in 

which to provide his ceremonial outfit. 

The two bags made from the single original warp were 

referred to as hombre y mujer, the expression used in Macha 

to exemplify yanantin (Platt 1986zx-)', it was in order to 

show their relationship as part. of a single whole, rather 

than to suggest one ch'uspa being male and the other female, 

that this description was used in Taquile. Hombre y mujer 

used in this way demonstrates the essential unity and balance 

of textile design, which continues to exist as a concept even 

when it has been deliberately destroyed in fact. 

The appearance of the two bags was virtually identical , 

and the two pieces of cloth were, therefore similar to the 

two halves of a textile. A textile, whether it. is woven in 

one or two pieces, is seen by the weaver as a single whole, 

made up of two symmetrical halves; individually the two 

halves are chhulla (Cereceda 1986: 156), something which 

lacks its pair. Whereas hombre y mujer are yanantin ,a 

single woman of marriageable age is chhulla; the united left 

and right sides of a complete textile would seem, then, also 

to represent, yanantin. 

This concept of a balanced whole can apply to two halves 

joined by a seam, two halves radiating symmetrically from a 

centre or sonqo [see Chapter T, TV], and also to the matching 
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halves of a single pallay or salta; in Chinchero, Peru, a 

meandering line of stepped frets, chhili, is doubled to form 

the figure called chongo chhili (Franquemont, Isbell & 

franquemont: 16). Weavers illustrate the meaning of chongo 

by putting the palms of both hands together (loc. cit. ), an 

image of the symmetrical opposition between the left and 

right sides of the body similar to that of 'tin par de 

gapatos' used by Holguin to illustrate yanantin (op. cit.: 

364). 

vi) Symmetry around a central axis 

The opposition of symmetrical halves or the concentric 

opposition of ' inner' and 'outer' appears to -venerate new 

growth at. the interface or centre. Both the Inca and the 

Aymara societies were organised around a centre, in the 

former case Cusco, in the latter on either side of the 

central. axis or taypi, formed by the lakes of Tiýjc-aca and 

Poopo (Bouysse-Cassagne 1986: 217 ). As Duviols has shown in 

his study of the capacocha ritual, energy flowed rhythmically 

from the centre towards the outside, and back towards the. 

centre ( 1976) , the controlled regularity of its flow lending 

a temporal quality to this symmetry of action. An 

alternately centrifugal and centripetal movement is still 

enacted today in the periodic bringing in of crosses to a 

central shrine for their annual 'recharging ' before they are 

returned to their sites outside the village ( 1sbell ; 

Sal lnow) . 

Man and wife together, yanantin, reproduce themselves in 

their children. In the textile both the central stripe [see 
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Chapter 7, IV ] and the seam (Arnold 1988: 394) are areas of' 

especial fertility. When the two chhili are joined together 

to make chongo chhili the space at the centre is filled by an 

additional design (Franquemont et. al.: 16). The space at 

the centre of the almost identical caripuyo figure woven in 

Bolivar is also filled either with a miniature caripuyon or 

by other designs which have connotations of 'seed'. 

Yanantin is closely allied to the concept of tinku, 

which has been defined as 'la conjunci6n dial6ctica de 

fuerzas opuestas desde las cuales la regeneraci6n y la 

fertilidad f'luyen en el mundo andino' (Hopkins: 183) , and 

the textile examples of yanantin also display the generative 

function inherent in the opposition of symmetrical halves. 

vii) Symmetry of dimensions 

A significant aspect of the Islugan talegas examined by 

Cereceda are their equal dimensions (1986: 151). In Bolivar 

the ideal dimensions for similar small seed bags, wayakitas, 

are also those of a square, though as in the Islugan case few 

achieve it with absolute precision. 

Among the various types of wayakas or talegas listed in the 

early dictionaries is the huscusi huaca (Bertonio IT: 168- 

169). De Lucca describes the huscusi as Valega boca ancha y 

corta' (op. cit.: 210) suggesting that the huscusi, like the 

Bolivar and Islugan talega was square. 

Cereceda suggests that 'the symbolic form of the square 

exercises some effect on the bag's contents, that is 

influences the seed or food kept in it' (1986: 151). Huscu 

refers to 'qualquiera cosa donde se guarda algo' (Bertonio 

IT: 169), including 'despensa', joyel', or 'pefaca' (loc. 
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cit. ). Joyel probably refers to the jewel case, joyelero, 

rather than to the jewel itself, and suggests the safe 

keeping of something precious. Imatha, "I synonym of 

huscutha, means 'guardar, esconder y t. ambi6n sepultar' 

(Bertonio 11: 173). These associations recall illa, 

'qualquiera cosa que uno guarda para provision de su casa' 

(Bertonio 11: 173). 111a also denotes a stone with 

talismanic properties and in both cases their function is to 

ensure continued productivity. 

viii)Symmetry and therapy 

The. preceding sections showed how the balanced parts of 

a symmetrical design unite and complete the whole, and the 

beneficial influence exerted by the equal distribution of 

tensions. A later chapter will invest i., 
-:, 

at. e how the well- 

being or positive suerte experienced in a situation of 

equilibrium (Armstrong: t) can be represented by a balanced 

opposition like that between ccmplementary colours. 

Colour therapy is used in the Andes, as elsewhere in 

South America, to restore cosmic and physical harmony, and 

Aymara and Quechua colotir terminology indicate that colour 

includes attributes of' harmony, flavour and fragrance. These 

elements are aesthetically pleasing in a similar way to a 

symmetrical, or well proportioned, design and as an integral 

part. of design they can also be used in therapy. 

The Shipibo-Conibo, a tribe belonging to the Peruvian 

Jungle, were at. one time subject to Inca influence. (Gebhart. - 

Sayer et. at. ). Their designs are coded with beliefs both 

about personal identity (Gebhart-Sayer 1986: 193) and with 

tribal customs (op. cit.: 191). These designs originate in 
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the hallucinatory images seen or experienced when taking part 

in rituals involving the vise of ayahuasea. They are 

'luminosas, melodicas, y fragrante proyecciones que flotan y 

resplandecan en formas geometricas lineales' (Gebliart-Sayer 

l986: 2-0'3)a-cA recall the phosphene images (op. cit. 190) which 

are similarly coded amongst the Desana (Reichel Dolmatoff 

1978a). 

The Shipibo-Conibo shaman refers to them as 'mi canci6n 

pintada' , 
'mi voz' , Imi vasijita pintada' , mis palabras con 

esos diseflos', 'mi disefio resonante' (Gebhart-Sayer 1986: 

210) , and uses them in aesthetic (op. cit.: 189) therapy 

sessions called quiquin (op. cit.: 195). 

Shipibo-Conibo vocabulary retains a number of Quechua 

words and quiquin is a concept of Quechua origin: kikin, 

'igual, semejante' (Lara: 123), 'identidad' (Lira: 317). For" 

the Shipibo quiquin implies: 

una serie de nociones de 'adecuaci6n' y 'belleza' 

que con frequencia connotan la diferenciaci6n entre 
los grupos 6. tnicos de los alrededores. En primer 
Itigar quiquin implica una experiencia. visual, 
acilstica u olfativa evocada por la armonia la 

simetria, la realizaci6n precisa, la pureza y el 
refinamiento; pero el t6rmino no se limita a la 

experiencia sensorial sino que tambi6n incluye 

valores ideales como la sutileza la pertinencia la 

conveniencia y la correcci6n cultural (Gebhart- 
Sayer 

Like the communicative designs, quellqa, which also have 

a didactic function, the coded quiquin designs can remain 

imaginary or be painted on the skin, providing a focus for 

the reestablishment of a sense of identity and balance. 

The elements associated with the therapeutic quiquin 

designs, light., fragrance. and particularly sound, are similar 

to those associated with Andean colour terminology and in 
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speaking of them the Shipibo shaman shows how all these 

aspects form part, of a complete and harmonious design. 

ix) Symmetry and the spoken word 

a) Palindromes 

The aiialogy between 

repetition of the written 

already been mentioned. 

between the symmetries 

symmetrically written or s 

repet, ition of woven figures and 

word or spoken word in ritual has 

A somewhat similar analogy exist. s 

of Andean textiles and the 

poken words known as palindromes. 

The significance of palindromes has been commented on by 

Randall (op. c i, t. 2 SCý I who notes the ritual properties and 

apparent incantatory power of phrases such as kallallallak 

kamc,.,, amak (op. cit, -),; ý11, HoIguin gives various meanings for J- 

these syllables which are always associated with exceptional 

fertility and growth (op cit. 131-132). They are also 

associated with gloria and alegria and with a state of 

equilibrium or positive energy flow; kallallallak sonceo is 

lel que vive contento, sano sin melancolia ni pena ni 

desgracia' (loc. cit. ). 

Metathesis 

The transposition of letters or syllables in a word, 

which sometimes results in the formation of another word, is 

known as metathesis, which also forms a part of ritual 

language (Randall). 

Handall ,,; 
ives as an example, of ritual metatheses mayu 

and yuma (op. cit. ). To adapt. a textile image to phonology, 
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these words might be said to have an allqa relationship, that 

is, in the arrangement. of their syllables they are 

complementary opposites; the symmetrically repeating two- 

colour figures frequently woven in Bolivar exhibit, a visual 

interchange comparable to that of spoken metathesis and 

looking at this type of symmetrical colour repetition in a 

textile might serve to recall certain ritual words, or act. as 

some form of visual mantra, as primary colour designs do for 

the Desana (Heichel Dolmatoff 1978a). 

An analogy might also be drawn between metathesis and 

rn which displays a particularly the kind of figured desil-_ 

subtle form of symmetrical dark/light or background/figure 

contrast, the 'use of positive/negati-,., e space' (Franquemont 

et. al), where the outline of one figure forms the background 

of another, posing an insoluble problem as to which is the-, 

intended image. 

The standard western example is 'one white candlestick 

or two white faces,. "; an example of an Andean textile figure 

which acts in this way is the cerro y serpiente, which will 

be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8. Are the 

mountain peaks divided by the river which runs between them 

or-, alternatively, is it the mountain peaks which enclose and 

define the meandering flow of the river. The eye is confused 

and in an effort to discern which is figure and which 

background repeatedly performs a kind of visual metathesis 

between the two. 

Summary 

The precedinp the communicatory chapter investigated 

ftinction of textile design. In a manner comparable to the 
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recordin. g systems of the khipu, symmetry is used to organise 0 

t ha t communication into easily recognisable ý7-ind memorable 

phrases. 

Symmetry itself also has a communicative function. it 

can be evidence of relationships between otherwise disparate 

elements and a similar use of symmetries across a range of 

written, spoken and woven media shows how these all 

contribute to the formation of a single conceptual whole. 

The beneficial influence exerted by the situations of 

balance and equilibrium, or those which are symmetrical, is 

demonstrated by the therapeutic Oialities assigned to 

symmetrical designs and by the reproductive energy generated 

by them. 



Plate 6. Llijlla designs with typical four- 

colour divisions. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE DYNAMICS OF COLOUR 

Introduction 

Colour has entered into every chapter of this thesis 

because, colour being a function rather than a type of 

adornment, no element of textile design can be considered 

apart from its colour. The symbolic language of colour 

makes available a complex vocabulary in which to phrase 

the textile communication and the linguistic associations 

of colour terminology indicate how closely colour use is 

related in Andean thought to concepts of equilibrium and 

harmony. 

Colour relationships are of far greater concern to 

the Andean weaver than the possible symbolism of any one 

colour regarded individually; the purely metaphorical 

terms in which colours tend to be described in English - 

clashing, matching, complementary, opposed, strong, weak, 

light, dark - have their equivalent in Aymara and Quechua 

where they have retained a living symbolic significance. 

This chapter will attempt to show how at, both an 

overt, visual level and at the hidden level of linguistic 

metaphor, colour relationships express an act of mediation 

or confrontation. These contrasting actions can both he 

expressed by tinkuy, a concept which is fundamental to the 

Andean belief system and which is found in all aspects of 

textile production. It will examine the colour aesthetic 

used in Bolivar weaving, and with reference to both 

contemporary terminology and the vocabulary of the early 

dictionaries, suggest its possible iconographic intention. 
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I THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COLOURS 

i) The different types of contrast and partnership 

The importance to the contemporary weaver of the 

relationship between coloiirs was clearly brought out for 

me in weaving lessons undertaken during fieldwork. Juana, 

a non-Spanish speaking campesina, her-self selected the 

five colours for my first. project, a narrow belt, from 

nine which I had brought - red, blue, green orange 

yellow, black, white, bright pink and purple. 

For the outer bands, which she referred to as churu 

[for a more det-ailed analysis of this term see Chapter 7, 

111, Juana warped purple and yellow together, that is she 

took a small ball of each of these colours and warped them 

as though they were a single thread, although taking care 

that they did not become twisted togetherl. Following the 

same procedure she warped the outer stripes of the central 

figured band in deep pink/white and the central ban d in 

yellow/black; colours warped in this way thus had from 

the beginning a paired relationship. 

Juana then arranged the warps so that white and 

were used to form the figure on one face, with 

, ellow at the edge, and pink and black forming the 

background2. As the purple (dark) edge occurs when pink 

and black form the figure, and the yellow (light) edge 

when yellow and white form the figure, the colours of this 

outer band appear to be controlled by or related to the 

colours of the figure, not to those of the background. 

The colours were, then, arranged so as to obtain the 

maximum contrast between the two faces; the two lightest 

colours, yellow and white., stand oiit. against the darkest, 
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possible background in conjunction with an edge that is 

I ight wh i Is t on the reverse, the two darkest colours, 

blý-7tck and pink, stand out. against, a light, background arid 

have I dark edge. 

All five colours are held together in the tension of 

the complete design, but. the colours which are warped 

together as pairs or partners (purple and yellow, pink and 

white, black and vellow) have strongly contrasted 

dark/ii. -ht colour values and --I re also opposed in the 

structure of the weaving, that, is they appear on opposing 

faces of the cloth arid are always separated in the 

vertical plane by the weft passing through the slied. 

In the horizontal plane, on the other hand, the 

colours which form a set, from which the figure is picked 

or the background created (purple, pink and black or 

yellow, white and yellow) are related, that is, considered 

together they have an overall value which can be expressed 

as dark or light in contrast to that of the opposing face.. 

It is, however, the combination of the colours in a set 

which give it its light or dark value; taken individuallv 

without a frame of reference not. all the colours used can 

he defined as lio-ht or dark, the pink for example could n 

possibly have been used as the darkest tone of the lighter 

face. 

ii) Horizontal unity and vertical contrast 

Juana's arrangement also shows that within a set the 

variation in light or dark value of each individual colour 

has to be considered in relation to its fellows in order 

to achieve a balance; pink, the lightest. of the darker- 
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set, is placed between the much darker purple and entirely 

dark black, modifying their impact and effecting a, more 

balanced distribution of tones. Had black and purple been 

placed next to each other the belt would have seemed 

unbalanced, having either an unduly dark centre, with the 

edge weak and ill defined, or an imposing and heavy edge 

appearing to constrict the centre. 

Juana referred to the two faces riot as 'black' and 

'white', their greatest contrast in terms of light and 

dark, but. as deep pink or red, chUpi3, and white, yuraj. 

Often when telling me which warps to pick she did not. 

differentiate between yellow and white, or pink and black 

but used either colour interchangeably to indicate 'pick 

so many dark figure warps' and 'pick so many light figure 

warps'. This emphasises how each face is thought of as a 

whole, possessing lighter or darker qualities rather than 

individual colours. 

However, the contrasts provided by the colours of the 

opposing face are an essential part of that whole; only 

when a figure had been woven in both chupi and yuraj 

combinations did Juana regard it as complete4. The 

initial dual, dark/light opposition, through its 

repetition in reverse, "us becomes quadripartite, like 

the oppositions inherent in the terminology of stripes 

fsee Chapter 71, dark over light, alternating with lip ght 

over dark. 

iii) Tinkuy: Confrontation and mediation 

The words Ih av e used Most f requent Iyin the 

preceding paragraphs to descri be the complex 1riterplay of 
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a mere five colours in a relatively simple belt are 

I related' or 'opposed' ; those Juana used to describe their 

relationships were tinkushan (they/it meet(s) or are/is 

opposed ) and iwalashan (Quechuised Spanish - they/it 

equal(s) or balance(s)). 

Tinkushan she used when speaking of colours on the 

same face, that is those which 7met' in a gradated or 

mediatory way, rather than in opposition or hostile 

encounter, whic1i is also a meaning of tinkuy. In Isluga 

(Cereceda 1981: 73) grading of colours is referred to as 

tinkuyafia, a term which is also an accurate translation of 

the Spanish term matizado used of colour gradations in 

Bolivar [see Chapter 7,1: (i)]. 

1walashan Juana used when speaking of the paired 

warps which appeared on opposing faces. In this case the 

colours were in no way 'equal' in prismatic terms, but 

they did 'equal' or 'balance' each other as a light/dark 

contrasted pair. 

Juana's concern was riot whether the colours blended 

in the English sense, she paused only briefly to hold two 

colours next to each other to make sure of the appropriate 

contrast, diminished in the same set, accentuated between 

sets. From the selection of colours available she could 

have chosen more truly 'opposing' partners for the two 

faces, ones that in English are called complementary such 

as red/green, blue/orange, yellow/purple, but the first 

four of these were ý-Ul of a similar intermediate tone and 

though she did try the blue in the darker face this, like 

the others, was rejected. Her aim was rather to achieve 

an over-all balance of tones so that as much light appeared 
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in the light face as dark in the opposing dark face, and 

att, 11 e same t, i me t, 0 preserve a balance bet ween the 

individual elements of' each set. 

To summarise, f he colours interact in three rather 

than two dimensions: 

Horizontally: the darkest/strongest colours of both 

sets are used for the centre and edge stripes with the 

intervening colour being relatively lighter/weaker. 

Colours of strongly contrasting light/dark tones occur 

si de by sidein the same face only when they are 

fulfilling distinct functions (background/figure). 

Vertically: dark and light paired warps appear on the 

upper or lower faces separated by the weft. 

Diagonally: the Colour combinations repeat 

alternately on tipper and lower faces, thus forming two 

colour contrasted pairs or allqa, red/white and white/red, 

in one complete repeat, of the design. 

It is apparent, then, that the concept of balance is 

expressed no less clearly by the strong contrasts of the 

pairs of complementary colours, allqa, than it is by those 

where the contrasts are reduced by gradation, k'isa [see 

Chapter 7,1: (i)], or by diminished scale, ch'imi [see 

Chapter 6, III: (i)]. 

The overall effect. of the combination of colours used 

is a dynamic one: the eye can clearly discern the figures 

of the weaving but it moves freely over the whole textile 

without, this movement being broken or interrupted by a 

sudden inharmoniously dark or I-L-ght area. 

This analysis, of course, relates to a single item, 

i fie one whose unclerlyirigý struct ures I had most, opportunit. y 
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to observe. Not all belts are entirely symmetrical in 

design as mine was and the number of stripes can vary. 

iv) Colour combination and contrast in an inkufia 

My second teacher, the elderly chola Dofia Calixta, 

came to the house in Bolivar to teach me to weave an 

inkufia (coca cloth). Calixta knew some Spanish but spoke 

Quechua by preference. In the village. she was considered 

to be a good weaver and although she would not, let me see 

her, Corina told me tliat she had a figure of Mamita Amaya 

(Ancestor Mother) in tier house, dressed in traditional 

clothing arid holding a spindle. Mamita Amaya is a patron 

of spinning and weaving, and prayers are often made to her 

asking for help with a task. Her name suggests that she 

is an Andean version of Santa Catalina who in this region 

is depicted with a spindle rather than a wheel and whose 

name day (25th November) falls during the month of the 

souls, or ancestors, amaya. Calixta was seldom without 

her spindle and the men scolded her for bringing it. to the 

potato planting, perhaps because Virgen Maria who looks 

after both spinning and planting cannot pay attention to 

the two things at. once. 

Calixta, then, although she no longer wove or wore. 

traditional clothing, had perhaps done both as a young 

girl, and was in any case well qualified in her art. 

Her first question before agreeing to teach me was whether 

I had a stifficiently wide range of coloured yarns for the 

stripes which border the figured areas of an inkufia, and 

only when Corina had offered to let me use some from her 

stock did she agree to the project. 
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During warping she rejected some colour combinations, 

speaking of them as atispa, I conquering', or being 

'stronger than' rather than iwalaspa, 'balancing' their 

counterparts. Unl ike Juana, she did use complementary 

colours of the same t one [ie. density of colour value] , 

such as blue arid orange, red arid green, adjacent to each 

other. This, however, occurred at the edges of distinct 

text i le areas where plain weave, or pampa abutted stripe 

or stripe abutted salta. In the central figured section 

and in the narrow figured bands, which were both of 

complementary weaves, the colours were, like those of my 

belt, warped in contrasting dark/light paired bouts, green 

arid white, red arid pale pink, green and pale yellow. 

Initially Calixta warped a blue of a similar tone together 

with the red and subsequently changed this to pale pink 

even though she had already started to weave, explaining 

that the red and blue combination was wrong because of the 

lack of contrast between them. 

Like Juana, then, Calixta made use of different, types 

of colour relationship in different parts of the textile.: 

a vertical, light/dark, contrast of tones in the 

complementary weave areas arid a juxtaposition of 

complementary colours of similar tone in areas of plain 

weave where a change of emphasis or a spatial 

discontinuity was indicated. 

V) Colour use in the figured bands of a Jli, jlla 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the style of Bolivar 

IIijIIa still being worn by older women uses a three 

colour pebble weave in which two sets of complementary 
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colours, blue and orange, pink and green, are each warped 

together with white. The warps are arranged so that the 

f igure, which is oriented in the warp direction, is 
=5 

divided in half horizontally bya colour change, blue 

almost. always lying over pink arid orange over green5 In 

addition to this horizontal. division, either the figure is 

repeated in alternating checks [see. Fig. 11, or it is 

divided vertically as well as horizontally into four equal 

parts [see Fig. 1]. 

Unlike. the dual repeats of the figures in my belt, 

where both faces combine to form a quadripartite contrast, 

aII four colour elements are visible on the same face at 

one time. In this convention there is little variation in 

terms of light and dark tones either between the colours 

(pink/green and blue/orange) which are vertically 

contrasted warp partners, or between those paired in the 

same horizontal plane of the textile (pink/blue or 

, "reen/orange). A suggestion as to the significance of 

this particular combination is made in Chapter 8,11: (e), 

where it is related to the complementarity of figured 

designs. 

Whether or 

symmetrical, in 

of equivalent. 

spatial centre, 

s ame way as it, 

fi gure. 

not, the shape of the figure is visually 

terms of colour its parts are treat, ed as 

, alue, the colour change occurring at the 

i. e. half way up an animal or bird, in the 

would for a truly symmetrical geometric 
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vi) Colour gradations in 11ijIla stripes 

The second type of colour convention used in Bolivar 

is a careful gradation of shades of colour in the stripes 

which surround a figured band in the 11ijIlas woven during 

the last ten years. Though in Bolivar these stripes are 

referred to as matizado [see Chapter 7,1: (i)], o. 15ewhere 

they are called kisa. Those of the southern Bolivian 

community of Chuani have been studied in detail by 

Veronica Cereceda (1987). In this section the analysis of 

the k'isa found in Bolivar will be on the purely visual 

I evel for their iconographic significance see Chapter 7, 

1: (i). 

When weaving k'isa groups of the same four colours 

used in the HijIla figures, pink, blue, green and 

orange/red are arranged in carefully shaded stripes, but 

no particular order of colours is observed6. 

(a) The different types of k'isa 

Informants always said that there should be at least 

three shades of each colour but four seemed the most usual 

and desirable in Bolivar, whereas in Chuani five is the 

ideal although three, four and six are sometimes used 

(Cereceda 1987: 188-189). Each colour band is very 

narrow, usually only two or three warps, with the 

outermost band being slightly wider, three or five wa rps, 

Their gradation is usually continued symmetrically into 

the adjacent colour so that the maximum continuity of 

colour range and the smoothest transition between light 

arid dark is achieved; a possible sequence would run (in 

Western colour terms), navy blue, roval blue, blue, pale 
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blue, pate pink, pink, crimson, burgundy, and go on to 

dark green, green, pale green, rather than the red section 

starting at its darkest point next to the palest blue and 

so causing an interruption in the even flow of the 

colours . 

According to Cereceda (op. cit.: 1987: 190) an entire 

indir) Wisa is one which radiates symmetrically from a 

central point of either light or shade. Each side is 

referred to as chhulla, something which lacks its pair 

(loc. cit. ); Wisthapita are two different colours which 

meet at their darkest point, thapi being a suffix implying 

a closing movement (loc. cit. ); Wistata are two 

different colours joining at their lightest point, tata 

being a suffix indicating expansion (loc. cit. ). 

The Wisas of the Bolivar Ilijllas then, seem to 

contract and expand alternately. 

vii) Colour gradations in hat-bands 

In the Bolivar area a similar convention of -ýradated 

colours appears in the narrow supplementary weft hat 

bands, LL'ýymi cinta, where a figure is executed in a range 

of shades, or is reversed out against them. 

In these bands a colour change, occurs each time the 

f igure is repeated, and the order of the colours is 

repeated along the length of the band. The most usual 

order for the series is pink, blue, orange, green, a 

similar association of opposed pairs in noncomplementary 

weave to that used in the flijlla figured designs. As 

with the. k'isa bands at, least. three, but preferably four 

shades of each colour are necessary and weavers complain 
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that they ' take so much wool ' though, of course, only tiny 

amounts of each shade are required; especially wound 

'butterflies' of synthetic yarn are an important item for 

sale in the local Sunday market. 

Unlike the k'isa of the IIijIIa stripes, however, the 

colour gradations do not- flow continuously the whole 

length of the hat band, but are interrupted in a number of 

ways. Either adjacent colour gradations run in opposing 

directions, that is, blue begins at its darkest point next 

to the final palest stripe of the pink, or the central 

stripe of each colour block is not formed by its darkest 

or lightest, example but by a contrasting tone from the 

colours of its immediate neighbour. There are no distinct. 

areas in these hatbands nor are there two faces in 

supplementary weft; to avoid the danger inherent in too 

great a continuity of gradations (Cereceda 1987: 195) 

interruptions or punctuation must be introduced in 

different ways to those used in more complex weaves and 

textiles. 

Summary 

The distribution of colour in the weavings examined 

in detail, and those observed in the Bolivar area 

generally, would seem to demonstrate, at. the visual level, 

a concern by the weaver to achieve: 

a contrast. of light arid dark tones when these occur 

on opposing faces of' a textile. On the same face and 

within a particular section of a textile such as a hand of 

stripes or a figured design band the opposition within a 
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single figure tinit (2x2 or 4xl) is between colours of a 

similar tone and white. 

a gradual transposition bet ween light and dark by 

means of careful ly gradated tones of one or more colours. 

a clearly defined boundary between parts of the 

weaving which may be regarded as distinct, such as figure 

and background, pampa and stripes, stripes and salta. 

This division can be shown by adjacent complementary 

colours of the same tone (e. g. red and green) or by 

alternating the direction of light /dark shading. 

to present the eye, both in each separate section of 

the textile and in its totality, with an arrangement of 

colours which is both dynamic and harmonious. 
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11 THE VITALITY OF LIGHT 

Introduction 

The precedingy section demonstrated the evident concern 

of the Andean weaver to control colour relationships within 

woven space and how this control is exercised in Bolivar with 

regard to different types, of weave and textile. This section 

investig, ates how colour terminology suggests colour to 

possess a vital energy derived from the interaction of the 

rainbow and lightning. 

1) Rainbow colours and black and white 

The preceding sect. i on showed that the co I our 

combinations of Andean textiles (--an generally be. classified 

as of two kinds, the abrupt. juxtaposition of two contrasting- 

or complementary colours, allqa, or the. gradual transposition 

of one colour i lit, 0 another, kisa. A more detailed 

investigation of these terms is found in 7,1: (i) arid in the 

Introduction to 7, Ill. 

Gradated colours, which play an intermediary role and 

wh iuhimit, at, e, wi thout. reproducing, the colours of t fie 

rainbow are called k'isa but k'isa can also refer to the non- 

colour white; in Macha i t, is the white stripe Oil 

multicoloured ponchos which women weavers call its k'isa 

(Torrico: 57 note 52). 

That both rainbow colours arid white are k'isa also 

-'ests t fiat, colour arid non-colour are in some way sugg 

equivalent or complement each other. Colours have ýender 

values arid acc-ordin-g to Cereceda 'blanco equivale a masculirio 

y cualquier otro color- a femenirio' (quoted in Zorn 1ý87a: 
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517 ). Entries in flotguin suggest tlwt at, least during the 

Inca period rainbow colours were used only in women's 

clothing (op. cit.: 73) - Black, total colour saturation, 

which can thus be seen as containing within itself all other 

colours, is both associated with the rainbow and is female 

gendered (Urton: 1981, Arnold: 1988). 

In Macha textiles where there are no polychrome k'isa 

arid this terni is applied to white, allqa represent both 

conjunctions and disjunctions. Minor allqa also signify 

mediation not confrontation [see Chapter 7,111] although 

black and white allqa are 'enemy' colours and are likened to 

sparring partners in a Linkuy. A major distinction between 

allqa and Wisa appears to be one of scale or pace, a sense 

of sudden rather than gradual change. In both types of 

contrast the overall effect is one of balance (Cereceda: ' 

1981). 

Visa, then, is not a term relating exclusively to 

colour, Wit to some other characteristic equivalent to its 

'sweetness' [see Chapter 7, T]. Visa is also the light of 

the textile (Cereceda 1981,1987), whether pure or prismatic. 

It, is the introduction of light which brings a textile to 

life and it. is the interplay of colours in Wisa and allqa, 

their alternating expansion and contraction, which bring 

vitality to the textile design. 

ii) Iridescent cloth 

A complementarity between (male) white light., associated 

in this context with I ightning , arid ( female ) rainbow colours tý 

is suggested by the connotations of iridescent. cloth. 
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The woven structure of iridescent cloth means that the 

individual part. icle. s of colour are so tiny that, without t. he 

interplay of' light t. he fabric Would appear monotone and 

lifeless. In western textiles, where warp and weft. are 

balanced ,a shot effect is produced by using contrasting 

colours for the warp and weft.. The technique most, probably 

used to produce a similar effect in Andean textiles, which 

are usually warp faced, is explained in the investigation of 

ch' imi (see iv below) , the closest approximation to 

iridescent, cloth still found in more recent times. 

Spanish associates lustrous, shot materials with the 

light of the sun, tornasol. These fabrics were especially 

valued by the Inca and I believe that this is what the native 

Quechua speaker Guaman Poma de Ayala, writing in Spanish, 

intends when he describes the mantle of the tenth Inca, Topa 

Inca Yupanqui (op. cit.: 111), and the shirt of the twelfth 

Inca, Guascar (op. cit.: 116) as of torne azul (sic. ). 

In Aymara tornasol or viso, iridescent, is: 

Samiri pospuesto a paya, paya samiri isi: ropa de 
dos colores segun esta buelta a la luz ... tornasol 
(Bertonio 11: 307). 

or else: 

Huateca isi: seda que vuelta de una manera parece 
de una color, y de otra manera de otra color (op. 

cit. : 154) . 

HuatiRavilla means 'infinity of things' (Bertonio II: 

155), suggesting a cloth, like ch'imi, made up of myriad 

particles or 'seeds' of colour and light. 

Like those which have too many colours, iridescent or 

shot textiles are regarded as dangerous in Bolivia today. 

Cereceda suggests that this is because the rainbow is 

, attracted by their shine (1987: 213). However, whilst the 
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Lnglish definition of iridescent., 'coloured like the rainbow, 

, Jlit. t, ering with changing colour, s' (Chambers: 693), associates "5 

th is prope rLy exclusively with the rainbow, the Andean 

concept of iridescence is associated I inguistical Iy with 

another ambivalent-natured deity, lightning , and may be 

considered dangerous for that reason also. 

The Quechua terms for iridescent fabrics are: 

Llipiyak ppacha, Ilipipipik: seda o ropa de lustre 
(Holguin: 667) 

Chhipipipic : Cossa qLie relumbra, haze visos, y el 
vestido de seda (op. cit. 112). 

This description evidently derives from the way the fabric 

reflects the light: 

Lustre dar o echar de si : lipipiyan, cituyan, 
chipipiyan (Holguin: 569). 

a light which is related to or imitates that of light, ning: 

Llipiac cosa re-splandeciente o reldmpago (Ricardo: 
55). 

These associations are present in Aymara also: 

Lliphkhtatha, Ilikhutatha, ppallcha-khitacha, 
relampaguear (Bertonio 11: 204). 

1,1 iph i Iliphi isi, ehullunca isi (lit. 'icicle 

cloth'), ropa de seda, raso o lana muy delgada como 
de los caciques (loc. cit. ). 

According to Girault, quoted in Van den Berg: 

48) chhullun is the spirit of ice, who can be benign or 

malignant, depending on when he chooses to send the frosts. 

Though their orthography is not consistent, Hipi and 

chhipi are, then, repeatedly associated with each other, with 

iridescent cloth, and with lightning. 
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iii) The ambivalent natur-e of iridescence 

The connot, at ions of the. t. erms for iridescent. fabrics are 

those of ambivalence rather than contrast. 

Paya samiri cloth al)pears different, or changes its 

nature depending on its relationship to an element. apart from 

it, light. Huatecafia means 'tentacion' (Bertonio 11: 152), 

huateca aro are 'palabras dobles para prouar a uno' ( op. 

cit. : 153 ); the negative connotations of huati , 
)Mal, 

desobediente, desvergon(ýada, atrevido' (op. cit. : 154), also 

sugg. gest. the unpredictable character of lightning and the 

rainhow. 

Elsewhere sami was associated with blood and breath [see 

Chapt er 4]. The final section of this chapter will show 

sami, as suerte, to be associated with the colours red and 

whi te. Red can be subsumed in the colour saturation of 

black, so that the 'two colours' of paya samiri isi could he 

understood as a red or black and white allqa. Since not only 

red, but all colours are included in black it could also be 

understood as a juxtaposition of rainbow colours to the white 

light of lightning with which this type of' cloth is also 

associated. 

iv) Ch'imi 

The appearance of iridescent fabric shows that although 

t, he pampa as the 'field' of a text, ile is by definition 'plain 

weave', it, does not. necessarily follow t, hat it, is of just. one 

colour: uniformity need not, imply monotony. A comparable 

tiniformity of the pampa which is, ne%, ertheless, full of life 

and movement can be achieved by plying two different-colour 

yarns into a sinalle strand. This is sometimes done with the. 
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weft., occasionally with both warp and weft., most usually with 

the warp alone, and is particularly effective if a lustrous 

camelid f ibre such as t hat. of the suri alpaca is used, giving 

the textile a vit. al, shimmering appearance. 

This technique is called ch' imi by both Aymara arid 

Quechua speakers. A similar technique may have been used to 

produce paya samiri isi and Hipi or- chhipi fabric. Though 

no mention is made in the I iterature of recent ch'imi thread 

being plied in this way, the iridescent effect would be 

increased if the contrasting coloo-red yarns were also splin 

in contrary directions. 

Ch'imi is an Aymara word meining 'menudo, dicese de. 

cosas como el arroz, la quinua etc' (De Lucca: 127), arid the 

impression given the observer is, indeed, very like. that of 

thousands of' separate seeds as each separate twist of the 

yý7iLrn catches the light. 

Ch'imi is used not in small areas or stripes but all 

over the textile and the technique is usually reserved for 

ceremonial clothing; the wedding mantles worn by bride arid 

groom may consist. entirely of pampa woven in this way. 

Marriage is the only occasion when men still wear the 

Ilacotta (mantle), called in Bolivar by its Quechua name 

llacolla7 and these textiles are now seldom seen; during my 

fieldwork in 1986 1 saw them worn at. a wedding ceremony in 

Tacopaya and my host, in Bolivar showed me another fie had 

acquired locally. In both cases the mantles appeared as a 

rich purple, the result, in the example which I was able to 

examine of red arid blue yarns being plied together8. 

The choice of contrasting or complementary colours for 

the ch'imi of wedding garments provides a visual example of a 
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break i ng down or 'levelling' af frontiers Which seems 

appropriate as an expression of tinku as the loving encounter 

in marriage. It would also seem to support. my suggest, ion 

Hiat, complementary colours, allqa, can express a concept of 

balanced wholeness comparable t. o that of yanantiO in Macha, 

a term somet, imes glossed as 'man and wife' . 

Alt, hough the t. e. rm for speckled animals, chejje, can be. 

applied to cloth (De Lucca: 124), the reverse is riot true.; 

as a colour term ch'imi applies only to textiles (Yapita: 

personal communication) It does, however, apply to text. ile 

1stippling" achie-ved by ot, her means. It, is sometimes used to 

refer to pebble-weave (Dransart: personal communication), a 

f. echnique in which the light/dark cont, rast, s of t. he background 

rows have a stippled effect [see. Chapter 21. In Macha the 

black and white plied t, hre. ad used to seam the edges of 

kustalas is called chimisqa (Torrico: 37). 

a) The fertility of ch'imi and chifii 

The term ch'imi does not appear in Bertonio, only in De 

Lucca's contemporary dictionary, but, Aymara ch'imi is very 

similar in sound to Quechua chiiii , which also relates to 

diminutive scale. Perhaps this indicates that it, is a word 

which was adopted from Quechua into Aymara, the /fi/ or /n/ 

modifying to /m/10. Holguin I ists: 

Chhifii chhallhua: pescado mas menudo de todos (op. 

cit.: 107). 

Chifii moho: semilla menudas (loc. cit. ). 

Chifiisuyu: la ropa vareteada muy menuda (loc. 
cit. ). 

The similar ineaning of 'dimirmt. ive' applied in bot, h =1 

ch' imi and chhifii to texti les and t. o seeds, would also appear 
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to justify the suggestion that one may be a phonological 

transformation of the other [see also Introduction]. 

The definition ch'ifiiyay, empequefiamiento, disminucion 

hasta lo mas posible' (Lira: 177), exactly describes the 

colour particles of ch'imi, whilst the diminutive chifiisuyu 

are comparable to the individual colours of the kisa. 

b) The sweetness of ch'imi and chiRi 

Ch'imi/chiRi resemble Wisa [see Chapter 7] in another 

way. In addition to seeds Holguin lists: 

ChiRi, confites, grajea (op, cit.: 107). 

Chinichini, mizqui rumpu: la gragea menuda (op. 
At.: 244). 

Visa is 7meloso' (Bertonio 1: 312), bu t these 

diminutive particles of sugary sweetness also recall the 

sweetness of its synonym mokhsa (Bertonio IT: 224), which 

relates to elements made up of finely reduced particles like 

those of delicate cloth or prepared agricultural ground. 

This agricultural ground is 'templada y fertil' (Bertonio 11: 

201); the tiny sweet colour particles of the ch'imi which 

make up the textile ground are its 'seeds'. 

C) Ch'iini as a ritual offering 

Sweets and other sugary items play an important role in 

the despacho offering, and in contemporary Bolivar confites, 

tiny multicoioured balls of sugar, are an ingredient, so 

essential that, during November, with its numerous rituals for 

the dead, village women make special trips to the outlying 

communities to trade. in the sugar ingredients known 

collectively as colaci6n. 
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Tiny amounts of coloured paper, mixtura, are also an 

important ingredient in the despacho and mixtura and colacion 

fulfil a similar furiction (Martinez 1987: 50), which Martinez 

suggests is associated with blood sacrifice (op. cit. 1987: 

50 n 29). 

The tiny colour particles of ch'imi, then, have a 

sweetness like that of confites used in ritual communication. 

This association of sweetness with colour and of both with 

diminutive size is an element which recurs in the terms 

discussed in Chapter 7, where it will be shown that the 

sweetness of kachitas, diminutive multicoloured stripes, is 

associated with the idea of a blood sacrifice, banquet or 

offering. 

V) Shimmering as a representation of suerte 

Besides its associations with lightning arid shimmering 

cloth chhipi is also associated with suerte, or fortune. 

Ch' ipi is a shiny seed used in despachos, known as the 

lesterlina de Tio' and representing suerte (Armstrong: 46). 

Chiphi, as it is written in Aymara (cf Q Hipi and A lliphi), 

is also synonymous with another term for luck or happiness, 

kusi (Bertonio 11: 83) Kusi [see III, (viii)] refers to 

rainbow colours as well as to white, implying, as already 

indicated, that shimmering cloth is associated with the 

rainbow as well as lightning. 

The association of suerte with a form of 'currency' is 

found in sami [see III below], and like chhipi, sami also 

relates to iridescent cloth (De Lucca: 2-17). 
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Sami is the kind of suerte needed in gambling, and in 

this context the alternative to chhipi, Ilipi, is associated 

ith the metathesis of sami , misa: 

Missacuspa, Ilippichihuarea 0 llippi-chiylla 
misacuhuarca, o Ilipi-chireuchicuni: Perder lo todo 
al juego (Holgtiin: 624) . 

Though I found no examples of Ilipi used in this way 

misa also refers to winning at gambling [see below, this 

chapter]. In neither instance is it, clear what, defines 

winning and losing, or whether this indicated not so much a 

state of advantage or disadvantage as an 'adjustment of 

balance' similar to the 'smoothing over' or1clearing away of 

obstacles' which is also a meaning of 1lipi [see below]. 

vi) Shimmering as a representation of beauty 

Besides ligghtning and shimmering cloth chhipi/chiphi., 

refers in another way to tiny quantities of light and dark. 

To wink or blink is: 

Chhipic Rini : Cerrar los ojos al tiro o pestanear 
(Hol,,, Iýuin: 112) . 

Cchipikhatatha vel echarmattatha, guifiada (, Bertonio 
1: 364). 

Ch'imi also may be associated directly with blinking. 

/R/ is riot emphatically pronounced in Aymara and chirmi is 

an alternative to ch'armi for guifiada (De Lucca: 128); 

ccharmiri, 'repeatedly winking or twinkling', is 'hermoso' 

(Bertonio IT: 77), a quality associated elsewhere [see below] 

with surfaces which like ch'imi, shine or glisten. This 

suggests a semantic link between the minute intervals of 

li-ýht arid darkness produced by blinking and the tiny black 

ýý-ind white colour particles of chimi. 
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Blinking is also associated with larger amounts of black 

and white contrast than that suggested by twinkling chhipi. 

Tihllay is 'pestaiear' (Lira: 72), tijlla 'bicolor, pestaEa' 

(Lara: 276), and bcclla, 'lo de dos colores blanco y 

negro'(HoIgufn: 19), is synonymous with allqa (loc. cit. ). 

In textile terms allqa/ticclla suggests clear cut black 

and white contrast; the tiny quantities of colour in 

ch'irmi/ch'imi suggest a reduction in impact. or clarity of 

this opposition. Yet the former is considered beautiful, the 

latter Dicky and both describe the action of blinking, an 

interruption of light by darkness. 

vii) Shimmering and fertility 

The tiny colour particles of ch'imi are like seeds, 

ch'ipi can refer to a seed; lightning and its metaphorical 

action on actual ground and by analogy on the textile ground 

is associated in other ways with agriculture and with 

fertility. 

a) Breaking the ground 

Chiphiratha means 'desterronar' , to break tip the earth 

(Bertonio 11: 83). This was done with a large stone or 

'almadena'; when investigating an archaeological site in 

Northern Chile in 1986 our group found large 'belt stones' in 

the tiny fields which were said to be associated with 

fertility; these could have been dragged over the ground to 

break up the clods. On Taquile island similar, though much 

smaller / grooved stones are attached to a stick and swung back 

and forth to break up any large clods left after the passage 

of the plough. 
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One name for this stone is cumpa (Bertonioi IT: 59; 

Holguin: 54). In Quechua the root cum is concerned not with 

lightning but with thunder; in the Andes both phenomena are 

considered aspects of a single deity". Metaphorically 

speaking thunder and lightning bolts perform the task of 

'breaking LIP' the earth, an act associated with the 

reconciliation of opposites and the making of a fresh start 

[see also Section III and Chapter 7,111. 

ChiPhiratha has two synonyms in this sense of 

'desterronar'. One, leketha, is associated with black and 

white colour values; whilst the immature leke is a 

nondescript 'fraylesco' (reddish brown), the adult bird is 

black and white; together they suggest a temporal metaphor =1 

comparable to that of the sua and the allcamari, which it 

will be remembered, is thought to be lucky. 

b) Fertility and colour 

Another synonym for chiphiratha as 'desterronar' is 

koparatha (Bertonio 1: 84), a term also associated with 

lightning; it comes not, from above but from below and 

emerges not as light but as colour. 

Kopa, or copa, as Bertonio transcribes it elsewhere (op. 

cit.: 52), describes a turquoise or green colour coming, like 

the green of new plants, from below, and which appears to be 

a force related to the spirits of the ancestors. A more 

detailed analysis of the meaning of copa will be found in the 

Appendix, where it is suggested that copa and supay are 

etymologically related. 

Ccopa also means turqoise' in Quechua and Holguin 

associates it. with lightning, though with pi rather than 
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CU,, p, : ccoparumi, o Ilipi, piedra flipi o de los Ilipis (op. 

cit. 68) 

Holguin does riot describe 'piedra Hipi' fUrther, but. 

its association with lightning suggests a shimmering quality. 

Referring to Bertunio, it seems very probable that ccoparumi 

or piedra 1lipi was plaster, which in its raw state has an 

iridescent., mother- of-pearl appearance12. 

Yesso: pachachi 

Yesso espejudo: Hiphilliphi pachachi (Bertonio 1: 
472) 

'Green lightning' coming from below, appears to have a 

similar effect. to the fertilising action of lightning or rain 

from above, turninc, ý the earth red. Arnold has drawn 

attention to the apparent anomaly in referring to green 

pastures by a word meaning red, pakura, or pakulla (1986: 

16 ) 13 Copa is a male force; paqu appears to be associated 

with the female. Paqu is a natural reddish or dark brown 

(Arnold: 1991), and paqu also refers to things which are 

inferior in social status, or which are uncooked. Referring 

to the fields as red emphasises their essentially female 

fertility, the result of the fertilising action of koparatha. 

During harvest, women wear red shawls and green skirts 

and are said to represent the potato plant (Arnold 1986: 16). 

In both cases productivity is once again associated with 

complementarity, red and green are complementary colours or 

allqa. 

Breakingi, the gsround is riot, then, associated only with 

black and white; whilst chhipi/chiphi is associated with the 

black and white leke it should be remembered that chiphi is 
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also a synonym of kusi and that kusi can have rainbow 

colours. 

Ctizeachani is a synonym for pampachani, I allanar el 

guin: 2tG), cuzeuni is 'matizar algo o labrar stielo' (Holg 

colores' (op. cit. '58); cuzquipacha is associated with 

breaking new earth, 't i empo, de romper la tierra quando 

comien(; an I as aiýuas por Octubre' ( loc. cit. Though there 

is no phonemic relationship between these three terms a 

semantic link would appear to be justifiable. Breaking the 

ground allows the colotirs the fertilising action to emerge; n 

of male (white) lightning on the ground is like the cutting, 

of the first furrow in the virgin earth, fertilising it and 

turning it red [see Chapter 7, V1. 

C) Sweetness and light 

One further association should be mentioned between 

lightning, earth levelling, colour contrast. and shimmering 

cloth. 

Des Rosiers has deciphered the memoria or weaving 

instructions for a belt taken from a khipu by Murua (op. 

cit.: 219-241). This belt was a 'famoso chuinbi de cumbi o 

lipi', worn by the Inca coyas len las grandes fiestas qiie 

l1amaban qara'(op. cit.: 220). 

Whilst dexedores (sic) of everyday fabric were aua 

camayoc (Guaman Poma: 193), conbi camayoc (Guaman Poma: 193) 

were 'bordadores y sederos'14,15. Cobo describes cumbi, or 

qumpi as it is now written, as 'lustroso' (op. cit.: IV 236- 

7) and as 'as corresponding to Spanish silk' (op. cit., Book 
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1%1: 23 8) . It will be remembered that 1sedas de lustre' are 

llipipipik (Holguin: 6671), suggesting that qumpi was also 

Ilipipipik, as does the alternative lipi given by Murua. 

Qumpi is, then, associated with lightning, II ipi and 

shimmering cloth, Ilipipipik; the binding or oversewing of 

Macha J<ustalas, qumpaska, is black and white ýTc, 
(CILC, ' I-) 

Qumpi is also associated with earth breaking (Bertonio 

11: 59; Holguin: 54). The joined edges of the Macha kustala 

are riot (Drily oversewri, qumpaska, but, their differences have 

been 'broken down' or resolved. Seams are areas of 

particular fertility and the thread used for the qumpasica is 

black and white plied together and called chimisqa, sweet, 

fertile, and harmonious. 

Compita is also multicoloured (De Lucca: 73), red or 

blue (Bert. onio 11: 198) , and compitha is to smell sweet, (or 

unpleasant) (Bert. onio IT: 51). Quinpi is also sweet tasting; 

these are qualities associated with sama, colour [see 

Chapters 4 and 71. 

Besides denoting a particularly fine textile., a kkonphi 

11itilla is a sweet potato (Lira 469). This latter 

association of meanings is comparable to that of the sweet- 

tasting caui made by freeze-drying oka tubers, which as a 

synonym for mokhsa is in turn associated with the 'sweetness' 

of finely 'milled' cloth and with fertile agricultural ground 

(Bertonio 11: 302,1: 43 8) . As a synonym for k' isa, the 

sweetness of caui also recalls the diminutive multicoloured 

stripes which are the light, of the textile, and they in their 

turn recall the sweet, finely milled colour particles of 

ch, i1ni . 
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viii) Shimmering and change 

The concepts examined in the preceding subsections, 

besides their shared associations with lightning, 

earthbreaking, and shimmering, have another characteristic in 

common: they all denote some form of contrast. 

Beaut. y is deceitful, fortune is unpredictable. Blinking 

is associated with change; ch'irmi or chirmy means 'eclipse' 

(Paredes: 112). 'This portentous event could have similar 

implications to a pachacuLi; in t. he Quechua lament for the 

death of Atahuallpa the black rainbow of the opening line is 

balanced by the 'pestafiada' of the last; the Inca dynasty is 

eclipsed in the wink of an eye and everything is changed. 

Change, as will be shown in Section ITT of this chapter, 

is associated with colour, and in the textile colours are 

used to express change; the change from the monotone of the., 

fledgling sua or leke to t. he allqa of t. he adult, bird is 

paralleled in the evolution from the 'noncultural' pampa of 

the 'cultural' stripes. 

Like -ýround which is finely broken up, finely 'milled' 

cloth, qumpi, chhipi, or ch'imi is fertile; Itampu, 'soft' 

or 'fine' is associated with the female (Flores Ochoa: 1986); 

for the ground to become product. ive it must be 'beaten' by a 

male force, light. 

Without contrast or complementarity there is no change, 

no life, things remain dormant. The use of cont. rasting 

colours plied together, whether it results in shimmering or 

in mottled thread, changes the nature of the pampa for which 

it is used. This can demonstrated by an examination of sula, 

a term which combines a meaning of 'burnished' with those of 
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a surface in which the inequalities have been reduced or 

'levelled' in some way. 

ix) Shimmering and cultural transformation 

Sula and its derivatives have no direct reference to 

textiles but they are associated both with colotir and with 

communicative design [see Chapter 4], and refer in general to 

actions producing a shiny, smooth, level or finely tilled 

surface (Bertonio 11: 325). 

These actions relate to cultural transformation, to 

levelling or measuring (imposing order on disorder), to face 

painting (a mark [see Chapter 7,1] of initiation into 

society) and roofing a house (for the social unit of a newly 

married couple), and to working a field (converting it from a 

'precultural' state, puruma) by breaking it tip into a fine 

tilth. 

Sulatha also means 'enlucir' (Bertonio 11: 325), to 

polish or give something a shiny surface; this is the 

equivalent of 'giving it face' (De Lucca: 8), or 'bringing it 

to life [see Chapter 31 It has been suggested that it is 

its transformation from a natural to a cultural state, 

through a creative or manufacturing process (Cereceda 1987: 

136), or through the presence of light or colour, that gives 

an object beauty; sulata is 'hermoso' (Bertonio 1: 263). 

Sula pampa is a surface cleared of previous obstacles, 

escombrada. No I limps or bumps, no inequalities, no 

interruptions in the form of tufts of grass remain in the 

surface of the ground which has been worked. The smooth 

surfaces of sula can glisten and a term used for the 

shimmering of lightning and of cloth, Ilipi, is associated 
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with a similar image of clearance; in Ilipipipin pachaI6 

(Holgu. in: 214 ) the clouds have cleared away as f rom a 

previously stormy sky17. 

A burnished surface shines and glistens and so could 

literally be described as 1lipi. Clearing or smoothing the 

, 
ground allows the light. to reach it. Breaking up the ground 

in this way, the result of a metaphorical pounding by 

Ii 
ý-n 

Iitni ri-gý an (I thunder bolts, represents an ac t of 

rer. cnc iIiation. Just as the storm has passed over and the sky 

ght, the smoothness of sulapampa, unlike the is full of lig 

unworked qasi, is shiny and alive ready for the 

commencement of a fresh cycle. 

Summary 

Whether subtly graded rainbow colours or black the 

essential factor in combining the c olours appears to he a 

contrast between sharp, white, male light, and the softness, 

or sweetness of colour. This genera tive opposition can also 

be understood as that between ligh tning and the rainbow, 

between an active male principle and a passive female one. 

The presence of this generative energy is indicated by 

the shiny surface of an object, or in the lustrous iridescent 

ground of a textile. This shininess has its own vitality in 

the way it catches the light. 

A shiny surface is associated with beauty, a shiny 

fabric with luck. Both are also associated with colour 

contrast. Both can be described as Ilipi. All these 

statements are also true of ch'imi. 

Beauty and luck are however ambivalent qualities. 

Change in colour, as will also be shown in the following 
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section, indicates change in time, good luck may turn to bad, 

beauty is deceptive. The attempt to maintain equilibrium in 

this constantly moving cycle is apparent in the careful use 

of balance in all types of colour combination. 

The monotony of some textiles appear to indicate the 

absence of the activating energy of light; its presence, and 

the presence of a contrasting darkness (on shiny surfaces) or 

colour (in matt surfaces) represents at one level a 

transformation from precultural to cultural, at another the 

circulation of vital energy and at a third the realisation of 

potential fertility. 
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IIJ COLOUR AND FORTUNE 

Introduction 

In the investigation of the significance of lustrous 

fabrics, colotir contrast., whether on a diminutive or a 

targer scale, was on several occasions linked to suerte, 

good (or bad) fortune. 

This section will examine the concept. of suerte and 

show that the many names for it also denote colour 

contrast of various kinds. 

In both the related meanings of these terms and in 

their implied colotir 'energies' balance is an essential 

factor. This does not., however, imply a static situation, 

but. rather one of reciprocal exchange. Whilst continuing 

to relate to suerte, change of colour is inextricably 

bound up with cyclical change in time and space. 

i) The concept of suerte 

To translat, e suerte as 'luck' or 'fortune', it's 

me an it) g in Spanish, is inadequate t, o suggest the 

complexities implicit, in this concept in the Andes where 

suerte affects a person 

en todos los planos de sti existericia, moral, 
espiritual, material, fisica, familiar, 

econ6mica y socialmente (Lira I-9G9: 38-39). 

Suerte is not prefixed by t, he qualification 'good' or 

'had', i t, contains both possibilities and is be t. ter 

understood 

not only as 'fortune' but. as a norm, i. e. a 
state of balance. and harmony wh iC 11 exist, s 
between the individual and the external world 
(Armstrong: 119). 
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Whilst, an element, of 'chance' 
, 

'fortkine', 'destiny' 

or estrellaI8 is associated with suerte (Bertonio 1: 467), 

it. can also be ensured or channelled in certain ways; 

both in the despacho (Armstrong: 219) arid in the textile a 

state of positive suert, e in which a balanced flow of 

energy is achieved or maintained, is metaphorically 

expressed in the balanced combination of colours. 

ii) Positive" suerte and colour balance 

A person's suerte can be adversely affected by their 

failure to fulfill a ritual obligation (Armstrong: 71) and 

a despacho can be offered to rectify this omission; the 

symbols contained in these offerings may be. adjusted 

depending on the type of suerte desired (Armstrong: 7). 

Positive suerte is associated with increasing light, and 

with white (Armstrong: 28), and the colours of ingredients ýn 

used in despachos for the reinstatement and balance of 

suerte are red and white (Armstrong: 203) or black and 

white (Cummings: 33, Lira 1969: 39-40), a use of colours 

in balanced contrast. 

In the Andes sickness is often perceived, as in 

other parts of South America (Reichel Dolmatoff: 1978a) , 

as due t, o Colour imbalance. Too many colours are 

dangerous (Cereceda 1986) and the rainbow can cause 

sickness" , kuychi onkoy, 'rainbow sickness' , or chirapa 

unkuy2l (Poma: 255,282,690). 

The arrangement of ingredients in despachos for the 

cure of some illnesses express a symbolic progression 

gh the entire colotir ranýe and back to white again throLt !n 
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(Cereceda 1987: 204): this is a 'curacion por el arcoiris' 

(Cereceda 1987: 211)22. 

Sickness, underst. ood as an imbalance. of suerte or of 

colour can, then, be restored by rituals involving eit. her 

colour cont. rasts, allqa, or colour gradations, k'isa, both 

of which express a comparable state of balance. 

iii) Negative suerte and colour imbalance 

Although suerte contains both positive and negative 

elements at least two terms are primarily associated with 

the latter; these terms are also indicative. of colour 

imbalance. 

Firstly, raqui , now transcribed as raki , can mean 

'mal aguero' (Holguin: 313) . Its primary meaning is one 

of separation: 

Raquini: apartar uno de otro (op. cit.: 313). 

Raki describes the separation of a husband who is in 

one land from a wife who is in another, of a living person 

from one who is dead (C R Franquemont: 332). Raki, then, 

is comparable to ch'ulla and the opposite of yanantin; 

the contemporary example of raki is that of a separated 

man and wife (loc. cit. ), just as man and wife together 

are given as an example of yanantin. 

This separation of two elements can relate to 

Colours : 

Raquinacuni: despartirse los que tifien (HoIguin: 
313) . 

In Chinchero raki raki is the name of a design in which 

the colour areas are separated (C R Franquemont: 332) . 
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Thus raki is also the opposite of allqa, two contrasting 

colours which are fused together. 

Whilst as has already been mentioned the contrasting 

colours of allqa are polar opposites, arid the contrasting 

halves of yanantin symmetrical opposites, the two concepts 

do share common attributes; allqa resemble. the married 

couple in having ý,:. ýender values, light. corresponding to 

male, and dark to female, (Cerece. da 1986: 169), and like 

the married couple also their juxtaposition generates a 

reproductive energy resulting in offspring (Cereceda 1986, 

Zorn 1987a). In addition both the married couple (Arnold 

1988: 286) and the complementa'? -1 colours of allqa are 
J 

considered to have suerte, another reason for contrasting 

the latter t, 0 the 'bad fortune' of 'unbalanced' and 

1separated' raki. 

Mal afortunado is also given as chiqui, chiqqui, 

clihiqqui, and chhiqui (Holguin: 527). Besides meaning ill 

f ortune, this term expresses disruption, disturbance of 

the normal state of affairs, and envy (Holguin: 112-113). 

The Aymara term for 'desastre', chhikhi, (Bertonio 

11: 81), appears to have connotations of colour imbalance 

similar to those associated with Quechua raki: 

echikhcehitha means 'echarse a perder ['curdle'] lo que se 

tifie, cozerse demasiado' (Bertonio 11: 84-85), whilst 

echikhi means 'oscuro', lacking in light (Bertonio TI: 

85). 

'Bad luck' , then, is associated with the separation 

of a balanced whole into unbalanced parts. In colour 

terms it is expressed as the separation or imbalance. of 
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colour which occurs when cloth takes the dye unevenly or 

too strongly. 

iv) Terms for suerte and terms for colour 

There are many different, terms for 'luck' in the 

Andean vocabulary. HoIguin lists four: qami, 'la dicha o 

ventura en bienes de fortuna y caso', ataucay (cay denotes 

7 -ness' ), ' la fortuna en guerras y honores' , cusi , la 

dicha en bienes honestos', and cussiqquelpocay, 'la 

ventura en cosas muy grandes, y estado de vida Como la 

gracia, virtudes y la otra vida eterna' (op. cit.: 77). 

Bertonio lists Cusi, 'dicha, ventura' , cusiquellpo, 

'dichossimo' 
, and cutipa, sami, 'dicha 

, ventura o buena 

mano en todo' (op. cit. 11: 61), aswell as sami, vel 

cusi, 'dicha, suerte' (op. cit. 11: 307) and cusini, 

samini, allini, inquini, cutipani, callata haque, 

'dichoso' (op. Cit. 1: 191)23. 

Armstrong's study of suerte proposes that thi s 

concept refers to complementary flows of energy; these 

flows must. be unobstructed in order to maintain the state 

of equilibrium necessary for well being. The following 

sections will show that terms for suerte indicate the 

presence of a vital energy in the form of light, and colotir 

and that. their combinations are those which promote or 

allow its steady, balanced flow. 

v Sam i 

Hol-guin mentions sami specifically as good fortune in n 

'juegos y ganancias' (op. cit.: 36), in 'cosas de inter6s o 
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provecho riquezas o abundancia' (op. cit.: 488). or in 

grangerias' (loc. cit.: 690). 

The games of chance with which sami is associated by 

Holguin were often used to predict fortune- or suerte. 

Just as despachos for the reinstatement of suerte use 

colour contrasted ingredients, these games were often 

played on boards marked in contrasting colours; castill 

aptata resembled backgammon (Holguin: 551), which is 

played on a black and red board; ttaptana, 'juego del 

alquerque' or draughts (Holguin: 551), is played wi a 

black and white board24. 

a) The role of sami in the 'balancing of accounts' 

Sami as a colour term is associated with white; 

samiri are flat white stones (Metraux: 260) thought to 

have talismanic properties similar to qonopa ( loc. cit. ). 

These flat white stone3 are or were used as 'currency' in 

Alaqit., as and other similar 'ferias', where they are 

exchanged for diminutive quantities of food and drink or 

some other highly valued commodity such as coca. This is 

thought to ensure an abundance throughout the year. The 

original purpose of these ferias appears to have been a 

symbolic balancing of the debits and credits which were. 

normally recorded by means of black and white stones, the 

latter representing credit. 

White is t hotight t0 attract suerte in its more 

material forms (Armstrong: 28) and in Oruro, is associated 

with supay or Tio (loc. cit. ). In Bolivar the modern 

equivalent of the white stone 'currency', paper money 
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dist. ributed by the festival pasante, belongs to Paxsimaina 

(Moon Mother), a being also associat, ed with t. he mines. 

tlien, concerned wi th pay with Sami, is 
'ment, 

cancelling of ýj (jej)t, 25 
5 

'Juez del juego para las dudas 

(sic) is qamiapu (HoIguin: 551); payment is consistently 

associat, ed wit, h whit, e: Bertonio lists hankochatha (hariko, 

white) as 'to pay tax fully' (op. cit. 1: 342). 

However, sami is also associated wit, h colour. Sami 

means 'viso', shot (De Lucca: 377) and paya samiri isi is 

two-colour or iridescent cloth (Bertonio 11: 307). The 

derivation of samiri from sama, a generic term for colour, 

part, icularly associated wit, h red, ha s already been 

ment ioned. 

Amongst other South Amet-ican groups such as the 

Tukano (Reichel Dolmatoff: 1971) colour contrast. is seen 

as ultimately reduced t, o that betwee ri white (male- 

gendered) and black (female-gendered) with red being 

subsumed in the latter. It is possible that this is also 

the case in the Andes; as was mentioned in t. he first 

section of this chapter, a distinction is not always made 

bet. ween whit, e and yellow or between red and black, and the 

black constellations of the Milky Way are associated with 

red, the female, and with t. he rainbow (Arnold 1988). 

Thus, t, he coloured aspect, of sami can be seen not 

only to provide a balanced contrast to its white aspect 

but. also t. o represent t. he (black) debit as well as the 

(white) credit side of the balance. of accounts. The 

met, aphorical significance of this balancing of account, s as 

a reinst, atement, of equilibrium has been studied by Platt 

(1987a). 
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To summarise, the colour connotations of sami 

represent both sides of an equation in which colour 

balances non-co-Iour. This equation also signifies the 

striking of a balance between reciprocal forces 

(debit/credit) which permits the steady flow of suerte of 

which sami is a type. 

b) The role of sami in the restoration of health 

As a type of suerte sami represents a flow of energy 

associated with light and colour; its association with 

other vital forces in the form of blood, red, and breath, 

white or non-colour, has already been mentioned in Chapter 

4,1: (ii). 

It has been suggested by Taylor that sami and haini, 

breath, derive. from a single source and have a similar 

etymological relationship as that between supay and hupay 

(op. cit.: 61). In the Appendix I suggest that the latter 

relationship also extends to cupa(y)26. 

Breath, like colour, is used in healing therapy; 

practitioners of traditional medicine often effect a cure 

by breathing or blowing on the patient. In Chuschi, Peru, 

foreign herbalists, probably a reference to the Bolivian 

callawayas, are hamites (Isbell: 218); in Huancavelica, 

Peru, similar 'herbolarios que vienen andando desde 

tierras lejanas y saben curar cualquier clases de 

enfermedades' are known as qamileS27 (Soto Flores: 162); 

in the central and south of Bolivia they are called 

kamilis (Paredes: 15). 

Besides providing further evidence of a modification 

between initial /s/ or /h/ and /c/ or /q/ this example 
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shoý, s there to be in associat ion between curing rituals 

and suerte not only in the form of colour, sami , but of 

breath, sami. Moreover as I also attempt to show in the 

Appendix, sami qami and kami ,( or cami appear to he 

regional variants of the same word. 

vi) Mi sa 

Missa or misa is not directly translated as suerte, 

btit its various meanings (Holguin: 242) suggest, that it is 

a metatliesis of saini. To take part in gn games of chance. is 

missay (Hol, 7,1 ýuin: 23T) or, misay (Lara: IT5) to win them 

mi ssay ( Ho I gu In242 or missapayani loc. cit. To 

deser t be a person f ort unate jn this t ype of game sami and 

misapaya ý--ire also used synonymously; missapayak or samiyok 

is 'el venturoso en el juec; o' (loc-. cit. ). Misa, however, 

has like sami, its 'debit' aspect, arid can refer to a 

similar- loss (HoIg guin: G24) 

Also like saini, misa also means 't. wo colour' (Lara: 

I-f5, Hol-guin: 23-t) specifically a two-colour cob of maize, 

missa sara. HoIg guin makes no mention of any particular 

colours but. Bertonio stipulates that, missa is red and 

white maize (op. cit. 1: 'ý10) , the colours associated with 

sami as blood and breath, whilst the i rite rmingl ing of 

diminutive quant i ties of red arid white in the --yrains of 

the cob recal Is the colours arid the iridescence. of paya 

samiri isi. 

vii ) Ataucq g y [Holguinl, altqa, illa and inka 

'rhe terms, for suerte examined so far describe the 

iritermiiig. liri,., ý of diminutive quantities of colour contra,:; t 
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comparable to those of ch'imi. This section will examine 

the terms allqa, illa and inka, which relate to colour 

contrast on a larger scale. 

The association may also be true of a fourth term, 

ataucay. Atau is not directly linked with colour values 

but, albeit as 'a word of doubtful or unknown meaning', 

Lira lists ataumari (op. cit.: 69). In Chuani the black 

and white allqamari, the significance of which has been 

studied in detail by Veronica Cereceda, is considered to 

represent suerte (op. cit.: 1981); the association of atau 

with the Aymara suffix, mari, makes it. tempting to believe 

that this type of luck might also be represented by 

complementary colours, allqa. 

Like samiri, illa are objects which have talismanic 

properties for the reproduction of the herds (Bertonio IT: 

173); yllayoc runa, a person possessing illa, is lei 

hombre mtiy rico -y venturoso' (Holguin: 366). 

Although illa refers to light, the dLial aspects of 

sami suggests that light or white implies the presence of 

its complement, black. Chullumpi, stones with similar 

properties to the talismanic illa, are black (Flores 

Ochoa: 1976), although the bird from which they take their 

name, is, like the allqamari, black and white. A snake 

with similar markings, which, though it is not 

specifically mentioned as lucky, must be considered 

,, aluable in some way for it to be. 'domesticated' , is an 

illawi (Lara: 103), again suggesting that light implies a 

correspondin. g darkness. 
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LikeiI la, i nqu i (I i (-- f ia Lýe Oll i 190) 

0 rl "ilerte Bertonio 124, ýý ia 
,ýs oc iat ed wit 11 

I ý-l I is ni ý71L ris, , enqaychu (Florpýý Oc-hoa I I-) TG: II", ), and Iik c- 

sam a1s C) tII C) II gn IIi of as a ,, ýenei, ating force ( op. cit, . 

I I-- IIInq 11 isass c) c- i-itedwit, Iicusi, iri cl sami(BertonioI: 

191 wh i ch hot hIia-, - e co I om- values . Bertonio's ent, i, y 

i nqu it 1(, Iirl; 12 81 as os ý--i -s mej o i, es en q Lia I qu ie i-a Iyenei-o 
' 

(op. cit. It: 15)s 11 -ý' es tstfiatt, Iiev in a. -, - a c- t a, -; tais in ans 

in a similar w,, --ty to illa, 'clkialquior-a cosa que Lino guarda 

p, ýi, a pi, ovision cle su (Pertonio 11: 173), but does riot 

Hiem in mv iav with colour. floweve L, infIi 

ý-ýtucly of (-oloui- tei-ins, foi- camelids, many of Nvhich have 

r-i t Ila Ii 
I'rii 

f icance Floi-es Ochoa mentions i nkafn i sa, all 

, animý--t I ý, jthaý,; hite hack and blýack belly ( 198G : 143 i. e 

wi th similalý vi sua I cllarnutet, i st ics to a] lqa and jI la, hut 

i- e ve rs ej 29. 'S a (- i- (- dsitesai-oiiii (A T -, -, Ikigaa i-e, aIsosaidto 

have aii sa de inka ( Mart inez : 19-1 G). 

To summarise, from an analysis of the terms for Itick 

Cllý ý-Illl i tied so ra rit\,: () iiId seem t hat a 's tatC, of rit aKi in u oi 

suer te or of ha I ance d ener -I yfI ow can he eý-, pressed ei ther 

b. -, - colour contrast. or, by the intermingling of contrasting 

, -- () 
Ioii r- sin\erys in aIIa ifl ounI-, . 

vii i )Kusi 

The (-0 1 C) II I- Coll riot at i On S0f kusi 1, C., cathoseof 

k'isa, a textile terin not so far mentioned in connection 

w it h suer t. e . 

Besides its mean in, 
-ys of suerte ( Berton ioT1: 30-1 ) and 

happi ness '(1, ara: 135 ), kusi also refers to 'gloria del 

cielo', kkisisifia (Bertonio 1: 250). 
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Gloria or ,? Iorv derives from 

an aureo I e' 0r ha I o' (Chambe 

. 1ory' denotes a rainbow-colour 

and in t. he narne of t. he sixt, h Inca 

with anot, her term for halo, the 

(Guaman Poma: 130). 

the Latin and refers to 

rs: 555). In English 

nimbus (Chambers: 554), 

coya kusi is associated 

rainbow-coloured chimpu 

However, glory could also be understood as a strong 

white light (Chambers: 554); a white spider, kusikusi, 

which is associated with good luck (Paredes: 93), is also 

called gloria (Gifford pers. comm.; cf Armstrong: 198 mesa 

blanca o We gloria'). 

Whilst white alone can be equivalent to rainbow 

colours (Torrico: 57n 22) a transposition from rainbow 

colours to white not only represents a change from 

sickness to health (Cereceda 1987: 211), but political and 

social change (Murua, quoted in Cereceda 1987: 139; Platt 

1986b). 

The di-verse aspects of kusi thus express not only 

complementary contrast but a suggestion of alternation 

between the two similar to that between the contrasting 

aspects of sami, for which, in its meaning of suerLe, kusi 

is a synonym. 

This sense of balanced alternation is also present in 

other meanings of kusi, where, again like sami, it is 

associated with situations denoting reciprocal givingjnd 

receiving or debit and credit. Cussin chaquent, 'el que 

las da or gratifica servicios o buenas obras', cussin 

chassea 'el que lo recibe' (Holguin: 57), cussincha 

huasunmi diospayta huii puscanchicamanta 'dios nos 

gratificara al auerle obedicido' (Holguin: 57)30. 
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An example from my fieldwork also indicates the sense 

of reciprocal action attached to kusi . When warping my 

coca cloth Corina and I threw the balls of wool backwards 

and forwards to each other, wrapping them round the loom 

bars in a continuous figure of eight Kusi kusi, laughed 

my host, Ponciano, who was watching, us. Tnstead of 

referring to kusi kusi, the spider whose actions replicate 

those of weaving, he explained his remark by reminding me 

of how I had helped to sow potatoes, using first one hand 

and then the other in an alternating movement,. 

Performing a figure of eight movement like that used 

in warping is kutichiy (Cumming1s: 35), and is thought to 

neutralise the effects of' witchcraft3l (Cummings: 35). By 

not cutting the warps the weaver ensures that. every 

textile preserves this protective figure of eight 

formation in its structure32. 

ix) Kuti 

One further term for luck has stil l to be examined. 

Kutipa is a synonym for both sami and cusi (Bert. onio 1: 

190,11: 61), and so, though it is not itself associated 

with colour in its meaning of luck, i t' is repeatedly 

linked to terms which are. in addition the associative 

meanings of kuti indicate a con nection between change of 

direction ,e of colour and chang cis well a relationship as 

between both types of change and time33. 

a) Reciprocal movement in time and space 

The most, widely understood meaning of kutj is 

probably that of reversal or return. Because time and 
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space are part of the same concept in Andean thought the 

sense of kuti as to go back to a place one has already 

left. implies a backward movement in time as well as space 

whilst. to come back from one place to another suggests a 

comparable forward movement. 

Several recent researches have argued that the 

Quechua notion of time and history are based on a meander 

or spiral rather than on a circle or line (Franquemont et. 

al. ); not. only do the arrivals and departures of kuti 

suggests a zigzag progression through time, but the 

textile figure known as kutij, that which turns back, 

represents an S or Z spiral. 

Kuti is related to ayni, reciprocal labour 

11 : 61) and is also synonymous with mitta (Holguin: 57, 

Bertonio 11: 61), the obligatory tasks performed in 

rotation at certain times of the year. A sense of 

reversing the spiral of time in this context of reciprocal 

barter or obligation is suggested by cutichinaeupuni, 

ývolverse uno a otro lo suyo o comprado' (Holguin: 57) 

whilst kutichifia, 'acto que debe corresponderse' (Lira: 

343), implies the necessity of future action. 

Kuti, then, must sometimes represent a position of 

credit, associated with white, reciprocal obligation 

having been performed, and at. others a situation of debit, 

associated with black, with the obligation still to be 

fulfilled. 

b) Change in direction and change in time 

It has been suggested that textile figures are 

derived from forms in the actual structure of the cloth 
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(Frame) , and the spiral form of the kutij design reflects 

the much smaller spiral of twist ed thread. 

It will be remembered that to make two complementary 

spirals or a figure of eight, is kutichiy, and kutichifia 

relates this reciprocal action to thread, 'hilo que se 

debe de storcer' (Lira: 343, Bertonio 11: 61). This 

meaning, of kutichifia implies both a later point in time, 

when the presently twisted thread ITi 11 have become 

untwisted, and reversion to an earlier point., one before 

the thread was twisted at a1134. 

C) Change in direction and change in colour 

As most thread is spun to the right untwisting it 

would mean turning it to the left, lloq'e, a term 

comparable in several respects to kuti, and one which, as 

will be shown below, is also associated with colour, 

either red or white and black or white, and with suerte 

(Armstrong, Cummings). 

In addition to missa sara, red and white maize, 

Holguin lists another special type, kuti sara (op. cit.: 

57). In these cobs the grains point downwards as well as 

upwards, forming a tiny chevron, so that the 

characteristic appearance of the whole cob is not one of 

contrasting colours but of contrasting directiorIS35. 

Kuti sara are sold in country markets, and were shown 

to me in the November 25th (Santa Catalina) market, in 

Tacopaya by a young law student from Cochabamba who had 

returned to the village for the fiesta. Sergio told me. 

that kuti sara is considered lucky because it has 
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protective properties. Kuti he translated as contra, al 

rev6s or 'turning the other way'. 

In this sense, in its formation of a chevron when 

contrasted with the 'visual' way, and in its apotropaic 

function kuti maize is similar to Iloq'e thread and Iloq'e 

sara is an alternative name for it (Cummings: 22). 

The similar properties attributed to the two cobs 

suggest Oiat the contrasting directions of kuti sara are 

comparable in significance to the contrasting colours of 

mi sa sara. Contrasts in direction and colour are also 

associated Ai Iloq'e, which appears to equate left-spun 

and dark. Adelson & Tracht illustrate a colonial period 

tunic, or ccahua, from Potosi which is woven in very 

narrow dark and light blue stripm with very narrow dark 

and light pink stripes at the edges. All the light warps 

are plied Z (spun to the right, ) , al I the dark warps are 

plied S (spun to the left), Iloq'e (op. cit. 1983: 58). 

In a similar way lloq'e, left-spun black thread, is 

plied with panay, right. spun white thread and used in 

rituals to enclose and protect the family corral (Dalle), 

or to bind the human body and 'change the luck' (Lira 

1969: 39-40), i. e. to turn it the other way and reinstate 

the balance necessary for well-being. 

d) Change in colour and change in time 

Cont, ra ry colours h av e. ,t hen, a comparable 

significance to contrary directions. The countermovement 

of untwisting implies both future action and reversion to 

an earlier point, in time: a further meaning of kutichifia, 

'color que debe transmutar o decolorar' (Holguin: 57 , 
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Lira: 343 ), relates this movement in time to change or 

loss of colour. 

Just as its other meanings implied a previous sale, a 

previous kindly act, a previous twisting, all positive 

actions moving forward in time, colour loss implies a 

previous strength or gain. 

Like the reduced impact of the colour contrasted 

particles of eh'imi and the abrupt juxtaposition of allqa, 

which each give a different sense of pace, the colour 

changes of time can be rapid or slow. Kuti relates to the 

sudden turning over of an entire world or era, a 

pachacuti; cutipuni is to change colour rapidly, or to 

lose it (Holguin: 57), whilst kutichiRa suggests a 

cyclical increase or strengthening in colour which after 

reaching a central point then fades away again. 

'To become discolouredý cutisqa aya jina (Holguin: 

57), literally 'to become once again like an ancestor or 

soul', relates lighter or weaker colours to the beginning 

and end of the human cycle, and by implication brighter, 

stronger colours to its its peak (cf Cereceda: 1981). 

A similar change in colour over time is apparent in 

the calenarical cycle: the weak sun of the winter 

solstice is churi inti, churi being the Quechua word for 

son, but also having the Aymara meaning of yellowish white 

(Bertonio 11: 93; De Lucca: 107); the summer solstice 

sun apu inti, Lord or Father sun, is thought of as 

stronger both in character and colour (Demarest)36. 

In the journey of the sun on its daily round, ticnu, 

lel zenito punto de la mitad del cielo (Holguin: 341), the 

point of balance before it turns comparable to the 
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solstice, kuti, the turning point of the year, is also 

like kuti, connected with good luck in games of chance, 

'buena suerte en el juego de la pichca quando gana' 

(Holguin: 341). 

The aim of this section has been to investigate the 

apparent asociation between a flow of well being, suerte, 

and certain colour com binatlon s; the latter were found to 

exhibit the sense of balanced movement. necessary for the 

former. In kuti, a concept also relating to luck, this 

movement or change of colour is associated with the flow 

of time. 

Summary 

In order to maintain an unimpeded flow of the 

complementary energies which comprise suerte it is 

necessary to achieve a state of equilibrium. An 

e:,, amination of the terms for suerte suggests that this 

state can be represented by certain colour combinations, 

notably black and white, red and white or rainbow colours 

and white. 

The wider connotations of one of the terms indicative 

of suerte, kuti, associates reciprocal action in time and 

place with a comparable change in colour. this 

association is paralleled in lloq'e, a concept used as a 

protection against negative suerte. Colour strengthens 

and fades in a cyclical movement through time and space 

similar to that of twisting and untwisLing thread. In 

this way colours come to represent a perpetual and 

pendular movement, which, like light and colour, indicate 

the vitality to be found in cloth. 



Plate 7. Village authorities gather to chew 

coca during the Santa Catalina fiesta in 

Tacopaya. 
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PART THREE: COMPOSING WOVEN SPACE 

CHAPTER 7: THE DIVERSE NATURE OF STRIPES 

General Introduction 

Through au anaivsis of colour terminoloyv the 

vested some of the possible preceding chapter s ti gg 

significances of combining different colotirs, different 

numbers of coloLirs, and different amounts of colour in 

various ways. This chapter will attempt to show how 

these concepts apply to woven stripes. 

Stripes played and continue to play an important 

part in the design of all types of Andean textiles, 

particularly in the Aymara aesthetic. Dictionary entries 

for stripes are numerous, most, notably in Bertonio, but 

neither he nor Holaguin give a generic term for 'stripe', A 

or 'to stripe'. Bertonio lists hattu (op. cit. It: 124), 

but this is subsequently qualified as a vertical stripe 

appropriate t, 0 male clothing; stripes are always 

mentioned as of a particular size, colour, position, oL- 

as used in a particular type of textile. 

The following sections will examine the terms for 

stripes collected during fieldwork or found in the 

literature. By comparing the extended meanings of these 

terms with each other arid with the meanings listed in the 

early dictionaries an attempt will be made to discover 

whether thev share anv common si-ýnificance and whether 

any such significance has remained constant from colonial 

times to the present day. 

In her sttidy of IslLigan talegas Cereceda has noted 

that, 'within the strictly, limited context of textiles, 
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colours are grouped in two major categories: k'ura, the 
n 

natural colour camelid fleeces, and p'ana, the colours 

obtained from dyes' (1986: 158 1 use these. terms to 

indicate a similar distinction. 

Because of tlie considerable number of terms to be 

analysed these have been grouped in five sections. The 

first examines multiple bands of stripes. They are used 

primarily in articles of clothing and are all polychrome. 

The second and third sections look at what I have chosen 

to call 'simple' stripes. As these are sometimes woven 

of dyed yarn they cannot be described as 'natural' nor 

are they necessarily monochrome, as they may include warp 

manipulation and even f igaired designs. They are, 

however, at. least at a visual level, less complex than 

multicoloured stripes, usually occurring singly or in A 

pairs, rather than in bands, and with on1v a basic 

light/dark contrast. The fourth section deals 

exclusively with the stripe found at the centre of a 

figaire or a textile and the fifth with its edges and 

woven bindings, which, whilst, they do not. fall strictly 

into the category of stripes, in several cases have a 

common terminology and play an essential part in the 

definition of textile space. 

ýIulticoloured stripes, which will be shown to have 

connotations of measurement of time and space and of 

communicating within it., can be seen as organising the 

ý,; oven space of the textile. Broad stripes require the 

definition provided by the surrounding narrow stripes in 

order to emerge from the tindefined area of the textile 

groiind, whilst, t. fie narrow stripes, with their many levels 
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of meaning, provide further details of the complex 

metaphor for which the textile is a model. The central 

s tr i pe prov! des an axis for the articulation of this 

metaphoric space as well as for, the woven space of the 

ges and borders establish its limits. textile, whilst ed-. 

I THE ORGANISATION OF TEXTILE SPACE; Multicoloured, 

banded stripes 

Introduction 

One of the ftinctions of the stripes in Andean 

textiles is to identify the wearer as belonging to a 

particular community; metaphorically the division or 

definition of the uniform area of the textile pampa into 

stripes signifies a claiming of land by society. The use 

of stripes in clothing may have originated in the custom 

of striping the body or face with blood, a ritual 

signifying participation in the obligations of the 

community. The Quechua term for this is: 

Pirani : Una ceremonia que del carnero o cordero 
que avian de sacrificar con la sangre nueva y 
fresca se embijaran con rayas en la cara o 
cuerpo para tener parte en aquel sacrificio 
(Holguin: 287). 

and pirascea refers equally to 'listado con colores' or 

'listado de sangre' (Holguin: 566). 

The Aymara term for this type. of facial painting is 

samastha (Bertonio 11: 306). An example of its use in 

makin; those so painted a part of society (Bouysse- 

Cassagne 198G: 213) was the sucullu ritual (Bertonio IT: 

323)1, durino which the uncle, lari, of a boy child drew 

a stripe across his nephews's face from one cheek to the 
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hunt to provide food for the ceremony. The following 

examination of multicoloured stripes will show that they 

continue to he associated with the provision and sharing 

of a ritual meal. 

The sucullu was also the occasion when a boy first, 

wore distinctive male clothing: a black tunic with three 

vertical red stripes (Bertonio IT: 323)3 , the stripes of 

the urqicillo, little overskirt, which the girl wore for 

the first time at a similar ceremony, the huampaba, were 

many, multicoloured and horizontal, placed a little below 

the waist (Bertonio 11: 323). Whilst multicoloured 

stripes, like several of those examined in section TI and 

III were at one time Yender-specific, this no longer 

appears to be the case. 

i) Ki sa 

Ater rr, ý f requently used by contemporary Bo I iv i an 

wea%ýers to describe the bands of subtly gradated stripes 

ge is the woven in shades of red, green, blue arid oran. 

Aymara k'isa, 'meloso en hablar' (Bertonio 1: 312). 

Veronica Cerceda has made a detailed study of the 

significance of k'isa, which she sees as mediating 

between contrastin2ý areas of the textile, amongst the 

Aymara weavers of Islu-ga (Chile) arid Chuani (Bolivia) . 

As has already been mentioned, k'isa are thought of as 

, fit of ý--t textile and it is they, the fuz, or li-I 

rather than ativ, woven fi-Iýures which are considered its, 

chief beauty (Cereceda 1987: 184-226). 
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K'isa are typical of Aymara speaking areas and only 

appeared comparatively recetitty in Bolivar where they may 

have been copied from the widely available factory-made 

awayos, or mantles, or haý, ýe been introduced from Aymara 

speaking Northern Potosi which lies just across the 

river. Perhaps because the adoption of this form is 

still recent the term k'isa is not used in Bolivar. 

Referring to similarly gradated stripes both Quechua and 

vradated. Spanish speakers use the Spanish word matizado, c. 

In Quechua this concept, is expressed by paukar: 

Paukar: Policromo, matiz color 
proporcionadmente mescladc, 0 combinado con 
otros. Cada una de las gradaciones de tin color 
desde el subido hasta el d6bil t6nue (Lira: 
t44). 

This definition exactly describes the visual appearance 

of k'isa, which are riot simply colours gradated in shades 

of li-ýht and dark but also those colours combined in a 

balanced way, the total quantity of dark shades being 

equal to the total quantity of liCYhter ones. 

Chuani weavers describe making k'isa chromatic 

stripes as tinkuyafia, meaning 'to combine the colours' 

(Cereceda 1981: 73,1987: 211) In Bolivar my teacher 

Juaria used tinkushan, 'they meet, unite or marry' to 

describe her choice of colour combinations. 

Tinku describes a hostile 01, loving encounter 

between complementary opposites and isa recurrent 

concept in the aesthetics of Andean textileS4. The 

meanings of jiquisiyafia, Aymara for linatizar', are 

exactly analogous to those of tinku (De Lucca: 759). 

In the iconography of the textile, the alternately 

colours of the k'isa are a fading and strengthening 
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vienen con tos que van' ( Bert. onio 11: 350-351 ), a 

levelling out of the differences between sharply 

contrasted colours. 

In addition k'isa, iri common with verbs formed from 

the roots tinku and jiqui, suggests that harmony may be 

achieved by means other than direct physical encOUnter, 

through dialogue: k' isa: I meloso en hablar' (Bertonio 

1: 312 jiquisifia: lcoii%-encer, ganar en discusion' 

tincuscacta: 'a proposito decir'. The k'Isa are not a 

merely passive interpolation of colours but have an 

, acti-\,, e function in the communication of the textile 

ge. messag 

ii) Kuwichi 

Looking at the k'isa stripes on a factory-made awayo 

a bilingual Aymara/Quechua speaker from the Aymara 

speaking community of Curva in the Charasani region 

called them kuwichi, rainbows. In Tarabuco kuwichi are 

polychrome stripes separating the figured bands of a 

woman's aksu, or overskirt, (Meisch 1987: 49), their 

colours gradated like those of the k'isa (op. cit.: 50). 

In the Aymara huampafia ritual multicoloured stripes 

were associated with women's clothing ý; Holguin also does 

so: 'listada de ropa de muger', cuyehillicllas (op. 

cit.: 566), 1 mantellina de listas de colores', 

ccuychifiafiaca (op. cit. : 582 , but today similar stripes 

are also woven in articles such as the chuspa used by 
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men . 



The role of kuwichi stripes is one of mediation, but 

the rainbow is also a svmbol of transformation and 

change, which announced a pachakuti. 

Pachakuti, the quaking or trembling of the earth 

which is a metaphor for social and political as well as 

cosmic upheaval, is synonymous with pachancuyun (HoIguin: 

269; Ricardo: 187), and cuyorina, 1volvible cosa o 

movible' (Santo Tomds: 276) suggests an action similar to 

the reciprocal movement of kuti. 

Kutij is a name for the double-headed snake design 

which is identified with the rainbow (Valcarcel 1959a: 

10) and like it is also called amaru (Urton 1981: 178). 

The transforming power of the rainbow will be returned to 

in the section on figured designs. 
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iii) Chinu 

The term chinu is used in Bolivar for the narrow 

multicoloured stripes at, the edges of 11ijIlas. Some 

women also use it instead of muyorqa for the narrow 

stripes which come between the wider stripes, pampa, of 

blankets. 

Chinu is an Aymara word meaning nudo de hilo, 

cordel o soga' (Bertonio IT: 83). This knotted cord was 

used in counting in a similar way to the Quechua khipu: 

Chino: La cuenta que seftala por nudos del que 
se da o recibe (Bertonio 11: 83). 

Herders kept account, of the number and colour of 

their flocks by means of knotted cords (Murra 1964: 142) 

, and the priests of a huaca kept account of the offerint-Is 
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ina deand the f) e I- ds hel ongi rig t0it in a similar way 

Albornoz , quoted in Du\,, iols 198 1: 198 )- 

In weaving chinu is also used as 'to count pairs of 

ý, Iarps', particularly when forming the very narrow 

ni iiIticoIoiIred striped bands at the edges 0f 11 ijllas 

which are also chinu. 

Chinu always refers to a pair of warps an uneven 

number of warps is ' tantos chinu y media' Chinu can 

also refer to the total number of warps in a design area. 

The belt I wove had 30 warps or fifteen chinu, divided 

into three groups of ten warps or five chinu. Weavers 

say 'todo puede salir de treinta' 'e\, erything can come 

out of thirty [warps] 

Chinu was and is used in reference to calendar 

dates. Chinu phajjsi, knot moon or month, was the period 

June IT - July 17 (De Lucca: 101), the month of the 

winter solstice. In my belt the total number of warps 

and their subgroups may also have calendrical 

significance: according to Montesinos (op. cit. 51) 

there were 30 days, it) the'Inca month, divided into three 

weeks each of ten days (Guaman Poma: '56)7. 

Arnold sees the knots of chinu as points of 

transition (1986: 3) or joints in time. T'he synonym for 

Jven by Bertonio (op. cit. IT: 83) is Moco, chinu -, 

'coyuntura de los huesos o nudos de las cafias y palos, y 

tambi6n significa tiempo apposito para hazer al-go' (op. 

cit. IT: 221). 

Th us aIt 1i oiig gh the function of multicoloured chinu 

stri pe sis one of' mediation between different textile 

area-, , it would appear t, ha t the s pa tiaI and te in poi-aI 
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markers provided by chinu as knots or joints also provide 

a similar punctuation to that suggested visually by an 

atlqa [see ITT: Introduction], the abrtipt. jný,, taposition 

of complementary colours which signifies both unity and 

division. 

I shall now go on to analyse the connotations of 

chlinpu, in order to examine further the association of 

multicoloured stripes with systems of communication and 

measurement. 

a) Chinu (knot) and Chimpu (marker) 

Though chimpu is not used as a term for a textile 

stripe it can be seen immediately that its meanings are 

closely related to those of chinu, -which suggests that 

the two terms form part. of the same semantic field. 

Like chinu, derivatives of chimpu involve the 

imposition of order; lorden' is chimputacama sarafia 

(Bertonio 1: 110), implying a relationship between order, 

chimpu, and the arran2ýement of the warps, chinu, similar 

to that e: ýýisting? in Old World Latin based languages (eg 

Spanish orden/order - urd bre/warp)8. 

Order is achieved by the division of time and space 

into measurable or predictabie amounts: 

Chimpusitha: sefialar el tiempo o lugar en que 
haran algo (Bertonio IT: 82) 

g the definition of chinu's synonym moco recalling 

(Bert. onio IT: 224). 

In Misminay haloes round the sun and moon are 

thought of as related to tlie rainbow and are referred to 

saying: intita chimpushan k'uyehi (Urton 1981: 90) , 'the 
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rainbow marks the sun' . Holguin also uses chimpu and 

cuychi as synonyms: Intichimpun, o cuyehin, 'cerco del 

sol' (op. cit. : 110) . Like rainbows these haloes are 

used in the prediction of rain and the appropriate time 

for planting (Urton 1981: 91). 

The means used in defining and measuring are similar 

for both terms: chinu is a knotted cord, chimpu is a 

coloured thread tied in an animal's ear to show ownership 

or at a certain level on a container such as a kustala9 

to indicate a certain quantity: 

Chimputha: Sefialar la medida con a1gun hilo o 
con otra cosa (Bertonio IT: 82). 

Chimpu o puyllu: sefial de lana, hilo o 
borlilla de colores (Holguýn: 110). 

This latter type of sefial is frequently used in 

present day rituals and on clothing. Offerings of fruit, 

coca, etc, wrapped with coloured wool and placed on in 

under-ýround altar at the animal earcutting ceremony are 

called chimpu in Ayacucho province, Peru (Quispe), where 

chimpu are also the 'colourful pieces of yarn looped 

throu-ýh the pierced ears of llamas and then tied' 

Zuidema, personal communication quoted in Urton 1981: 

90). 

In Pampachiri , Peru where T spent se-veral months in 

1980 and 1982 these ear markings are called t'ika 

'flowers', as are the coloured tassels on a woman's 

headeloth and a man's ch'uspa on Taquile, Peru. 

Bertonio mentions puyllu, given as ý7-i synonym for 

chimpu by Hollguin, as being used on dance costumes in a 

similar waý, to Taquile t'ika: 
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Puyllukhatatha, collullukhathatha, 
huarahuarachatha: poner fluecos de lana por la 

camiseta para dan(ýar o festejar (Bertonio II: 

278). 

In t, his case the synonyms for chimput arid puyl tu are 

both terms for star. As will be shown in the section on 

fi gured designs, 1stars' and 'flowers' are 

interchangeable elements which signify the possession of 

some kind of -vital force and an ability to transform from 

one element int, o another; this vital force has already 

been associated with banded multicolour stripes 

comparable to chinu and chimpu. 

iv) Ran 

&an was used by a middle-aged man from Taquile to 

describe the multicolour bands of stripes on either side 

of the figured designs ina ch'uspa. &an, pathway, 

suggests communication between one place and another. It 

is another name for the Milky Way (Arnold 1988: 399) or 

celestial river, whose white pathway is identified with 

lightning, whilst the black constellations which lie 

ý-, ithin it are the wila sinta, red or blood pathway, and 

are identified with the rainbow (Arnold 1988: 399-402). 

Like rainbow stripes the Milky Way mediates between 

this world and the worlds of above and below, between 

past and present. Its pathways are the pathways of the 

dead (Arnold 1988: 402); in November the position of the 

Milky Way at dawn forms a bridge between this world and 

the world of the ancestors across which they return for 

the festival of Todos Santos (Sullivan 1987: 118) , and a 

zi 1-1 z agý textile f igure representing the Milky Way is 
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, -)nietimes called alma fianc-ito, ti tt Ie pathway of the s- 

sou I' ( Medlin 1987 : 61 ). 

Huacayfian (Molina: 8) or Guasayfian (Albornoz, quoted 

in Duviols 1981 : 211 ) literally 'pathway of the llama', 

was the name of the mountain in the Cafiari province of 

Ecuador tip which two mythical brothers escaped from a 

fI ood (Molina quoted in Sullivan 1987: 142; Avi la, 

Chapter 30-31 Yacana, the celestial llama, is one of 

the black constellat ions in the Milky Way, and fiah, like 

the other muiticoloured stripes, V, 7 0 LI Id appear to 

represent, the rainbow pathway. 

V) Kacha 

Kachitas, incorporating the Spanish diminutive, is 

used in Tarabuco for the stripes occurrin,, -ýI, like fian, on 

either side of the pallay band on a ch'uspa (Meisch 1987: 

51). Meisch translates kaehitas as 'repetitions' , but 

this definition refers to kacha used as an intermediary 

participle (Lira: 291), which is not the case here; a 

meaning given by Bertonio, 1cosas pequefias v graciosas' , 

) small , attractive things ' (op. cit. 11 : 43 seems more 

appropriate. 

Other meanings of kacha eý,, press similar concepts of 

heauty and mediation to those typical of other 

multicoloured stripes; kacha is 'inanso' (Bertonio 11 : 

13) , and I ike k'isa and kuwichi has the power of 1 sweet' 

or 'musical ' speech, kacha cuncani is 'uno que tiene %-oz 

delgada que levanta Inucho Como tiple 0 contralto' 

(Bertonio IT: 43); kacha is also 'mensajero, nuncio, 
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envio' ( L! ra : 291 suggesting a similar idea of spatial 

transition to that present in fian. . 

a) Kacha , the pathway and the shrine 

Albornoz (quoted in Duviols 1984: 218) uses cachaui, 

a derivative of kacha, messenger, as a synonym for ceque, 

the straight lines radiating outwards from a centre and 

linking sacred sites. According to him Cusco was not the 

only ceremonial centre to be surrounded by a ceque 

system. 

Ase de advertir que, en todas las mAs huacas 

qu6stAn en los cerros y en 11--inos, tienen al 
rededor de si unas seiales que l1aman ceques o 
cachauis, que son seiales de los ofrescimientos 
que a tales huacas hazian y tienen sus nombres 
en renombre cada seial de que all! ofresci6 
hijo o carnero de oro o plata o de mollo (loc. 

cit. ). 

Kacha, then, were not only the messengers, Wit the 

pathways, EaE, by which they travelled. 

Albornoz uses seRal or 'marker' in a sense close to 

that of chinu or chimpu. It. will be remembered that 

chinu or khipu were used by the head priest to keep a 

record of all that belonged to the huaca and the 

sacrifices made to it (Albornoz, quoted in Duviols 1984: 

198). Guaman Poma's illustration (op. cit.: 360) of the 

huchacamayoc, the person concerned with the fulfilment 

of ritual obligations, shows him with a khipu and makes 

clear the interrelationship of the ceque/cachaui and 

khipu/chinu systems by showing the khipu with 41 cords, 

the same number of cords as there were ceque Anes 

radiating from Cusco Quidema 1982: 42300,11. 
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j u, stas chinu can he represented as a stripe or a 

knot, ceque/cachaui signify both the lines and the knots 

or huacas occurring along thein. 

Kacha, the journey and the sacrifice 

In the introduction to this section blood and blood 

g similar sacrifice were associated with forms of inarking 

to the identifying Chimpu tied in the ears of 

domesticated animals. A blood sacrifice is made during 

the ear-cutting ritual and the brightly coloured ties 

--, ubsequently knotted in the animals' ears are said to 

represent coagulated blood (Arnold 1988: 230). 

According to Molina (quoted in Zuidema 1982: 430) 

not only the pathways along which they travelled but also 

the chosen ones, the aella, of the capacocha ritual 

sacrifices were called eachagues. Starting from Cusco, 

the priests took the blood of these sacrificial victims, 

who had come into the capital from all parts of the 

empire, out again t' o its most distant frontiers, 

completing a reciprocal movement alternately contracting 

towards and expanding from the centre. 

The acIla act as messengers or ambassadors, kacha, 

in that it is through their blood, ritually sacrificed, 

that communication is reestablished with the supernatural 

beings who control the Andean universe. 

C) The sweetness of the offering 

Th e ha rmonioiis maintenance of balance, or ý71 

read j us tment ofi mba I ance is the purpose of the 

communication or offering known as a despacho; this 
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offering is thought of as a ritual meat and kachapu means 

'banquet' (Lara: 123). 

Many of the ingredients of the modern despacho, are, 

like the kacha textile stripes, sugary or sweet in 

nature, and perform a similar mediatory role. 

As has already been mentioned kacha in this context 

of sweetness is a synonym for k'isa and caui (Bertonio 1: 

312). It will be remembered that caui are a kind of 

dried tuber, oka, tasting almost as sweet as dried fruit 

and forming part of the festive meal offered to guests at 

ritual celebrations. Around Lake Titicaca k'isa are 

thought of as 'sweet., like a fig' (Felicity Nock, 

personal communication) and 'kacha higos, kacha vuas' are 

1vuas y higos pasados' (HoIguin: 129), fruit ripened and 

dried by the warmth of the the sun. 

Discussing the San Bartolom6 festival in Bolivar 

some weeks after the event, my hosts were asked whether 

frutas secas (lit. dried fruits), had been served. I was 

surprised to hear them reply that they had as I was 

staying in their house, where the fiesta was held, and 

had helped to prepare the food, but could not remember 

seeing any dried fruits such as the figs, prunes, or 

raisins which the words brought to mind. 

It was explained that frutas secas were the little 

maize-flour biscuits which I had helped to make and which 

were offered to guests, together with a tiny glass of red 

wine, on the first day of the festival. it was the only 

occasion on which this form of alcohol was served, the 

remainder of the time trago, neat alcohol, bottled beer 
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and, most often and in enormous quantities, chicha, maize 

beer, were offered. 

The timing of their ý--ippeý--irance and the diminutive 

quantities served, recall food offered during campesino 

festivals at a similar moment, as an initial welcome to 

the guests. This food consists of tiny portions of bread 

and meat cooked without saLt, called cankas, which are 

highly valued by the guests. Me colour W' the wine 

served with the maize biscuits, and the symbolism 

attached to it through the Christian ritual of communion, 

suggest that together they are int ended to represent a 

similar type of offerin g. 

In each case the ' offering' is composed of similarly 

balanced elements: 

unsalted meat and bread, cankas 
wine and maize biscuits or frutas secas, kacha 

In the latter set the intended ingredients of the 

offering have become somewhat obscured, but their 

significance remains unchanged: kacha as frutas secas 

reiterates kachapu, 'banquet) and cachagues blood 

sacrifice'. 

Summary 

The nature of rainbow stripes, like that of the 

rainbow itself, is ambivalent. Though their gradated 

colours express a gradual levelling out of difference 

rather than the abrupt juxtaposition of an allqa, their 

semantic connotations imply both types of relationship, 

both the ancesti-al shrines and the pathways which connect 
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them, both the knots and the cord in which the knots are 

made. 

This ambivalence is due in part to the sense of 

movement implicit in stripes, a movement through time as 

well ý71 S space; rainbow stripes mediate between 

dissimilar areas of , the textile such as the pampa and 

the figured design hands; they also communicate between 

the Lipper and lower worlds, the worlds of past and 

future. 

MiiIticoIoured stripes are distinctly cultural 

future sections will suggest that their colours evolved 

from the non-cultural disorder represented by the 

monochrome pampa. They are of dyed, i. e. ' cooked' or 

7processed' yarn and they relate to systems which 

supplement memory rather than to memory itself. They 

recall spatial and temporal facts about a community, 

details of its sacred sites, its lineage and its wealth. 

Their pathways provide both a metaphoric means of 

communication with the world of the ancestors and a means 

of conveying their memories and traditions to future 

generations. 
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11 DEFINITION OF TEXTILE SPACE: Broad Stripes 

Introduction 

My reasons for describing the kinds of stripes examined 

in the following two sections as 'simple' is given in the 

General introduction to this chapter. In doing so I have 

tried to avoid the definitions 'natural' and 'cultural' 

which are totally inadequate to describe the significance of 

textile elements, Stripes, colours and figures are seldom 

absolute; they are merely 'less cultural' or 'more 

natural'. in addition their nature evolves and changes in a 

cyclical movement, so that an adequate term would need to be 

capable of expressing motion as well as degrees of warmth, 

flavour, and intelligence, and spatial a! 1d temporal 

direction, near, far, central, peripheral, upward, downward, 

recent, long ago; even gender is rarely an absolute 

quality, the beginning/end of a cycle in particular being 

sexually ambivalent. 

The significance of simple stripes appears to change 

depending on their spatial and temporal location. Thus a 

term which has connotations of 'female', 'broad', 

'interioP, earlier', I potential' can also be 'male', 

I narrow', 'exterior' 'later', 'realisation' 
, depending on 

what. part it plays in a series of structurally related 

metaphors of which the textile is one. 

I have. tried as far as possible to separate what I 

denote, for the sake of simplicity, as the 'masculine' and 

'feminine' aspects of these stripes, both to clarify the 

distinction between them and to simplify the making of 

comparisons between stripes which are used in a similar way. 
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In some cases however, thei r Imasculine' and 

femi nine ' resonances are iridissolubly it)tertwined; the ir 

relationship to each other is not. so much one of contrast. as 

of co-eNistence, in which ntie form is part of another, or, 

as the studies of Zorn (1987a) and Cereceda (1987) suggest, 

one t, ransforms into or generates another, a process which 

will be showti to occur in the figured designs also. 

Pampa 

The general acceptance of pampa in reference t. o Andean 

textiles is that of a broad area of plain weave. In 

Macusý--ini carrvin- cloths consisting entirely of plain weave 

-ire called qasi or pampa unkhufia, bot, h terms which denote an 

empty, peaceful, quiet, unblemished and uniform situation 

(Zorn 198-1a). The monochrome pampa represents a st. ate 

comparable to that of the earlier chullpa era (Cereceda: 

1981), and its inhabitants are not, subjected to the norms of 

society; its disordered way of life is contrast. ed t, o the 

organisat, ion alreadv shown to be si-, nified by chimpu: 

'orden, chimputa cama sarafia, su contrario es pampaqui 

sari' (Bertonio 1: 340). 

a) Agricultural and textile wrappings 

The disorder of the pampa is not, however, a negýative 

qua Iity; pampa is associated with fertility and the pampa 

haque is 'dadivoso', bountiful, generous, liberal (Bertonio 

162). 

There is ýi linguistic association between being' wrapped 

in cloth and being wrapped or co-vered in earth. Amoncýst the IM 
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contemporary Laymi burial of the dead parallels the burial 

or planting of potatoes (Harris 1.982: 52); ppampatha, M 

1cubrir con mucha ropa o tierra' (Bertonio IT: 260), 

or wrapping of an ancestor in mummy , uggests the burying 

cloth or the burying of seed in the earth. Panpacuni 

(Holguin: 490), literally 'to cover oneself in the earth' , 

means 'disfra(; arse, emboqarse' . 
'Cloaking' onself in an 

animal skin or mask is a symbolic return to the time of the 

ancestors or of identification with them [see Chapter 11. 

Wrappin, -, v in earth or cloth can also refer to future 

reproduction, seed wrapped in the earth is like the unborn 

child tucked beneath its mother's belt (Arnold 1986: 4). 

Like the temporal associations of chullpa, both these 

examples refer to 'marginal time', to the past or to future 

potential rather than to the present. A 

Although pampa refers to '. -round' , both actually and 

metaphorically, as in the '. -Iround' of a textile, suelo or 

tierra is translated as allpa, pacha, or uraque; pampa is 

translated as campo, a word which can refer to either 

'countryside' or 'field' (, Bertonio 1: 114), open or enclosed 

situations. The same ambiguity applies to the textile 

pampa, which is seen as open by Cereceda (1986: 167), 

enclosed by Torrico (op. cit.: 19). 

b) Pampa as 'inner' space 

In Bolivar the wide stripes on costalas and blankets 

are called pampa, as are the wide stripes on Macha kustalas 

(Torrico: 16). They occupy a position similar to that of 

chhuru or tayka in the Islugan talegas, and are separated by 

narrow, intervening stripes which represent surrounding 
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walls [see III below] . In Bolivar when my adopted family 

proposed a trip to a large walled canchon Just outside the 

village where we had planted potatoes they suggested 'vamos 

a la pampa' . 
'Vamos al campo' meant an area f urther away, 

where the fields were open. 

The' textile 'ground' or pampa, the 'campo de las telas 

labradas, o de los bordados' can also be taypi (Bertonio 1: 

114 ); taypi means 'cosa que esta del medio' (Bertonio It: 

340) something in the middle, i. e. somethiny which is 

surrounded or enclosed. The enclosed nature of pampa is 

also apparent in 'suelo de la casa entre pared y pared, uta 

taypi, pampa taypi (Bertonio 1: 439), or uta pampa 

(Bert. onio 1: 382). Bertonio a-ýain defines pampa as 'todo lo !n 

baxo respeto de la mesa o poyo, tierra Ilana' (op. cit. 11: 
A 

246) i. e. the floor, ground which has been trampled and 

artificially flattened, and which is enclosed by the walls 

of a house. 

Increasing the scale of the image further, Santo Tomis 

also defines pampa as space lying at the centre, 'plaqa, 

lugar donde no ay casas' (op. cit.: 335), i. e. space where 

there are no houses, but also a central space defined by the 

houses surroundiny it as the floor or interior of a house is 

defined hv its walls. 

It would seem, then., that whether it relates to a 

textile12 , house or village, pampa represents an inner space 

defined hv the elements which surround it. This definition 

is essential in order for the potential fertility of pampa 

to he activated, and to awaken i I, from the stasis 

represented by 
. qas-L, and its unenclosed state. 
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C) Pampa as 'outer' space 

The lingtiistic definitions of pampa indicate that it 

can stirroýind as well as be surroýinded: pampa is 'el 

campo, o todo to qLie esta fLiera del pueblo, ahora sea cLiesta 

ahora llano (Bertonio It: 246). My TaqLiile compadre used 

pampa in a similar way when, giving me fiambre, cooked 

provisions, before I set, off across the lake on my return 

joLirney to Puno, he said 'en la pampa vas a sentir hambre. 

The cultural order of the town is opposed to the non- 

cultLiral disorder of the pampa oLitside it as the carefLilly 

coLinted warps of the chinu/chimpu stripes are opposed to the 

LincoLinted warps of the textile pampa13. 

Thou,. gh the main textile pampa Lisually occupies an inner 

position in Boli\, ar the asymmetrical mLilticoloured bands of 

stripes at the weft selvedges of 11ij11as always end with a 

few warps of the same colour as the main pampa which are 

called pampa also. This reflects a similar ambig 'uity to 

that foLind in the terminology of several other stripes which 

can refer both to an inner stripe and to a textile edge. 

In none of these examples does pampa refer to open, 

unclaimed grOUnd Or open water, and sLirroundin. g pampa shoLild 

not be thoLight of as completely 'wild' or 7 natLiral '. The 

pampa surrounding town or textile is in ttirn surrounded by 

Linclaimed land, or by a different element. entirely as the 

watery pampa is surrounded by a shore. 

d) PamM as concentric wrappings 

Two distinct systems of duality are apparent in the 

organisation of textile space. L6vi Strauss, in his 

discussion of the Winnebago, describes similar systems as 
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'diametric ' arid 'concentric' (op. c it. in writing of 

textile symbolism, Arnold compares the former to Isplit 

representation' , ývhich she contrasts to concentric 

wrappings' (1988: 38G). In the. tatter system 

notions of ' inside' and 'outside' are important. 
Male wrappings may contain female ones and female 

wrappings may contain male ones (loc. cit. ). 

'The function of both aggricultural and textile pampa is 

one of wrapping and its %, arious meanin, 71? s exemplify this 

concept of concentricity: not only can pampa represent 

either ' inner' or 'outer' space but. the two areas are seen 

as related. The village plaza, which Santo TomAs translates 
t, 

as pampa, can be used to represent space outside the village 

? hts which in events such as the ritual battles over land ri. - 

sometimes take place in them, whilst in talegas the central 

le pampa stripe, the sonqo, is related to those at its edg 

(Cereceda 1986: 158-159). 

Pampa refers to the interior or floor of a house but, 

according to Arnold, 'the household unit is enclosed in an 

outer layer of concentric ý, 7rappings [and] the house itself, 

specifically the courtyard or patio and everything 'outside' 

as opposed to 'inside' is called iskinturu' 1988: 3,54 

besides the larger plaza pampa can also represent this 

louter' patio (Gisbert et. at.: 16). 

In ch'uspas and llacotas [see 111: (iv) below] the pampa 

is often divided into four by three pallay bands forming a 

central and two lateral axes; in this context. the pampa are 

called saya (Meisch 198-1: 51), and appear to represent not 

only four 'trf-e trunks' at the corners of a Qaqachaca, house 

ge (Arnold 1988: 338) but, the four corners of the villag 

square, the four suyu or intercardinal points and four 
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pillars or calendar stones, similar to the four Mayan year 

bearers which surround a central cosmic tree [see TV below]. 

Saya is also used to describe similar text. ile. space in 

Qaqachaka ponchos (Arnold: 1991). 

In this conteNt the pampa/saya are not only spatially 

outside rather than inside, but in a vertical (male) plane 

(Arnold: 1991), rather than the horizontal (female) one 

usually associated with pampa. 

Working and weaving the paqlr. A 

Thc- role of the pampa has so far been show to be 

essentially a generative one but pampa is also highl-, 

s gnificant when used in a more active sense. i c. 

Pampachatha means lallanar el suelo' (Bertonio It: 

246 containing the causati-ve suffix cha, it, is literally 

'to make something pampa', but, pampa is not, necessarily 

leý,, -el, and must he made so by t. he working or brealýing of the 

earth. 'How beautiful it. is to work' runs one Quechua work 

soncy (Leslie Hoggarth, personal c ommun i cat i on and the 

annual breaking of the earth is like a dispatch of debts or 

a fulfilment of obli--: ation on the part of man, in the hope 

that the gods will in their turn provide a good harvest. 

As 'allanar el suelo' pampa is analogous to cuzea and 

Linku, to make equal (Platt: 1986d). Platt's suggestion of 

how one form of tinku or ritual hattle achieves a symbolic 

'levelling of inequalities' or 'balancing of accounts' 

simultaneously with an actual pounding and levelling of the 

, stones (198Ta: 8-1-88) has already been earth with sIi ng 

menti oned. 
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The desire for, a reconciiiation of contrary for, ces 

iMPI ici tin the rit. ual battle is explicit in a second 

ineaning of pampachatha, 'pei-donar el cul-pado' (Bertonio IT: 

2 -1 G). As van den Berg points out: 

La actitud de los hombre -S MUY a menudo 
desequil-ibra la convive-ncia ý, desequilibra el 

nrden natural y c6smico ( jucha) . Por eso tienen 

que r-establecer cons tan temente el equilibrio: de 

ah i. queIa i-econciliacic; ýx jue-ga Lin papel Muy 
impoi-t, ante en casi todos los ritos. Siempre hay 

tin inomento de perdonarse mutuamente, de 

reconciliarse. En el fondo esto significa 
restablecer el equilibrio en las relaciones 
humanas, la cuales, a su vez influyen soby-le las 

relaciones c6smicas (op. cit.: 143)14. 

In the textile the reconciliation of opposing forces is 

represented by the uniform aspect of the pampa, and the 

opportunity it. presents for the initiation of a fresh cycle 

in life or a-ýriculture. n 

A 

Before proceeding with the analysis of other terms for 

ýthy section on pampa deserves broad stripes this rat. her lerign 

its own summary. 

Pampa as enclosed space can si cgn ify tin i Iy and 

pot, ential ,a situation of' equilibrium and readiness for the 

init, iat. ion of a new cyc Iesu --g est, ed in the connection 

bet. ween burial of t, he dead and the plantingg of a'gricultural 

crops. 

Interior pampa is gvenerative and womblike; as 

surroundin-_ý space pampa appears both more active and less 

exclusively female. Whilstý it. continues to he associated 

with concentrýic wrappings, the '(-oi, ners' of these wrappings 

also suggest, hot, h a Ymmetrical opposition and one 
,n 

possible s 

which is concerned with territ. orial boundaries rather than 

wi th fert, ilit, y and reproduct, ion. The relat. ionship or 
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ev oIu ti on between these inner a ri douter aspects is 

comparable to that apparetit. between -some 
hroad and narrow 

stripes . 

ii) Tayka 

Islugan men call the wide stripes on their talegas 

tayka rather than churu, whilst women say that tayka is used 

only on blankets (Cereceda 1986: 166). Tayka was not a term 

used in Bolivar, but Bertonio also notes its use in 

blankets, where he describes them as 'listas mas anchas que 

la que Ilaman calluni (op. cit. IT: 94). 

Bertonio gives another meaning of tayka which confirms 

its sexually and spatially 'inferior' status; tayka is the 

lower stone of the stone grinding mill (op. cit. 1: 366, IT: 

262), an essential item of kitchen equipment which a woman 

keeps throughout her lifetime. 

Contemporary meanings of tayka are 'anciana, madrina, 

madre, matriz' (De Lucca: 402); these kinship ties range 

?h f rom the remote past of a female ancestor throug 

increasingly close relationships to centre on the nurturingg 

womb. The temporal houndaries of tayka , however, stop one 

generation short of the future 'offspring' or even the 

'fertilised egg' associated with the narrow intervening 

stripes [see this chapter ITT: (\, )I Like pampa stripes, 

tayka stripes represent, potential. 

iii) Jýpwatticalla 

Ppatticalla are or were used in mantellinas and talegas 

(Bertonio 11 : 262 ), and like tayka tayka are mentioned in 

reference to blankets as I al -ýo diferente de' calluni n 
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althou-c; h Bertonio does not make clear in exactly what wa), 

(op. cit. IT: 94). 1 have found no reference to ppatticalla 

either in the field or in the contemporary literature and 

the supposition that they are wide stripes similar to those 

discussed in this section is based on their domestic use, 

their 'difference' from lealluni', and the metaphoric 

associations of their name, 'toad' (Bertonio 11: 262). 

Phaticalla is a kind of potato ( De Lucca: 347 , La 

Barre: 107). Toads, ppat, ti, an embodiment of female 

fert, ility, are sý7mbolicallý- linked to potatoes (Arnold 1986: 

21), which are seen as female plants (Allen 1982: 185. ). 

PpatLi lias similar conrioLaLions Lo painpa of burying or 

wrapping somethingý ý, armly in earth or cloth, ppaLicquipattia 

is lenvolver hien a1guna cosa' Bertonio IT: 262) 

ppatLic ihapi tha is 'amorta. 
-jar 

( loc. ci L. ). 

Potato piýý-tnting Lakes place during November when the 

souls or the dead ancestors return to this world-, during 

this month the almas, or- souls, are. always remembered in the 

coca chewin. u riLual before planting belgins each day. The 

ancestors, like the toad, belonl-I to the underground world 

arid it, is they who look after the potato crop (Allen 1982: 

1815), pushing them Lip from inside the earth (Bastien: 52). 

In Macha kustalas are known as 'Loads' (Torrico: 1). 

These are riot used to store potaLoes (Torrico: 10), but the 

earLh clamps in which potatoes are buriod Lo protect them 

f rom the froStare called q'ayr-u (Arnold 1988: 444; 

Torrico: 10) , which may have an etymological connection with 

k'ayra, f rog ( loc. cit. Kustalas are , however, used to 

store chufio; these dessicaLed tubers can, then, be 
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seen cis wrýupped and preser,,,, ed in the ppaticalla chusi 1 ike 

ancestors in m ummy cloth. 

ppatti ppatti are 
'tolondrones' or 1colo colo, 

Bert onio I1 262 swellings or Iurups in someth ing hadly 

milled (op. cit. 11 : 50 This may refer to the lumps on 

the body of a toad, and to its ability to swell itself up: 

ppatti is the largest. kind of toad, a mama (Bertonio 1: 126) 

and a ppatti marmi is muger g; r an de alta. de cuerpo' 

(Bertonio IT: 262)15,16. 

The Macha 'toad' kustala is said to ha,,,, e a 'bottom', or 

'tai I, siki , but no legýs (Torrico: 37). It, cannot. run 

away, but has to be carried on the back of a pack animal , 

the llama, or the -viscacha which is said to be the pack 

animal of the mountain lord [see Chapter 8,11 ]. This is 

consistent with the nature of the wide stripes which is 

pass i %, e, aw ait, i ng the awakening touch of an active male 

element. 

Ppatticalla stripes appear to he closer to tayka than 

theýl have a to pampa or to either churu or k'illi. Thoush 

sense of containment it, is that provided by the earth or by 

the female body, rather than by artificially constructed 

I imits . 

i v) Churu 

in Isluga, women (-all the wide stripes on their talegas 

chhuru, which they t ranslate as 'box' (Cerceda 1986: 187 ). 

A stripe divided into alternating checks, or 'boxes' , as 

occurs in wany Andean belt, s including those of Bolivar, is 

also chhuru as are. the little stora-ýe huts built in the 
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Is I ug an fields arid their- small enclosed ritual fields or- 

L,: ardens (loc. cit. ). 

Chhuru need 11 ot he arec. t an gu la renc1, osu i- e I, he 

circular houses, of Islu--'a's nei-hbour the Chipaya are also 

chhuru (Cereceda 1986: 167). Circular houses were a 

characteristic of th(- third age, before the development of 

rectan, gular houses and the quadripartite ayllu system (Poma: 

59). This su, -Ygests that churu stripes, like pampa stripes, 

si--ýnify an emei-gent or potential state, rather than the 

lmoiýe recent' stage represented by the gabled houses often 

associated with narrow stripes. 

According to Bertonio cchuru or churu are camellones, 

furrows (op. cit. 1: 112; it: 94). Similar in appeat-ance 

to the Irish and Scottish lazy beds and like them used for 

planting potatoes the camelion was used eýýt. ensively around 

Lake Titicaca because it provided better drainage on flat 

Cýround and better in SU I at i On against fl-ost at the low 

ý-7iltiplanic tempei, atures (Ramos). 

Churu is synonymous with phutu suka (Bertonio It: 94), 

a warm furrow; like the pampa and ppatticalla the churu 

will wrap the potatoes warmly as if in a textile. 

a) Contrasting aspects of churu 

Rprt. onio likens echuru to an irregularly woven textile, 

where a coarse or loosely packed weft. is followed by a 

tightly packed or thin one (op. cit. 11: 94). This su-, ýests 

that the term includes both the (wide) bed of the camellon 

ý--ind the (narrow) fut-row which separates it from the next 

one. tiowever, the lower, incised furrow between the beds is 

called uma, water (Bet-tonio It: 3221) - Several terms for a 
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narrow stripe are associated with water; whilst wide or 

f lat expanses of wa ter have f em irni ne associations [see 

cocha, Chapter 8,11 water coming from above, either as 

ra in or as mo untain streams, appears to represent "I 

masculine element [see III beloN,,, ]; the thin stripes in 

Macha chumpis (women's belts) are called mayu, river 

(Torrico: 56 note . 
14), whilst Arnold suggests they represent, 

irri, yation canals (1991). 

The associations of churu with an interior and 

nurturing space are similar to those of the pampa and tayka 

stripes , but other meanings of churu reveal a basic 

amb ty . This max, be because they signify the 'masculine' 

aspect of churu, in the same way that similar meanings apply 

to the narrow, masculine aspect of k' illi [ see III :( iv) ]. 

However, as I have found no examples of churu used to 

describe a narrow intervening stripe, its, 'other nature' is 

analysed here. 

Like Bertonio, Lira defines churu as furrows, but they 

are thosr- 'del contorno' (op. cit.: 149), those which 

enclose the interior of the field; in Bolivar the stripes 

which border a belt and enclose the churu boxes, are also 

churu; this is comparable to the way a narrow strip of 

pampa occurs at the edges of Bolivar 11ijIlas, enclosing the 

wider pampa within. 

In Macha chhuru is used to describe an irregular 

triangle of land situated between two ranges of mountains 

(Torrico: 20). It can also mean 'abertura formada por dos 

lineas que part(-ri del mismo punto' (De Lucca: 107) Both 

definitions suest that the bi f urcating lines, or 

, le are of equal mountains, which define the open an-. 
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signif icance to the space defined, whilst. the latter draws 

attention to their origin at a single point. This chevron 

ima-, e is one ý, Aiich recurs in the roof beams associated with 

the narrow stripes k'illi and qallu. This su--ýests that it, 

represents a 'masculine' aspect of churu, but neither 

Torrico's nor De Lucca's example makes clear whether the 

bifurcation opens downwards (masculine) or upwards, which I 

su", jest. is the fem"L-nine complement. nn 

In Chinchero, Peru, ch oro refers to an unbalanced 

situation or to a pallay design of a hook (Franquemont & 

Franquemont, ýLý). in Charasani a doubly hooked S or Z shape 

design called chchuru, snail, is said to be 'en rapport a%, ec 

le travail agricole' (Girault 1969: 43, no. 16). 

Like that of 'f urroý,; ' 
, the orthography of 'snail' is 

va ri ed: ch'uru, ch'ulu (De Lucca: 583 ), churu (HoIguin: 

447 ch'uru ( Lira: 192 cchulu (Bertonio 11 : 96 but an 

association between an enclosed, regular shape like that of 

a, box or wide furrow, churu, and a curve or spiral like that 

depicted on the shell of a snail is evident not only from 

the Charasani desioýn but from the fact that in Azapa furrows 

similar to the camellon are called earacoles, snails (Platt 

1975: 37). 

In Chinchero a similar double hooked textile figure is 

called kutij, 't-hat which turns back' (Franquemont et. al.: 

Fi--ý 6), and it will be remembered that movement in contrary 

directions, kuti, is also signified by the herringbone or 

chevron formation of Iloq'e spun warps. Like the box, 

churu, the open angle churu is associated with the spiral, M 

churu or kuti, and it is perhaps this last which is the key 

t. o the nature of the stripe; kuti can also mean to 
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transform from one to another related form, as in a 

translation of language or conversion of faith (Lira s. v. ); 

churu, like pampa, seems to transform from a wide, e nclosed 

form to a narrow one which encloses, but also from a 

horizontal quadrangular form to a vertical chevron or spiral 

[see also C hapter 8,111 ]. 

V) K, i Ili 

The orthography of the textile term currently 

transcribed as Willi (Zorn: 1987a, Cereceda: 1987) is 

confusing and my assumption that kili, killi, quilli arid 

qquilli are essentially the same word is based on their 

similarities in meaning. 

These meanings demonstrate a similar type of ambiguity 

to those of churu and in several cases churu and Willi 

express a common image. However, as some textile references 

made to Willi by Bertonio do suggest a narrow intermediary 

stripe, this term will also be included in the following 

section and I have attempted to restrict my analysis here to 

its 'feminine' aspect; some cross reference to its 

'masculine' nature is, however, unavoidable. 

Quechua qquilli is a broad stripe used on women's 

clothing, qquilli qquilliyoc o qquilli qquilli ppacha, 

'vestido a listonado texido a listones anchos que es de 

mugeres' (Holguin: 308). Quilli is also the binding of ý-7i 

woman's mantle, 'el remate de la liella texido (loc. cit. ), 

and as such is also included in Section V. 

As a metaphor qquilli has several elements in common 

with churu: qquilli is related to qquilla, the Quechua term 

for camellon (Holguin: 308). Thus qquilli is analogous to 
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churu in being both the broad, enclosed division of the 

furrow/stripe and the narrow furrow/hinding. which surrounds 

i t, . 

Like churu, the WýIrm furrow, qquilli also has 

connotations of heat, not the open heat of a flame, but that 

of coal: quillimqa is 'carbon' (HoIguin 308) ,a substance 

from past time and the interior of the earth, one which 

(still) only smoulders or which has (already) gone out; 

killimi is 'carbon sin fuego apagado' (Bertonio 11 :30 2) . 

Like the temporal implications of pampa and tayka both types 

of heat relate to the beginning or end of ý-7t cycle or 

marginal regions of time, just as quilli, the binding, 

relates to the edges or margins of a textile. 

In addition to the furrow metaphor, qquilli repeats 

that of churu as a house or as a series of boxes or checks -1k 

ina belt in the image of a row of connected rooms; 

qquillihuacicta rurani is 'hazer tin quarto de casa largo 

trauado con distýntas piecas' (Holsyuin: 308). These rooms 

are joined by the 'fishspine' roof beams, which are a 

masculine aspect of k'illi and which wiII be further 

investi-ýated in Section III: i-,,, ) but it should be n 

mentioned here that kimimi (sic) , evidently a misprint for 

killimi (Bertonio IT: 302) is 'lo mas delgado del espinaco 

de qw-alquier animal, por otrý-7i nombre phuscanca eadera', i. e. 

the hip or tail bone17, recalling the siki of the Macha 

kusLala. 

The hip is one of the images that can represent chaka, 

a Quechua term for 'bridge' or 'cross' 
. Not necessarily a 

cross in the Western sense, the X, T, Y, V and even I forms 

which signify chaka provide a means of channelling and 
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evenly redistributing energy (Urton 1981: 150). As will be 

shown in sections III and IV of this chapter, the hips or 

tail of the lower half of the body are balanced in the upper 

half by other examples of chaka, the shoulders or wings. 

Summary 

Meaning's common to all the terms for broad stripes are 

those of an enclosed and interior space in which something 

is wrapped to protect, and preserve it- The imalges used, 

thos(- of the ývomb, the house, the patio, tgarden, field or 

plaza form a concentrically e--ýýpanding series. It is to 

these apparently empty spaces, rather than to an organised 

social centre, that the narrow stripes will be shown to give 

definition and protection. 

Broad stripes are also metaphorically 'inferior'. They 

relate to the lower parts of the body, to the earth or 

interior of the earth, and to creatures which live there, 

like the toad. 

Although their associations are generally consistent, 

some broad stripes appear to resemble each other more 

closely than others. Pampa and tayka are associated with 

wrapping and nurturing and are not. likened to 'furrows' or 

'houses', although pampa does refer to a 'floor'. They 

should perhaps be understood as the 'most natural' type of 

stripe. It, will be remembered that thev are used on 

blankets and that Islugan women protested when their men 

suggested the wide stripes of a Lalega were tayka rather 

than churu. Churu and k'illi are associated with the furrow 

4 

and the house, land which is being. worked, or enclosed by 

artif ice . All four terms appear to have. an inner and ý--tn 
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outer aspect whether this is expressed spatially or, as with 

tayka, as degrees of kinship. 

No contemporary information is available on ppatti as a 

stripe, and I hý7-tve not, attempted to suggest a meaning for 

calla in this context. It will, however, be remembered that 

ppatti means 'toad' and that Macha 'toad' kustalas have a 

'butt' or 'tail'; the broad stripe k'illi also has hips or 

a tail, whereas as a narrow stripe it is associated with the 

eagle and could, therefore, be understood as having wings 

[see TIT and TV below]. As will be shown in Chapter 8, 

toads are contrasted with and transformed into condors, in a 

manner comparable to the transformation from broad to narrow 

or from inner to outer stripes, and it is possible that were 

more information available on ppatticalla, their toad aspect 

might also prove to transform in this way. A 
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III DESCRIPTION OF TEXTILE SPACE: Narrow stripes 

Introduction 

In many Andean textiles narrow stripes intervene 

between broad stripes of the k, i nd discLissed in the 

previotts section creating a vistial. contrast in form and 

ftirther stibdividing; the textile space. These narrow 

stripes generally OCCUr as colour-contrasted pairs, 

allqa. They cari also he stripes broken tip into checks, 

or stripes of a sin-Ile colour in which the two halves of 

,sn complement each other, as in the chevron adesi! 7> 

prodticed either by warp manipulation or diversely spiin 

wrps; these forms are eqti-ivalent to a minor aIIqa 

(Cereceda 1987: 199). 
A 

i) The role of allqa 

The significance of allqa has been studied in 

cietail by Veronica Cereceda ( 1981,1986) the temporal 

implications of this concept and its embodiment of 

suerte have been examined in an earlier chapter of this 

thesis. Before proceeding with an investigation of 

narrow stripes some further examples should be mentioned 

to -illustrate how the allqa represented b. ), them can 

relate to both diametric and concentric opposition and 

to show the ambivalent nature of the relationship 

between their colours. 

A] Ica can mean 'f al la-' ; allcani is 'interrumpir lo 

continuado' (Holguin: 19) In the Islu-? an talegas the 

black stripe which occurs at the 1/4 and 3/4 points in 

the width of the textile is the allqa; it, acts both as 
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a barrier and an axis which articulates the two halves 

of the bag (Cereceda 198G: 1GO). 

gh Jslugýan weavers indicate the black stripe, Th ou -n 

this is only one half of a lilnýht/dark pair. Holguin 

defines allqa as 'lo de dos colores blanco y negro' (op. 

cit.: 19). Complementary opposites such as black and 

wh iteare auca, enemies, which should not appear 

to, 13ether 
(Bertonio 1: 140). Nevertheless, 'light and 

shade are indissolubly linked' in the expression of this 

concept (Cereceda 1986: 160). 

AIIqa -i S not restricted to black and white: 

Bertonio describes it as 'entreverado de ditiersa color' 

(op. cit. ! 1: 50), and allqa can be a juxtaposition of 

other complementary colours and, according to Cereceda, 

A 

can symbolisp the opposition of natural and social 

phenomena (Cereceda 1986: 161). AIIqa colours also have 

, ýender values, dark/ female and light/male, and toolether 

embody the principle of a generative opposition 

(Cereceda 198G: 161, Zorn: 1985a: 513). 

Suyu (divisions are those of a diametric quartering 

(also allqa), but the majority of narrow stripes are 

primarily concerned with concentric complementarity and 

allqa is capable of expressing concentric contrast also. 

The white of the eye is yurac allea (Ricardo: 119), the 

black yana allca (Ricardo: 165), allcafiaui is 'lo blanco 

y negro al derredor de la nifia de los ojos' ( Santo 

Tomas: 233). 

Both visually and conceptually the abrupt colour 

ges of' allqa would seem to be directly opposed to cliang 

the persuasive colour gradations of k'isa, but the 
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lenemy ' colours are compared to sparring partners in a 

ri t Lial battle, tinku (Holguin: 343 it wiII be 

remembered that combining, the colours for a k'isa is 

tinkuyafia and that tinku refers to a loving as well as a 

hostile encounter; in Macha te--tiles both conjunctions 

and disjunctions are allqa (Torrico 56: note 16), and 

just, as the major allqa create both a barrier and a new 

a--, ýis, and colours which are 'enemies' are 'indissolubly 

linked', the role of the minor allqa of the narrow 

stripes is also ambi-valleiit, 'they unify and separate, 

interlock and divide' (Cereceda 1986: 168). 

It. is not only textile space which is articulated 

by the positioning of the allqa. Narrow intervening 

stripes form part of a series of metaphors in which they 

function as joints or articulations of some kind. They 

complement the metaphorical associations of the broad 

stripes, and together with them present an image of the 

textile as simultaneously a body, a loom, a house and 

the cosmos itself. 

Although the nature of my study means that I refer 

primarily to this metaphor as it is expressed within the 

woven space of the textile it would seem that. no one of 

these imaaes is more a referend than another; as for the 

Ko, gi, for whom a house is a cave, a cave is a wouib, a 

womb is a hearth and a hearth fire is the sun (Reichel- 

Dolmatoff 1978c: 10), the images are interchangeable. 

SuYU 

Suyu is used in Bolivar for stripes 1 to 1 1/2 

inches wide on blankets or ponchos. They occur in groups 
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of four, sometimes as four different colours but more 

usuall-v as four dark suyu contrasted with four light 

suyu and sepý--trated from the adjýý-icent -, ýroup of eight by a 

single stripe of some intermediate colour. Unlike the 

other narrow stripes to be examined Bolivar suyu cannot, 

then, he described as 'intervening' stripes; they are, 

however, included here because their colour, number and 

linguistic connotations are similar to those of stripes 

which do perform this intermediary role. 

Holcý ,, uin describes SuYu SuYIj ppacha simply as 

vareateado', striped (op. cit.: 688). Subsequently, 

however, he qualifies this description: SuYu SuYu is 

lrop, a listada vareteada menuda' (op. cit.: 333 ), and 

SuYu SuYu associated in Quechua with male clothing1s: 

pacha 'listado ropa de varon' (op. cit.: 566). SuYosuYO 

may are 'listas espessas menudas' (op. cit.: 326), and 

have been woven wi th diversely spun warps 1 ilý e 

Iloqquesuyu ahuasca, '10 texido hazia man 1-0 

yzquierda, pana suyu ahviaseca lo texido a man [0 

derecha como se vee en ropa vareteada que Ilaman suyu 

suyu' (op. cit.: 215). 

There is no indication in Bertonio that Aymara 

suyu were restricted to male clothing. 

a) Sq_yu, eolour-contrasted division into four 

The meaning's given by Bertonio for textile suu or 

suyu associate this stripe with division into four, the 

way it is fotind in contemporary blankets. Suu suu and 

kalla kalla are synonymoýis (Bertonio 1: 417) and kalla 

ineýans. : 
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En t re ve rado de di ve r sa (: - o 10 r quarteado como 
pendones (Bertonjo IT: 45)). 

Kalla is also offered as a -, ynonym for, allca: 19 

Qiiarteado zi S's i at Ica, katla Be rtoniof 
391 ). 

A --, v; asmenI, ione (I hr iefIy it) theint, rodiictio ri t0 

this section, although allqa is usually t-aken to refer 

t' o ýA duýý7A Ic (-) iit. r ý7-t s t, ,it, is in turn synonymous wi th 

ticella ( 1101gil in: 19) zorn op. Cit 198-1 a: 513 ) 

gthe An6n imo of IG 14 17 V" --i kesIea. rtfI ý7t t qu C) ti 1-1 g 

tiella can a Is ohe ýi (I tiadiýipartitedi v- isi on when he 

t, ra nsIatesi t' ý7-t s color de negýro ybIancoc 01110 

N (I d I, e (ý ad0andin Checacupe , near Cusco, 11 riI, tiaI 

rring cloth wit 11 four different Coloured quarters 

(Rowe 197-1: '29 Fig. 19) is called a t'iculla2O. 

Suyu aI"o re f ers t C) dt I a, I or qu adri pa rtite 

t(-rrit. orial and social divisions 's imi la r to those it 

di splays iý na woven context : Suyu is 1parcialidad, 

prnvinciz-7i Hol-ýuin 333 Pusistm is ' todo el universo 

mundo Bertonio It '-2G9 its four quarters or corners 

TeNtile suyu, then though I, hev may be woven as 

vertical1v ali-ýned stripes , appear t, 0 re Ia te to ýi 

diametric- divisi on of space int. o f our quart ers or 

corners . 

b) Suyu, a meLaphor for order and culture 

Suyu as a task divided amongst the commundty 

(Holguin: 333; Reptonio LI: 331) is synonymous wi th 

cama: camay 0 SUYIIY ,1a tarea C, 11 eIt. rauajo ', 

camanacuni, 're partir entre s i las tareas' (Holguin: 

Bert c) IIio Iiýts SuYuni , 1 11110 (jue ti one c) fici C) , 
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(op. cit. IT: 332, cf Quechua camayoq) so that in suyu 

as in chimpu [see this chapter, 1: (iii)], the concept of 

division implicit in a stripe is associated with the 

evolution of a social order and with the organisation of 

it. 

In some ways, suyu, which denote arrangement and 

order, which are sometimes organised in multicoloured 

01 groups of four, and which can be very narrow stripes 

(HoIguin: 333), appear closer to chinu than to the other 

stripes discussed in this section. 

A further meaning of the synonym of SUU21 kalla, 

might also be understood as having similar implications 

of social transformation: solids are seen as more 

'culturally developed' than liquids and kallacatha means 
A 

1partir cosas secas v liquidas como trigo, vino, etc' 

(Bert, onio IT: 45). 

C) Suyu suyu, unorganised and ill-defined space 

The clear-cut colour contrasts and spatial 

organisation of kal la, allea and suu are very different 

to the image presented by kalla and suu used with 

repetition. Charca charca, suu suu, cchackeehi is 

I vestido -. ýrossero de diversas lanas' (Bertonio 1: 468) , 

suu suu, kalla kalla is 'ropa baladi por ser texida tin 

poco de una color y otro poco de otro color algo 

diferente' (Bertonio 11 : 331 ), or 'de diversos colores 

naturales' (Bertonjo 1: 417). 

These teNtiles, then, were not quarteado como 

pendones' but of natural and ill-matched colours; 

cehakeehi is the xerga of a Franciscan monk (Hertonio 
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It: 74). The same term is used to describe the immature 

leke (Bertonio It: 193) whose nondescript colours, like 

those of the sua, the immature allcamari, represent not 

only temporal but social and emotional immaturit. y 

(Cereceda: 1981). 

This sense of evolution from disorder to order is 

also present i 11 the of SUYU as a associations 

quadripartite territorial division: 

Suuchthapitha: Juntar todo el pueblo entero 
dividiendole por ayllos (Bertonio 11: 332). 

The social organisation into four ayllus takes 

place only after the whole community has been gathered 

togetheY in a disordered crowd. 

To summarise: although suyu appear to evolve or 

develop within themselves, there is no sense of 

interaction like that between broad and narrow stripes. 

The imagery of suyu does not relate to that of the house 

or loom, and though their use of colour contrast and 

diverse spin is similar to that of stripes which do, the 

divisions of suyu have no sense of surrounding and 

protecting a centre. 

The emphasis of SUYU is on a textile and 

territorial division into four quarters, a diametric 

opposition representing political relationships, rather 

than the concentric opposition reflecting spatial and 

ecological contrasts which is inherent in the majority 

of narrow stripes. Whilst suyu relate to the concept of 

cama, it is in rhe sense of a division of tasks, of 

organisation of social order, rather than, as will be 

shown to be the case with several other stripes, as a 
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life force and source of abundance. Whilst the 

possibility that these meanings are those of homonyms 

should not be discounted, I understand them as relating 

to different aspects of cama as a single concept. 

iii) Suko 

Suko was not used in Bolix, ar and there does not 

a ppe art, obeany reference in the contemporary 

literature to a stripe of this name. 

Accordingý t, o Bertonio, suko had several 

characteristics in common with suyu. Suko suko sautha, 

sukochatha is simply 'listar' or 'baretear' (Bertonio 1: 

293), and suko suko are listed together with tayea tayca 

ýesting that, like suyu, they might be (loc. cit. ), suggg 
A 

used in blankets. 

Like suyu, suko suko were used in men's clothing, 

the stripes taking the form either of different colours, 

as in the suko suko ccahua, )camiseta vareteada o 

listada de alto abajo con listas de diversas colores' 

(Bertonio IT: 325) or, again like suyu, of diversely 

spun warps, as in the -suko 
11acota, 'manta texida con 

hilo torcido parte al derecho con la mano derecha y 

parte con la izquierda' (loc. cit. ). 

Whether it is represented by contrasts of colour or 

of spin suko appears to relate to division. It shares a 

m ea ning, sukhu laccani, 1e1 que tiene los labios 

partidos' (Bertonio 11: 325) with qallu (Bertonio 11: 

D ), and its diversely spun warps would have produced a 

minute herringbone similar to k'illi, another 
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intervening stripe used in both blankets and men's 

clothing [see (vi) below]. 

Though it neither has connotations of surrounding 

and protecting nor forms part of the house metaphor suko 

has no sense of diametric or social division and appears 

to be closer in nature to the other intervening stripes 

than to suyu. 

iv) muyOrqa 

In Bolivar mullorqa or muyorqa can refer to the 

bands of stripes surrounding the pallay on a ch'uspa or 

INjIla and several women used the term interchangeably 

with chinu. However, muyorqa is most often used by both 

men and women for the narrow stripes between the wider 

pampa of blankets or costalas. 

In the undyed colours of Bolivar costalas muyorqa 

almost always appear as a black and white pair, like 

similarly placed stripes on the Macha kustala (Torrico: 

14), rather than reflecting the colour s of the adjacent 

stripes as in the Islugan talega (Cereceda 19 86 

168). 22 

In blankets, which incorporate dyed yarn, muyorqa 

OCCLIr in bands of three. There is no apparent 

consistency either in the combination of the colours in 

each band or their relationship to those of the adjacent 

broad stripes. 

\c co rd i n, ý t0 one 0fmy, adopted family, it is 

essential for muyorqa, which he explained as 'somethinglý 
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which divides, separates and protects', to appear in 

some form. Although muyorqa appear as linear divisions 

in ý-7i textile muyu means 'circulo o redondez' (Holguin: 

254), and muyuquipatha is 'poner cerco a algýuna casa' 

(Bertonio IT: 229), muyurini, muyuycuni 11actacta 

'rodear y dar bueltas a piteblo o casa o plara etc' 

(HolgLiin 254) . These definitions suggest that muyorqa 

stripes protect the pampa stripes by encircling them. 

PLitting Z-1 fence around a house, muyuquipatha, 

defines it in the surrounding socially unclaimed space. 

Holg. Liin equates muyuqquen with the nautical term 'to 

box' , as in 'to box the compass, or 'to measure the 

perimeter of an island' ( Simon & Schuster: 990 ). These 

examples show why the muyorqa stripes are essential; 

without the spatial definition provided by them the 

potential of the pampa would remain unawakened. 

V) Jal. ja, jalaka, aysaka and guardan 

Muyorqa occupy a similar position to that of jalja 

on Macha kustalas, guardan on Macusani unkhufia and qa1lu 

on Islugan talegas. 

The meaning of jaIja, 9stone walls separating 

agricultural fields and communities' (Torrico: 22) 

echoes the dividing and protecting function of muyorqa. 

Jaljafia means 'separar tin espacio por medio de pared' 

(De Lucca: 164). JaIja stripes are also called jalaka, 

'a stream falling down a_ mountain' (cf De Lucca: 162 

1volar por abajo', and other forms denoting rapid 

downward movement) . As was mentioned earlier, narrow 
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stripes are frequently associated with water, with uma, 

mayu, or with an irrigation canal. 

Jala jal (op. cit.: 163) is 'diliglente, agil', both 

common abstract meanings of narrow stripes. 

Narrow Macha kustala stripes are also called 

aysaka23, an intertwined pair like 'crossed fingers', or 

'something which springs forth' (Torrico: 16). 

No dictionary meaning of aysaka suggests the 

interlocking' implied both by the mediatory nature of 

these narrow stripes and b- 
nI y the imaae of crossed 

ýers'. There appears, however, to be a morphological fin- n 

relationship between both jalaka and jaIja and between 

aysaka and ayja. The latter term is not mentioned bv 

Torrico, but it. can have a meaning close to that which 

she finds for aysaka: ayja means 'cruzar, atrevesar dos 

palos o maderos en forma de cruz ' (De Lucca: 52). These 

'crossed sticks' refer to the structure of the loom or 

the house (De Lucca: 51; Bertonio IT: 29) for which the 

loom is an interchangeable metaphor; similar meanings 

are associated with the narrow sripes k'illi and qallu. 

Alternative names used in Macha for this type of 

stripe are chokika 'beloved', and ufia, 'cria' (Torrico: 

16), a term which also denotes affection (Zorn 1987a: 

505); in Isluga (Cereceda 1986: 168) they are called 

qallu, the Aymara term for 'crLa' [see (v) below]. The 

role of these offspring is ambivalent: like muyorqa and 

jalja 'they unify and separate, interlock and divide' 

(loc. cit. ). 

Guardan stripes, from the Spanish 'guardar', have a 

, meanin-, of 'divide' and 'protect' similar confusing n 
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(Zorn 1987a: 499,512). Allqa is not used to refer to 

textiles in Macusani (op. cit. 513) but the guardan 

occur in similar positions, at approximately 1/4 and 3/4 

points in the width of the unkhuRa (op. cit. : 503) , as 

the major allqa in Islugan talegas and like them have 

'offspring', Wa guardan' (op. cit.: 499,505)24. 

To recapitulate, a common characteristic of the 

narrow stripes examined in this subsection is their 

ambivalent function. In surrounding the broad stripes 

they divide and protect, separate and define them. The 

forces inherent in these narrow divisions are also 

ambivalent, holding together or pushing apart, rushing 

downwards or springing upwards; whilst pampa can refer 

to a lake, a broad expanse of still water (Gisbert et. 

at: 16), which is seen as passive and female(l5bo-11.2JO), 

the channels of moving water associated with narrow 

stripes is an active male element. 

As has already been mentioned, narrow stripes also 

'intertwine' or 'cross'. The Andean concept of 'cross', 

chaka, provides a means for the transmission and 

redistribution of energy and the maintenance of 

equilibrium (Urton 1981: 150, see also Chapter 8,111 & 

IV). 

Enclosure of the fields by the little walls, 

muyorqa and jaIja, represents a Iater st a-I e of 

development than that of hunting and qgatherin-ý on 

unclaimed Iand. Enclosure signified the emergence of 

the ayllu system believed to have taken place during the 

third agge under the direction of Viracocha (Poma: 49). 

The stones used to build these walls would have been 
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cleared f rom the ground they subsequent 1. y enclosed, 

reducin, s the uneven lumps of the unworked pampa to a n 

smooth surface. In a siniiIar way, the clearly defined 

colours ot' the narrow 'offspritig' stripes represent a 

later and more culturally advanced generation than the 

broad and nioiiotone pampa. 

vi) Milli 

The twill weave cloth produced by men on upright, 

treadle looms on Taquile (personal observation) and in 

Macusani (Zorn 1987a: 510) is called k'illi, referring 

to its 'herringbone' appearance: kili is 'el espinaco 

del pescado y de todos los animales' (Bertonio IT: 302). 

K'illi are also chevron designs woven in some 

blanket stripes. The desi-? ns are the same colour as the 
n 

surrounding stripe and produced by manipulation of the 

warp. This technique was not used in Bolývar but I was 

shown this kind of blanket, by a middle aged mestizo from 

Chajaya who was using. it on the Iong truck journey to 

his village from La Paz. According to him the V-shaped 

designs of k'illi are usually used in conjunction with 

p'uytu, an enclosed, lozenge or diamond shape formed by 

pair of opposed chevrons. This association of ,a 

contrasting designs, wh ich is confirmed by Cereceda 

(1987: 215) reflects the association between the open 

- ale of the narrow, male stripe, k'illi, which also an I 

refers to a roof gable, and the broad, enclosed stripe 

or room, k'illi which is its female aspect. [see IT: (%-) 

above I. 
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Though they are and were used on blankets (Bertonio 

1: 245), k'illi also appeared on men's mantles: 

Kili 11acota: Una manta tabrada como espinaco 
del pescado (Bertonio It: 302). 

Kili 11acota, la que tiene la mitad colorada, y 
la mitad azul con tres listas de varias 
colores 11 las quales Ilaman kili Kechu 
11acota: idem. (Bertonio IT: 198). 

According to De Lucca, keehua, a term no longer in 

use, meant 'cwito de victoria despues de una batalla' 

(op. cit.: 223). Bertonio was more specific: 

Quechuya, hayl I i: el canto que suelen vsar 
quando se juntan muchoS25 a coger vicunas o 
venados o quando se diuiden en bandos para 
representar vna batalla fingida, comengando 
vno y siguiendole al mismo tono los del mismo 
bando (Bertonio IT: 284). 

Bertonio's second reference to the kili 11acota 

makes no mention of its herringbone design, nor is it 

clear exactly how its colotirs were distributed. The 

fact that this type of mantle was worn during batallas 

fingidas does, however, suggest that its contrasting 

colours were intended to represent ayllus or suyus. 

a) The roof gables and the eagle's wings 

Like the open-angled aspect of churu, the narrow 

stripe Willi represents both unity and division. As a 

fishspine its chevron form is closed at one end, it's 

lateral bones united to a central spine. The verb 

qquillini means 'coser una cosa con otra' : qquilla is 

the scar or seam of flesh left by a previously open 

wound (Holguin: 108), and qquilli describes 'lo que esta 

cosido o continuado a otra cosa' , whet. her this is 'dos 

casas con una misma madera y tmas guascas' (Holguin: 
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308) or, by analogy, the two halves of a textile, which 

are often joined IV itha decorative herringbone 

embroidery stitch. 

The qqui Ili huaci, 'tin cuarto de casa de muchas 

piegas seguidas pegadas por el techo 0 cýumbrera' 

(Holguin: 308) includes all aspects of Willi: the broad 

interior female stripe or room, the unity provided by 

the single roof beam and the chevron form of the 

auxiliary beams which descend from it and enclose the 

interior. The qquilli huaci and the qallu uta, 'casa de 

moxinetes a dos aguas' (Bertonio IT: 34) thus represent, 

a similar architectural metaphor. 

The pointed roof ga bIes are associated with 

mountain peaks (Arnold 1988: 339), and their ritual name 

is mallku (Metraux: 256 a term associated, like the 

gables themselves, with lineage and with the condor 

(Arnold 1988: 332). 

As Arnold points out: 

The names condori and mamani have symbolic 
associations with the origins of both Aymara 

and Inka cultures, with the dual organisation 
of the moieties. Representations of the 
condor in textiles today often show a dual 

organisation, and there are suggestions that 
the two halves of the house roof tops are 
perceived as two wings (op. cit. 332). 

The stripes Willi and the roof beams k'illi have 

both been shown to have the potential for expressing 

this political duality. In both Aymara and Quechua 

Willi refers to the kestrel, quilli quilli or qquilli 

huara, 'el cernicalo' (Holguin: 308), killi killi, 'tin 

paxaro poco menor que el halcon muy hermoso' (Bertonio 

11: 301); that it is not as great a bird of prey as the 
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con do r or t. lie faI(. On aIt, ho wy, h oil Iy poco meno r', is 

a' of fSpri lig su it c, d t. c) i t-, s pos it i cm as jimior member or 

of the linecage. 

In addition, as wit] he stiown in Section IV of tliis 

chapt. e r- t, ll(- upper haIf of ý-I t eýýt i le Which is 

uncle rs t. ood ho t 11 ý-I seiicIosii ig the house aIId ý--I s ý: -t n 

interchangeable met. aphor with it, can be seen as having 

wi 11 gs; t fie dual nat Lire of t. he. condor wi II be f urther 

e: ýýamineci in Chapt. er 8, III . 

vii ) Qallu 

Although this is not the practice of modern 

lexicographers L use the orthography qallu followed by 

Cereceda and Torrico as this, rather than kallu, 

represents the pronounciation of this term in Bolivar. 

a The textile Mljjj 

According to Bertonio callu are vertical blanket 

stripes 'somewhat different from' ppatticalla (op. cit. 

IT: 54) and narrower than the broad tayca tayea (op. 

cit. IT: 94). 

Although neither Bertonio nor Holguin make a 

phonetic distinctiion, in Bolivar they differentiate 

between qallu, 'tongue', and qhallu 'one leg of a 

textile lacking its other half', a definition which 

might have been quoted direct from HolQuin: luna pierna 

de Ia manta que es la mitad' (op. eit. : 132) . Neither 

term was used for a narrow stripe, which as has already 

been mentioned, is called muyorqa. 
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In Isluggan talegas the narrow stripes which form a 

minor all(la which come between the broad stripes 

chhuru, are called qatlu, their or 1cria' offspring 

(Berton io 11: 3-1). 

In Macusani carrying cloths of which the two halves 

are of complementary colours (Zorn 1987a: 511) are. knokvn 

as qhal lu or ti $ Ila unkhtifia. It. wi ll be remembered that 

ticlla is a synonym for allqa, complementary colour 

contras t and Zorn believes that the textile halves, 

qhallu, are 'offspritig' either of the textile pampa or 

of the generative oppositioti betw een their own allqa 

colours (op. cit.: 514). 

b) Qatlu, origin and vital force 

Several derivatives of qa1lu likewise sug.?, -gýest the 

presence of creative energy. Kai luti yiri, 'autor, el 

que es causa de una cosa' (De 1, ucca: 217 ), cal lutiyri , 

'inventor' (Bertonio 1: 283); iri is a nominalising 

'uffix denoting the actor (Hardman: 271). 

Terms derived from callu are close in meaning to 

those derived from calla. Bertonio gives callatha as 

1ser el primero en hazer' (op. cit. IT: 33), 'inventar' 

is either callutaatha or callaratha (op. cit. 1: 283). 

Though this coincidence of meanings may relate only to 

their sense of 'beginnings, calla would, in addition, 

appear to have similar associations with -ýenerative 

power and fertility. In Quechua Lira's contemporary 

dictionary lists kkallakk, 'autor, causa or principio de 

una cosal (op. cit. 135); Holsuin -ýives callallallak nn 

and camamamak as interchangeable palindromes (op. cit. 
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131); an example of their meaning is 'los sembrados que 

estAn muý- frescos locanos' verdes y f6rtiles' (loc. 

cit. ); kamamamak cay is 'la fertilidad' ( loc. cit. ). 

In Aymara c, -tllu has coiDparabie associations with cama: 

calluchasiLha (Bertonio IT: 56) and camatha (op. cit. 

33) both mean 'criar'. 

The Macusani qhallu and Isluga qallu, offspring, 

are, then, born of a creative or generative principle; 

,a blanket with this kind of stripe, the calluni echusi, 

can also be understood as having offspring. 

C) Weaving and the act of creation 

Qallu has a sense of biological as well as physical 

creation. Meisch suggests that qallu refers to the 

t. ext. i I e's I en-ua' ton-ýue 1987 49). Whilst, this 

interpretation is appropriate given the meanings of 

'inouth' or 'lips' attached to the weft, selvedgýe of some 

teýýtiles, the implications should perhaps be understood 

as seNual. 

Santo TomAs lists callo as 'lengua, miembro'(op. 

cit.: 157) and 'miembro del cuerpo, lengua' (op. cit: 

guin does refer to the two halves of a 244). Holg 

textile, qaIlu, as its 'legs' and the following section n 

will show that intermediary stripes such as qatlu can 

represent limbs. However, given the associations of 

qatlu with a masculine creative force26 , wi th 'el que es 

causal and ' inventor' ,it seems permissible to suggest 

that Santo Tomcis intended callo is 'miembro viril' or 

peni s. 
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I would also suggest that callo and allu, 'penis' 

(Bertonio 11: 14), may have originated as the same word. 

Examples are included in the Appendix of similar, 

etymological Or, phonological relationships KA, my 

argument is also based on other similarities of meaning 

between the two terms. As has been mentioned, callu is 

to begin or to invent; similarly huchacta camacta 

alluiycachani, is 'comencar negocio de mucha solicitud' 

and hucha o cama altuyeamayok is 'el inuentador de 

negocios A- pleytos' (Holguin: 22). Tn addition, callu 

(or qallu) and allu have analogous associations in 

weaving, which can be understood as a metaphor for the 

sexual act (Reichel Dolmatoff 19T8c: 14). 

The interchangeable encoded metaphor provided by 

the house, the loom and the body is found not only in A 

the Andes but among the Kogi of Northern Colombia. For 

them the warp is a female element whilst the shuttle 

which carries the weft is 'the male of the fabric' 

(Reichel Dolmatoff 19T8c: 10). Weaving is thus a 

metaphor for sexual intercourse (op. cit.: 14), which 

takes place at the lower horizontal loom bar, or 'place 

where one does the weaving' (loc. cit. ). 

In Andean textiles the weft selvedge , where t, he 

shuttle enters the open shed of the warp is often called 

its 'mouth' and the weft, mini, which is carried on the 

shuttle, minihakchi, is known as the comida, the food of 

the fabric. It will also be remembered that the lower 

half of a textile, that which is nearest the weaver and 

the bottom loom bar can represent its 'hips' or 'tail', 
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a further analo--ly with the Kogi model (Reichel Dolmatoff 

1978c: W. 

Th iss u-, ge stsa seýýual svmbolism i 11 the Andean 

weaving- process anal-o-gous t, othat, of the Kogi, 

particularly if allu is accepted as meaning 'penis'; 

alluini is 'trauar o urdir la tela', alluina 'lugar para 

gufn: 22), recalling the urdir', i. e. the loom bar (Hol-I 

Ko,, sd 'place where one does the Weý-jVijg)27. 

d) Qa1lu, origin, father and roof 

As has already been mentioned in the analysis of 

k'illi, callu uta is 'casa de moxinetes a dos aguas' 

(Bertonio IT: 34), a definition which includes the 

gable, its connecting ridge and the attached roof beams. 

The house can represent an axis mundi (Arnold 1988: 333) 

ge, callu or qallu, associated with and the central rid-, 

the creator god Viracocha, is a middle pathway from 

which the male and female lineages or ayllus descend 

(Arnold 1988: 335; cf. Santa Cruz Pachacuti Yamqui, 

Perez Boca Neggra, Zuidema: 1980). 

It has been sucl, ýgested that ayllu, 'lineage', 

derives from Aymara allu, 'penis' (Zuidema 1980: 77; La 

Barre 1946: 119). In Quechua Holguin transcribes 

pen is" as ullu (op. cit.: 354 whilst lineage is 

kullun (op. cit.: 642) or cullun (Ricardo: 27); these 

terms demonstrate a similar phonological and 

etymological relationship to that which I have suggested 

exists between allu and callu. 
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Cullu is also used for the roof beam of the house 

(HoIguin: TI , 56 , Santo Tomds 277 the metaphorical, 

orig-Jii of linea-ge2S, 29. 

The creator --od associated with the roof beam, 

Viracocha, replaced an older deity, the god of thunder 

arid lightning, Tunupa or Illapa. In the interchangeable 

metaphor of the house and the loom the roof beam arid 

gables, callu or qallu, correspond to the heddles 

(Arnold 1988: 338) and both the heddles and the rod from 

which they descend are, like the roof beams, described 

by a single term, illahua (Holguin: 22,678). 

Whilst this analogy does not have the same sexual 

overtones, it does repeat the idea of 'beginnings' or 

lorigins' already associated with callu or qallu: illa 

means 'light' or 'dawn'30. 

A further analogy is to be found in the weft 

beater, or 'tabla de apretar', callua (Holguýn: 

22 )31,32 During weaving the weft beater is inserted 

into the open shed formed by the warp cross; its 

position thus replicates that of heddle rod and heddles, 

and so, as its similar name implies, that of the ridge 

beam and gables, qallu, whilst its penetration of the 

open web of the cloth has similar sexual connotations to 

the movement of the shuttle. 

These similarities lead one to expect that, as is 

the case with the heddle rod and its heddles, the roof 

beam arid its , ýables, the term for the weft beater, n 

callua, would be related to the term for the warp. if 

my premise regý-ýirding the connection between cal-Lu and 

allu is correct, then this is indeed the case.. The term 
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for warp listed by Holguin is [c] alluyseca (op. cit. 

22 

e) QaIIIU, Origin, mother and floor 

So far the analysis of qal lu has shown it to be 

concerned with origin from a male source, and with 

downward descent symbolised by the roof and its 

bifurcating --ý, ables. 

Both the creator god Viracocha and the condor, I 

mallku, which like him is associated with the house roof 

are, however, as so often in the Andes, ambivalent in 

nature. Viracocha is a name for a damp and watery 

parcel of land (Arnold 1988: 341), whilst the condor's 

nest is thought to be 'a part, of the Pachainama and of 

the inner realm of the earth below' (op. cit. 333 ). 

This sug-ýests that just as the narrow stripes jalaka or 

aysaka have contradictory meanings of 'rushing down' and 

'springing forth' the male creative force associated 

with the roof is counterbalanced by a female creative 

force springing from below, from within the earth, and 

moving in an upward direction. 

In the context of the house roof qallu refers to 

engendering by a male principle but calluchasitha refers 

specifically to nurturing by the mother (Bertonio 11: 

56). In Qaqachaka the four sets of descending roof 

beams are called the 'four men' (Arnold 1988: 338), but 

-t -i-otin(I level the four corners of the aI house or the 

four corners of the toom are troncos, tree trunks ( loc. 

cit. organic growth which springs from below, and has 

its roots below the ground. 
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f Q_411u, children arid walls 

The thatch of the house roof is like a blanket 

woven on a loom [see Chapter 81, and, as lias already 

been mentioned, the whole house can he understood as 

enclosed in a textile bag or carrying cloth, its corners 

tied at the top (Arnold 1988: 338, cf. Allen 1988: 157). 

The narrow stripes, qal I u, are like the lesser roof 

beams , but to reach the roof they must also act, as 

intermediary walls, like the walls of the muyorqa and 

jalaka which divide and protect the fields. 

In the analysis of muyorqa walls were shown to 

belong to a later cultural period than the. space which 

ge of tlie house the walls are they enclose. In the ima-1 

themselves 'earlier' than the roof which cannot be 

constructed until the výa IIsare complete. Arnold 

relates how a Qaqachaka man referred to his house as a 

temporal metaphor in wh i ch the floor, or pampa, 

represents the much earlier chullpa time, the walls 

represent. tlie recent, past and time unravels towards the 

roof (1988: 335 - 336). 

The house also functions as a temporal image which 

is related to the sexual ambiniitv of the roof and floor 

(Arnold 1988: 344). The earthen floor is the domain of 

a female engendering power, characterised by Arnold as a 

'foecal crone' (loc. cit. ). Though qallu does not 

appear- to be associated with dung in the same way as 

this personage, Arnold's understariding, is consistent, 

witfi the specifically female. nurturing role described by 

calluchasitha. 'the burying of llama foetuses, qallulla, 

or potent ial ()ffsprill, -,, ý, in eaub of the four corner-s 
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Arno Id 1988 : 335 ) max- be intended to counterba I ance tlie 

four adults represented by the ' four men' of the roof 

beams . Withiti the terms of this metaphor the walls of 

the house are the 'offspritig', the young calf , whilst 

the roof is associated with the fully adult animal 

(Arnold 1988: 3-44). 

1 t, I'A 11be remembered that, sweetness is an 

ingredient. associated with several of the multicoloured 

mediatory stripes. Section IV of this chapter will show 

tfiat simple narrow stripes, as limbs, also possess this 

sweet ness . In Qaclachaka the adobe bricks of the house 

walls are called 'sugar lumps' and are cemented with 

sweetness (Arnold 1988: 33-1). 

In the textile narrow stripes such as qallu mediate 
4 

between the wider pampa on either side of t. hem; in the 

metaphor of the house the 'sweetened' wal Is mediate 

between the complementary elements of roof and floor. 

Tn a comparable way qa1lu, the offspring mediate between 

, enerating force (descending from above) and female maIec. n 

nurturing (ascending from below), and qallu, the calf, n 

mediates between the cow beneath the floor and the bull 

oti the roof top. 

(g) The abstract meanings of qallu 

Although the abstract meanings of qa1lu do not 

ýippear to relate to the metaphoric models analysed in 

t, heprecedi ngý subsections, they recur sufficiently 

I)ersistently, iti both Ouechua and Aymara as todem, -, t nd 

mentioti in a , ubsec-tiori of' their own. 
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Narrow stripes belong to a more sophisticated era 

or a later stage in the life cycle; in Quechua qallu are 

characterised as 'prLidente' (Zorn 1987a: 512 quoting the 

An6nimo of 1614, A8r'-1 ),, habi I,, or lyngenioso', 

(Holgiiin: 132 , and in Aymara as 'diligente' (Bertonio 

1: 191 ), cLi I tural qualities indicated visually by their 

clearly defined coloLirs. In Aymara their association 

with rapid and unceasing movement, 'agil' (Bertonio I: 

26), 'ligero' (op. cit. IT: 34), 'inquieto qtie no para' 

(op. cit. 1: 282), contrasts with the immobility of the 

broad stripes. 

Qallu are also lalegre' (Bertonio 1: 37), 

suggesting that they may possess or represent suerte, 

the balanced flow of energy which is associated with 

this type of movement [see Chapter 61. The way in which 

they become transformed according to their position in 

time and place also suggests possession of some kind of 

vital enercý t-ly. 

viii)K'utu 

K'utu are broken horizontal stripes which can be 

used in almost any textile and are always of sharply 

contrasted colours or tones (Cereceda 1987: 199). 

In Bolivar they are woven in blankets of dyed yarn 

which each have six bands of kutu, broken into three 

sections. Natural-colour blankets incorporating similar 

bands are used on Taquile as ritual ground cloths. 

K'utu are also used in cloths and bags; in these 

textiles the horizontal lines are broken up more 

frequently than in blankets and have the checkered 
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-pical of kutu in archaeological appearance which is tý 

textiles (Cereceda 1987: 197). 

Dictioiiary entries for k'utu or c'utu, 'tejido 

hecho a rayas horizontales y sin ninguna fioýura' De 
- t, 

Lucca: 90) , and cutufia, larrancarse los pelos de la 

barba' ( loc. cit. ), [cf 'arrancar los animales el pasto 

Lino per uno' , Yapita, personal communication I, suggest 

their name may derive from the meaning of 'to pluck' , 

k'utu being formed by 'pickin-11" the warps in a similar 

thouc, Ih very much simpler way to pallay. 

K'utu are not. restricted to domestic textiles; 

Adelson & Tracht illustrate a multicolour inkufia or 

tari dating from the 18th or l9th centuries composed 

; almost entirely of k'utu (op. cit. 11-1 )33 whilst a 

small t unic [ see Fi g 1. (a) If rom prc-conquest Peru ýý/i th 

four bands of k'utu is illustrated by Rowe (19-1 /a: . 16 

F igg 2 In the tunic the number of stripes in each band 

,. -aries, as does the number of warps in the k'utu of 

modern blankets. This suggests that although they 

require an initial arrangement of the warps (op. cit. 

16) k'utu should not be considered as in the same 

category as 'counted' or 'social' stripes. 

Cereceda also sees k'utu as distinct from 'social' 

stripes such as kisa ( 1987: 199) , and as performing a 

similar function to the intermediary qallu. The 

appearance of k'utu resembles travesanos or escaleras 

(Cereceda 198T: 199) , forms which embody the concept of 

cross, chaka. This suggests that kutu are concerned 

with mediation and the redistribution of energy, a 

coiicerr) also represented in the crosses arid lenergy 
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fietds' of the t-alismanic khutu pacas sepja [see (b) 

be I ow I. 

a) K'utu and agriculture 

Arnold associates k'UtU34 with the Pleiades (Arnold 

1988: 366), a constellation known as the 'storehouse', 

kotu koya (De Lucca: 90), collca qutu (Urton 1981: 113), 

qhoto (Wa I lis , in Uýrton 1981: 208-209) and qoto 

(Sultiv, an: loc. cit. ) 

For the Aymara as well as the Quechua the Pleiades 

plav a simificant role in the a-ricultural calendar. 

As the Pleiades touches the horizon it fuses 
to(ýIether for a moment the worlds of above and 
below and Iyenerates life in each realm. For 
this reason it is called ... 'the mother of 
the seeds (Arnold 1986: 20). 

Through the action of the Pleiades these opposing 
A 

worlds are fused together in the same way as the 

contrasting colours of an allqa are fused together 

Wereceda 1986: 168), through this opposition generating 

life as the allqa generate their offspring. 

A particular association between the Pleiades, kotu 

koya and the k'utu design is sugýgested by the fact that 

koya relates specifically to potato cultivation, 'hueco 

donde se echa la sembrilla de la papa' (De Lucca: 236) , 

cutu is 'to 
--ýlean potatoes', and small, square, natural- 

colour cloths composed almost entirely of k'utu are used 

in the market at Ilave, Peru, to display -various kinds 

of fresh and preserved potatoes (personal observation). 
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b) K'utu as agricultural talismans 

The broken horizontal stripes of the blanket, k'utu 

are divided into three sections; the outer two formed of 

dark warps, the central one of light. k, 7arpS3S. The 

visual effect is like that of a discontinuously ploughed 

field, as churu suggest one that is irregularly ploughed 

(Bertonio IT: 94). 

It. would appear that kutu are intended as icons 

for or as a, means of attractin-,, ý agricultural abundance. 

K'utu occupy a similar position to narrow stripes which 

protect and surround. The mullu, or muyo, which derives 

from the same root as muyorqa, the protective 

surroundimý stripes, is an amulet, 'tabla o piedra 

redonda pero Ilana como tabla' (Bertonio It: 229) , 
'que 

se usa para obtener buenas cosechas (Van den Berg: 131 ). A 

One of those illustrated by Van den Berg (I oc. cit. ) 

recalls the checkered appearance of k'utu [see Fig. 1 

(b)]. The surface of a second mullu [see Fig. 1 (e)] is 

divided into four by a dia-ýonal cross (Van den Beroý: 

This cruciform division is also characteristic of 

sepjas, Callahuaya amulets, which have a similar purpose 

to Mullu, and are usually black and white (Oblitas: 

204 ), complementary colours or allqa like several of t. he 

narrow stripes including k'utu (Cereceda 1987: 199). 

The ojan pacas sepja36 [see Fi-I. I (c)], which 

Obl i t. as describes as I chacarismo de viveres' (1963: 

20-1 ), represents ploughed f urrows surrounded by a fence. 

Like that of the narrow surrounding stripes the role of 
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this fence is two-fold: 'que no entra a la chacra el 

da fi o, %, , que no huye la producciOn' ( loc. cit. 

Another sepja iliustrated by Oblitas ( 1963: 207 

the khutu pacas sepja3 7 [see Fig. I (d) I, would appear 

to be linked with the concept of k'utu by more than the 

phonological similarity of its name. It clearly depicts 

the connection of four corners to a central circular 

point which is implicit in the cruciform associations of 

the narrow stripes k'illi, qallu, aysaka, etc. 

The interpretation of the khutu pacas sepja Pljven 

by Oblitas (1963:. 206) is consistent both with the 

textile/loom/house metaphor and with the role of the 

k'utu, qallu, and muyorqa stripes. In each corner of a 

surrounding wall are four torres, towers, or 'mountains' 
A 

(loc. cit. ). These towers recall the tree trunks 

associated with the corners of the house and the loom. 

Intermediate designs between the torres and the centre 

are called capiltos. Platt mentions four chapels being 

built at the four corners of the village plaza 

177 note 22, cf Bandelier: 111) but I suggest that the 

capiltos of the sepja also represent cabildo (Arnold 

1988: 354). Cabildo is of several kinds, but iskin, or 

'corner' cabildo, which would seem to be the appropriate 

type given the. position of the capiltos in the sepja, 

is eternal and is said to watch over the 
home; it also guards the liminal zones of 
exit and entrance (loc. cit. ). 

Cabildo replicates the ftinction of both the narrow 

stripes and the encircling fence of the ojan pacas and 

khtitu pacas sepja. 
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The large circle at the centre of the khutu pacas 

sepja re. present. s, as can the broad stripes pampa and 

chhuru, 'e. 1 patio de la casa' (Oblitas 1963: 20-t). TIiis, 

ritual zone is protected by iskin cabildo (Arnold 1988: 

31,54) as the central circle is protected by the four 

capiltos of the amulet. The circle also represents 'la 

fuej,,, za que concentra la riqueza' (Oblit-as 1963: 207 ), 

another concept which finds its analogy in the design of 

a domestic textile [see section IVT below] where the 

central stripe, sonqo or chuyma, is related to the 

stripes at the textile edges and possesses a powerful 

cyenesic force. 

Summary 

Narrow stripes have connotations of a later, tipper, 

exterior, open, active, masct-ilinitýl which does not. so 

mtich contrast. ith the earlier, lower, interior, 

enclosed, passive feminity of the wide stripes as evolve 

from or revert to them. 

Narrow stripes surrotind and protect, define and 

enclose, tensions and artictilations which have temporal 

, -ILS well as spatial significance. They belong to a later 

-ýeneration and one which is more culttirally developed 

than the pampa from which they emerge. 

Contrary colotirs, allqa, and contrary directions, 

kuti or Iloq'e, are elements which are often present in 

the narrow stripes and which are associated with a flow 

of energy or suerte. fit addition, the strLictLires for 

which the stripes are metaphors, the cross beams of a 

hotise or loom, the hips, the shotilders, are also forms 
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of chaka, a means of redistributing ene rgI y and 

maintaining t, he equilibrium which represents maximum 

suerte. 

Suyu is the only term expressed exclusively as a 

diametric spatial opposition into two and four. These 

stripes appear to be concerned with social and 

political division. Whilst several other narrow stripes 

can represent. 'corners', they also form a series of 

homologous, concentric metaphors in which the textile 

can represent a loom, a house, a field, a village or the 

universe, providing both a cosmic image and a model for 

the balanced distribution of energy. 

.4 
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IV ARTICULATION OF TEXTILE SPACE: The Central Stripe 

Introduction 

in the layout of an Andean textile its two sides or 

halves, if not actually identical, are notably 

symmetrical in design. The centre may be distinguished 

from other design elements in several ways. 

i) The different types of centre 

One piece domestic textiles, such as the talega, 

wayakayta or costala, have a central stripe, on either 

Side of kvhich a varying iaunber of stripes are arranged 

symmetrically. Trie central stripe ma-ý; - he simi'lar in 

appearance to 'the others, and referred to by 'the same 

t -road stripes t arabucan wayakayta al 11 the b 
Uerm; in 'the It 

However, the are descriLbed as pampa (Meisch 1987: 701). Ll 

-1 oe s7 central stripe is usually woven in a colour which U 

not occur elsewhere in the textille (Cereceda 11986: 11,55,2); 

Torrico: 40; Meisch 1986: 5,1), 1t may be flanked by a 

different number of narrow stripes than its Iate ra I 

des i gns, counterparts, and may even contain picked ý 

salta or pallay. 1"his central stripe is the te-, Aile's 

sonqo (Q) or chuyma (A), its 'heart' (11orrico: 17. 

"ereceda 11986: 1 r__ 1) I _L, 1 ý; Meisch '1987: Whilst. the 

central stripe of +the Bolivar talegita is almost always 

pink, as i. n the Tarabuco wayakayta (Meis-ch 1987: 51), 

the former was not anthropo- or zooniorphised and all its 

stripes were referred to simply as Spanish raya, stripe. 

The central pallay band of a ch'uspa is its sonqo, 

'heart. ' 
, pal I ay (Me. i sch I 98T : 53 ), and a narrow st ripe 
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of colour runniing Ithrougli the centre of this band is 

aI So 4- s sonqo loc. CiA- on Jaqui le a similar I, 

central stripe runnitig tJirough the pallay band on a 

U centre'; ch'uspa ýs cal 'led not iS 'heart' btj t+S 

wi thout, +he pallay could not ex; st, 7no puede 

resultar el pal lay' 

Ins Intersected by a central sonqo stripe The de sic. 

are not, necessarily symmetrical In geometric pallay 

Stich as 'the d 
-I aMOrld shaped inti sun, the central 

dý-, -ýsion between the t1wo symmetrical halves may be 

-hey abutt the indicated by a colour change where I, 

It4 "ittle 
Cusco area tliis, too, is called its sonqocha, ýýu 

heart' (Silverman-Proust: 9-10), though here the sonqo, ýs 

- tial lu, -is comparable to the 'middle' purely concept T44 

zone between puna and valley terrý41L. ories, 'the chawpirana 

5b): in Macusani (Platt: 1986), or taypirana (Harris: 198D T 

ulte central pallay band is called chawpi pallay (Zorn 

1 ý-, 06)38. 198Ta: 11 

TIIe PO II owifl, ý sections will e-,, amine IL, It e 

ile axis. As metaphorical signifIcance of a central tlextýý 

TIT am do not sh In this conte: ýýt to suggest that 

referring uiore particularly term for 'heart' or 
., 

to one t 

Alan the ot1her, I ive both together, centre' 

sonqo/chuyma and treat this as a single entii-y. 

ii) SqnWchuma, the centre of a textile body 

As is suggested by alternative terms for the 

central stripe, chawpi, or Acentro', the location of 

sonqo/Ichuyma, heart, is essentially interior and 

central, 'at the heart of' (Bertonio ! 1: 95; Holguiri 
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1) 1) -he ,9 the physical heart is recognised as bein. -I, on t 

I-- left. side OF 'the body and in Bolývar a heart-shaped 

, ico' (De pal Jay 1, igyure is called lloko, 'coraz6n 'FýSý 

T 
ucca: 290). 

Whilst sonqo/chuyina can refer to the physical heart, 

" ý'9 soneco its also 'I'las] entrafias v el (Hol-guiri: "- 

estoma--o' (loc. cit. ), výhilst chuyma, is 'los hofes 

propriamente, aunque se aplica al coraqon y al estomago' 

(Bertonio IAT: 95). The lungs and entrails occupy a more 

central position in the body than the heart and i't is 

perhaps significant 'that 'these are the organs concerned 

w ith lation of breath. i 'the circuý 

Other elements of the textile are also anthropo- or 

zoomorphised, and these central organs, the central 

ipe, sonqo/chuyma, and s "the central beam of a house, 

become interchangeable me taphorical a---ýes: 'the narrow 

stripes, qal-lu, the alesser roof beams of a 11-louse , w'hich 

flank the central pole, are lilke ribs ( Arnold 1988: 

34 '17). The role of 'these stripes is to surround and 

form a protective cage to surround proteclil, and qallu 

Lhe centrall heart and lungs; in a similar way the I 

T 
Tslugan talega has a cuerpo, body, or purajja, belly, on 

either side of, t1hat. is surrounding, its central 'heart' 

'76 and 172, Note 7). stripe, chhima (Cereceda 1986: 10 IN 

a) The textile arms and legs 

Ut from the central textille trunk- are 

Macha the weft, sel,, edyes or sides oý its I-Lmbs. T -I a 

Maqui can lký. ustala are its maki, hands (Torrico: 15 

4 inclhide the arms from the hands luo the elbow, the 'bra(ýo 
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hasta ell codo' (Holguýn: 4137), but the parts of both 

upper and lower limbs which attach to the body can also 

be si-ýnifýed by 'the stripes. 

4n In k'ura textiles the central- stripe represent, 

the bodi1v or-ýans, is flanked by narrow tn sonqo/chuyma, 

stripes, the central pallay band of p'ana textiles is 

flanked by k'isa, intermedliary, gradated stripes. 

Mokhsa, a synonvm for k'isa in its meaninýý of 

'sweet' can also refer to the fleshy parts of the limbs 

lmolledos dell cuerpo' (Bertonio 11 : 2-24) . Mokhsa has 

two Quechua analogues, mizqui and machi, which are 

identical to k'isa in the4Lr meanings of Isweet', 

-aln 'peaceful', 'preserved fruit', 'sweet t king' ('HoIg-uin: 

241,22 21 ) bra(; os o muslos' 2 -1 2 and a1so mean 'molIedos de 

gh39. (Hol--ýuin: 244) 1.1- 1at ýs the upper arm and thiig 

Whi1st inaki ýs the arm 1ýrom e1bow to hand, the arm from 

elbow to shoulder is maquip mizquin or maquip machin 

In 'the narrow striipes which flank- the (Ho19u-Ln: 137 T 

-Por central body, a textl-Ie 'therefore has the potential- ý 

representingy the thi-ýhs and the whole arm from shoulder 

to elbow and elbow to hand, and liilke the waIls of a 

house these communicatiing limbs are full of sweetneSS46, 

T 

In domestic textiles the placing of the major aljqa' 

ýgests 'the disjunctions at the 1/14 and 3114 positions sug, 

Joints of the elbows and knees; they have already been 

shown to represent a cross or braidge, chaka, which can 

also mean 'piertic-' or 'musto' Uira: U17 ). 
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b) The textile wings and tail 

It will be remembered that stripes can also 

represent hips or shoulders. When the arm includes the 

slioulder and shoulder blade it is maquip ricran 

(Hotguln: 437 Ricardo (op. cit. : 47,78) translates 

ricra, or huaman [falcon] ricra as 'shoulder' as well as 

ala de la ave' whilst Santo Tomds (op. cit. 150) gives 

s-houlder' simply as guamani, so that the tipper arm 

appears conceptually close to a wing. 

Correspondingly, the leg below the knee, the 

pantorilla, is chupa, which also means cola' or 

rabadilla' (Ricardo: 168,39)41. 

In Inca Cusco, the tail of the puma, chupa, was 

associated with a particular barrio of the city 

(Zuidema: 1983), and mamani or wamani, 'falcon', is A 

interchangeable with suyu as a political or territorial 

division, or 'Provincia' (Bertonio 11: 213). As was 

mentioned in the preceding section mamani or condori 0 

were names for the two moiety chiefs. 

Islugan men see the tipper half of the talega as 

symbolising the Lipper ayllu, the lower half the lower 

ayllu, and the potential of the textile to represent a 

balanced relationship between a creature with wings, the 

eagle, representing the Lipper world or ayllu, and a 

creature with a bottom or tail, the toad, representing 

the lower world or ayllu, has already been suggested in 

the discussion of k'illi. 

Like the upper part. of the te,: ýAile, the two halves 

of the house. roof, with which it is an interchangeable 
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metaphor, are also perceived as two wings (Arnold 1988: 

332-333 ). 

The territorial significance of condor wings has 

been analysed by Platt who notes that in Macha the 

moieties are seen as constantly replacing each other in 

ascendancy ( 1987a: 100-101 ) as the elements of condor 

and toad represented in the textile cyclically transform 

into each other [see Chapter 81. 

iii) Sonqo/chuyma as axis mundi 

As the cetitre of the textile/body, sonqo/chuyma 

functions as a spatial axis and a metaphor for the 

articulation of political space. It can also represent, 

a between t, his ývorld and those of above arid below. Ii nk 

Besides the heart or centre of the body, 

sonqo/chuyma refers to lei cora(ýon de la madera' 

(HoIguin: 329 'the heart. of wood', or 'the heart of a n 

tree' ; chuyma is 'el cora(ýon de los arboles y de otras 

cosas, las pepitas de las frutas' (Bertonio IT: 95)42. 

The generic term for tree is coea ( Bertoti io II: 

-19) , or mallqui (Holguln: 22-1 ); in some parts of the 

Andes mallqui, tree, is a synonym for the ancestors 

(Isbell : 210; Metraux: 257) , who are thought to have 

had their 'pakarina', first, emergence in this world, not 

from underground spritigs, which are often thought to be 

their means of entry, but from the trunks of trees, 

whose root. s stretch down into the world beneath. 

Ancestors were sometimes buried within The ý,; alls of 

tT)e house (Arriold 1988: 332), arid it will be remembered 

that in Aymara Qaqauhaka the four corners of the hou-se 
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are ca II ed ' t. ree t' r 111) ks'( Arnol d 19 88: 338 ). ln tlie 

a. nataggous I oom metaphor the wooden parts are called coca 

mal I ku, ' Lree I ords ' or ' t. ree ances tors '. 

Accordingý t. o Platt rooted ve-letatio n such as t, he 

t. ree links the tipper and lower worlds, binding t, hem 

t oy e t. It er in reciprocal complementarity (1987b: 1 45). 

The tree is 

a symbol of cosmic reproduction which sprouts 
at, in interface (op. cit.: 168). 

This 'cosmic reproduction' appears similar to the 

reproductive energy generated at the seam between two 

halves of a textile (Arnold: 1988), at the juxtaposition 

of complementary colours in an allqa (Cereceda 1986: 

161), or as sugg -ýested in Chapter 3, at the join between 

the two halves of a figured design, i. e. at its 

sonqo/chuyma. 

Anatysing the significance of a tree planted at the 

centre of a village square that is the location for 

ritual battles between the ayllus, Platt points out, that 

this tree operates in the vertical as well as the 

horizontal plane, interconnecting tipper and lower 

moieties as well as tipper and lower worlds (1987b: 145). 

In a, similar way the central stripe articulates the 

tipper and lower moieties represented by the two halves 

of a textile (Cereceda 1986: 165) arid the tipper and 

I ower worlds represented by the reciprocal 

complementari t ý- of the condor [ or in the Macha case the 

dove ] arid the toad. 
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iv) The centre, sonqo/chuyna, and the four 'corners' 

A similar series of homologýous, concentrically 

expanding metaphors to those which in the Andes relate 

tfie textile, the loom, the hoLise, the patio and the 

village SqUare, occtirs in Giiatemalan cosmology where the 

village sqtiare as cosmic model has at its centre the 

sacred ceiba tree (Girard: 205,116). The corners of 

the sqLiare are marked by foLir trees or pillars, the 

I year bearers' representing the fotir cardinal points 

(Girard: 29)43,44. 

In the Andean hotise which itself ftinctions as a 

metaphoric axis mundi (Arnold 1988: 333 ) the central 

roof beam is connected to its four corners or 'tree 

trLinks ' by two sets of gables or 'fotir men', a 

comparable relationship to that foi-ind in some talegas 

between the colour of the central stripe and that of the 

stripes at. its outer ed-le. 

It will be remembered that in the Tarabucan 

wayakayta the foLir broad white stripes placed between 

the pallay bands are called saya pampa (Meisch 1-987: 

51). Saya is 'something which stands iipright', or which 

Istands and waits' (Meisch 1987: 51). 

ý the. vertically descriptive term saya to Applying 

pampa, space Listially regarded as horizontal, thotigh not 

necessarily flat, stiggests that these stripes represent, 

c link between the lower and tipper worlds comparable to 

that. represented I) y the tree trtinks, btit the 

interpretation of I something wh ic It stands and waits' 

sti, 11gests that, theý, also act, as some form of temporal 

marker. 
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Inca Cusco was surrounded by a circle of pillars 

which formed a solar calendar. These were called 

sucanca (Cobo: Book 12, Chapter XXXVII, 328). Sucani 

means 'to furrow', or 'to plough' (Holauin, Bertonio s. 

v-. ) and suca is a broad furrow or camellon (Holguýn 331; 

Bertonio IT: 322), a term already associated with the 

broad textile stripes churu and k'illi. Given the 

recurretit theme of four individual 'corners' or 

'exterior points', linked to and enclosing a centre, it 

is tempting to associate the horizontal suca with pampa 

and the vertical sucanca with saya. 

The four largest sucanca, two to the east arid two 

to the west of' Cusco, though they did riot stand like the 

four Mayan year bearers at the four cardinal points, did 

by standing and awaiting the arrival of the sun, enable A 

Inca priests to calculate, with reference to the other 

tk,; o cardinal points, north arid south, the dates of the 

solstices and equinoxes or four year markers (Cobo, Book 

12: . 328). 

V) The vital energy of sonq /_chuyma and pukara 

The juxtaposition of complementary opposites such 

as the contrasting colours of a figured design generates 

reproductive energy at the interface, its sonqocha; 

that the pallay 'cannot exist' or 'come into being' 

wthout, its central sonqo stripe, suggests that it too 

contains ri %-ital energy. 

The vital ener,, Iv of breath has alreadv been 

associated with the. textile in earlier chapters of this 

thesi s. Sonqo/chuyma are the lungs, and so it seems 
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lo'gi ca I to associate the central stripe with breath, 

sama. 

Santo TomAs associates sonqo with the vital energy 

of cama: camaquene, camaynin sonqo, lanima poz la qua]. 

vivimos' (op. cit.: 246). As a translation of 'alma', 

soul, however, he transcribes a similar entry camaquenc, 

o sonqo o qamaynin 
(op. 

cit.: 35). 

Nowadays, 'alma' 
, or 'las almas' , is of ten used to 

refer to a --host or to the ancestors who, in the early 

lexicons, are also associated wi th ghosts [see 

Appendix] Swisshelm relates visible breath coming from 

the mouth, an image for the escape of the soul, with the. 

spirit of the ancestors (Taylor: 62 whose breath has 

an en-genderingy power, and who, like breath, sama, are 

associated with the central st, ripe45. 

It has also been mentioned that besides its meaning 

of 'breath' (ie of 'whiteness'), Aymara sama is the 

clerieric term for colour (Bertonio IT: 306 and has 

connotations of red (loc. cit. ). The often pink or red 

central stripe sonqo/chuyma can, then, be seen as 

associated with another form of life force, blood. 

The nature of the central stripe sonqo/chuyma has 

much in common with that, of pucara, or pukara as it is 

now written. 

Firstly, pukara appears to be associated with the 

colour red, and with breath: in Aymara puca, chupa is 

'l, ana o -\. -estido colorado' (Bertonio 11: 274), puca tonco 

is 'mayz entreverado de blanco, negro o colorado' (op. 

cit. 275); in Quechua puca is 'cosa colorado, ' (Ricardo; 

t1); soplar' is pucani (Satito TomAs: 212,341). 
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Secondly , one of' the \-ýtrious kinds of sacred site 

f'ound in Islu, ga is pukara. it is associated with the 

-1 provisioll of agrictiltur, -tj crops ('Marti-nez , seneration an( 

1976 :281 Amongst Isluga's neiq; libours, the Chipaya, 

obj 6C ts wh ich are pokara have talismariic properties 

similar to qonopa (Metraux: 260) Both qonopa (Flores 

Ochoa: 1976) and the Isluglaii pukara (Martinez: 19'1-6) are 

said to he 'aviador' t41at is they provide [crops or 

animals]. 

Al thoulgh the Islugan pukara are not necessarily 

ceri L ra 1 
-1 yI ocated, other conno tat i ons of pukara sug-gest 

that, like sonqo/chuyma, it represents both centrality 

and descent from an original ancestor: pukara are 

associated wi th the glables of the house, mallku 

(Metraux: 256 with the tower of the village church, 

haca pokara (Joe. eiL. ), and wi th bot, h an actual 

fortress (Holguin: 292 , Bertonio It: 271), and a 

metaphorical. defence: 

Quellinea, sayhua puearaquiyna: Metaphorice 
Amparo, Defensor, refugio, Padre, son nombres 
o requiebros que dizen a uno en quien hall. av-ý 
todo AmPr, -irc (Bert. onio 11: 21? 13). 

Ritual battles are described in Ecuador as juego de 

la pucara, 'the game of the fortress' (Hartmann 1972: 

131), and their aim is sometimes, described as 'ganar la 

plaza' or 'gganar Ia capil. la' (Hartmann 1972: 129). 

Pukara and sonqo/chuyma appear alike, then, in 

their association with an origitial ancestor, and in 

their possessiori of some kind of reproductive energy 

represented as blood and breath, or by the colours red 

and white. 
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Vi Soriq(?, /cfiu. 
_yma, 

memory and judgement 

The meaning of soriqo/chuyma as 'internal organs' is 
n- 

not restricted to the physical: 

Soneco: la consciencia, y el juyzio o la 

razon, inemoria ... Y la voluntad y 
entendimiento (Hol-ýuin: 328 

Chuyma: Todo lo peterneciente al estado 
interior del animo bueno o nialo , virtud o 
vicio (Bertonio It: 94). 

Amaotta and chuyma are both (j-, Zociated with 

prudence' (Bertonio It: 15); as a synonym for chuymani 

,ý 1prudent' Bert. onio (op. cit. 1: 387) gi-ý,, es ineaning 

amajasifiani, 'de mucha memoria' (op. cit. 11: 14). The 

central stripe sonqo/chuyma thus represents riot only a 

link with the ancestors and ancestral time but with the 

knowledge contained in the ancestral memory, knowledge 

which, as was suggested in the analysis of quellqa, 

communicative design, is coded in both social and 

domestic textiles. 

That a person possessed judgement or understanding, 

sonqo, was expressed by the kind of clothes he wore. A 

wise man, sabio, was lamaotta, tocapu chuymani, 

achaneara chuymani (Bertonio 1: 419). Both tocapu and 

achancara describe a pý-7irticular kind of woven image. 

The achancara cahua was 'listada de alto abaNo de 

vz-irias colores' (Bertonio It: G), the achancara sillcu 

was a bindin-ý with 'Muchos ojos' (Bertonio 11: 316); 

there appear to be no contemporary textile referenceS46. 

Tocapu is understood today to refer to certain geometric 

fi-ýures executed in cliecks and thoualit bv some t, o 

represent. a form of ' writing Burns Glynn )47 
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Summary 

The central stripe, sonqo/ehuyma, occupies the 

position of a seam in two-piece textiles and like a seam 

it possesses a vital force, breath or blood, similar to 

the vital energy of cama. 

The central stripe acts as mediator and axis 

between the two sides of the textile as it does between 

tipper and lower worlds. It articulates time and space 

in both horizontal arid vertical modes, in both diametric 

(the corners) and concentric (the expanding rings) 

opposition. 

Sonqo represents a temporal as well as a spatial 

articulation, uniting the world of the ancestors with 

that of the future, but perhaps most significantly, like 

the chhuru design which is sometimes woven in it, it 

represents the need for the maintenance of a balanced 

reciprocity in the incoming and outgoing energies of the 

universe. 
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v LIMITATION OF TEXTILE SPACE: Edges 

Introduction 

Th is section will examine terms both for the 

strtictural edges of the fabric or warp and weft selvedges, 

and for those botind or oversewn edges which are an 

addition to it. As will be shown, there is considerable 

overlap in usage and interpretation between the two types; 

several terms are taken from the early dictionaries and 

this lack of clear distinction may be dtie in part, to 

confusion in the mind of the lexicographer. The 

metaphorical associations of edges with degrees of kinship 

appear, however, to be consistent whether these edges are 

strkictural or stihseqýtent additions. 
A 

i) Contemporary terms for binding 

In Bolivar the term u-sed for woven bindings is either 

the Spanish ribete or the indigenous awakipa. 

The former term refers to a narrow tubular binding 

which is simultaneously woven and attached to the body of 

the main textile; the weft, threaded on a large needle is 

alternately passed through the warp shed and sewn through 

the woven fabric. This type of binding is used on coca 

bags and ceremonial cloths and often carries complex 

multicoloured designs of 1 inku, zigzags, arid fiawi, 

diamond-shaped leyes7 or seeds'. In some areas of 

Bolivia 111jIlas, fajas and aksus have a ribete, but it is 

no lon-_ýer commonly used for this purpose in Bolivar. 

The latAer term refers to a narrow strip of cloth, 

about two inches wide, which is ývoven separately. The 
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awakipa is usually perfectly plain except for a narrow 

stripe which runs throuCýh its centre and, when the binding n =1 

is in place, coincides with the fold. Awakipa is used for 

binding ponchos. The warp, which need-s to be several 

metres long, is looped o-,, T er a stick in the same way as a 

belt warp, and tensioned by the weaver's body. 

ii) Binding a man's clothing, quinpa 

Holguin contrasts the tise of cunpa to that. of quilli: 

Quilli: Es el remate de la Iliella t, exido como 
la yacolla se dize cunpa (Holgiiin: 308). 

In Mý-ýicha the overcast side seams of a custala are 

called qumpasqa; the tight stitching, used to make it is 

qumpi (Torrico: 12); Santo TomAs gives lorilla de 

vestidura' cumbisca, o cumbi (op. cit.: 179). Overcasting 

can he classified as additional bindin n g even thotigh it is 

not a woven form, and qumpa is sometimes translated as 

repulgo, a form of ribete, or cayrel: 

Cumpa: repulgo o cayrel grueso (Holguin: 54). 

Cumpatha, ipkhatha: Repulgar o hazer orilla 
(Bertonio 11: 59). 

Though Bertonio does not stipulate that cumpa is t4sed 

only on a man's clothing, this is suggested by his 

description of the alternative, ipkha, as 'repulgýo en el 

vestido de mugeres, del manto y saya' (Bertonio IT: 176). 

Cumpa also means a sledge hammer or a large stone for 

breaking, somethin-_ý ýtp (Holguin: 54; Bertonio IT: 59). 

The root. cum relates to thunder, cuin fiiiii is 'hazer ruido 

el trueno' Hiolgtiin: -54). On Taquile women still tise a 

large stone fiKed to a stick which they swing back and 

forth to break tip the eartli and Lara describes kunpa as 
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lalmadena de piedra labrada con que se destroza los 

terrones en barhechos' (op. cit.: 134). 

Holguin describes three sizes of cayrel , or ribete, 

of which cumpa is the thickest. The thinnest, (op. cit. : 

451) is chichilla; chicchillacta ahuani is 'texer o hazer 

molinillo' (op. cit. 108). Chicchi is 
graniza 

menudita', fine hail (loc. cit. ). 

The middle size binding is qqueqqo, (HoIguin: 451) 

or cumpaqueco (Ricardo: 125). In view of the associations 

of the other two sizes with hail and thunder it is 

tempting to see the name of this intermediate size as 

associated with Ekeko or Ecaco (Bertonio 11: 99), the 

AvImara god of thunder and lightning, whose name is 

presumably derived from kekhotatha, 'tronar' (Bertonio 11: 

297). The zigzag linku design which recalls the zigzag 

path of lightning, is frequently woven in a ribete and 

Santo TomAs describes a path which zigzags in this way, a 

'camino que da vueltas' as quecofian (op. cit.: 169)48. 

In Quechua mythology thunder, lightning and hail are 

all attributes of a sinalle deity, Illapa, who hurls his 

fiery oi- frozen artillery to earth with a sling shot, of 

which the tubular form and serpentine designs recall those 

of the cayreles. I cannot, howe%, er, suggest a reason why 

these phenonema appear to be associated with this 

type of textile binding. 

iii) Binding a woman's elothing, k'illi and i-pkha 

Except that it is used on women' s It ijIlas, quilli 

(Holguin: 308) appears to refer t. o a ribete similar to 

qumpa. The broad stripe qquilli is comparable t, 0a 
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camellon or a furrow, qquilla, and the binding quilli 

could he compared to the 1camellones del contorno' 

included in the meanings of the analogous term for a broad 

stripe, churu [see 11 above]. Whilst the binding for 

men's clothing, qumpa is associated with an active, 

downward directed pounding or breaking of the ground, the 

feminine k'illi enclose and protect it. 

No associative meanings are given by Bertonio for the 

Aymara term for the binding of a manta or Ilijlla, ipkha 

(Bertonio IT: 176-177). Though I found no evidence to 

justify an etymological connection, except that ipkha is 

written elsewhere ipha (Bertonio 1: 411), in view of the 

comparable degrees of kinship which, it will be argued, 

are associated with edge terms such as kaw and polo, it 

should he mentioned here that ipa is 'tia de parte de 

padre' (Bertonio IT: 177)49. 

iv) The weft selvedge, killpa 

Killpa is 'orilla que se va haziendo en los lados de 

la tela mientras texe a lo largo de ambos 

1: 340), i. e. the weft selvedge. 

The weft, selvedge has female associ 

formed by the outermost, female, warps and 

be semantically relatv-4Kquilli [or k'illi, 

of this chapter], the edge binding used on 

(Hol-? uin: 308). !D 

lados (Bertonio 

ations; it is 

would appear to 

see Section III 

female clothing 

The association with female blood attached to 

other terms for a textile edge or weft selvedge suggest tý 

that killpa also belongs to the same semantic field as the 

term for the Qaqachaka animal earcutting ceremony, 
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k'illpha or k'illpi (Arnold 1988: 234 ). Animals are 

inherited through the woman, and this ritual emphasises 

the importance of matrilineal ties (op. cit.: 229). 

Ancestral substance is seen as blood and breath (op. cit. 

230) and a woman's menstrual blood represents the flow of 

matrilineal descent lines (loc. cit. ); the identifying 

markers or 'flowers' tied in the ears of animals during 

the k'illpha ritual are seen as coagulated or menstrual 

blood. Because a woman is thought to be at her most 

fertile during menstruation, this coagulated blood has 

connotations of offspring, the future generations of the 

linea, 3e. 

Killpa, the weft selvedge, is associated with polo, 

the warp selvedge, in a situation denoting balanced 

contrast. Killponi poloni arusitha (Bertonio IT: 302) is 

'hablar concertademente como hombre que esta en To que 

habla' , or 
/ to present both sides of -in argument in a 

finished and convincing way'. 

An alternative expression to killponi poloni arusitha 

is thiani corpani arusitha. Both thia and corpa mean 

'limites' (Bertonio IT: 53) or 'confines del mundo' 

(Bertonio 11: 353 although used as a preposition thia 

has, like kaylla [see (vi) below], the contradictory 

meaning of cerea loc. cit. ). Corpa, or qurpa as it is 

now written, is, therefore semantically related to kill-pa, 

selvedge; qurpa is also used in the k'illpha ritual to 

refer to both the animals and the sacrifice (Arnold 1988: 

240), and so would seem also to relate to kill-pa through 

its connotations of blood. 
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However, comparing the t, wo phrases, kill. poni 

poloni .... and thiani corpani .... corpa stands in place 

riot of killpa but of polo. Its other connotations, of a 

host, or one who offers a ritual meal (Arnold 1988: 240), 

are close to those of polo (Bertonio s. v. ), and corpa 

appears t, o have other meanings in common with polo also 

(Platt 1986a); t. hese will be analysed further in (-viii) 

be I ow. 

Although both weft and warp selvedges are associated 

with blood, the blood sacrifice provided by a male 

element, polo or lari [see below], appears to be 

contrasted with a woman's blood signifying fertility and 

continuing reproduction. 

V) A binding or a selvedge, sullko or sillko 

Another term for binding which may possibly have been 

used, like ipkha, only on women's clothing, is sullco or 

sillco, 'trenqa o cayrel q echan alderedor de la manta, y 

tiene dittersos nombres, se-1 gun van labrados' (Bertonio IT: 

326)50. 

Whilst Bertonio clearly relates sullco to overcasting 

or ribete, i. e. some kind of additional binding, De Lucca 

translates it by the more ambiguous term 'edge': sullko, n 
lorilla de tin tejido, los Jados donde vuelve la trama' 

(op. cit. 391) , i. e. the equivalent of Bertonio's killpa, 

the 'female' weft selvedge. 

The non-textile associations of sullco with 'edge' 

or 'outside' are those of someone who does not belong, and 

with inferior status; sullco is used on women's mantas; 

women were sometimes captured in hostilities between 

4 
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communities, and although marriage is seen as an equal nn 

partnership, in its representation of dual ity women are 

cons i dered the ' inf erior' sex. 

vi) The surrounding edge, cLayMjla 

Qaylla can refer to an edge or to the entire 

circumference of a textile: caylla or kaylla is 

lestremidad, orilla o el ruedo de vestido' (Holguin: 140), 

'la orilla arrabal o escalon de la chacra o linde o 

terminos' (loc. cit. ). 

Like the Aymara terms for warp arid weft selvedges, 

which when used together, as in killponi poloni arusitha 

(Bertonio -1: 302), denote a thorough grasp of subject 

matter qaylla implies a knowledge of everything that is 

encompassed by its limits: caylla manta docrinactan 

yachani, yo se la doctrina perfectamente (Holguin: 140), 

cayllamanta librocta leyrcuni, 'ley el libro desde el 

principio al fin sin dexarle una letra' (Holguin: 53). 

It will be remembered that an alternative phrase is 

thiani corpani arusitha (Bertonio 11: 302), and that thia 

means 'cerca', corpa 'limites'. In a similar way caylla 

or kaylla also expresses 'near' as well as 'far'(Holguin: 

53,85,139-14001. 

Lara gives qayllay as synonymous with ehinpay and 

sispay (op. cit.: 219). Chinpay means 'to get to the 

other side' , either by passing through something, as in 

w, ading a river Hlolguin: 110, Lara: 83 or by passing 

over something, as in crossing over a river by a bridge 

(Holg? uin: 110) These two eNamples of alternative ways of 

achieving the same result are c-omparable t, o the 
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aiternating under/over mo-vement of warp and weft as they 

cross the textile from one selvedge to the other. 

vii) Kaw and 11aw 

I (did not, f ind these Aymara terms used for edges but 

both Bertonio and De Lucca appear to associate the two. 

In my analysis of their meanings I was interested to 

discover whether they are intended as synonyms or whether 

given the contrast between paired words such as warp and 

weft, selvedgge, or for eNample catachillay, urcochillay, 

[see Chapter 8], these terms represented some kind of 

female/male gendered opposition. 

Bertonio associates 11au with kau and describes both 

as 'una manera de oril la o repulgo en las mantas o mant. os' A 
(op. cit. 11 : 202 ), and as 'ribete algo diferente como 

repulg ? o' (op. cit. 1: 414). This association is confirmed 

by contemporary usage, llawuchafia, kawuchafia, 'poner 

ribetes' (De Lucca: 839). 

Llau, however, is also to put in two wefts (Bertonio 

11 : -1 ), 'una vuelta entera de to que se va texiendo, y 

rebolviendo en el palo' (Bertonio 11: 202), i. e. an edge 

constructed as the cloth is being woven and rolled tip on 

the warp beam and which would therefore appear to be 

anato, lous to the side or weft selved-? e killpa (Bertonio 

11: 302), and to De Lucca's definition of sullko. 

Both these edges have female associations and 11aw, 

t00, is associated specifically with female blood: 

11ausaLha is to menstruate (Bertonio IT: 202). As alread., 

mentioned menstruation is the time at. which a woman is 
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thought to be most fertile (Arnold 1986: 9) ; Ilausa can 

mean 'semen mu I ieri s' (Be rtonio 11 : 202 ). 

Kaw is also associated both with red biridinggs and 

with female garments (Bertonio IT: 48, De Lucca: 780), and n 

both kaw arid 11aw have connotations of 'outside', similar 

to those which can attach to pampa, a thin strip of which, 

it will be remembered, appears in Bolivar at the weft 

selvedge of Ilijllas; Ilau is associated with the 

generosity or 'openhandness' typical of 'open space' or 

the I outside', which is believed to be particularly 

fertile: kaway jake is 'persona extrafia' (De Lucca: 222), 

kaw surrounds a socialised space, a field or town, 

lextramuros, 10 extremo de tin pueblo, arrabal' (loc. 

cit. ); llauka amparani t5 'dadivoso' (Bertonio IT: 

202 

It would appear, then, that kaw and Ilaw both, like 

qaylla, refer to the entire circumference or edge of a 

textile. Further examination of kaw in comparison with 

the 'male' polo, however, suggests that kaw represents a 

male element which interacts with or complements Ilaw, a 

female one [see (viii), (d) below]. 

The following section will attempt to show how this 

complementarity, which call represent the sexual 

complementarity of man and wife, is expressed in the 

textile as that between male weft (or warp selvedge, polo) 

arid female warp (or weft selvedge, killpa). n 

viii)The warp selvedge, polo 

The AY 
. %mara term polo is used by both Quechua and 

A,,, mara speakers to refer to the warp selved,,:, ves. Polo is 
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lorilla que se haze al principio y al fin de las teias' 

(Bertonio TI: 273), 'la orilla ... idest los dos primeros 

hilos con que comienzan a tejer' (loc. cit. ). Polochatha 

is to put in these first two wefts (op. cit. 1: 341). 

Further analysis will show that whilst in the context 

of textile edges female fertility is associated with 

menstrual blood, its male complement is associated with 

metaphors for the testicles and penis and with breath. 

a) The calabash as a source of seed 

polo p01052 is 'redoma, 0 calabacita para aggua' 

(Bertonio IT: 273 In QLiechtia the /I/ of polo is 

modified to /r/: Puru) ýcalabaqa para agLia' (Holniin: 

297 )53 
. 

Puru, calabashes, contain thousands of seeds and 

their potential is apparent in puruchallhua, which Holguin 

translates as 'sapillos que se hazen de renequajos' (op. 

cit. 298) Translated literally, puruchallhua could be 

understood as 'seed fish'; pur-uaucca, literally 'seed' or 

'potential' soldiers, were actually 'balas de piedra que 

echaban del fortaleza para defenderlo' ( loc. cit. ), and 

recall the mythical battle in which stones turned into 

armed men. 

These 'balas de piedra' puruaucca, were also 

worshipped (Ricardo: 73). Tn this context they recall 

sainiri, the stones worshipped amongst the Chipaya, which 

-are comparable to talismanic stones believed to contain 

reproducti-ve energy, and representing in diminutive form, 

its poLlential expression. 

A 
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In rituals performed during ' local f iestas in Macha 

bread svmbolisin-ý mate seed is thrown from the (male) 

cliurch tower into the surrounding (female) square (Platt 

1986a: 239), in a manner comparable to the hurling of the 

puruaucca from a fortress; I observed a similar practice 

during a November fiesta iri Tanga Leke, a community about, 

an hour's walk from Bolivar. Like the talismanic stones 

the bread sig 'nifies abundance. 

These tiny loaves of bread are called qurpa (Platt: 

1986a: 239). It will be remembered that qurpa refers to 

the of f ering made during the k'illpha earcutting ritual 

and also that qurpa is contrasted to killpa, female weft 

selvedl-le and female blood and associated with polo, male 

warp selvedge and blood sacrifice provided by the male. 
A 

b) Male seed as breath and female seed as blood 

A second meaning of polo polo also associates this 

term with male reproductivity. Paredes records the use of 

instruments called pululu, 'flautas que llevan poritos en 

las extremidades inferiores' (op. cit. 124) at potato 

harvest ritUals whose object was 

de no ahuyentar el alma de los frutos, que 
debe continuar vivicando ese terrefio para que el 
afio proximo se manifeste mas prodigo en sus 
dones (loc. cit. ). 

In Bolivar the complete repetition, pUJUpUlU54, is 

still retained to refer to this type of instrument. 

I was told that pL1lUpUlu are only used to accompany a 

dance which T saw performed by a group of campesinos 

passin-- I through Sacaca on their wav home from a major 

,, ýatherina at Cala Cala for the festival of Exaltaci6n 
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(I 4th -21 st September )55. This dance, in which the men 

wear condor helmets, is called tollka, 'sons-in-law' or 

brothers- i n- taw' . 

The tollka dance appears to be related to a ritual 

performed amongst, the Laymi at their main annual feast, in 

which the sister's I)usband [tollka] dresses up as a condor 

and carries his wife's brother [lari] round the square 

(Harris 198G: 2G8). This action demonstrates his 'senior' 

status as 'wife taker', but also commits him to performing 

certain services such as serving food arid drink at rituals 

which are sponsored by the 'junior' lari (loc. eit. )56. 

It should be pointed. out that in both the tollka 

dance and in the Laymi ritual the sons-in-law are in the 

superior role. In the dance they play the pulupulu, but A 

a, s 'wife-takers' thev cannot be seen as 'Providin-ý a 

ritual meal the sense of polo which will be further 

analysed in the following section. 

Arnold, however, in her account of marriage customs 

in Qaqachaka, sees the tollka as inferior to the lari or 

'wife givers'. This interpretation is in keeping with 

that noted for hufiiy [see Chapter 6, note 301 , and with 

the complementarity of polo as 'wife giver', or 'sacrifice 

provider' and killpa as 'wife' or 'sacrifice' , which will 

be suggested in the following section. 

The differing roles of the tollka are no doubt due to 

regio ria I differences and to the variation in type of 

ritual an(] time of year at which they are performed. 

Itw 
-i 

11 be remembered t 1) at this analytic theme 

originated in the possible complementary contrast, between 

the asýýociated ed-I ge terms Ilaw and kaw. 
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Kaw has already been shown to have two semantic 

similarities to polo, that of a textile edge, and that of 

male blood contrasted to female blood. The sexual 

symbolism attached to polo [stones or balls, flute or 

penis] is also to be found in terms with a possible 

phonological link with kaw: kauna is 'huevo' (Bertonio 

It: 48 , kauRa is VaRa assi como la de castilla' (loc. 

cit. ), which De Lucca tells us is used for making flutes 

(op. cit. 22205. 

The flute is an instrument-, played only during the 

rainy season (Harris: 1982) and only by men (Valcarcel 

1959a: 191). This flute is comparable to a vessel 

containing water5h, an element signifying male seed, or to 

the seed itself and the sexual symbolism in the 

interacting parts of the PUIUPUIU parallels the 

complementarity of polo and killpa, and of kaw and 11aw. 

During the dry season the earth is white, during the 

rainy season she 'dresses herself in red, an allusion to 

first ploughing' (Arnold 1986: 20-2109- Like the warp 

selvedge which is opened and penetrated by the male weft, 

the turned or opened earth is associated "th menstrual 

blood and, as women are believed K So most fertile during 

menstruation, with fertility. 

In the rainy season the earth's time is said to come 

(Arnold 1986: 20-21). Rain washing the earth turns it red 

and this, like the ploughing of the f 
-rst 

f urrow, is 

associated with fertility and menstrual blood (loc. cit. ). 

The interaction of the flute and the calabash in the 

playing of the pulupulu is comparable to the laying of the 

first wefts, polo, within the female warp. Both acts 
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symbolise the fertilising o+ the earth by rain and the 

min-I'linu of semen and menstrual blood which is believed 

necessarý, for conception. 

The vital forces blood and breath have repeatedt-, 

been associated in the textile as a complementary pair. 

In the sexual complementarity of polo and killpa, kaw and 

Ilaw, the metaphorical fertilisation of a passive female 

element, associated with blood, is brought about by 

min"Iin-ý with it an active male element, which appears, in 

the blowing of the pulupulu, to be associated with breath. 

C) Those who give and those who receive 

In both qurpa and polo the meaning; of male seed 

appears to overlap with that of provision of a sacrificial 

meal. It will be remembered that weaving is a metaphor 

for the sexual act and that the male weft provides the 

le of pro%, ision 'food' of the textile.. Howe-, -er, this imag 

can also be seen as ha%, ing social or political 

implications. 

The following sections will show that while the 

complementarity between weft. and warp can stand for the 

sexual complementarity of man and wife it can also 

represent. that between male and female elements coming 

from outside (ie from the edge of) the community, between 

the woman's brother who contributes the banquet or blood 

sacrifice [polo, qurpal and who is the 'wife gi-,, er' , and 

the woman herself, the wife or 'sacrifice' , killpa. In 

order to demonstrate this it is necessary to analyse 

further the ways in which a male edge or warp selvedge and 
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a water calabash appear to be associated with someone who 

contributes and with a woman's brother. 

The initial wef ts of a textile, polo (Bertonio II 

273 ) function as heading cords and are usually of double 

thickness. Polo polo (Bertonio IT: 273) is 'redoma, o 

calabacita para agua'. 

In Quechua analogous meanings are attached to ecauna, 

lel hilo o soguilla doblado o torcido dos veces' (Holguin: 

63), and ccauchi an 'olla boca grande para chicha' (loc. 

cit. ). 

Though the shape of the gourds differ, further 

investigation suggests that it is its function, that of 

serving liquid as opposed to solid refreshment, rather 

than its form, which is significant [see (6) below]. 

Holguin lists another type of calabash which appears 

to approximate polo in shape as well as function: kaka, 

1calaboqo boqui angosto' (op. cit. 446). According' to 

Lara (op. cit. 123), this term denotes both 'frasco de 

arcilla de boca estrecha' and 'tio hermano de la 

madre'60,61. 

Besides its meaning of 'wife's brother' kaka can also 

refer to 'those who contribute' , ie who provide food from 

outside: 

Cacac, el que contribuye (Santo TomAs: 240) 

Kakaeuna, los de pueblo que contribuye (Holguin: 
127 

Kakana, lo que dan (loc. cit. ) 

Kakacuni, contribuir cosas de comer' (Joe. 
cit. ). 

The Aymara equivalent of kaka as a kinship term is 

lari, 'tfo hermano de la madre y casi a todos los -varones 
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de par t, e de madre ' (Be rtonio 11 : 19 t), an d kak a at) dIa ri 

appear to fulfill a common role: it will he remembered 

that in Lhe sucullu ceremony it. was the. lari who provided 

the ritual meal, bringing in victifia meat from outside the 

community. 

Here a ga i 11 kaw, the term for edge which has 

repeatedly been shown to have comparable meanings to polo 

and to play a comparable role in the textile, appears 

semantically linked to lari, provider of the meal, wife 

, li-ver, and woman's brother: the lari, like t. he kaway jake 

comes from outside the community; lari and kaw are both 

associated with blood62 kawina also refers t. o a woman's 
63 

brother (De Lucca: 222). 

d) San Bartolom6 

A second occasion during my fieldwork when the use of 

cal-abashes appeared si g chicha to gnificant was for serving 

cýuests durin,: ý the San Bartolom6. fiesta in Bolivar. On 

this occasion the offering of a meal suggests not part of 

male/female contrast but the consolidation of a group 

into a unified whole. 

Gourds are, as a rule, considered inferior at least 

by \, illa-, 7ers, to storebought enamel mugs and plates, and 

ggest a ritual so their deliberate use would sug 

significance. In addition they must, be especially 

purchý-ýtsed at the market in Acasio, a valley town some 

distance away in Northern Potosi; when I spoke of plans 

to visit Acasio prior to San Bartolom6 several villagers 

mentioned these Igourds as a major trading item. 

4 
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SpI itt inq, ý the gourd vertical Iy produces a pair of 

wide mouthed drinking vessels with narrow handles. The 

original shape would therefore have been that of a narrow 

necked redoma' , polopolo. They were usually used in 

pairs, every guest. being required to drink a serývin-ý of 

chicha from each. 

The association of terms comparable in meaning to 

polo with a obligation to provide food has already been 

mentioned. Polochatha means n0t, only to put in two 

initial (red) wefts (Bert. onio IT: 273), but also 'comer el 

combidado especialmente en a1gun sacrificio de idolos' 

(loc. eit. ). 

The sharin-; of a ritual meal or blood sacrifice 

implies a reaffirmation of solidarity between participants 

(Martinez 1987). Eyewitness accounts speak of blood being 

drunk from a skull (Bandelier: 115, whilst others (La 

Barre: 184) describe potatoes libated with blood being 

eaten at potato harvest, a season associated with the 

playing of pulupulu. Chicha is still reýjarded as a 

ceremonial drink and would seem to be especially so when 

served, as it was during San Bartolom6., from a gourd, 

pulupulu, the rounded, slightly polished form of which 

recalls the bony contours of a skull. Serving chicha in 

this way at a moment when guests were about to leave the 

enclosed patio of the house and confront the guests of the 

other pasante in an open space just beyond the village, 

st ic-; ests that it, t00, was intended tosignifya 

reaffirmation of solidarity. 

To summarise: It is in the act of sharing a blood 

sacrifice, polochatha, that the participants as members of 
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-1 single group simultaneously cancel past and reaffirm 

future obligations, iiiitiating a new cycle. It is the act 

of put, ting it) the initial wefts polochatha and thus 

1waking tip' the textile [see Chapter 31, which initiates 

its transformation from precultural, virgin, warp to 

cultural and productive cloth. This process is comparable 

to the act, of ploughing, transforming 'tierra viren' or 

't. ierra por labrar' into a cultivated field. 

The sexual symbolism attached to both acts is 

signified by the playing of the pulupulu; it suggests the 

animatinoý or fertilibing of a passive female seed, as red 

blood, by its mingling with an active male seed, non- 

colour water or breath. 

A 

Summary 

Edg, e bindings surrotind and protect the textile in 

ways comparable to the surrounding of a broad stripe by a 

narrow one, defining what is textile and what is not. 

They may be linguistically and/or metaphorically 

associated with the elements they contain. 

Particularly when they bind together the sides of a 

bag, ed gg e bindings resemble seams, areas signifying 

fertility; the designs tised in bindings incltide those of 

nayra, 'eyes' or 'seeds'. 

In the terminology of bindings, those of men's and 

women's textiles are sometimes distinguished. A 

distinction is also made - betwee-rt warp selvedge and weft 

selvedge; these latter distinctions appear to relate to 

male and female roles. At one level they can be 

understood as the complementarity between the sexes, 
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between mate generative power, transferred through water 

or breath and female receptivity, or menstrual blood. 

In terms of the textile as an image or map of society 

the connotations of edge terms which are contrasted in 

this way suggest the complementarity between near and far, 

or between inside and outside, as well as between those 

who receive and those who provide, In this context the 

male/female complementarity can be understood as th ý71 t 

between a woman's brother, the wife gi-ver, who provides M 

the banquet or the sacrifice, and the woman herself, who 

represents that sacrifice. 

The reinforcement of solidarity between centre and 

limits represented by the sharing of a ritual meal, arid 

the concept of contribution being brought in from outside, 

balances the outward movement of the energy present in the 

central sonqo with a corresponding inward one, a sense of 

balance which is reiterated in the complementary 

association between warp and weft. 



Plate 8. Llijlla with f3tyl iqed branching 

design. 
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CHAPTER 8: FIGURED DESIGNS: A Suggested Iconography 

Introduction 

The preceding chapter analysed the complex 

metaphorical significance of stripes and showed how they 

could be seen to represent an image of Andean society and 

of the cosmos itself. In this chapter the figured desi,,,:, 

analvsed will he shown to embody similar concepts to the 

stripes but in a less abstract and constantly evolving 

orm. 

My observations of contemporary Bolivar finired 

designs are noted in Chapter 2. Information about the 

'meaning' of these designs was difficult to obtain, 

particularly as women, with whom I had most. opportunity to 

chat informally during weaving lessons, generally appeared 

to know less about their names and interpretations than 

the men. In addition, as Torrico points out: 

Andean text iI es ... are embedded with locally 
constituted symbolic meanings ... 

[which] are not 
rigid or static through space or time, they are 
reconstituted throug ,h each 1roup's 
experience (op. cit.: 51). 

My aim in this chapter is riot, therefore, to offer 

detailed interpretations of any particular design, such as 

has been undertaken for the inti figure in Pisac by 

Silverman Proust (op. cit. ). Instead I consider the 

design elements common to colonial and modern indig ýenous 

textiles and sug, ýcyest possible reasons for their, persistent 

popularity. Bv similar desi-ýn elements I do riot 

necessarilv mean similar fi-, ures but rather fi-ures which 

through their similar form or through the symmetricality 
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or the contrast of their parts, might be capable of 

similar iconographic representation. 

-est that other, modern, figures may be I also sug,, 

transformations of these designs in which, although the 

outward form has changed, the iconographic intention 

remains constant. 

Finally I attempt. to show how complementary 

opposition, combined with a sense of continuous movement 

or change , which is expressed by certain colour 

combinations, is also expressed by the figured designs. 

I point, for the examination of each figure My star, ting 

is, as in the case of stripes, a correlation from personal 

observation and the literature of their various names and 

interpretations, to see whether this suggests a consensus 
A 

as to what they represent.. 

The figures investigated are: 

1. The rhomboid, and the cocha, ch'aska and laymi 

t'ika which can be seen as variations of it, 

2. The I-aymi linku and mayu linku, 

3. The amaru or double headed snake. 

I COLONIAL ANTECEDENTS OF CONTEMPORARY TEXTILE DESIGNS 

i) The inclusion of indigenous flora and fauna 

Accordint in the Archivo Nacional de 

Bolivia (quoted in Gisbert et. al. ), which refers to the 

practice of 'idolatry': 

dichos naturales tambi6n adoran al-=116n g6nero de 
aves y animales y para el dicho efecto los 
pintan e labran en los mates... y en las puertas 
de stis casas .... v los pintan en las paredes de 
1ý7, Ls iglesias . 



Sketch Cf ulhe des. i, --n cff - colonial -,, v-ýtrimonial rug. 
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For that reason a decree made by Viceroy Toledo 

stipulated that 

no se labron figuras en la ropa ni en vasos, ni 
en las casas [y] que los que hallaren los hagdis 

raer y quitar6is de las puertas donde los 
tuvieren y prohibereis que tampoco los tejan en 
la ropa que visten (Gisbert et. al.: 10). 

The indigenous population continued, however to 

depict their traditional gods in a superficially disguised 

form and their Spanish masters 

tuvieron que tolerar ambiguas representac i ones 
mimetizadas en la decoraci6n barroca, en el caso 
de la arquitectura y relegadas a ciertas 
regiones en ei caso de los textiles (Gisbert, 

et. al.: 11). 

During the 18th century the baroque style which the 

Spanish had brought with them from Europe took on a 

recognisably american or mestizo form (Gisbert, et. al. -. 

312). This retained the original stylised structure, but 

incorporated local flora and fauna including the monkey, 

the viscacha and the llama. 

ii) Symmetry and Complementarity 

Tt seems possible from the way t, ha t similar 

structural elements persist in modern design that the 

, 
le had visual symmetries and oppositions of the baroque sty 

an immediate appeal for the native weaver. Faced with the 

prohibition of overt. cultural representation, these 

structures provided an iconographic means of expressing, 

Andean concepts of time and space. 

The matrimonial tapestry (Gisbert et. al. : 313 and 

plates 384 a, b and c) woven around 1770 (op. cit.: 314), 

which is now in the Convent of Santa Catalina in Cusco, is 
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an excellent. example of the icotiographic potential of 

mestizo baroque [Fig. 1]. 

The central pý-ýiriel depicts a stylised, branching 

plant, identified as a cross between the thistle and the 

artichoke (Gisbert et. al.: 314), commonly confused 

European plants which coritairi contrasting herbal 

properties (loc. cit. ). The hybrid textile plant is thus 

a metaphor representitil-, both complementary contrast and 

its resolution, concepts which earlier chapters have shown 

to be expressed in the allqa and k'isa of coritemporar-, v 

textiles. 

The concept of kuti, reciprocal movement in time and 

space, has already been mentioned [see Chapter 6,111]; 

The way t lia t, the fruits in this tapestry reverse A 

direction, or '--row the other way', half way tip the plant, 

can be seen as a comparable -visual metaphor for spatial 

and temporal change; contemporary woven designs which 

branch in a similar way are sometimes described as kuti 

[see 

The images of the upper and lower parts of the panel 

balance each other. In each, two men wearing the native 

tunic or uncu (Gisbert et. al: 314) aim their bows at the 

-, tem of the plant. Each man has a loaded llama. The 

loads of the lower llamas are labelled mani, peanuts, and 

romo, yucca, products appropriate to the lower ecolog jeal 

zones, giving in added spatial dimension to the implied 

jourriey towards the tipper portion of the panel. That this 

journey takes place in time as well as space is suggested 

by the way the tipper pair are aiming, at the 'flower' of 

the plant , and the, acquisitiori of knowledge and maturity n 
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is suggested both by, the flower itself and by the fact 

that, it 'speaks': flowers on slightly lower branches are 

depicted as 'green men' with tongues, an example of the 

use of a typically- European motif to express an Andean 

ideal. 

Apart from minor variations the panel is vertically 

symmetrical: its two sides, which present a mirror image, 

are yanantin. In the central portion the plant stem 

divides and encloses a man and woman exchanging rings, 

whilst the complementarity of yanantin which 'hombre y 

mujer' exemplifies, is kenned for the European mind by the 

7equilibrium' of a tightrope walker who 'balances' over 

their heads. 

In contemporary textiles from San Pedro de Buena Vista the 

rhomboid figure often encloses a similar 'matrimonial 

pair' (Feminias 1987: 21, plate 23, and see Chapter 6, 

Fig. 6]. 
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11 THE RHOMBOID AND ITS RELATED FORMS 

Introduction 

The first textile figitre to be analysed in this 

chapter, the rhomboid, or rombo, is generally a fotirsided 

diamond, or lozenge btit in certain designs the same term 

refers to a hexacý 
gonal or octagonal shape. 

The rhomboid can represent both male and female 

Uendered elements. A rombo dentado, stich as the caripuyo, 

appears to h av e consistently mascLil ine connotations 

(Mandiri & Zolezzi); a rhomboid with I rays' is 

ambival ent, its significance depending on details of its 

shape, size and arrangement with other figtires (Meisch 

1987: 55). In some cases -ýender is directly related to 

what is represented, as, for example, in figtires which 

signify the stin or moon. In others, however, it, is the 

image's metaphorical associations with male or female 

, 3endered elements, with a chtirch tower or with a lake. 

Male and female aspects will, where possible, be 

considered individitally thotigh the sextial ambi-valence of 

both makes any definitive separation impossible. 

i) The rhomboid as 'earth' or 'water' 

In Macha the rhomboid is re-, 'arded as horizontal, 

feminine, and as representing, a cancha, plaza or patio, 

the equivalent of pampa, in contrast. to the masculine, 

vertical, zi-, l ? zag, which si-, nifies torre oi- cerro (Gisbert 

et. al.: 1G); all these interpretations are included in 

t fie concentric series of metaphors in which enclosed 

spaces equate with pampa and represent a nurturing, 

female, fertil i tv [see Chapter 7,11 ]. 
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The gender-contrasted zigzag and rhomboid figures can 

sigInify not only the complementarity of church tower and 

village square but the similar complementarity that exists 

between urqo, vertical, male, mountain, and uma, 

horizontal, female, water (Gisbert et. al.: 16). It is 

not surprising, therefore, that the rhomboid can also 

signify a lake, cocha (Gisbert et. al.: 16); this applies 

particularly to the rhomboids woven in textiles from the 

Titicaca region, or to those which, like the kurti 

rhomboids woven around Boli%, ar, have inflorescencias, i. e. 

peripheral decorations of leaves and flowers (Gisbert et. 

al.: 212). A rhomboid can also represent a fish (Gisbert 

et. al.: 201,202). 

Gisbert considers the inflorescencias of the rhomboid A 

as cocha are related to those of the figure she calls 

laymi linku, actually laymi t'ika, or 'rhomboid with 

fI owe rs ' of the Bolivar style (loc. cit. ). This 

investigation will compare the nineteenth century laymi 

t'ika to that, of the colonial 'rhomboid with flowers', and 

suggest that, both are related to representations of the 

fish deity of Copac"bana. 

ii) The rhomboid as 'star' or 'flower' 

A rhomboid with rays sometimes represents inti, the 

sun see vi ) below] . However, this ancient and 

persistent fi- , ur e, foutid in textiles from as long ago as 

the Maitas and Chiribay a cultures (700-1200) of the 

Peru, vian and Chi lean coast (Adelson & Tracht: 126) is m ore 

often said to represent, a star, ch'aska (Girault 44i 

Meisch 1987: 55, personal observation ). 
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Ch'aska in Bolivar are now woven as the eight-pointed 

Inca star but the Bolivar designs isafiut' ika [Filg 2a] or 

isimarka [Fig 2 b, c, d] ,a diamond or lozenge with rays, 

are similar in appearance to the Tarabuco ch'aska and 

ch'askafiawi [Fiq, ý 2. f- 11 (Meisch 1987: 55). 

In Tarabuco ch'aska are identified with Venus, the 

evening arid morning star (Meisch 1987: 55). They resemble 

the 1613 drawing by Pachacuti Yamqui of Venus as the 

morning, star, ch'aska q'oyllur (loc. cit. ) in having 

twelve 'rays' a similar number to the 'hooks' of the 

Bolivar isafiutika. The drawinlq. ý shows ch'aska qoyllur on 

the right-hand side, that associated with masculine 

elements. Ch'aska means 'shaggy' or )untidy' hair, 

melena enmaranada- o enhetrada sin peynar' (Holguin: 98) 

and the 'rays' 0 r, 'hair' of the Tarabuco ch'aska 

svmbolise the light of the planet Venus (Meisch 1987: 

55). 

A twelve-raved figure, called ch'aska (1987: 57. diag 

5, no 1) by one of Meisch's informants was called sujraya, 

pajaros' by a woman from another community (loc. cit. 

referring to the tiny forms in which each 'ray' ends [Fig. 

4c] , which could be interpreted as birds though their 

heavy bodies also suggest the possibility of some larger 

creature. 

Whilst it is common for a fi-ure to be -7iven Dn 

different names even by members of the same household, 

this example is significant on a number of counts. 

Firstly, it, illustrates the different levels at. which 

-a fi-1yured design can he read or understood. For one woman 

it is the essential shape, the twelve rays, whicii is 
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significant , for the other it is the easily identifiable 

detail of the birds, as which the rays are 'kenned12 (J. H. 

Rowe) . 

Secondly, that. the star's rays terminate as birds is 

itself significant in sugngesting a coiinection between the 

hair/feathers of birds, and the hair/light rays of stars. 

Thirdly, that there are twelve of these rays is also 

significant. Twelve is a significant number in Andean 

ritual and is associated with suerte (Armstrong: 79). Six 

of the 'bird' rays branch in one direction, six in the 

other, a similar arrangement of design elements to that 

described for the ingredients of certain despachos by 

Aranguaran Paz (op. cit. ). Twelve libations are made in 

the Churifia mine 'para mejorai(la veta' (Platt 1983: 55), 

and to the '12 cerros' surrounding Macha estaneias in 

order to 7asegurar la fertilidad de las chacras, la 

multiplicaciOn de los rebafios y la prosperidad de la 

familia' loc. cit. sup n -1 , gesting the possibility that 

designs with twelve rays have properties comparable to 

those of the talismanic stones mullu or sepja [see 

Chapter 7,111]. 

The ambiguity which surrounds the significance of the 

ch'aska figure is due in part to the different, sexual 

characteristics ascribed to VerMs by the Quechua and the 

-, ara [see (vi) below]. A -m, This ambiguity is also found in 

the linku design e: Kamined in Section 11 which at times 

represents two contrasted but related eiements and at 

others two contrasting aspects of a single entity. 

According to Meisch interpretation of the rhomboid 

varies depending on its size and its relationship to other 
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elements of a design ( 1987 ), and it may be the case that 

whether referred to as inti or as ch'aska a rhomboid with 

rays as tAie principal figure should always be considered 

as a masculine form. This situation appears distinct from 

those where -varous kinds of peripheral rays, such as the 

inflorescencias of the rhomboid as the female cocha, adorn 

and complement the central design. 

Whichever is the case, the light signified by ch'aska 

and other forms of ray' appears to represent, a 

relationship with, or an ability to transform into, 

another element not otherwise represented in the design. 

Because an awareness of this vitality is necessary to the 

investigation of the rhomboid as a female-gendered form, I 

have included the analysis of ch'aska here. 
4 

iii) 'Stars' or 'flowers' as 'peripheral rays' 

Ch'aska also applies to designs in which the rhomboid 

plays a minor part or has been modified in some way. In 

Tarabuco a rhomboid attached to a stalk [see Fig l6a] is 

called either ch'aska, star, or t'ikita, little flower 

(Meisch 1987: 55); in the mouth of a bird it is a flower 

(loc. cit. ); in Charasani similar figures [see Fig. 3] 

are called chaska (Girault(5,, 6; "t-. 50, F, 21), suggesting that 

there the rhomboid represents a star. 'Stars' and 

'flowers' are terms used interchangeablv in other contexts 

and both appear to represent the vital energy derived from 

the presence of light3. 

The Charasani ch'aska are also called wallata, a kind 

of Andean goose, and matching pairs of comparable designs 

called 'palomas de matrimonio' have a similar 1 star ' 
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hangirig f rom their mouths (loc. cit. ) [Fig. 31, which, I 

was told, si gni fi ed abundance. 

Ch'aska branching from a main stem in ýi similar way 

to the 'flowers' in the Bolivar laymi t'ika [Fig. 4a] are 

kuti ch'aska [Fig 4h] in Tarabuco (Meisch 1987: 58). 

To recapitulate, contemporary interpretations of the 

rhomboid as a. female-gendered figure include that of 

pampa, patio, or cancha, enclosed spaces symbolising 

potential fertility and female nurturing, and cocha, an 

enclosed watery space, or pez, the fish which lives in it. 

Its interpretation as ch'aska, star, can apply either 

to the rhomboid as a major design or to its attachment to 

larger figures. In the latter case ch'aska, star, is used 

interchangeably with t'ika, flower. 

The rhomboid is frequently adorned with rays, which 

take the form of flowers, stars, feathers/birds, or hair, 

all of which represent rays of light. 

iv) Laymi Cin, the 'rhomboid with flowers' 

The 'rays' of the contemporary rhomboid figure, 

cocha, or take, like those of kurti rhomboid designs [Fig. 

5] are related to those of the laymi t'ika design of the 

Bolivar style [Figs. 4& 51. 

This figure is a rhomboid with four or six branching 

'flowers' (Gisbert et. al.: plates 225,226; Adelson & 

Takami: 24). The Bolivar style has not been wo%, en for 

some considerable time but a design comparable to the 

laymi t'ika, Of whict, I saw onll, 7 ý71 sin-Ile example, wz- Is 

said to be muy antic,; ua' , arid was described simply as 

'f lorero' , vase or, pot. or rlowet-s, a common fi,. 1ur, e in 
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colonial t, e. -,, tiles (Cavallo: plates 64,66; Gisbert et. 

al.: plate 369); given the colonial influence in the 

Bolivar style it seems possible that the laymi t'ika form 

is derived from 'pots of flowers' like those of the 

colonial tapestries. 

As already mentioned the rhomboid can stand for the 

plaza, or village square, a central space whose four 

corners represent the ayllus and suyus which lie beyond 

it; Andean communities can also be divided into six 

(Albo: 19T2); it seems possible that the symmetrical, 

stylised form of the European florero may have been 

adopted by native weavers because of its visual 

, an Andean suitability for expressing iconography of this 

kind arid that the Bolivar laymi t'ika is its 19t. h century 
4 

expression. 

A design comparable to both the florero and the laymi 

t'ika [Figs 5. g&hI is popular in contemporary 

Guatemalan indigenous textiles (Deuss 55, figs I and m) , 

which have other stylistic and conceptual similarities 

with those of Andean weaving [see Chapter 4]. The 

Guatemalan 'potted plant' is considered to represent the 

sacred ceiba tree which holds tip the sky (Deuss: 55); 

might this design of a florero not have had a similar 

significance in the Andes, i. e. have represented a tree or 

pole at the centre of four corners, an image similar to 

that encoded in the terminology of stripes, and have been 

adopted in both regions for a similar reason, the 

prohibition of the wearing of textiles overtly depicting 

traditional beliefs?. 
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V The 'rhomboid with flowers' as a representation of 

the siren 

A symmetrical figure such as the laymi t'ika, may, 

then on one level represent, a spatial centre with 

radiatin, l divisions. 

The centre of the Avmara civilisation was marked by 

the Jakes Titicaca and Poopo and a figure comparable to 

that of the laymi t'ika, a rhomboid with inflorescencias 

can represent a lake. 

It can, however, also represent the fish which 

inhabit the lake: the following paragraphs are an 

irivestig. ation of whether the rhomboid with flowers, or 

florero, of colonial tapestries from which the laymi t'ika 

appears to derive, represented the fish deity or siren 

worshipped at Copaco. -bana and around the lake. 

a The siren or fish deity of Copacobana 

According to Ramos Gavilan (quoted in Gisbert 1980: 

51), the idol worshipped at the lakeside shrine was: 

de piedra azul [copa] vistosa y tenia no mas de 
la figura que tin rostro humano destroncado de 
pies v. manos . 

This is the appearance of early 'fish' deities 

(Gisbert 1980: plates 49,51 and Gisbert et. a].: plate 

109) as well as of the textile siren [see F ig 
. 81 

(Cavallo: plate 61)4. 

Gisbert, suggests that sirens, particularly as they 

often occur in pairs, represent the two fish women 

Quesintuti and Umantuu who mated with Tunupa, the Aymara 

god of I ightning whi Is t he was in the lake ( 198U' : -18 )5- 
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Sirens continue to be associated with lightning in 

the Titicaca area; on the day of San Bartolom6., the 

Chr isti an saint considered to have replaced Tunupa, 

plaster mermaids are sold in the lakeside village of Tinta 

(Gisbert 198: 40). 

Figures such as the monkey arid the siren were carved 

by indigenous craftsmen on the door pillars of early 

colonial lakeside churches (Gisbert: 198 ). If doorways 

provided the location where, as the ordenanza oT. Toledo 

indicates, native artists preýviously depicted their gods, 

it, would seem likely that these partially syncretised 

figures were also intended to represent the forbidden 

images of deities such as the sun and moon or the still 

older idols lightning and the fish deity. 

The complementarity between water and fire is 

expressed in textiles as that between the rhomboid, lake, 

and the zigzag, lightning [see III below], an iconographic 

allqa, which also expresses another form of contrast6. 

male elements are associated with downwards 

movement and female with upward .... the movement 
of the lightning is a manifestation of male 
energy, while a still body of water such as a 
lake or the sea and the inside of the earth are 
feminine concepts related to nurturing (Isbell: 
210). 

b) Early colonial representations of the siren 

In both ecclesiastical painting and architecture 

sirens display peculiarly Andean characteristics (Gisbert, 

198 150). Thev are shown playing a charango or 

guiLarilla rather than a harp or lyre and often carrý, 

.e baskets of fruit. In addition 'un buen numero de ellas 

estan indiatizadas pues ostentan tocadas de plumas' 



i4lig. 6. Det-il of 1(')'th century colonial Peruvian tapestiy . ith florero 
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Gishert, 198Ci 49 besides these feather headdresses 

they are sometimes shown with wings (op. cit.: 50). 

In textiles the siren's head is surrounded by 'rays' 

or 'hair', like the 'tangled hair' or 'rays of light' that 

surround the rhomboid as ch'aska and cocha. In one 

tapestry ( Caval lo: plate 61 ), the rays emergling from the 

siren's head take the form of a cross [Fig. 81, a possiblý 

signif icant variant, as the shrine of the former fish 

deity has become the modern shrine at Copac&-bana. 

c) Substitution of the 'rhomboid with flowers' for the 

siren 

In the earlier colonial tapestries, the siren, while 

it is a frequently woven figure, does not occupy any 

particular position. In later examples they are a central 

feature. Fi-1.8b shows sirens symmetrically flanking a 

central plant stalk or axis. 

The centre of the inner panel of another tapestry 

[Figg. 9] shows a sun with zigzaq ng rays; above and below it 

is the figure of a crowned, tvo headed eagle. Directly 

beneath the open win gs of the eagle and likewise outspread 

are clearly defined female arms; the figure ends in a 

legless torso. Th is sugP? ests that it is intended to 

represent a siren, a creature often depicted in the Andes 

wit 11 wings, tf)ou-7h these are no t attributes of the 

European mermaid. The z1 .1za cl form of the sun's rays 

su,, 1,1ests it mi -ýh t 'n n represent, lightning, and it is I 

associated, as was Tunupa, not with one ' fish goddess' 

but two. 
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The inner panel of this tapestry is surrounded by. a 

border of \, ertically symmetrical florero, similar to 

those from which the Bolivar laymi t'ika appear to derive, 

and havin like the laymi tika, six branches or 

'flowers'. Ducks and what appear to be catfish appear in 

the lower branches, parrots in the upper ones (Gisbert et 

al 369 ). The florero of a similar tapestry [Fig. 7], 

which are symmetrically arranged in each corner of a 

central panel have humming birds and parrots in the tipper 

flower stems whilst inquisitive seeming camelid heads peer 

from each side of the vase. 

In Fig, 10, a tapestry in the Boston Museum of Fine 

Art (Cavallo: plate 66), the central rhomboid or pot 

element of the florero figure is replaced by a siren 

holding in her upraised arms the flowers and vines which 

elsewhere sprout from the vase or pot7. 

V) Figures comparable with the female rhomboid 

The associations of the abstract rhomboid with rays 

-as a female element can be summarised as those of a 

passive, enclosed, horizontal, watery space of particular 

fertility. It can be complemented by an active, open, 

fiery, vertical source of light which also has an 

animating or engendering power and is represented by the 

zigzag. Two contemporary naturalistic figures, the duck 

and the toad appear to be associated with similar 

properties. 

The duck and the toad are not often represented in 

Bolivar textiles; a condor-serpent in various forms, is, 
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howeý,, -er, one of the area's most typical figured designs, 

and one which will be analysed in the following section. 

The serpent shares many of the attributes of the 

toad, in particular its complementary relationship with 

the condor, into which both snake and toad appear to 

transform at, certain times. In their associations with 

'lower' and 'predominantly female', snake and toad balance 

the condor's associations with 'upper' and 'predominantly 

inale'. As will be shown below, a similar relationship 

appears to exist between the duck and the 11, ama; the 

ambiguous associations of the duck suggest that it, too, 

can at certain times represent the 'lower', 'female', or 

7not predominantly masculine' aspect of the condor. 

-A 

a) The duck 

Although textile, figtires depicting the condor are 

sometimes referred to as 1pato', dtick, it may seem 

itidicrotis to sti9clest a comparison between two birds whose 

appearance, and habits are so very different. In the 

Andes, however,, no object, or creature is seen as entirely 

male or entirely female. As the following analysis will 

show, the dLick has a masciiline aspect, jtist as the 

has a feminine one. The co-existence of these contrasting 

aspects is indicative of a cyclical transformation between 

the two which takes place in time and space. Their 

complementarity is comparable to that of the female 

rhomboid and the male zigzag, and the creatures associated 

with the tipper and lower branches of the florero, the 

parrot, arid htimming bird, the llama and cat, fish, stiggest, a 

similar vision of time/space. 
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On Taquile island the woven figure of a duck is 

called nuhuma; like the herb of the same name ducks are 

associated with damp places and islanders translate nuEuma 

as 'mother of the waters' ( Fini : 26) . Nufiu is 'teat' ; 

ducks cannot nurture their young at the breast, but naked 

breasts were a characteristic of the Andean siren or 

fishwoman as they are of her European counterpart. 

Ducks would, therefore, appear to exemplify the 

nurturing female but ducks are also associated with a more 

recent, male, deity of the lake, Viracocha (Fini: 26 ). 

Arnold notes the ambigLious sexuality of Viracocha, and 

that in his feminine aspect he is associated with damp and 

watery places [see Chapter 7,111]8, just, as the con dor, 

which i s also associated with him, is thought to make its 

nest wi thin th e earth (Arnold: 1988). 

b) The duck which transforms into a llama 

The condor appears then, at, certain times to 'become' 

a duck arid the duck is related in a comparable way to the 

llama, another figure which appears to he primarily 

masculine, at least in its terrestrial aspect, and which 

will for that reason also be investi,,? ated in (vii) below. 

Ducks are associated with juturi (Martinez 1976: 

283), one of several types of sacred site found around the 

Chi I e. an community 0f Tsluga. As its name sug ggests 

(Bert. onio 11 282 the juturi has especial powers of 

-ýeneration or increase (Mart' Lnez 1976: 283). Juturi are 

thou-, ht of as deep holes reaching righ t inside the earth 

(loc. cit. ). Thougl i they can be 'seco ' (loc. cit. ) it is 

at the juturi as ' manantial, ojo de agua' (Lara: 121), 
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i. e. damp and watery places that, oti nights of the f Lill 

moon, a kind of duck or goose called chullumpi transform 

into a magical herd of camelids Martinez 1976: 283)9. 

Chullumpi, and wallata, the name of another Andean 

, Yoose (Bertonio IT: 145), are associated elsewhere with 

camelid herds and their reproduction: they are the terms 

Used to describe animals with markings on their backs like 

that of a costala. Stich colour distribution is rare and 

the animals serve to remind herders of the loads the 

llamas carry (Flores Ochoa 1986: 146). Used in songs arid 

prayers, chullumpi is the ritual name for the llama 

stallion, wallata of all alpacas (op. cit. 148). 

Although Martinez does not tell Lis the colour of the 

magical chullumpi, actual wallata, and both chullumpi and 

wallata camelids are black and white (Bertonio 11: 145) 

The conjunction of polar opposites such as black and white 

can release genesic energy and perhaps because of this 

other animals and birds whose colours show this 

complementary opposition, the allcamari and illawi, also 

have talismanic or lucky properties. 

Talismanic chullumpi stones are usually black (Flores 

OchoajiAJ23 ). Wallata, on the other hand, refers to 

something totally white, a snowball (Bertonio 11 : 145 ). 

According to Arnold, all creatures begin life 'frozen', 

gradually warm tip and . (1991). Their colour opposition 

suggests that the ritual names represent contrasting 

aspects of a sin-, je whole. On nights of the full moon, 

when fem-. nine influence is at is strongest, the (black), 

female chultumpi duck transforms into a (white) male 

II anu--t Iii the morriin- ti-ýht wool torn from the fleece =1 n 
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of the magical camelids has changed back again to 

chullumpi feathers (Martinez 1976: 283). 

It will be remembered that wallata are associated 

with light in the Charasani textile figure of a bird with 

a rhomboid in its mouth. This is called either wallata or 

chaska, and ch'aska, stars, like Cika, flowers, and 

various other kinds of peripheral rays, including 

feathers, which are also ticea (Holguin: An 634) and 

birds, signify 'rays of light' and an ability to transform 

from one aspect to another. They can also signify 

fertility". 

C) The feathers of the duck and the music of the siren 

,a also has another type of sacred site, the Is I ii -n 

sereno again a damp, interior, female place. Its 

associations with the siren are not simply phonological, 

the spirit of the IsItigan sereno is 'iin animal desnitdo con 

tetas grandes' (Martinez 1976: 288), characteristics also 

appropriate to the dtick. 

The sereno is not concerned with the fertility of the 

lie rds; it has the power of tempering musical instrtiments 

left in its waters (Martinez 1976: 287), and mi-isic appears 

to be the manifestation of a comparable vital energy to 

that of stars or flowers, t'ika, and feathers, t'ika. 

Molina (op. cit.: 26 ) describes a kind of mtisic 

played Oil wind instruments dilring the citua rit Lial 

celebrations in Atigtist. At this time of year the 'female' 

aspect predominates over the 'male' , as is signified by 

the priests who participate in this rittial dressing 

thomsel-,. -es in garments of a feminine (red) coloiir and 
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styIe in Fioravanti-Molinie: 276) Th e (Zuidema quoted 

flute is an instrument plaved only by men; the music it 

produces is associated with the female, and it was 

sugq, ýested i n the i nvestignation o f Pulupulu that the 

playing of flutes at this time of year implies the 

g of iningling male with female seed. This music, like the 

flowers and feathers which signify fertility, is cal led 

tica tica (M olina: 26). 

d) The toad 

Toads are not woven as frequently as ducks, but they 

are intimately associated with textiles both as a term for 

a stripe, ppatticalla, and in the interpretation of the 

Macha kustala (Torrico: 43). 

The Macha kustala/toad is associated with the snake 

which is the kustala's rope (Torrico: 44). The toad arid 

the snake are also alike in both having braided hair 

(Platt 1983: 5) ), i. e. they share a characteristic 

equivalent to 'rays of light'. 

Like chullumpi and wallata, toads represent a black 

and white contrast; those associated with rain are dark, 

those of the dry season are white (Torrico: 45). Also 

like chullumpi toads are regarded as a powerful source of 

fertility for the camelid herds (Torrico: 46). 

Toads also have characteristics common to serenos 

(Martinez 19-t6: 288); they are associated with damp places 

-and with music: in one Macha myth singing girls turn into 

toads (Torrico: 45). 

Toads are called Maria, and with the condor, Mariano 

(Platt 198GLx. 2-13 ) they form a complementary pai r. In the 
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Macha kustal-a the toad transforms into a dove (Torrico) ; 

doves and condors are comparable in that as birds they 

both represent an 'tipper' and therefore 'male' dominance. 

'h its associations as a Christian symbol The dove, throu, -I 

has an additional resonance, but the toad, too, is 

associated with the Christian virgin. 

The condor is the form most often taken by the 

mountain spirits in Macha men say the toad 

is the storage sack, or wife, of the mountain lord" 

(Torrico: 47), or supay (Torrico: 45)12. In Charasani 

supay is associated with the spirit, of the sereno, which I 

compare to the siren and the duck. 

The lakeside shrine formerly dedicated to a fish 

deity is now the site of a church dedicated to the Virgin 

of Copaca-bana which attracts pilgrims from all over 

Bolivia. Toads are associated with the Catholic virgin 

(Torrico: 46) and with the Virgin of Copaccý. bana in 

particular (Torrico: 49). 

In Bolivar the way the relationship between the 

condor and the toad was expressed by my adopted family 

s 'gested riot only an association between the toad and the ug 

Virgin Mary but between both and Supay. When chewing coca 

our first invocations were condor mamani utapaj, 'for the 

1ý1 condor's nest' , and then tienda Mariapaj, 'for 'Maria's 

shop' . 

The Virgin is associated with Pachamama and the earth 

arid with Paxsimama or the moon. Whilst it is hoped that 

Pachamama will pro vide agricultur al abundance, Paxsimama 

looks after qolq'e (lit. white or silver), meanin-ý either 

money or mineral wealth. In Bolivar Paxsimama is 
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associated with the Virgen del Socavon in Oruro, and thus 

like the toad, with Tio, or supay, the underground lord of 

the mines 13 

e) The toad whieh transforms into a condor 

Toads arid condors are a female/male opposition, one 

which is often expressed by black arid white colour 

contrast. The associations of the toad, however, show 

this basic opposition to be more complex. 

White rainy season toads are black, dry season toads 

are white. DurinIg the dry season toads transform into 

doves (or condors) but toads are present together with 

condors on the mountain top. During the rainy season 

doves (or condors) transform into toads (Torrico: 48), and 

toads burrow beneath the earth (Urton: 1981) which is 

where the condor sometimes makes his nest (Arnold: 1988). 

In the rainy season the female toad is predominant and the 

male condor takes on some of her characteristics, i. e. 

becomes 'ducklike'. On the mountain top the toad of the 

dry season, during which the masculine (white) element is 

predominant, takes on some of the characteristics of the 

mz-. -isculine condor, and becomes white. In addition, the 

springs on the mountain tops run down, a movement 

associated with masculine force; conversely light from 

below must push tip, a concept associated with organic 

female g1rowth. 
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The equation should therefore read: 

Upper, dry Condor MM Toad MF 
white 

Lower, wet, Toad FF Condor FM 
black/red 

It will be noted that I have arranged the elements in 

this diagram to show the upward/downward movement of the 

toad and condor as diagonal rather than perpendicular. 

Condor and toad do not directly reptace each other, but 

exchange predominating roles in time and space, 

maintaining a constant equilibrium. 

The diagram is also intended to show that this 

interchange should be associated both wJ9, the diagonal 

cross arid the twisting together oý. two threads, images 

which also emerge from the designs analysed in Sections 

III and TV and which also represent the continual and 

steady flow of energy necessary to maintain a beneficial 

state of equilibrium; it will be remembered that the 

zigzag or spirai is representative of the Andean concept, 

of time. 

The four colour divisions typical of Bolivar woven 

designs can also be related to this diagram. These 

colours represent two sets of allqa, or complementary 

pairs, and divide space into four quarters, blue and 

orange, pink (red) and green. The word for blue, anca, is 

also the name not, it must be admitted, for a condor, but 

for an eagle, the epitome of masculinity. Blue lies over 

red, the colour typifying, as does the toad, female 

fertility. Orange, in the position of the 'white' 
, upper 

toad, is a paier version of this lower red; green, the 
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position of the subterranean condor, is the deep turquoise 

of copa, the green that comes from below, a darker shade 

of the upper blue. The Aymara term for the blue of the 

sky, larama (Bartonio 1: 84), can also refer to the blue 

of deep water (op. cit. 385). 14 

vi) The rhomboid as a representation of the sun 

The preceding g sections suggested a possible 

connection between depictions of the fish deity as siren, 

the colonial florero, the colonial infltienced laymi t'ika 

or 'rhomboid with flowers' and the contemporary rhomboid 

with inflorescencias or cocha. 

However, a rhomboid either with rays (Silverman- 

Prollst: 1988; Girault: 19 69 44), or withotit (GiraLilt 
A 

1969: 44; Gisbert. et. al.: 201,202) can represent the 

mascýiline deity, inti, sLin, or ch'aska, which should 

perhaps also be considered CIFIS having, masculine 

associations. 

As has already been mentioned, the ambigtiity between 

ch'aska, star, and inti, stin, may be dLie in part, to the 

varied significance attached to Venus by the QLiechLia and 

the Aymara. The QLiechLia, aItho tigg h they recognise a 

special relationship between the stin and VenLis, which as 

morning and evenin-, v star heralds itS arrival and 

departtire, appear to consider the planet. as more closely 

associated with the female moon. The Aymara, howe-ver, 

while they consider the e_vetiin--' star female, consider the 

mornin-ý star, lucero, to be masctiline (Meisch 198"1: 55 as 

is 
n ýested by its appearance on the ri-ýht-hand (male) 

si de of the AY ma i-aPacIiaciitiY, -Imq Ili 'S cosmological 
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drawing. It is the 'male' star which is depicted with 

twelve rays. 

a) Colonial representations of the sun 

The stin with human features at the centre of the 

tapestry illustrated in Fig. 10 (Gisbert et. al.: plate 

369) is enclosed in a rhomboid. In two other eighteenth 

century weavings (Gisbert et. al.: plate 380; Cavallo: 

plate 65) this central position is occtipied by a crowned 

two-headed eagle which stems from a 'body' which is 

actually a 'face' ý, 7ith clearly depicted features [Fig. 

11]. The central position and the 'face' both stiggest 

that the deity represented is the sun; whilst the moon is 

sometimes given feattires, she is more often depicted in 

profile (Poma 79,53,40, etc. ). 

The zigzag of the central sun may, as has already 

been suggested, represent or have become st, ncretised with 

a previous major deity, lightning. 

b) Substitution of the 'rhomboid with flowers' for the 

sun 

Interpretations of designs vary depending on their 

size and position and whilst I have suggested that the 

lateral. florero of colonial tapestries might represent a 

female deity just as laterally placed two-headed eagles 

evoke a similar possibility, in a central position the 

florero may relate to the sun. 

In ý. -i late seventeenth or early eighteenth century 

textile Wavallo: CIQQ9,0)EFiý-12-ý four ornate florero, are 

ed one in each corner. Although these give an arrang n -tl 
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impression of symmetricality, they differ slightly from 

each other, whilst also forming diagonally aligned pairs 

and thus recalling the arrangement of the four suyu. 

The centre, which is flanked by two pairs of eagles, 

shows not florero, but opposed baskets of fruit, in image 

visually close to that of the pots of f lowers, but 

metaphoricaily expressing with greater force the concept 

of growth or fertility stemming from a centre. 

The usual rhomboid pot has been modified into a row 

of ten small diamonds surmounted by four rows of small 

blocks. Both the number of diamonds and the number of 

rows suggest that this figure might relate to the ten Inca 

linea-ýes and to a four -eneration line of descent. 

At another metaphoric level., similarly related to the 

concept of a central sun figure, the overall appearance of 

the basket recalls the grid divisions of the structure 

labelled colcapata, storehouse, at the bottom of Pachacuti 

Yamqui's cosmolo-ýical drawing, which represents an 

abundance (Isbell: 207) comparable to that of the baskets 

of fruit. Th is example might, then, signify the 

storehouse of the sun deity also represented as a rhomboid 

just as a rhomboid signifying feminine elements can 

represent either the lake, cocha, or the fish/siren which 

lives in it. 

vii)Figures comparable with a male gendered rhomboid 

The significance of the abstract rhomboid with rays 

as a passive, fertile, watery, nurturing female-gendered 

form is comparable to that of the more naturalistic duck 

or toad. These female creatures appear to transform into 
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masculine forms, the llama and the condor, which are 

themselves associated with a masculine deity, the sun or 

lightning. 

The significance of the condor is further 

investigated in Section 11f, the investigation of the 

llama also includes mention o'- the viscacha, which in 

mythology provides the underworld with a comparable means 

for the transportation of goods. 

a) The viscacha, pack animal of the underworld 

The viscacha is not in itself a significant animal: 

in Bolivar it is regarded as chistoso, witty or amusing. 

Tt, was, however, frequently carved in the doorways of 

colonial ecclesiastical architecture as well as woven in 

textiles (Gisbert et. al: plates 22a, 367, Cavallo plates 

56 , 58,59, Gla, 64,65) Like other early decorative 

elements it may, therefore, have been intended to 

represent a major deity and its contemporary associations 

with Tata Santiago, Tio and Supay, as well as its frequent 

appearance around the lake, suggest it represents one or 

some of the various forms of lightning. 

While the essentially female toad is the mountain 

lord's storage sack or wife, the dog I viscacha is his pack 

animal (Platt, 1983: 54). On behalf of Tio Jorge the 

visc, acha carries silver from the mine at Potosi to the 

mine at. Churif-ia ( loc. cit. ). 

Not surprisingly, given the close links between 

Bolivar and several nearby mines, the viscacha is an 

eNtremety common figure on contemporary Bolivar textiles, 

where it is said to he recognisable by its curly tail. 
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Far Iy woven examples [see Fig. 1'ýJ] al so depict the 

viscacha witli furry 'rays' and a curly, hooked, tail ; 

these textile elements were shown in the previous section 

to imply the possession of a transforming energy 

associated with li, 5ht. 

In Macha, the toad kustala transforms into a dove, a 

Christian symbol of the 'Lipper' world. In Andean 

tradition, however, the toad is associated, and at certain 

times appears to interchange with, the condor. In a 

comparable way the dog viscacha connected with a male 

w'aka near Churifia is both contrasted and associated with 

the denizens of a neighbouring., female wak'a, a toad with 

a white belly arid a snake (Platt, 1986b: 4). The toad 

appears to be similarly associated with the 'underworld 

aspect' of the llama, the victifia. 

This viscacha is the protagonist in a miracle 

analogous to that of the Macha toad, and one which also 

recalls the connection between the t'ika in camelid ears 

and the white chullumpi feathers to which the wool of the 

magical camelids reverts. This miracle took place at the 

male wak'a near Churifla: a fluttering white bird preceded 

the transformation of a viscacha with multicoloured t'ika 

in its ears into a white viscacha with a flashin-ý mirror. 

Both the animal itself and the stones which remained where 

it vanished into the bushes are associated with Tata 

Santiaggo or ligghtninl , (loc. cit.. ). 

b) The llama, traveller between worlds 

The I Iýtni, -ft is ý7ilso af requently occuring f igure on 

Hol fv, --tr teý. Ailes, thou, -gh less so than the viscaclii, and 
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certainly not to the extent that it occurs in the Tarabuco 

style. Camelids do not. appear to have been carved on 

ecclesiastical architecture, though they did appear on 

colonial tapestries (Cavallo: plate 62; Gisbert et. al: 

plate 384 ). 

Viscachas are the pack animals of the underworld god, 

camelids are pack animals in the world of everyday. Like 

the mythological %, iscacha they carry 'toad' storage sacks, 

not, of silver, but of another white, underý3round 

substance, salt (Torrico: 27,28), on a cyclical journey 

between one ecological zone and another. 

Although cametids play a vital role in Andean life 

for their wool, meat. and dung they appear to be primarily 

'arded as 'inessenoýers' in trade and travel. In the re gn 

colonial tapestry [see r*, ci1,4Jj;?,, iabove] the llamas are shown V1 11 

with packs, as are those on modern Tý--irabuco textiles, and 

it is the cameiids with pack-like markings which bear the 

ritual names and are associated with the fertility of the 

herd. Llamas and alpacas are also said to possess enqa or 

illa, generative energ )y 
(Flores Ochoa 1986: 138). 

That a more than superficial significance attaches to 

the regular transportation provided by camelids is also 

suggested by the fact that the 'secret' name of Tio Jorge 

of the Churifia mine is viajero (Platt 1983: 54). 

C The vir_kAýj, &_ father of the herds 

Camelids are both domesticated animals and animals 

with wool, uywa (Flores Ochoa 1976: 138). This would 

suggest they contrast in cultural time and space with the 

toad and the vicuna. However, as Platt points out in his 
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examination of miracle cults in southern Andean 

Christianity 'it, is risky to assign specific elements to 

one world or the other, many are deeply ambiguous' 

(1986 b). Like condors, camelids are associated with 

below as well as with above. The celestial llama, Yacana, 

a black constellation in the Milky Way, is associated with 

water, and camelids are traditionally believed to have 

emerged from underground springs (Flores Ochoa: 1976). 

The only camelid which is not domesticated, the 

vicuna, is associated like the viscacha, with the 

underworld and with Tio or Supay, who is sometimes 

referred to as Huari (Nash 1979: 122). 

Huari, or wari as it is now written, is the term for 

an alpaca/llama cross (Flores Ochoa: 1986); according to 
A 

Oblitas the god Huari was a blonde man with the body of a 

vicui5a (1963: 96). He appears to be conceptually related 

to Coquena, the Northern Argentiniri, % deity who takes the 

form of the chief male of a vicufia herd wLcef3 believed to be 

'duefio de las victifias', and who is also perhaps related to 

Tio (Merlino: 181). 

Like Tio and Supay, and also like the viscacha, Wari 

is associated with Chuquila, thunder and lightning (Molina', 

25,26), or 'resplandor del oro' (Cobo 
I 

Book Tll: 368); 

chuquila is also an ancient ritual dance intended to 

ensure the increase of the camelid herds (Van den Berg: 

4505. 

As mentioned in the investigation of female-gendered 

figures, the siren is comparable with the toad, and the 

toad is associated with Supay (and the condor) and is his 

consort both on the mountain top and beneath the earth. 
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Wari, the victifia, the father of the herd, appears to have 

a comparable relationship with the toad, who is also 

concerned with the fertility of the herds; chuquela is 

the name of an unusually large species of toad found 

around the lake (BouYsse-Cassagne 1988: 95). 

It, is also the name of a being reminiscent of the 

siren; in the same area chuquila or chuquilla is a spirit 

of the lake who lives on a mountain at the lake bottom. 

This spirit could be interpreted as the toad, who lives 

w ith the condor on his mountain, in her own lacustrine 

element and therefore holding an 'Lipper' or dominant 

position on the underwater mountain. 

Alternatively, it could refer t, 0acreature 

comparable to the condor, still in the position 

characteristic of its 'tipper' aspect, but transported, 

'ducklike' 
, to the female world beneath the water. That 

this spirit is called chuquilla suggests an association 

with lightning, with whom the sirens mated in the waters 

of Lake Titicaca; it also suggests that in this context 

the victifia, rather than the condor, complements the toad. 

Domesticated animals such as the llama emerge from 

below (Flores Ochoa: 1986). Uywa derives from uyway, 

1criar'; uywiri , the sacred sites around Isluga, have 

engendering powers. The j,. xj: 4v--t, is a type of uywiri and 

it is there that the magical duck transforms into a llama. 

The llama, then, can be seen as the manifestation of 

the engendering -1 power of the underworld, of supay, or of 

choquela, the undomesticated (male) victifia, and of his 

wife or storage sack, the toa. d; the llama journeys 

through this world with its costala on its back, before 
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returning through the underground springs to the tipper 

world of the celestial (female) llama, the Yacana. 

Summary 

The investigation of the rhomboid and figures related 

to it demonstrates the truth of Torrico's statement, 

quoted in the i 11 tr0dIIcti0 11 to this chapter, that the 

svmbolic meanings of Andean textiles are constantly being 

reconstituted. There ha-,, e been changes in what is 

signified: ' todos y cada uno en su momento tratan de 

destruir la religion del vencido asimýlando en ella los 

puntos communes con la religion del vencedor, asi 

toma el lugnar de Tunupa, el sol- de Viracocha a 

su vez Maria sustituve a Copacahana (Gisbert 1980: 53). 

There have also been chari-, es in how these elements 

are represented. The fish idol, or fish women become the 

moon, then the Virgin. They are represented first by 

naturalistic images, then by geometric forms, then in 

European baroque forms which take on their own 

intrinsically Andean meaning, before reverting to the 

naturalistic forms of animals and birds with analogous 

connotations, the duck, the toad and the viscacha. 

Gisbert takes this transformation still further. She 

considers 'los mismos animales que en su origen ... fueron 

dioses ahora pasan a formar parte del mundo circundante, 

tal el caso de las inriumerables viscachas; por otra parte 

las llamas y los caballos, que hoy alternan con medios de 

locomoci'on mecanizadas como ei automo\, il el tren y el 

avion son tambien parte del paisaje' 16). 
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While I am not suggesting that a helicopter is the 

pack animal of any 'mountain spirit' unless it was that of 

General Barrientos, it does represent an 'updated' version 

of the concept of interregional transport, whilst the old 

symbols, llamas, recede into distant time and place like 

the other superceded deities, or the ancestors of the 

chullpa era. 

The siren may have Luidergone this transformation. 

Syncretised with music through the influence of her 

European counterpart, and thought to have the power of 

tempering musical instruments, she is shown playing a 

guitarilla or charango. The same textiles which carrý, 

modern representations of transport in the form of trucks, 

buses, aeroplanes and helicopters also show Imusical 

updates' in the form of guitars (Wasserman &- Hill: plate 

30, Gisbert et. at. unnumbered plate, following 195). 



Plate 9. LlijlIa with typical linku design. 
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t then, alk, 7ays associated e. it, '-, er with stars or flowers or 

with the inflorescencias which like them indicate the 

transforming energy of light. 

in Tarabuco (Meisch 1987: 54) and in Chinchero 

(Franquemont et. at.: Fig. 611, a similar zi gzag figure is 

called mayu (river) Winku, or k-enko L'Fig 117 a b C-1 , , ]. 

Describing it as a 'river' zigzag, suggests a less angular 

form, and both linku and Winku can mean 'curva' (Lara: 

158), or 'ondulaci6n, sinuosidad'(Lira: 228) . 

There would, then, appear to be no terminological 

distinction between a meandering zigzag line and a 

meandering wavy line. in Bolivar, however there is , 

always said to be a clear distinction: the angular forms 

were always laymi linkul'; a less commonly woven and less 
., 

ornate undulating line interspersed with dots is mayu 

linku. 

LLJ Sacha Mama and Nacu Mama 

A 11 j recounted 
I- IT 

il UY alcarce, auo -t-i I, U'Wo Cosmic 

serper, L-s, Si acha',, a rii a, Tree L'I'lother, FAnd Yacu "laina, 'Y'Na ter 
kA -L I 

Mo L-1-te r, ir, ýýt kesas4, m 4L Iar soinewhat ain b J4 q? uous distiric"on 

Lie t-weer, tu Ihe z 19 zac.? and t-he curve lwoýheaded 'Sacha i'diama 

vert, ically from the lower to the uPPer world while L 

single headed lacu 'ýIama first winds horizoiitallly across 

, I-e ear'(L- c 11 1ar, becomes the curvi'near rainhow, LAI oacha IiaLIIL -L -L IU 

LI Njama I acu -L fie. zigzag IIII -I IIL 95 - 

Mayu refer ýý 4L 0t' 

L L, esna rk e. wh icheven tu tia 'I- Iv 'u- eco im es 

su es tý -L nha II It LAI I 1ý; ,nLILII Tiayu and -Laymi 11 inku 

re pre sentc c) r, tu ras It inc. aspects oil asi ng Ie concept ,t I- Ie 

I attersho, iI ul sic,, rý -L fyL I'l e r- ain Jow 
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In the sky, however , mayu , the passive, curvi I inear 

hody of water, becomes the active, downward striking, 

xiqzag, lightning, whereas the upward thrusting tree takes 

on the curved, cloned form of the rainbow. 

Whi Is t' Mayll, t, he ýIilky Way or celest. ial ri ver, is 

i dent, if ied wi th I iglit ning- , the bI ack cons tel lat ions which 

lie wit. hin it,, and particularly that of the machae'uay, 

serpenL, are associated with the rainbow (Urton: 1981, 

Arnold: 1988). 

ThIls riot, only (10 these two relat. ed plienomena, have 

contrastill-I (. eI (- s- tiaIand terrestrial (or subterranean ) 

aspects bIIt these are simultaneous Iy in Opposition t0 

those of t, 1) eir count. erpart . Th ef orin a 11 Ci natLire of 

11 i ng under --: oat. ransforinat ion comparable to t. hat, 

which take!: ý place in the condor and the toad deperidi n-I on 

it sI ocý-ýi tion 
-i n t. ime and spa ce and whet. her th is is ma Ie or 

femaLle dominated. These charact, erist, ics can be suminarised 

, -is : 

Table 1 

Lightning 

mý--t 1e 
an--u I ar 

Right ver ti uý--i I 
Hand ýihove the eirtli 
Side downward directed 
Up wli ite 

f ema Ie 
st ra i --h t, 

Left vertical 
Hand coming from below 
Side upward ýgrokiri, y 
Up (-oloured 

Rainbow 

female in mate zone 
curn, ý 
11 orizo 11 ta1 
above the earth 
a rch it) 
black (red) 

male in female zone 
curving? 
hor i zon t- al 
comin-ý from below 

quietly flowinql 

white (green)[copal 

Rainbow Lightning 
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LI Lhe same way as the movement and 'I"arm of terrestrial 

U -1 C Lhe celestial Rayo. -1 "ama, and t 

Ine relatLonship between m ou n t, ain wak'a (condor 

nasa Find river wak'a ( condor nasa) , in the Laymi example 

implIes that the textile cerro y serpiente f igure could be 

described as cerro y rio, which repeats the fundamental 

urquhuma contrast; -V .Lf 
both aspects of the design are 

re. I at ed ta ving creatures rather -, than ta geographic 

-CI i arms , 4L t can also be interpreted as 'condor and serpent' 

Theca ri lu. rastimpI ýL CIt in the condor=serpent design is, 

however, nat, L-at between celestial and 1-11 LI Ej Uerrestrial 

lightning bulut, between 11 JLghtning and the rainbow a contrast 

w III ich cou'Ld a1so apply to the cerro y serpiente. 

the transformation between condor and serpent 

There are, then, tI 1-wo versions' of -this ambig ýuous 

woven i tg' tiref he al- LAI stract cerro y serpiente, and the 

natural iLstic 'condor and serpent' It -Ls not only the 

P wh 'I ch is LXL I ormer trompe Voeil, posing a problem as to 

whether t, hez 4Lgzacý should be read vertically (as 

mountains or I- k horiLzontally (as rLveri, whether it 

separates the hall- 'Lýrhomboids or is defined by them; a 

typiLcal 1kurti ffigure from Challa shows 'the condor perched 

ir-i 'the ji-nterst, I. ces of the zigzag (G, -Lshert et. al.: plates 

0ý1 -) 1) 1) TIT 9ý. - LI Lý I'- 1ý1 , asserman f and in Bolivar the condor's 

spread w4MIgs somet-Luies end in the matched heads of a pair 

op I serpentts ('GiLsbert et. al.: pIate 2) 0 It' and unnumbered 

C- C) IourpIa t- e foIlLowiL 
n plate 01,11) ) f, - 41 1-; Gisbert includes 

severall examples of this f'L9ure in textiles typical of the 

7u4 z (D na charcas'. I ri either case It is impossible to 
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TVV 
ILI 

4L 'I s 'I- 'I, 
Ill ere appear's to1 -1 e, 4- - -- n 1-- 4 

IUA Lý -I IIUIU bo ,h be tween 

ýl r J- gh 'I- -FlnC, ' Iec ros s and Fx d, 
.I agona 'I cross andl between the 

0VVV application I cata andc 11-1 aka, tul 11-1 e II-iiage 011 OU r 

-I ia ona oppositL 4L on C) 11 tStretC I'l e, dA Iý-n 
-I I 1111. ) Ssu 0' 9eS 

according to I 'I 
C-1, ndcI A4- er( op. cit. 11001 in Aymara vil lages 

around I alk eT --I 
tiC 

C-1 C C-JL ,VýIe 01 un Lý W0 su per Iii pose Ud crosses 

placed aAL gab' e, sI L- 
-I TL- I Lhe diagonal cross which 

represents Iwo sn ak. es Fcatari' a, nd --m b010V 

tg Ca sa udownward I Iy Ul ho IL ILI Chaka, on the other 

II FiL nd, c. anref, e, r 'I- oa h) r -I dd geor leg 
, and i ff 4L 'I, repre sents , 

ý- -A- as urqu andl unu(chillay) Cal-q-je-'arl L-U UU, a i-Al. 44ftrerent t-. ý-pje Of 

cross to catta(chLIllay) , 'Lo be closer tto their imnagge of a 

Lhe arms FIrld I'Lead of 'L. he *innIeC C) rl d -11 Ct 4L Ve pol eora -x Is 

* 'L 'I I e, r, r 4L h, t L-amg? le rooflý'L. op cross, which also represents 

gý, h tL n -I ng, are described b -, - 11) aTI ul e IL ierasi IL s III an u's ,0r 

ru a IK 
-'-L an ul sues -I, anup -w ard ir, ovem, eii 'k see Chlapte, Il- i, T1, 

-I A 

co ma pemen 'i aryta tu he ul own -ý, T ardmovemento ff tu, IIesna lk es 

'he cross and Ithe pole CL I 

11. U rt, On identlif ies an apparently Cru C', i 1,0 rm 

c c) i, ste, IIati c) n -i. s ILI e U-1 I- Vt 111 eearv lexicographers, as 

catachilltay as tu IN eSa -t i ILI ill ern 'Cr oss Tiflis iformatuLon 4 is an 

astronomicaIlly i des a 'pointer' important one as Lt pr(: )-, -4LU 

1.9"1 toi- locat ingý tle Sout. hern PolLe ('Urton 101: 1119 

("atachi It 'Lay 4s 1ist ed etherwit, 1-1 orcochillay LLU ki 

11 GIitI, RICard c) : '1'29 an ul wi It h unuch iIIa( Be rtanio 

ý Lit _L L, L, uI ei'her- of t1he a"er terms -s crossýrefereiiced 

a 1-1 d ýt S IMS n0t. beezi identiffied as a coristle'Llation 23 
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nGtCE, F1 i, whiether t file two I orm a reliated ar an 

o ppc, s e, I -1 pa iL r. 

ca r' c-, C, FA, n C) oinis :) :z 25 --l-)I 
Lc I In- ata 

, ri: 8) and c-cata (Bertonio IT -47 

I ie pi,, -ct-, ori provded 't )-y a roof or- 'U'Lanket 'I in which it 

L -L I-) er enn e fri beredt III e Qe aqacI Ft a III oýiseiS se en t 0 be 
1 

w ra ppeU, I)04 L- -- -0r- L, IIIUI" r-I d lul an't'le. t, were re I at ed LU ii n Cha pter III Lý 1 

4L I hemne of 'I oi, ir po 4 equ idis tan tLnt, s r corners 

co mi par Et e. 0 ILI ose C) V -1 * 
or ccor, ve ri tý -I aI cro IT, I 

ss I hough 

concentric -,; rappLngs car-I v have mate or female connotations 

the concept 4P 1 GI wrappi rig? -L r, a te-ýt e, as aIreadyee, In -L 

sIGw T-I 10 II L be as soc 4L at ed W7 hpfA1,1: -- Fý fý r-- : ýl nt 

TT 

r -4 uunuon It, IIeot l'i er lh, an ul Iote I- eoasine 

_jpT-4 
CýIý 1 nil U, PO 'I e 'ýNT "I tu If I mi as c'u I in e connotations. Orco (D r urqu 

*an -ii ear, moun -I- a 4L i-I ,wh 4L c I'l sug c2l ;est, sa contrast urqu/cata 

*i mi 4L 'Lar Lo that, alreaudy expre., sse. d in the mi ountain condor 

serpentte ---ý tiIef -L gn, u r- e 

'kit rqu lmiountaýin' r- m ou n 'I, a -L ri sp 4L r can also Lie b 

II rt II-IIbn '-s-r- bed (I'LaLtAu 19(')'ua: 2 "1 and t, '11 -*1 ss -u g,: ý ests 

I an ad -A 4 4- J onal S- gn 41 kIu -I Lý -L -I I -I II k- CA, II 'IF 11-1 e Poss-im"I-Litv of t, 11-1 e 

*eIat JL ons III 4Lp 'D e 'I, wee, ri word s -W it I'l -L rI it -I a IL j C) rh 

C) oseW -I thIn 4L t -L aI * -xt 
e nd 41 n cl / q/ / llý /0r -was 

* -Li geseU, apter 11) and 4L SaIS (D ij-, ent 4L o in edin he 

ppen ul 11 o 'I g, ifn1ses4 fie te rm Curcu og etherJh 

c III ar%- a chacataria curcu -I s, c ru z op. C 4L t. II C', L _- T t" 1) 1 T-1 

w ev er, there s no punctuat ori bet-ween the u I- L 

, wo words a s, t I-I ereIs bet Uhe two rs ' of stars , --ýveen tt pa i 

14vI s7 -, i ýy ý, eS4ý 1-1 -1 f 1. ý, I-ý 'I 

evr, eerL C) LI, Io cý et 11 eiI. I I-I Lý IIIunIasin9ecross- 

chaca 'k -1 1-- 1-1 in I- urcu Fl '" r *I dgehetwee ri t 1,7 C) 1ý 0i r-I 24. 



IT Urqu can also mean macho; the association of the 

roof beam with the penis and with masculine generative 

po-,,; e r Ls a recurrent theme and curcu also refers (-o a 

cent ral roof support, or beam: -, -i ga, o madera gruesa' 

1 11 C) I ,ýuin: 51 

TýIA 

L -L Ke Quechua orqochillay, Aymara unuchilla al so 

* -k i ggests a single 'heam' or 'bridge' associated with a 

*ross Bertonio insists (op. ciLt. 'JI: 377) that unu is an 

-Lri_i 
Unu forms the root of verbs digenous term for one. 

-- i$jd mean I ng menear' mover' , an e example he gives of its 

applicatLon is of 'movimiento del cýLelo' (op. cit.: 378). 

'I, I The pairing of unuchilla with orcochilla thus provides a 

cosmological image oil a single rocill-ling or turning vertical 

pole complement uy the stability of -ed Lour equidistant 

L-orý It zontal points or corners. The relationship between a 

c0sm-, I , -n 0Vir, gLCaxisF, ndadi ag onal cross LS clearly 

, I]- I I- , 11 Lis trated- by 'U" rt or, ( 19 81 :5 88 )in ILhe d JL ag rain reprod uc ed 

asF, g. 1 (0) . 

b) The loom and the spindle 

I r, the mytho'Logy of t 1P - ri be sI rom nort 1.,, ern South 

America, catachillay, the Southern Cross, is paired wLth 

and contrasted to (the Northern Cross, or Cygnus (Urton 

Iýh, asa comparable metaphoric 19 81 14-7). This pairingl 

'th orco/curcuchillay. si, gnificance to its pairing -Ki 

T 

In Aymara the. 'Northern Cross is kapu wara (De Lucca: 

219), literally 'sp-'Lndle star' Elsewhere in the Andes 

(Reichel Dolmatloff: 19718c) the spindle is reglarded as an 

axis mundi. 
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( FN Iý. --ý Kapu -, t lite, sp ii U-J Ie De 1.19). Kapu aya (Ioc. 

C) rs 4L f ýni F, IL aya ( VI erto, nIo41, 
l' 

ill A sp L, LSL he e 

T Ir -v%ý iL I hi af -( iII comp'L emen L, o 'I sm- pii T-i r e. a (A De r 4L-, -at-Lves 01 

aya I- I- II ke 'L, 'IIU- Se u- f ca-La , relate to va ri ou s k1lids of cross 

ansuu:, ýg ?estIsLI th iS thread -L S seen as comp'Lement Lric, I, fil e 

movement of '(Ile spiLnfflle ; Lr, a -way comparable to 'the pairing 

of kapu wara, orco/unuchtllay with catachi'llay 25,2 fi 

U*I 

Myunologý, ý- also e-xpresses tjhLs cosmic complementarity 

,n terrinis of a weaviLng metaphor; according to Montesinos 

(: )p. C. - 4 0ý `k i r; n ý4 tuthe appearance of a comet or of ýLU. :0t 1-1 1-ILI 

nT1 Cý I L- - --e---Ie of ýl C, -, I Sc(. -, I 4L Ci their sp-Lnd'Le. s and -1,1 Uje 11 LA 

L 11C-, LI 1001-11s 11 C) r fear IhIC-1t, L, IltZ-, y WOU-LU be L. -urned into or- 

41 1- 
-- -- -Il 0-ve'r Uy ýýerpents and 'b h. v whiLch MlOntesinos kL 1ý ItIlU u tý' CIL I 

4 
probab'Ly meýý I. pumias 

ýPl l 

an 'e. -understood as describing the 'ear of IIII ill yLIICULuuTU 
-L 

L, II 

a poteritLall pachakut-L, brought abboutu huy the uI appearance oft 

ceIest., aIirean uA It th erevers -L oii-, ': r om order to disorder 

11e -1 1- 1 L- Ir I U I' UýIle c Ill a nc? e- 01 It heessentIaIIV cultured 

s of a cra" implementL IL In '1,0 savacýe 1 rept, L'Les and an-iLmals 

CPIIoc (-, uenh 9- h, IL (7-11 CO) 41 ment, s represent Ile I hese _Lnstru, LII 

con, p lementlar 4L tv be. tween an upward muov iL ng if orce ( the tree 

WL- 4 L- L- hich becomes the. two headedd snalke) , and a corresponding 

-3 ( the 'or, * ghtn ng his downward movement ked Or SpIt iLt IL 

comp'Lementý-jtriLtu-ý-, lilke thý-At between mot'Lon an dsI. ab iL I 4L ty 4L 

necessary for thie muadnttenance. of cosmic order, anud 11-liding 

tLheiLr symbolLS -IS a, llreventkati-ve, measure. 

C-1 Summary 

-T, I- C- -A I 1 11 dLsL inc 1- ton ma a ci e -L rIoI -L ar between mayu and 

laymi 'I i riku rell ates not so much, toýL, Lhat between a ciii-ved 
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an '-I IIý 
a ri an", iIarn e' bu -L t0the complementarity between 

Iýg L-, 4-4--i I- eI Uher -I IIII, I1141 and Lfie rainbow or between terrestrial 

and celestiLal aspects off one or other oil these bodies. 

Names for 'the lirilkil UdC-SiLgn used in other parts of th e 

ILILII, I -I -I -I -I u 11 ndesmpIysassoc-a or, w4 th 14 gh tn 4 in g, as does e 

dual locatiLori of ritual sites in the Laymi area. rI the 

ot hil er hand natura 'I ýJ s: IL ic variations 0 'L the laymi linku 

es -I gý nwh -I ch -I nc 'I udel '11 e B) 0 '1 -1 -v ar condor a 11 U, doubleý 

headed -serpent, suc,?, g es tu the lightning/rairibow contrast; 

ý1-- 44 cat I ons C) Vý L- 4 L- Ir 

L, It tL'ý imp 'I ItIIU 11 -1 
S re. lationshiLp Wi 'I I be I 'u r III er 

TA, 
LnvestiLgatuled in Sectulion I 

-rI-e cyc II I. Ical t1ransformat 4Lon between two compl emi entary 

entiLties apparent . in the Peruvian mytLh of Sacha Mama and 

W kA 
I acu Mama and -v isua IL Ali ye -x pressed iL ri oth the abstract 

cerro y serpiente and in the condor-serpent, is also found 

4 L, eII 'atlons of these desicýns. In L-11 linguiLstiLc assoc-L L-L I 
A 

Analysis oil urqu, mouniain/condor and catari, serpent, 

reveal a further compleimentar-LIv between two forms capable 

00 con-1 L, I- Iduct 4L n! g ' enercýy, tilose oil a Sln-nle briudge or pole and 

* cross I Ills comipl ementar 4L ty , which SiLcgnillles the 

* om p 'I eine ri -I, ar -I I, yo 'I ri iaIeand 'L ei naIe 11 orces, is encoded In 

?0 Ir the pa4Lr"Lng I constellatLons, the pairing of Ul eS 4L 

elements andu im the. palriTl-? Of the spindle and the loorn. 



Plate 10. Llijlla with the kurti amaru. 
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IV THE TWO-HEADED SERPENT 

Introduction 

The idea t ha t the elements of afi gured design, 

specifically those of the Bolivar laymi linku or 

condor-serpent, might represent male/female 

complementarity arid the many varieties of social, 

political and even cosmic dualism for which this basic 

contrast provides a metaphor, was analysed in Section 

III and many of the metaphorical associations of the 

serpent have already emerged in t1)e examination of the 

zi-lza-', linku. 

This section will examine a figure typical of the 

kurti style and one which I saw frequently in Bolivar, 

the two-headed serpent, amaru. Like the winged serpent 

mentioned in connection with the condor-serpent figure, 

its associations are primarily with the rainbow, but 

its relationship to the concept of kuti, which links 

change in direction or time to change in colour [see 

Chapter 6,111], suggest that the rainbow and lightning 

may be indissolubly linked. 

The amaru appears to embody within a single design 

element, the S or Z, a comparable sense of reciprocal 

transformation and balance to that depicted in the 

contrasted elements of the laymi linku and the condor- 

ýured designs, which can be serpent,. In a chapter on fig n 

seen as the most explicit textile representation of 

concepts embedded in colour terminology and in that of 

tfie abstract stripes, the twisting form of the amaru is 

visually tlie simplest. arid at the same time the most 
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complete expression of the equi I ibrium maintained 

throu-ýh constant motion is space and time. 
n 

Amaru, the rainbow-dragon 

In Bolivar a woven S or Z figure is called amaru, 

a name also used for the rainbow (Urton 1981: 88-89). 

In pebble weave the amaru figure can he a simple 

outline, or one with 'rays'; when woven in the double 

cloth technique it is usually decorated with small 

, ular 'fla-s', 'flowers' or 'stars, typical of triang 

the kurti style. Like 'wings' f eathers' , or 'hair' 

this type of decorative 'aura' si-vnifies the vital 

energy of light [Fig. 19]. 

Santo TomAs (op. cit.: 233) and Holguin (op. cit.: 

24 translate amaru as 1serpiente dragon'. The A 

appearance of a serpent of this kind was recorded in 

Huamachuco around 1560 (Hoequenghem 1983: 5 It was 

'hairy' , with the head of a deer ( loc. cit. and was 

known as Uscaiguai (loc. cit. ). 

flocquenghem likens this hairy or feathered amaru 

to the fanged deer-serpent-jaguar which appears on 

Moche pots 1983: 5) She considers that, ' fangs ' and 

'serpents' are: 

ges characterising attributes and appendag 
mythical ancestors .... [Who are also] 
characterized by their eamay, their vital 
animating power (loc. cit. ). 

Iii other words, 'f an gs' and 'serpents' have a 

similar significance to the feathers, hair, stars and 

flowers attached to those textile figures which appear 
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, c) der a transfor, ming or generic power from their 

association with ', ght". 

ii) The relationship between order and chaos 

The rainbow's appearance heralds sudden change, 

the onset of disorder; rainbows appeared at the death 

or succession of an inca, and an amaru/dragon/rainbow 

emerged from Lake Titicaca on the arrival of the 

Spaniards, which heralded a pachakuti in the downfall 

of the Inca empire (Hocquen, )1k,,, ý, 1983: 6). Amaru was 

also 'a name adopted by rebel chiefs attempting to 

overthrow the order imposed by the Spaniards' (loc. 

cit. ). 

However, the amaru should also be understood as: 

signifying the maintenance, through 
complementary opposition, of an order based 
Oil a delicate principal of equilibrium 
(Hocquenghem 1983: 6). 

1 ri thi s context the role of the amaru is 

comparable to that defined by Urton for the Andean 

cross, one form of which, the zigzag, it resembles. 

The complementary opposition, or alternation, of 

order and disorder can also be seen as an expression of 

cama, of which 'fangs' and 7serpents' may ID e 

iconographical representations (HocquenskmI983: 5): 

en cama existe m a's bien uria relaci6n 
dia! 6ctica: puede ser arreglo y desarreglo 
de personas y cosas. Con el primero se 
vincula !a capacidad de producir, bienestar y 
Z justicia social, en el segutido se asocia el 
caos y desorden (Valiente: 4). 

Torrico puts forward a similar theory in her study 

of the ýIaclia k: ustala's transformation from toad into 

dove, which she considers indicates a search for 
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equilibrium with the past and the realisation of the 

necessary *Lnteraction of the opposing forces of order 

disorder (op. cit.: 50). ca ri d' 

Thus 't he amaru, possessing the vital force of 

light, or colour, sama, and the animating energy, cama, 

4- is associated on the one hand with 'Llerrestrial upheaval 

and on the other with wellbeing and the maintenance of 

stability; ý4- it. will be remembered that the name of the 

Huamachuco dragon serpent, Uscaiguai, has similar 

connotations both of equilibrium and of provision of 

Ir food and other wealth [see Chapter 5,1 (vii)]. 

4 
-iii) 

The cross and the pole in the Andean pantheon 

T 

In the investigation of 'the condor-serpent figure 

a single pole or beam representing a 'cross', -w as 

associated with a horizontal cross connecting four 

'distant points. T eq -u i t, In a comparable way the amaru 

A desi- ,, n can be read either as a vertically spiralling 

axis or as a horizontal serpent. 

'fie number f j Lour is one of recurrent significance 
44 

_L n Uoth textile iconography and Andean mythology, 

particularly in the names of its deities. 

. 11 According to Calancha: 

todas 'Las naciones L'i. e. Aymara, Quechua, 
IT T_ý 

Uru, ruquina] nombran a dios con una palabra 
que significa lo mismo que Tetragrammaton 
(quoted in Bouysse-Cassagne 1988: 91). 

Lightn'Lng, Ir 4 14- 1 or example, Is referred to as 

Taguacapa or pusicacya-. 

A 11 

'i investigtaion of the associations of another 

'creator god' , will show how Huscaguai, the Huamachuco 
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A 
dragýon-serpent, relates not only Uo a four-paint cross 

but a1so to a vertical pole or bridge. 

Me creat L)ertonio IL T or Eýod, Huscuriha (1 68 'el 

dador de la -vidda y Indenes' 
, -whose name shares a root 

wL Uh the I with iI Uragon-serpent Uscaiguai is synonymous 

Yocaniha. Given tt IL ,e possibility of transformation 

between the initial consonants //v// and //111/1 the name of 

Lhis god expresses both 'the four horizoritally connected 

points and a fifth connecting axial centre: Ilocani, 

landar a gatas' (Holguiri: 2-1-11) suggests a similar image 

of four connected extremities to catallifia, but Ilucana 

11 synonym for chacana, lescalera generalmente' 

(Santo 'Fomds 2 5- 4 and for quenco pata, 'caracol, 

escalera para s -u bir (op. Cit.: 01 f) I 0 -L ame an i ngýl 

confirme U-1 yH ol -11 i r-I lescalera su b 4L r Ilocani, 

chacanacta (op. Cit. ý30 Huscuriha and Yocaniha 

ýL L, hus contain elements both of the male bridge or pole, 

chaka, and of the female cross, cata. 

T in a comparable way the spiral form of the amaru, 

44LII 1- 4- - W1 un 4L ts 'feathers', rays', 0r hair' appears LU 

contain elements of pure white (predominantly male) 

light and t 
-L IU L L;;, the prismatic colours of the (predominantly 

V 

lemale) rainbow, and to be perpetually twisting (and 

-untwisting) 'the two. 

Lv) Perpetual motion and creative energy 

Hocquenhem and valiente associate the amaru with 

provi s 41 on a coricept also associated -with 'the creator 

god Huscuriha and with tthhe dragon serpent Huscaguai. 

Huscutha, "Hazer b-Len', '(14ar a mano 'Llena, oa conterito 
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del que rec i 'Lie ( Berton ioT LI: G- ýq is used synonymously 

with camatha, which a1so means 'criar', arid a third 

Lerm, ccuyatha. 

T, - -emembered that in the Charasani area a ,, wieru 

spiral or L -,,; istin,.,, ý *L. e -x t 
4L Ief igure comparable to the 

rainbow amaru figure is called chchuru or kewillo 

Gi rau It 10, (c 

10"ords with the root kewi also relate to twisting; 

ewi (De Lucca: 2', ̀38 or qh iwi(De 11. ucca 3167), can 

mn ean Imoverl, )menear, loscilar', 'devanar' (Ioc. 

cit. ), t 1-1 atis, 
14 1- 

I Lke the earth during 'the pachacuti 

18,7 )I, (Holcýu in: 2-69 Ricardo: 'to tremble' or Lo 

sha'll-le' , bu L, also 'to rock' , or ' to swing , essent La' ly 

a LL-1 a II aiice CII , alternating i-iiovement . The lorm and 

lingiuistic associations of the. kewillo design recall, 

Lnen, not only those oil the amaru, but those of 'the 

spindle, kapu, and the beam, unu, which provide an axis 

mundi. 

Vewi is particularly associated with the Lwis t in g 

OP IL- he 'other I thread and its untwisting or twisting 

41 -4 way' , as -Ln devanar' , 
ýdest. orcer' 'desenroscar' , and I 

dar vueltas a tin cuerpo por sus do s extremos en 

sentido opuesto' 
T21 

lie Lucca: ý1518); this lj-nal reference 

exactly describes the form of the kewillo (and amaru) 
31 

ue-xtile design 

Ccuyuni has similar associations not onlv with 

L- WiStiTIgL 
-L nI ýhread (Holcýiiin: but with twisting the 

other -,,; ay: cuyorina is 'volvible' Santo TomAs : 2-51), 

uhus relating a perpetual balanced movement spiralling I 
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itiaIt (- rnat, odirections I-) etweeiior cl eran cl cl isor ci ertoa 

mani f(--, tat ion of the Ii fe force cama. 

iv) Kutij, that which turns back 

The meanings associated wd Lh kewillo are closely 

linked to those of kuti, which were briefly referred to 

in Chapter G. Kutij is the name given to the kewillo 

or amaru design in Chinchero (Franquemont et. al.: 

Fig. 6). kuti describes the transformation of one form 

into another related form, it also describes forms like 

kuti sara, where similar elements turn in contrary 

directions; these are considered as having suerte; 

the contrasting spirals of the kewillo are thtis 'en 

rapport avec le travail agricole. ' (Girault 19G9: 43, 

and see P. 152). To make a figure of eight, kutichiy, 

is to make two contrasting spirals, and this movement 

thus has protective properties Mimmings: 35), similar 

to those of thread plied with yarn twisted in contrary 

directions. 

It will he remembered that the verb kutichiRay 

relates both to twisting/untwisting and to 

losing/strengthening of colour. This transformation 

between colour and non-colour, which relates to both 

the human cycle and agricultural cycle, in the content 

of the kutij, amaru, or kewillo spit-al figure can be 

seen aSa juxtaposition of the contrasting 

characteristics of lightning and the rainbOW32 

summarised in Table 1, an equivalent of twisting 

together right twisted white and left. twisted red (or 

black) thpead33. 
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ý I- as-: 
1 Týý dy beeijý, suggested 'hat, 'he spiral or t, I I, alrea 

Z, 'zac-?, i, ý t, I, ] itscanno ta ti ons0t 4L me and history, ,g 

forms an axis mundi The Warao of the Orinoco delta 

-e as an axis mundi (Wilbert: 19) 'his ; see the snak L -1 1 

snake has several attributes in common with the deer- 

It I serpent-Jaguar, -, ý'Lth Huscaguai and amaru: `L s lour- 

I- headed 1117ith deer horns; the cosmic snake of their 

ne I g'hbours , t1he 4P Yekuana, TS feathered (loc. cit. ). 

Further to the; west,, amongst, the (-'ollombian Desana, the 

I issure between Lne two sides of the human brain (the 

complemenL. ary functions of which are recognised by the 

T-ý Desana) is occupied by an anaconda and a rainbow boa 

(I1 88), 1 gined as 11eicilell Do1matoff 19811 which are 4 Ina 

'I ing rhythm i4ca IL Ivna swaying mot i oti from one sp I ra-1- S -L -L I 

s4 Lde to another' ThTs rh-vthm ', iiarks a daily, monthly 

and yearly pattern' (op. cit.: 87). 

17 4+4 1- 
ly, cama, -L S generated UY 'th e %, La'L energ 

ju-xt[laposition oil opposites, which is represented by the 

contrastincý directions oil the two heads or hooks of the 

amaru/kutij, Jiust as 4L t, 4L SbY two converse1v spun 

together or by the juxtaposi L, L. hreakds of yarn plied tion 

of complementary colours, which represent the flemale, 

red, and male, white, generative principles, blood and 

L- breath 

The generative energy present -L n cama ýS also 

concerned with provision. It. wi]-1 be remembered that 

kutichifia, lk, -)es 41 des hav i ng meanings wh i ch relate. C) 

c it iarigeof -14 directiLon and colour, a1so refers to the 

C) I- Ia4 C) n4 
"I L. o pay back (Lira: 33 -13 suggesting It-hat n 

cama can be seen as a perpetual Iy spiralling Iife 
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i orce, alternating between non-colour (credit) and 

Co I giving and receiving our debit) and alterriately 

a ck, 

Summary 

Transformations 4 the woven li-gures used t C) in LI In 

represent, a particu'Lar idea, although they demonstrate 

t 11he continuing vitality of textile iconography, are 

14 linear in t1heir perspective. 

The 4L rid ivi dua IA designs, however, represent a 

cyclicalL transformation motivated by a generative or 

r generatLve force. Designs also express this cyclical eg 

transformation through a visual interchange between 

ýI. A 
their parts as in the cerro y serpiente or condor- 

serpent. 

rr 1- 4sm ovement Prom 'disorder' to ýorder' is XU 

T associated with the transforming power of light. I us 

presence is expressed in the -various additions to a 

basic design of )rays', 'stars', hair, 

'inflorescencias', ''Leathers' or 'wings', 'hooks' and 

'crosses', or by the 'cuItural attributes, 'speech' 

and 'music' 

T 
Ln the system of Andean religious belief 

lantagonistic and differentiated spheres are bound 

Logether', and 'i'L is only through the union oil the 

forces of below and above that the Andean world and man 

recreates itsellf' The opposed spirals of 

Llhe amaru or kutij represent this cyclical 

uransformation as that between colour and non-colour 

brought about. by the perpetual movement, of a spiralling 
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c o's mi c- ar 111 (-, 
dA h'y he4,, ý 0 snakes rain ho w and 

gh, LI, nIn 
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CONCLUSTON 

The conclusions which can be drawn from the analysis 

of textile terminology iinderýaker in this thesis fall 

into two main categories. 

One concerns the way in which the textile is 

perceived, the type of message it transmits and the ways 

in which it, communicates this message. 

The other concerns the relationship between the 

language and the graphic design of a culture. This point 

was raised in the Introduction and explored in the 

chapters on coded imagery and symmetry. 

I repeatedly found that ar ig id approach t, o 

Iin _-ý tIistic relationships meant the rejection of 

associations which seemed to me valid on the grounds of 

semantic similarity or through various types of 'play on 

words'. Making the kind of connections suggested by 

Randall and Mannheim, however [eg those of metatheses and 

palindrome, of lexical association and sound imagery), 

allowed a far richer picture to emerge. 

The Andean textile is not an inanimate two- 

dimensional piece of cloth, but a vital three-dimensional 

object and its function is not merely to clothe or 

contain but I r-G communicate information about 

what it contains through the designs on its exterior 

surface, whilst its hidden, inner surface also exerts its 

own inwardly directed influence. 
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, ritual level every element of textile structure ta 

and design forms part of a communication or interaction 

between the worlds of above and below and those gods or 

ancestors who inhabit them, and provides a framework for 

a series of concentric (inner/outer) and symmetric 

(rightside/leftside) oppositions The textile is only one 

of a series of objects used as homologous metaphors for 

or models of the Andean world view. The textile can be 

interpreted as a body, a loom, a house, a village, an 

empire, or a cosmos. At one level its contrasting areas 

of plain weave and stripes and their colour combinations 

provide a temporal and spatial map of family and 

community territory and of the webs of kinship which bind 

them together. At another, ritual level, these same 

elements express an awareness of the interaction of 

opposing forces in the everyday life of the individual 

and in the cosmos and a desire to encourage these forces 

to achieve a steady rhythmic flow. 

These opposing tensions are visually expressed as 

contrasting directions of spin, as contrasting areas of 

plain and patterned weave, as contrasting colours, and as 

designs which express this contrast in a number of ways: 

as contrast of their two halves, as contrasted elements 

such as the rhomboid and zigzag or the condor-serpent, or 

as colour-contrasted repeats. 
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At the same time these. tensions are reconciled in 

the reduction of colour contrast to a minimum either of 

scale or de, -ýree and in the symmetry between the two 

halves or repeats of a. design. The result, is one which n 

is intended t, 0 1-) e more th an visLia 11 ypIeasing 

ýuistic evidence indicates these arran-ýmerits, like the Lin- 

ingredients of the despacho, are intended to form a sweet 

arid persuasive discourse ýind achieve harmony and balance 

between upper and lower worlds, between tipper and lower 

ayllus and between man and wife. This sense of balance 

is embedded i 11 the structure of the textile as the 

balance between warp and weft. 

Colour represents the living energy, the blood and 

breath, of the textile, and its combinations allow this 

energy to flow freely through it as blood and breath 

flows through human %, eins and lungs. One name for this 

vital energy flow is suerte, and its many alternative 

names are associated with the concept. of a delicate 

reciprocal- balance and with the colour combi nations used 

in textiles to express this balance. 

As emerged from the analysis of iridescent cloth, 

Ilipi, chhipi, or ch'imi, the concept of balance, 

however, is hound tip with that of change; the textile 

expresses a sense of constant. interchange 
n or movement 
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NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

IBoth Santo TomAs and Bertonio failed to register the 
distinction between post-velar /q/ and velar /k/ (Alb64 L-aln'. L: 
x1vii). One can be fairly sure, however, that in association 
with /e/ or /o/ the consonants /c/, /qu/ and /k/ correspond to 
postvelar //q/, whilst in association with /i/ and /u/ they 
indicate velar /k/ (loc. cit. ). Unfortunately, no such 
inference can be made where they appear in association with 
/a/, as in this case no influence is exerted on the phonetic 
environment. 

2SiMj quellea is translated 'baladron' R, C-r- WO 117), 
1 embaydor' (op. cit. 80, quoted in de la Jara), and as 
'charlatan' (Holguin: 427), 'chismoso' (op. cit. 470) and 
I mentiroso' (op. cit. 537). This sense is carried across the 
languages, Bertonio has quellcata aro, 'mentira bien compuesta 
que parece verdad' (op. cit. IT: 288). 

3Mannheim points out that some of these sound relationships or 
sound patterns are non-meaningful or intuitive, particularly 
when used in the coining of a new word (1991: 183). This may 
be done by amalgamating two separate existing elements or by 
using an element consistently found in words wi-% i ch are 
semantically related. Mannheim gives as an example of this 
'flicker', 'flutter', 'flap', as examples of small rapid 
movements. In Quechua Arguedas makes a comparable claim for 
y1lu, which means the music of tiny wings in flight, music 
created by the movement of light objects, and which is similar 
to another term illa, which he defines as all that light which 
vibrates (Arguedas, quoted in Mannheim 1991: 184-185) . 

'Y 11 u 
also appears to be comparable to tillu (Isbell & Ronca-Lla: 
30); tillu 'does not have a denotative meaning, but native 
speakers [in the Ayacucho region] find it pleasurable and say 
that it, brings to mind something small and delicate' (loc. 
cit. ). 

CHAPTER 1 

Pacha has been studied in detail by Gifford (op. cit. : 1986) 
& Bouysse-Cassagne (op. cit.: 1987); and by Harris I refer to 

this compleN term here only in so far as it appears to relate 
to textiles. 

21 found that participation, in however minor or unsuccessful 

a capacity, was regarded positively, as a form of 'helping' 
. 

I also found that lack of familiarity with traditional foods 

was as much a barrier as distinctive styles of dress or 
language. Reluctance to show the usual hospitaiity to 
I gringos' was often explained by 'they won't like' or 'they 

won't know how to eat our food', and several were described to 

me as 'very nice but they couldn't eat our food' ;I was 

sometimes introduced with the words 'she knows how to eat 
chufio' . 
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3This iSa comparatively common occurrence for foreign 
visitors but in my case my future compadre's alcohol - inspired 
entliusiasm meant that I wore the clothes before I had been 
asked to utidertake the responsibility. His anxiety to 
formalise the arrangement was no doubt due in part to the 

ght of its possible benefits but meanwhile he, as lender, thoug 
and 1, as borrower, were also in a false position as regards 
the message being relaved throu-ýh the clothin, ý' to the rest of 
the community. From my understanding of the ritual 
significance of 'disgvuise' [see (vi) below] it seems possible 
that with my obligations still unfulfilled this liminal 
situation was also, for me, one of potential danger. 

41n the sefialakuy earmarking ritual not only do men imitate 
n 

animals by dressing in their skins, but the role of the 
animals is also htimanised. Their faces and bodies are 
painted, as occurs at human ' socialis ation' cer emonies, and 
they are 'put to bed' tog , ether tinder a poncho in an imitation 
of the 'human' marriage fest ivities (Araguren Paz, Zorn: 
1987a). 

5Like the clothing appropriate to a person in his own world, 
the disluttise which allows him temporarily to step outside its 
bounds is associated not only with its own forms of speech but 
also with its own foods. As in many old world myths these 
foods, aji and salt, for example, must not be eaten whilst 
taking part in ritual. 

CHAPTER 2 

IA similar change of practice has occured on Taquile island in 
Peru, where both men's and women's belts and men's ch'uspas, 
which previously had a central band of pebble weave figures, 
are now woven in double cloth (Zorn 1987b: 75) 

CHAPTER 3 

IA contemporary example of this association is found in 
Chuani, where weavers say the rainbow colours of a k'isa, 
which they consider the 'beauty' of a textile, is also its 
lilght (Cereceda 1987: 212). 

2Tt is confusing to attempt to apply to the textile the 
opposition ' inside/outside' used elsewhere in this thesis to 
indicate 'cultural' and 'noncultural'. When referring to the 
surfaces of a flat textile the spatial and metaphorical 
definitions coincide, 'inside' being the central stripe or 
seam, outside' the edge I or border. Unfortunately, this is 
not the case when referring to a bag or other 'enclosing' 
textile; here the 'inside' is unseen or non-ctilttiral, and 
therefore metaphorically 'outside' whilst its exterior is seen 
and metaphorically 'cultural' or 'inside'. I would, however, 
like to retain 'inside/outside' to signify 

A 
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I cultural/non-cultural' and the following may clarify the 
ambiguities : 

'inside' outside' 
cultural ' Inon-cultural' 
bag exterior bag interior 
textile face textile reverse 

3W, hen a single piece is used, as for example in a bag it is 
folded in half horizontally so that the 'reverse' forms the 
inside and both warp selvedges form the 'top'. 

4 
_, 
X permanent structural distinction between %- erti ca 1 and 

horizontal orientation is also evident. in the figured designs. 

Apsu is a zig-zag woven and read vertically. Linku is a zig- 
zag, read horizontally even though it is woven in the warp 
direction and often worn oriented vertically. 

CHAPTER 4 

IQuellca or- quillea is used as a noun for 'tetra' (Santo 
Tomýis: 158,357 'carta' (Ricardo: 74,124 libro' (Santo 
TomAs Ia8,357 'papel' (Santo TomAs 82,357 'cedtila' 
(Ricardo: 130) , all meanings which denote surfaces bearing 

alphabetic writing which would have been assigned to the term 
only after the arrival of the Spaniar,, Ls 

21t will be remembered that ricchay (Ricardo: 145) or rikchhay 
(Holgufn: 315) standing alone is 'color, haz de qualquiera 
cosa, rostro, o imagen o figura', and represents a potential 
newly awakened by some creative act such as beginning to 

weave. I would suggest that the verb quellcani refers to a 
similar creative action on the surface of an object, bringing 

out, as in ricchaynin (ni euphonic, n 3rd sinnilar possessive) 
its face, colour or image. 

31n Bolfvar I found a similar association between lack of 
flavour in cookina and lack of colour or li-Itit. Lakha, 
'oscuridad' (De Lucca: 263), is also said of food which has 
had insufficient salt added to the cooking water. Textile 

elements are conceived as having consistent metaphorical 
properties: the 9pre-cultural', monotone pampa lacks 

associations with flavour; the brightly coloured, 'cultural' 
k'isa and kacha stripes, however, are not only full of light 
but of sweetness [see Chapter 7: 1& 111. 

4A similar association between 'breath' 'understanding' and 
1soul' is found in the terminology of the central stripe sonqo 
[see 7: IVI. 

5The previous paragraphs showed quellqa and weaving to be 

arialogotis in their metaphorical association with the 
introduction of light. A similar association between 

understanding and light as that implicit in quellqani is found 

amongst. the Desana of Northerti Colombia (Reichel Dolmatoff 
n 

1978b) who recognise perception and conception as two distinct 
functions of the brain. The word used for the latter contains 

4 
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the root 'white' , or 'light' , and means literally 'to shed 
light on', or 'to dawn'. 

6Amu, something which has just' woken tip' or achieved its 
visual potential, shares a root with amtafia, 'recordar' (De 
Lucca: 23). 

7An example of this coding applied to woven figures is 

mentioned by the native Guatemalan Rigoberta Menchti (op. cit.: 
81 ), 'we express ourselves through our designs, through our 
dress - our huipil for instance, is like an image of our 
ancestors'. 

SIn a similar way the designs painted on Desana long houses 

are encoded by their shaman with traditional beliefs (Reichel 
Dolmatoff 1978a). 

9Taking off or putting on your clothes is an image also 
associated with a derivative of hamutha, hamuquipatha, 
9mudarse transformarse de tina manera'(Bertonio TI: 127). If 
you change your location, i. e. associate yourself with another 
groLip, you will also need to change your clothes to clothing 
similar in its visible designs to theirs. 

IOAymara quellqa repeatedly gives a meteorological slant to 
this metaphorical levelling or cleansing. Quelleanoctatha as 
in 11accampuro quenaya quellcanocti is 'auer muchas nubes en 
el cielo' (Bertonio IT: 287). The same weather conditions are 
described using the related term llucchu: 'las ntibes ctibren 
el cielo', quenaya laccampu llucchuquipti (Bertonio IT: 206). 

Quellcanocatha, which differs only in lacking the suffix 
ta, inceptive, or indicative of upward motion (Hardman: 157) is 
lescribir mtichas cartas o mLichas razones en sola Lina carta' 
(Bertonio TT: 288). 

What does the presence of innumerable cartas, razones, or 
nubes represent, or are we merely to understand nubes as 
meteorological messages written on the face of the heavens? 

"The verb mayttutha, 'revolver hilo en Lin palo o piedra' 
(Bertonioi IT: 220) , sup , gests a 'winding sheet', and raises 
the question of whether thread is seen as maintaining a link 
with the ancestors. 

12The description lentre renglones' could well apply to 
tocapu, figures which repeat in checks along a woven or 
painted band, as do many of the modern pallay, which are often 
bordered by stripes or renglones. 

13Reversing this process is quellcutusnutha, 'salirse a fuera 

el que se avia empadronado diziendo que no quiere estar en 
aquel padron o memoria' (Bertonio IT: 288). In the context of 
the textile chinu, as counted threads, are associated with 
'order', 'inside', and contrasted to uncounted, 'disorder', 
loutside' pampa. This contrast is repeated here by describing 

someone who wants his name to be removed from the register, 
who wants no longer to be counted, as 'saliendo afuera'. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IWashhurn and Crowe give as an example a group of Californian 
indians who, although they spoke different languages, used the 
same symmetries in decorative design and also produced 
identical fishincý 

. 
boats. 

2These beliefes as well as that in the origins of their 
designs (Gebhart-Sayer: 1986) are similar to those found 
amongst another tribe on the periphery of Quechua influence, 
the Bolivian Izozog (Mandiri & Zolezzi). 

3These include the textile term tari transposed from its 
'n- meaningý of ritual coca cloth to that of a shaman's desiý-I 

covered ritual poncho (Gebhardt-Sayer 1986: 193). 

4Holguin's orthography varies, callallallan, ccallallallak, 
camamamak (op. cit.: 513). The linguistic associations of 
these mystic syllables can, therefore, be understood as 
associated with beginnninggs, calla, particularly the 
beginnings of a lineage (Bertonio IT: 33, Holguin: 61), and 
with a creator god (Bertonio 11: 35, Holguin: 47). 

CHAPTER 6 

IThis is described as a 'double bout' by Western weavers-4 
(Cason & Cahlander: 42), a bout being? one complete turn of the 
warp around the loom bars or sticks which hold it in tension. 

2This means that pink and black form the figure reversed out 
on the lower face of the belt against a background of yellow 
and white with purple at the edge. 

31t is sig 
, nificant that red rather than black is chosen to 

describe the dark- face in opposition to white. 

4 The initial, dual, dark/light opposition, through its 

repetition in reverse, thus becomes qtiadripartite, like the 
oppositions inherent in the terminology of stripes [see 
Chapter 71, dark over light alternating with light over dark. 

SI rarely saw the colours arranged as in (a) or (b). 
Arrangement (c) is sometimes used but this does not interfere 

with the integral relationship of the colours, merely rotates 
them through 90 degrees. 

[-j 

iiii 

WL (c) 
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6Two sisters, whom I watched warping a 11ij11a in a field 

outside Wila Kayma were copying size and areas of weave from a 
11ij11a in which these stripes were arranged pink, blue, 

orange/red, green on the part displayed, whereas they chose 
("reen, pink, blue, orange/red. In addition Bolivar 11ii1las 

are not completely symmetrical and on the other half, qhallu 
[see Chapter 7,1111, the: v arranged the colours green, orange, 
blue, pink. 

7LI, acollas are now very rare in Bolivar a result of the area 
being frequently visited by American textile buyers in the 
1970s. A family will hire them out (fletar) but arrangements 
have to he made well in advance, as they are not returned 
immediately after the wedding, but kept. wrapped in a q'epi for 

an entire year, and libated regularly. 

8A mantle, datin, -,; possibly from the colonial period which 

achieves a still more subtle effect by plying red with beige 

and blue wiIh beige and warping them alternately is 

illustrated by Adelson and Tracht (1983: plate 24). 

9Perhaps because their diminished scale reduces the visual 

effect of contrast or discontinuity, the complementary colours 

of ch'imi are not. considered as allqa (Martinez, 1987: 49 n 
99). 

10A parallel modification of fia to na frequently occurs in the 

termination of words passing the other way, from Aymara to 

Quechua (Meisch 1986: 2Dt). 

III have tried to ascertain whether 1lipi and chiphi/ehhipi 

apply to contrasting aspects of lightning as is the case with 

some other 'paired' words [see Chapter 81.1 found no 
indication that this was so, but as lipi is 'hombres victifias' 

or the dance of the victifias (De Lucca: 274) it is suallgestive 
that chiphiratha, 'desterronar', also means 'matar muchas 

%, icufias' (Bertonio IT: 83). 

ý colours of Iliphilliphi pachachi "When cooked the shimmering 
transform to white. 

"In Quechua paco refers to a type of camelid, pacco or ppaccu 
to a lightish red (Holgiiin: 271). This term wotild also 0 
appear to be associated with lightning: those destined to 
become shamans because they have survived being strvick by 
lightning are called paqo. 

141n the prehispanic Andes, at least during? the reign of the 
Incas, cloth was divided into two categories, everyday, 
ahuasca, woven on an ahua, loom, and fine, cumbe, spelt 
variously and including : cumpi (Holu4uin: 6-1), cunpi (Holguin 
678), cunbe (Guaman Poma: 230), ceumpi (Holguin: 67), conbi 
(Guaman Poma: 193) cumbi (Murua quoted in Des Rosiers: 236) 

and in modern times kkonphi (Lira: 469). A textile of this 
kind was conbana (Guaman Poma: 230,316), and was woven not, 
on an ahua, but on, or with cunpinacuna (Holguin: 678) or 
ccumpinacuna (Hol--ýufn: 67). 

.4 

"References as to exactly what type of cloth constituted this 
especially f ine weavin,, 4 dif fer. Figured designs were woven 
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in cumbi (Cobo, Book IV: 238; Bertonio It: 5)1) and it, has been 
suggested that eumbi refers to tapestry weave, perhaps because t, 
it was described as heing woven on a different type of loom 
from ahuasea. 

"Chipipipiik and Ilipipipik, Ilipipipin, though not, precisely 
palindromes, re(. --all 

the incantatory callallallak, camamamak, 
which are associated both with new beginnings and with 
agricultural fertility. 

"Holguin uses Ilipi in a similar sense to refer to the 
disappearance of a race or lineage: 

Perderse Lin linage ... y tin pueblo y del 
todo: kullurccun purumyarccun Ilipichiy 
tucun (op. cit.: 624). 

"Estrella, star, is used here in the European sense, 'tener 

estrella o fortuna como dize' (Bertonio T: 236). Istrilla is 

a small found objecC thought to impart well-being to the 
finder (All en 1988: 259) in which estrella appears t o have 
become syncretised with illa. Estr ella is also used in Macha 
as a title for Santiago, lord of thunder and lightning, and is 

associated with the thunder bolt or bala, a small round object 
used for summoning the mountain spirits (Tristan Platt, 

personal communication). 

"Armstrong considers suerte comparable to a flow of energy 
and in referring to it I have adopted her use of 'positive' 

and 'negative'. 

2OSickness can be -ýuarded aýýainst bv wearin-, a four-colour 
bracelet of left-twisted [Iloq'el thread (Cummings: 33). This 
imitates but does not, reproduce the colours of the rainbow. 
Pachacuti Yamqui (1950: 226, quoted in Urton, 1981: 88) uses 
only four lines in his representation of a rainbow and four 
is also the commonest number of colours used in the k'isa. 

"Chirapa is literally Iluvia con sol (Holguin: 113), the 
weather conditions which produce a rainbow, but which do not 
normally appear together; Iluvia con sol form a sort of 
meteorological allqa. 

22A similar approach is used by the Desana of Northern 
Colombia, whose shaman passes his white crystal, thought to be 
the solidified sperm of the sun, over the sick person (Reichel 
Dolmatoff 1978b). 
This belief may possibly have been influenced by European 
ideas; the followingy account of Sicilian 'rainbow sickness' 
and its cure provides such a close parallel to Andean beliefs 
that I liave quoted it in full. 
'The peasants call jaundice male dell arco, or 'rainbow 

sickness', because it makes a man change his colour to that 
which is strongest in the spectrum of the sun, namely yellow. 
And how does a man catch jaundice? The rainbow walks across 
the sky with its feet on the ground. If the rainbow feet step 

I out to dry, whoever puts them on will take on oii clothes hung 
t he Colours of the rainbow, wi th which they h av e been 
impregnated, and fall ill. They say, too, (but the first 
theory is better founded and enjoys wider belief) that one 
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t be (_, are fit I not, to uri nat e in the di rect i on of the rainhow 
bec at ise the c-ur\-ed jet of the ur itw resemh I es an d t-ef I ect s- the 

and the whole inan may he turned into an a re h ed how intheský 

of the The cure for jaundire ý, as to cai-ry the 

siuk man at dý--twn to n hilltop outside tho %-ill, lge. A knife 

w it hahIaCkharidIe wa S. a 1) 1) 1iedt c-) fIisf orehead fi I-St 
\'(- r't i (-, I IIy then hor i zon tl-i II, -, - , III ýI kiIIgI sort ofcro ss The 
knife wý7-t s hen --ippl i ed ýý ith sl igli tIydiff eren t -Ie sttIr e'; hIIt, 

stiIIi 11 the --- i gn 0ft lie C. I-oss to e\-erý- joint in the hodY. 

This operat, ion was i-epeated t. l)ree times ()%-er withoul skiPP1 figg 
*s1n -_ Ie jo int ,f or three consecut i \-e iii orniný.,: s. Then t. h e, 
*ain 1--) ow facled away, one colour at a time and the sick man's- 
s-kill was white a, ýain Ue\-i: 227-228). 

23The Aymara suffi_, ý ni, like Ouechua yoq, dei)otes 'possession 

of'' desdicha is indi(-at(_--. d by t, lie suffiN visa, 'wit'llout , or 
in' (Bertonio 1: 177), and in Quechua by mana ... yoq, 

not ha\-ing; Ho I,,; uin: 482 etc 

24AIquerque is 'jue-o de tres en r-aya', which is 'acedrex, or 
tuclus, ' (Corominas: IG6). 

251, arý--i_ -, i\-es saminchij as sý-noriymous with panpasami, 'al-bitro 

enIaSc om pe tencia-,, de po rti \-a s. Pa mpaI ike cuzca i 

associ ated wi th aI e\-el Ii ng ei ther of the e; --irth ( Holguin : '2171 6 

I ike t ha t. achie-, - ed in F, I at. t'ssu gý -11 estedri tual battle to 

ha lance accounts , 01, of lnegocios, r- i fi as di fi Cultades 

HoI(-, u 1n: 58 Cuzeuni (Hol-uin: 58) applies this le\-elling 

aCti (-) nt0theg I' adati0 11 of (-Olours, wh i Is t the additioii ý-7t 

--; ignificance of ahýýolution and for-ýi\-eness ý-7ittached to pampa 

a lain suggests a 'balancing of ý7-iuuounts'. 

26 %lannheini has I)o inted out t lia t, con f us i on in the 

interpretation of /Y/, used in Spý-Itnish to represent /: ýý/ has 

-; i \-en rise t, o` r) ai I--; , of wot-ds su(Ai ý--ts sora ý--tnd Jora [ see 
Appendiýý] On occas ion , Berton io( op, cit. 11 : 61 ) spel Is sami 

*sf am i but Lh I -, mayaIso represent. a reg ionaI-,, -a t, iat. i oi i 

*i III iIarto th os eno ted by San to TomA s 

271f, a ýý Iat, t. empt. to sh ow i ri t lie Appe nd ix , sami is eq ui -a I ell t 

to cami the ]ý--itter also appears Lis red in the enti-ý- cami 
hupha, 'mayz inuy coloradn' (Bertonio 1: 310). 

2811olýý,: Ijjn translatess inquillcuna ý--ts 'flores' (op. cit.: 369). 

The significance of 'flowers' ý-7ind 'stars' ts a representat, i oil 

of \-ital energ-ý- ý, ill be in\-estigated in Chapter 8. 

291,, it, perhaps significant that these 'Iticky' c-reatures, are 
aIIdi -\- ided, Iike the wo \- enf ig, uresin Rol 1 \-ar hy ýt 
horizontal rather than a \-ertical colour chanc_ýe ,., 

30The,, -P meaniiiý_gss are r, eminisupnt (--)f those attached to camatha, 
it, ýelf ý-t synonYm fot- ecuyatha, \, hich besides its associations 
ý, i th Iightan (A C. 01oII t- aIs0d E- notes ba IaiicedaIte t- nat. i ng 

mo\, emerit . Huh ini in ý, a 11 11 1 con(. eder ,0d ý-: I rI iceii(- ia eI 

supei-ioi-' , huhicupuni is, 'uonceder- c-) fiat- . (-oillo dar la hija 

en ua-, amiento' (Hok:,; u1n: 202) . This nieaninýý is significant. in 

\-iow of tho sul-)erioi, role playod by the Qa(p--tuhaka wife 
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[ see Chapter Te which has been noted by Arnold ( 1988: 
288) . 

31Like other aspects of kuti, kutichiy is associated both with 
Iloq'e, to turn to the left (Cummings: 35) and with tijray, to 
turn over (Cummings: 36 ). 

32When helping me to finish my belt Corina was shocked when I 
suggested that plaiting of the warp ends would be easier if 
these were cut, and in some parts of Bolivia cLitting the warp 
is equivalent to killing the textile (Des Rosiers 1982, quoted 
in Zorn 1987a: '518). 

33A detailed analysis of the complexities of kuti has been 
made by Gifford0qy(, )I have only attempted to analyse those 
aspects which relate to textile iconography. 

34when I was learning to spin I proudly showed some rather 
lumpy and loosely twisted thread to a friend, who commented, 
unimpressed, 'It looks like wool'. Thinking, she meant this as 
opposed to acryllic yarn, and rather puzzled that she should 
bother to state something so obvious, I agreed. In fact she 
referred to the thread as in a state of still not being 
thread, thread before it. is (properly) twisted. Untwisted 
thread becomes as it was previously, wool, and just. as fading 
colour indicates marginality, also suggests a less 'civilised' 
time, before the wool has been 'processed' into thread. 

35Given the association between colour separation, separated 
couples and bad Itick, and between coloiii- fusion, married A 
couples and good luck, it is interesting that kuti sara is 
used to retinite separated couples (Cummings: 23), suggesting 
that although no mention of colour is made that, it represents 
riot only contrasting directions but like misa sara contrasting 
colours. Similar concepts are associated with a synonym of 
cutichini, pazoani (Holguin: 486 ). Besides meaning 
'destorcer', pazcani means labsolver, perdonar' (op. cit. 
1? -1 9). A more usual translation is pampachani, which, it will 
be remembered also means 'allanar el suelo' (op. cit. 276). 
Given that pazca appears similar to kuti, and kuti sara is 
used to reunite married couples or 'tindivorce' them, it is 
interestinoý that pazccanaccuni means to 'divorce' (op. cit. 
271). 

36The summer and winter solstices, the points when the sLin 
reverses its journey, represent kuti (Harris & Bouysse- 
Cassagne: 31-32), whereas the equinoxes, 'tiempo de hacerse 
mitades ý1-uales', represent tinku (op. cit.: 31-32). Although 
at this ý, ime of year day and night are of equal length, 
stiggestin-. ý they could be represented by a black and white 
allqa, on a larger scale the equinoxes divide the, year 
approximately into wet, red, and dry, white, seasons (Arnold 
1986: 20-21). If they have colour values, the equinoxes 
should be seen as mediating between the red and white halves 
epr 
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which have a kuti at their central point. 

CHAPTER 7 

lAnother example of striping associated with a socialisation 
ritual is reported by Torrico. In Macha 'lista' stripe, 
refers to both the animal earmarking ceremony and to the ear 
marker itself, a symbol indicating that unlike the unclaimed 
animals of the pampa it belongs within the community (cf. 
Arnold 1988: 230). 

2Guaman Poma refers to the tenth Inca Coya Mama Occlo as 
wearing 'betas de Lari'(op. cit. 139). Lari is '%, oz Cunza 
por sangre' (Bahamonde: 209). 

3De Lucca (op cit. : 391) describes the sucull cahua as woven 
in red and blue. 

4Related meanings of tinku are: 
Tincutha: Encontrarse los exercitos, o bandos 

contrarios en la guerra (Bertonio IT: 350). 
Tineuthaptatha: encontrarse los que van y vienen eta 
el camino (op. cit.: 351) 
Tincusitha: ser ig>ual cchama pura tincusiquihua: 
Iguales son en fuercas, tan fuerte es el uno como el 
otro (loc. cit. ). A 

Rauiptincun: la enatreceja division de los ojos (op. 

cit. 342). 

and in Quechua 
Tincuni: encontrarse, topar o darse una cosa con 
otra (HoIguin: 342). 
Tincu: la junta de dos cosas (loc. cit. ) 
Tincuseactarimani: a proposito decir o lo justo o 
conveniente (loc. cit. ). 

5The description in Guaman Poma of the eighth coya 'tenia su 
Ilicella de naranjado y lo del medio blanco o tocapo con sus 
cuyehis' may refer to colour use in the weaving rather than 
joyas (jewels) as is suggested by Murra (Poma: 135). 

61n Calcha some blanket designs are described by the number of 
pairs of warp threads (chinu) in their composition (Medlin 
19 87: 6 2) . These include stars, leaves and birds, common 
designs in Bolivar. Geometric designs in the Calcha region 
are almost always named for their number of warp threads (loc. 
cit. ). 

70n Taquile 'calendar belts' often include a design called 
cuenta mesa (month counter) from which one can tell the month 
in which the belt was woven by counting the number of warps 
from bottom to top of a design (Fini: 28). 

8Used in the plural, however, chinu refers to a seething, 
uncountable horde, 'andan en este pueblo tantos hombres como 
hormigas' [chino chino], (Bertonio 11: 83). A similar 
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ambiq; llity is apparent. between the stripes suyu and suyu suyu 
[see this chapter, III: (i)]. 

9The kustala is stood on its end, until the salt inside falls 
to a certain height, which is then marked with a red yarn 
called chimpuna (Torrico: 19). 

IOA similar ability to use a textile or textile related 
objects as a geographical diagram, particularly with regard to 
aspects of ritual, is shown by the Kogi of Northern Colombia. 
For them, certain points on the frame of a loom, (itself a 
metaphor both for and of a man's body) symbolise ritual sites 
in their Santa Marta homeland (Reichel Dolmatoff 1978c: 12). 
The Guatemalan Maya also see the square or rectangular form of 
the textile as a metaphor for their universe (Girard 

IlZuidema proposes a connection between ceque/cachawi lines 
and the designs of a preconquest textile, suggesting them to 
be indicative of socio-political hierarchy as well as being 
used for calendrical purposes (Zuidema 1982: 448). The 
rainbow pathway is associated with descent (Arnold 1988: 402) 

as is the house gable, suggesting that the contemporary 
stripes, such as kacha, may also have this significance. 

12- According to Torrico, in Macha pampa can refer to the very 
broad pallay band of an aksu (op. cit. 19). 

13This inside/olitside opposition occurs in another form in 
Bolivar. The rival musical a groups who perform nightly 
throughout November are drawn either from chimpa lado or pampa 
lado. Chimpa lado, literally 'en frente', or 'opposite', 

refers to that part of the village which contains the 

municipal offices, the church and the main square, its civic 
centre, pampa lado to the remainder of the houses, which lie 

on the outskirts of the village. 

14During a visit to Taqtii1e in 1983 when the island was 
suffering from drought, the entire community asked forgiveness 

of each other in a ritual which took place in the village 
square immediately after the Catholic Sunday service. 

15Mama is a provider or generic archetype (Torrico: 6) 
- Tt 

also describes the veins of mineral (HoIguin: 225) with which 
the toad is associated (Arnold 1986: 21). 

16A woven manton or blanket such as that in which ppatticalla 
stripes would have been woven is also larger than the Macha 
kustala which is called by the name of a smaller toad, 
hamp'atu (Torrico). 

1711, the 'upper' Or I masculine' aspect of k'illi the fishbone 
is used as an image of the ridge and roof beams of a house; in 
Western architectural terminology these can also be described 

, is 1-1 i ps This duality is consistently apparent both in 
textile terminology and in its figured designs [see Chapter 
81.1 

1ý'This may riot, however, have been an in-variable rule. Guaman 
Poma's description of Cova Mama OcIlo (op. cit.: 13ý, ) mentions 
tier clothingg as having oque chumbi suyo. 
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19Possibty the two colour terms are metathese of each other as 
in the case of sami and misa, Bertonio uses identiý-al 
phrase to define allca: kalla ecahua is 'camiseta parte de 
una color parte de otra' (Bertonio 11: 1.45). 

20The quartering of a Ciculla, or kochu unkhufia, as a similar 
textile is called in Macusani (Zorn 1987a: 513), is achieved 
by using discontinuous warps, an unusual example of allqa 
disjunction. The technique is both time consuming and 
unsuitable for large items or those in common use; visually 
the vertical divisions of four different colour stripes like 
those of contemporary Bolivar blankets are capable of 
expressing the same concepts. 

2IBertonio gives /suu vide suyu que es todo una cosa .... y en 
este pueblo y provincia [ie that of the Lupacal mas usan de. 

suu que de suyu' 

221n two e-, ý, amples a third, intermediate-colour muyorqa was 
interposed between the black and white pair on either side of 
the central stripe. 

23According to De Lucca aysaktafia (op. cit.: 54) and jalaknifia 
(op. cit. : 164 ) have a common meaning beyond the context of 
the textile, that of 'derrumbarse' again suggesting rapid 
downward movement. 

24Torrico mentions narrow areas of plain weave which have 
off spring, una pampa, at the 1/4 and 3/4 position on ch'uspas 
and aksus (01). cit.: 19). In Bolivar the small pocket 
sometimes formed in the central pallay band of a ch'uspa is 
its ufia. 

25Bertonio's description of the occasions when the kechu or 
haylli were stings sti-,, gests a transformation of the socially 
homogeneous crowd assembled for the hunt into the rival bands 

organised by territorial division for the 'batalla fingida' 

similar to that between the different aspects of suyu. The 

use of interchangeable terms denoting communicative design, 
k'illi, and song, keehu, recalls the Shipibo shaman's lack of 
distinction between the two forms as in 'mi canci6n pintada, 
mi disefio resonante', and also that language forms an 
inseparable adjunct of dress. 

2 6Qallu has connotations of masculine force in another 
context , where it is contrasted with a term also used for a 
broad, female, textile stripe. It will be remembered that the 
lower stone of a grinding mill is tayca. Accordin-, to Lara 

n =1 
the tipper stone is kalluta (op. cit.: 221). 

27Qallu, the penis, and qallu, the child are also seen as 
related in that both pass throuqnýh the vulva, the first in an 
inward and the second in an outward direction (Tristan Platt, 
personal communication). 

28The position of the roof beam, Cullu, in the house, is 

comparable to that of the shuttle carrying the weft which is 
'the male of the fabric', in the loom with which the house is 

, an interchangeable metaphor. 
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29Curcu, given by Holguin as a synonym for cullu (op. cit. : 
19), again shows a similar phonological relationship to words 
meaning male (urqo, jurq'o) , as appears to exist between allu n 
and callu and between ullu and cullu [see also Chapter 81. 

30Lightning, Illapa, is thought to be responsible for a split 
or 'hare' lip (Platt: 1986a). The description of this 
deformity as lacca kallujata (Bertonio IT: 45) also suggests a 
parallel between the action of the creative force, callu or 
calla and that of light, illa. 

31This is possibly the same implement as kallana, 'objeto para 
tejer' (De Lucca: 216). 

32According to Mackay ( op. cit. : 47 ) the wef t beater is the 
most highly valued of all weaving implements and may be passed 
on from one generation to another. It is often made of 
chonta, an extremely hard tropical wood (op. cit.: 48), and 
recalls the chonta wood household sticks, kamana para, 
worshipped amongst the Chipaya (Mletraux: 265). 

33The inkuha or Lari, which is used only by women, is worn 
folded on the head, to carry coca, medicinal herbs or food or 
as a -ýround cloth in ritual (Adelson & Tracht: 117). The 

example illustrated combines k'utu with the blue and red bands 
f ound on the iscayo, the ceremonial mantle worn by a 
chieftain's wife (op. cit.: 79). Their similarity of design 

suggests a 'family relationship' between these textiles 
similar to that between talegas and costales (Cereceda 1986: 
150). 

34The orthography for k'utu is confusing. As a term for 
hardworking Bertonio spells it without a glottal: kutu (op. 

cit. 1: 455 and 11: 67), or kotu (op. cit. IT: 302), whilst a 

. man' is cutu (op. cit. 11: 62). 'To pluck the hairs 9strong 
of the heard', an action analogous to picking the warps he 

spells variously kutu (op. cit. IT: 66), coto (op. cit. 11: 
53), and kotu (op. cit. IT: 58). Kotu as 'rebuscar', 'glean 

potatoes', is also transcribed as cutu (op. cit. 1: 401). 

35This division parallels the way the fields in Bolivar are 
often divided for work when planting the potato crop. A 

male/female pair is assigned to each third, the man digging, 
the woman planting, and the person with the crop fertiliser 
going all the way across like the weft, the food of the 
textile. 

360blitas(1(J(, 3: jA)oW. v,, L, ý translation, but according to Girault 
sepkakuj means 'seductivo' ( icil; 4,61), ojan is 'almuerzo, 

sustento' ( toe-, c-it- 55), pakas is 'tierra' ( loc.. &it, 38). 

37Khutu is less clear. Girauit has meanings of ordering, 
48). complaining, but also of destiny ( jqrgqý 

3811arris has suggested a similarity between the articulation 
of territorial and textile space (1985b), but, whilst in the 
case of the Macha kustala, stripes can signify different 

ecological zones, the central stripe does not necessarily 
represent this intermediate territory (Torrico: 26). 
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39Machi and mizqui can mean riot merely 'sweet' but $well 

seasoned' (HoIguin: 222,244 ); in the Andes this usually 
means that a dish has been well salted. Speaking of my jeans 
flapping on the clothesline in Bolivar Corina said laughing 
1pantalones sin sal'. To herself she had used the Quechua 

machin or mizquin and translated itt. o me not in its 
intelligible meaningý of 'trousers Wit 1-10 ut le-Is', but as 
'trousers without seasoning 

40 it Will be remembered that chinu, multicoloured stripes 
resembling k'isa, had similar associations with sweetness and 
with joints and limbs. 

411n Aymara vicchu has similar potential being both 'la 

canilla de la pierna hasta el pie, y del codo hasta la mano' , 
whilst vicchinca is 'la cola de los animales' (Bertonio 11: 
384) . 

42The centre of a ball of wool is its sonqo (Torrico, 
_ý, 

I) 

43Each cardinal point in the Guatemalan system is associated 
with a particular colour, white with north, red with east, 
yellow with south and black with west (Girard: 29,140) , the 

colours of the Mayan dietary staple, maize; these colours are 
also related to maize in Andean weaving (Silverman-Proust: 
226). 

441n Macusani an unkhufia with four diferent colour pampas is 

called a kuchu, 'corner' , unkhufia (Zorn 1987a: 509) and it 

will be remembered that in the Macha kustala the four 
different-colour pampa represent four different ecological 
zones and the different crops grown in them (Torrico: 31). 

45Taylor considers this a deliberate attempt on the part of 
Santo TomAs to indicate three distinct aspects of 'the soul by 

which we live' : camac, source of vital force, sonco the 

natural body which receives it, and qamay, the breath or spirit 
(op. cit.: 58). HoIguin givesa rather different 
interpretation, caman camayniy, camanniyqui, lel talento 
caudal ingenio y hauilidad natural o industria' (op. cit. 

-16), but still one which implies, in abstract terms similar to 
those used to describe narrow stripes, the possession of a 
vital force. 

46Achancara is a plant with either red or white flowers (Lira: 
26 ), the colours used to restore a balance of energy, suerte 
(Armstrong: 160), and perhaps the achancara textiles used 
these colours to represent the balanced judgement of the wise 
men who wore them. 

47Ber-tonio, however, describes tocapu as 1ropa de mil 
maravillas y assi Ilaman agýora al tericiopelo telas y 
brocadas' (op. cit.: 35T). There is no suggestion here of 
intricate wo-\, -en designs, but. fabrics such as brocade, and to 

an even greater extent those with a pile like velvet, catch 
the light in different ways, like paya samiri isi. 
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481t should be adm i t. ted, however, that, in the Spanish 
convention of the time, the Spanish n or fi was frequently 
omitted and quefico would mean 'zigza-l' pathway. 

491t Will be remembered that several terms apply to both a 
broad and a narrow stripe, or to an interior stripe and an 
exterior binding. The broad stripe tayka does not appear to 
have these alternative textile applications, but its 
contemporary meanings include the kinship terms 'mother', 
91 

godmother' and 'grandmother' in the sucullu ritual it was 
the ipa, the father's sister, who acted as 'godmother' and 
held the child to be 'baptised' in her arms. 

5OBertonio describes in some detail the kinds of designs woven 
in sullco (op. cit. IT: 316); those 'de muchos ojos' and 'de 

, lusanillos' (loc. cit. ) may have resembled the linku and fiawi 
n 
still used today. 

51The exactitude with which qaylla, warp and weft selvedges, 
reflects the meaning of killpa/polo warp and weft, selvedges 
and the comparable thia/corpa is apparent in cayllamanta, 
'dice todo sin quedar nada' (Holguin: 53) and corpanithiani 
arusitha, 'hablar sin dejar nada al negocio que trata 
(Bertonio IT: 53). 

5211olguin's entry ppuru puru, 5plumage [sic] redondo como 
bola' (op. cit. 298), suggests that there is a similar 
association between feathers and seed or -ýenerative energy as 
that su-? 9ested by the connection between feathers and flowers 
in Chapter 8,11. 

53Puru appears to belong to the same semantic field as puruma, 
'tiempo antiquissimo' (Bertonio It: 278), which can be 
understood as 'seed time5 both in its connections with a 
b inning or early stage of life and in the potential eg I 
fertility associated with it. Puruma has similar connotations 
to kaw of 'outside a ci-,. -ilised centre'. In particular purum 
runa is 'barbaro salvaje' (loc. cit. ), a meaning similar to 
kaway jake 'persona extrafia' (De Lucca: 222). 

54Children born with six fingers or toes are called pulupulu 
and considered 'beloved of god, (Beuchler & Beuchler). 
Objects or creatures displaying this type of deviation from 
the norm are thought to be lucky or to possess special 
powers, and for this reason are often adopted as talismans. 
This use of pulupulu then, recalls the 'balas de piedra' of 
the puruaucca. 

55'Fhis date falls closer to potato sowing than potato harvest, 
two musicians rather than the four Lind there were only 

described b-,, Paredes. Perhaps their role at the approach of 
Todos Santos is partly to appease the 'almas' of the 
ancestors, who are responsible both for the rains due to begin 
around this time and for the potato crop (Allen 1982: 185) 
which in its various forms provides the staple diet. 

56Harris points out that the ritual carrying of the lari by 
the tollka is a transformation of a myth in which a condor 
carries away a girl (1986: 268). Tollka/senior/mate/hitsband 
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FIM Vhe re fo re hf- s ýa i (I oarrarjiitiiorp1acC, 
f ema t e/w i fe 

571tý, - iIIhe, re in e [1) 1) c, r ý- dthatt 1) e 1,0 0fbM0ft, 11 e howse , 
(-. Iallu, (-, in represent t Ile ori-gin of liiieýt,, Ie -iti (71 the penis, and 
t, l)"Lt- Curcu, the , ()()f beani, ý: Jj,. ýo ý1ý7js (--ollilotations of macho. 
fhe entries pincu, 'citnihrerýi (JC- 1ý71 C-ýAsý71 o el lllý-Idero de 

uumhi---e' , ý-uid pincullo, 't. odo ýýenero de flauta' 28G) 

s. u-_c-ýest, ý--i corresponding symbolisin not only for, the pultipulu 
but for other types of fiute. 

581nMa, van cosmolwsy c-ý--ilabasslies Lire instruments of the '. )ýocis of 

rain who pour down from the sky the waters which fertilize the 

earth (Girard: 116). 

59111 Some parts of the Andes this initial furrow is made ill 
the (.: ent. reof the f ield and ive. n an expl icit se-ýual 
si -Ill ifi cance . 

6ODespite variations in orthography, cross reference to other 
early Quechua lexicons reveals a consistent association. 
Water calabash is kaka (Holguin: 127,4-11) or caka (Ricardo: 
19); Maternal uncle, ý,: ife. s, brother is caca (Holguin: 12, 
Santo Tomis: 240, Ricardo: 19), and kaka (Lira: 296). 

GlKaka as a kinship term can refer riot only to the wife's 
brother but to any male relative belonging to previous 
generations; eaca 'to hermano de abuelo o abuelý--i (Santo 
TomAs: 217), cacaeona, ascendientes en linaje (Santo Tomis: 
240). 

621nCiinza, ri N c-) rthern Ch iIeanIant ge containing many Aymara ý't i ag 
word!:;, wife's brother, lari, means 'blood' (Bahamoride: 209 

T ha titca 11 ,I 
ike wila, hl 00d, refer to colour ý-7md to a 

t. e7, ýtile stripe , 
is suggested by t, 11 e, descript, ioi10f Mama, 

-)c c, Io'sga rine, n t, sas, havin, ý ' he. t, asde Lar i'( Poin a: 13 9). 

63Though Aymara kaw is not associated with calabashes, it will 
be remembered that textile edges or headings cords, polo (A), 

or ceauna (Q), appear to form part of the same semantic field 

as polo polo (A) and ceauchi (Q), gourd. Though the 

suggestion of a phonological link between kaw and ecauchi 
appears unjustifiable, particularly as this occurs across the 
languages ( but cf Bertonio 11: 48), the aglomeration of 
similar meanings attached to polo and kaw suggests the 

possibility of some kind of 'play on words' like that referred 
to by Alb6 [see Introduction]. 
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CHAPTER 8 

I Though I cannot suggest its significance, the uncus and 
costales are both striped in the lower area, both plain in the 
tipper. The lower left-hand man has a parrot on his head, the 
right-hand one a monkey; these creatures are retained in the 
tipper panel., but have been transferred to the men's shoulders. 

2The apparent analogy between literary and woven conventions 
has already been mentioned [see Introduction and Ch,,,, (>ter 4]. 
The literary convention of kenning has been described by JH 
Howe as taking simile and metaphor a stage further and making n 
'comparison by substitution' (op. cit. 78). Rowe discusses 
the use of kenning in the art. style of Chavin, taking an 
example comparable to the sujraya birds heads: the projecting 
bodily appendages of Chavin figures are compared to tongues 

so shown issuing faces added to the body and from additional 
for that purpose (op. cit. 79). 

3A similar overlap in interpretation between 'stars', 
'flowers' and other types of minor inflorescencias attached to 

ýn figure occurs in Bolivar textiles also. a major desig I 

4Fish women deities probably originated in the pantheon of the 
1ý-7ike dwelling Uru-Chipaya (Gisbert 1980: 47). Amongst the 
modern Chipaya a lauraque resembling a fish with breasts 
(Gisbert 198C): plate 53a) is used by women in their braids. A 
similar trace belief may account for the popularity of fish 

?s amongst the Aymara cholas of La Paz. earring 

5This is perhaps the intention of the tapestry illustrated in 
Fig. 9 where two fish deities/ sirens appear above and below a n 
central sun whose zigzag rays recall lightning. 

6Though the deities they represent, may change, this opposition 
persists. The lakeside shrine at Copacabana was contrasted to 
a 'pefia ardiente' associated with the lightning god Tunupa's 
successor Viracocha (Gisbert 1980: 51 ). San Bartolom6., the 
Christian replacement for Tunupa is also associated with 
volcanic fire (Gisbert 198r): 41); the fish deity has been 

replaced by the Virgin of Copaca. bana who is associated with 
the female moon. 

7Similar figures occur in other tapestries; these have been 

provisionally dated from the 16th to the early 18th centuries 
( C,;, V,;. ý("i, -L 04), 

81 was told that if you are very lucky you can sometimes catch 
a glimpse of golden ducks not onl-ý, beneath the surface of Lake 
Titicaca just, south of Yunguyo, but also in one of the puna 
lakes close to Bolivar. 

9Woolen riiarlýerss tied in the ears of camelids identifying them 
arid representing their fertility are puyllu or coyllu, stars, 
(Bertonio : 11: 2-t8), or t'ika, flowers or feathers; it will 

g silky and shiny coats are be remembered that alpacas with Iong 
'est a suri, a name for the ostrich. Not only does this sugg 

connection between 'shiny' wool and feather 'rays of light', 
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but like the toad which transforms into a dove the ostrich 
buries its head in the sand. 

IOThe 'transformation' takes place between female (dark) and 
male (light) aspects of a single whole; not only does the 

, 
juxtaposition of opposites have a genesic power, but 
hermaphrodite animals (ie those with characteristics of both 

sexes) , although they are known in fact to be sterile, are 
regarded as talismans for the fertility of the herd (Flores 
Ochoa 197G 12-,, ) 

IlJtist as Viracocha is associated with both Lipper and lower 

realms in Macha the springs on mountain tops are associated 
with the toad (Torrico: 45). 

12Supay or Tio is associated with lightning (Platt 1983: 60) 

and given the relationship between the two fish women and 
Tunupa (Gisbert 1980: 49, Rostworowski: 78) it is interesting 
that in Platt's account (1983: 55) of the mine in Churifia, Tio 
Jorge has only one name and his wife, Tia AsLinta Ltiisa, has 
two, suggesting a similar triadic relationship of some kind. 

13The paper 'money' which has replaced the white stones, 
qolq'e or samiripreviously exchanged for the miniature goods 
sold during the calvario market on the third day of the San 
Bartolom6 fiesta, also belongs to Paxsimama. 

14The Franqtiemonts have suggested that Andean symmetries of 
colour and design are capable of representing social and 
political models [see Chapter V, (iv) this context the A 
four part division could apply to: 

Upper allqa 
Husband ++ Wife+- 
Blue Orange 

Lower allqa 
Husband's sister Wife's brother 
Red -- Green -+ 

15A dance called choquela, performed by men wearing vicufia 

skins and said to be 'wari wawa', sons of Wari, which I 

watched during the 1986 San Pedro festivities in the Callawaya 

village of Curva is now seldom seen and may be a last vestige 

of the earlier ritual. De Lucca refers to a similar dance as 
lipi (op. cit.: 274)CC-f 03. 

161 was told laymi cinta, hatbands, were so called because 

they came from the Laymi area, and this may be the explanation 

of laymi linku also; certainly this type of figure originates 
from Northern Potosi and is associated with the Laymi group 
(Gisbert et. al.: 202; Femenias: 15, Fi-g. 8). 

"The stars dots and rhomboids which accompany the linku are 
frequently interpreted as Cika, flowers, and one informant 

related the curved mayu linku to the more complex forms 

typical of laymi linku by calling it p'ika salta. P'ikay 
(Lara: 207), is 'co-gýer flores o fruta, quitar las hojas de las 

ramas ', ref erring here to the way the dots are unattached to 

the main form. 
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"Valcarcel notes that the terrestrial river Ucayali is also 

considered as the 'mother of waters' (1959b: 10); given the 

ritual importance ascribed to palindromes and metatheses by 

Randall (op. cit. ), the relationship of lightning to the Milky 

Way, and the fact that this 'celestial' river is believed to 

mirror another 'mother of the water', the Vilcanota, it, seems 

relevant that its name, Ucayali, is a mirror image of Yacu 

111a, the celestial 'river of light' or Milky Way which it 

ref lects. 

"Throtighout the Andes bread in the shape of ladders is baked 

at Todos Santos and laid on the graves or on domestic altars 
to enable the souls of the recently dead and of the ancestors 

to come and go. 

ZOThe Lipper and lower halves of the textile can be understood 
both as the upper and lower ayllus and as having wings and a 

tail [see Chapter 7, TV]. The woven design in which bird and 

reptile transform one into the other is an explicit 

realisation of this concept. 

21When stig the Laymi huacas of condor nasa are 
,,, gestingý that 

associated with lightning in its celestial and terrestrial 

aspects Gisbert also draws attention to the meaning of nearby 

Sacaca, previously the capital of the kingdom of Charcas, as 

exhalaci6n ignea, or celestial fire (Gisbert et. al. : 213) . 
Bolývar, like its patron saint San Bartolome, is associated 

with, terrestrial, volcanic fire. This suggests that there 

mi-ýht once h ý--i ve been a relationship between the two 

communities similar to that between the two shrines, one which 

can be iconographically expressed by the locally typical 

condor-serpent figure; it is perhaps significant, then, that 

the original name of Bolývar, Quirqtiiavi, appears to relate to 

the alternative term to catatha, quirquiatha. 

22AIthotigh in this context condors and serpents appear to 

transform one into the other, condors do represent political 

and social seniority; Aymara tollka, brothers-in-law or sons- 
in-law of the man, are represented by condors [see Chapter 7, 

V: (d)]. Quechua katay (Holgtiin: 138), or catay (Santo Tomds: 

251), are sons- or brothers-in-law of the woman. 

231n their study of black constellations Ztiidema and Urton 

(op. cit. ) suggest that catachillay denotes the female Yacana, 

orcochillay its offspring. 

24'Lintel' and 'cross beam' are both terms associatecf with the 

Andean concept of 'cross' (Urton 1981: 149). 

25Aaja is 'el palo atrevesado', (Bertonio IT: 29), ayatayafia, 

) abrir ýinas t. ijeras, tin compas' (De Lucca: 52). Like the 

(Jeri vZ_jt, i-,, T es of cata, these meanings also relate to the roof of 

a house: ayquipa, 'cruzar los palos del techo' (Bertonio IT: 

29 to a loom: ayjaiia, 'criizar atravesar dos palos o maderos 

en forma de crtiz (De Lucca' 52 ), and to the fabric woven on 

it: ayquipa, 'cosa te. jida con cruzes' (Bertonio IT: 29). 

26Amonggst the Kogi, for whom the spindle is a cosmic axis, the 

expc1nding metaphor of the house as cosmos includes the bars of 

the loom and the crossecl arms of the human body (Peichel 
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Doimatoff 19T8c: 11). A comparable metaphoric potential is 

also present in the meanings of aya/ayja: aythatha, 'tender 

ei telar"(Bertonio ! 1: 29), ayatatafia, ! abrir ! as piernas, 
tender colocar el telar para tejer* (De Lucca: 51), ampara 
aathapitha, luruzar ios bracos o por devocion o para atarlos*, 
and chactatha, aajatha, cruzar atrauesar* (Bertonio 1: 150). 

2'-Several analo-ýies have alreadv 'been noted 'between Andean 
M cosmolo y and weavin, ý tradi-tions and triose ot t tie aya. -1 lie 

latter see *a synonymy between the solar ray as a symbol and 
the divine feathers or hairs of the plant-lile mantle, whose 
m gical properties are held to be equivalent- (Girard: 33). a-I 

"This suggests that catachillay has vertical as well as 
horizontal dimensions. Zuidema and Urton have suggested that 

catachAla is the black constellation of the celestial llama, 

which is reached by a mountain pathway, Huacayhan [see Chapter 
7, !: (iv)]. Could llbiiia refer to this black constellation, 
Yataka as well as to Yocaniha? 

The name gniven by lsbeii for this figure, pawsa (op. cit. 
i43) , appears to clerive trom tfte Aymara Rawifia, 'enroscar !a 

culelbra", and pawiquipafia, Idevanar el hilo (De Lucc4: 33G). 

321t Will be remembered that the Milky Way signifies both a 
zigzag 'vertical cross' or 'poie" and a diagonal horizontal 
cross. The zigzag refers to lightning, which suggests that 
the cross represents the rainbow or black constellations that 
lie within it. But whilst lightning is associated with the 
white light of the Milky Way, the rainbow pathway of the black 
constellations is associated with red. Together these colours 
signify blood and breath, female and male generative 
principles, and the flow of energy or suerte between them. 

331t may be significant that, the verb ccuyuni or cuyuni, to 
twist, appears to 'be clenetically related to both the rainbow, n 
cuychi, and to cuyllu, white. 
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APPENDIX: The poss i ble cognative relationship 

between copa and supay, cama and sama 

Introduction 

During the course of my research I repeatedly found a 

close similarity of meanings between several 'Pairs' of 

words beginning with /c/ and /q/ or /s/, suggesting the 

possibility of their cognative relationship. On occasion 

this relationship appeared to extend to the word when 

written with an initial /h/ or /j/ and to examples where 

the initial consonant had been dropped. 

A similarity in meaning was particularly noticeable 

firstly between sama, colour, which plays a major part in 

my thesis and which relates to both blood and breath, and 

cama, an inspiring Or animating force, and secondly 

between supay and copa. 

Whilst a lengthy study is beyond the scope of this 

thesis I would like to present here some preliminary 

evidence based primarily on the early lexicons of Santo 

Tomds (1560), Ricardo (1586), Holguin (1608), and Bertonio 

(1612) and the studies of Gerald Taylor (1980) and Bruce 

Mannheim (1988,1991). 

i) The sixteenth century background 

As Mannheim points otit 'the Achilles heel of phonetic 

reconstructions of sixteenth centtiry sibilants is that 

they ii1timately refer to what, Spanish speakers wrote or 

what t lie v thotight thev heard' (op. cit.: 175); in 

the possible relationship between words assessiro., 
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apparently of such disparate phonology four major factors 

should be borne in mind: 

i. That around the time that the early 

lexicographers were making Lneir compilations, Spanish, 

the native language of many of them, was undergoing 

significant changes in its sibilant and spirant system 

(Mannheim 1988: i70). 

2. That the Spanish system was both unsuitable and 

inadequate to record the Quechua sibilant and spirant 

system (Mannheim 1988: 180). 

3. That the lexicographers collected their entries 

from a wide area and deliberately attempted to include 

regionalisms. 

4. That words may have passed between Aymara and 

I Quechua taking on in the process a fresh agiommeration of 

meanings and a modified phonology. 

One major confusion appears to have been caused by 

the use of J, used in Spanish to represent /x/, but in 

Quechua, which was thought not to have an /x/, to 

represent /s/. This has given rise to 'pairs' of words, 

both written and spoken, such as usuta/ojota, 

salica/jailea and sora/jora (Mannheim 1988: 175). The 

concepts tinder discussion, cama and supay, are amongst 

those chosen by the early missionaries to bear a heavy 

load in the interpretation of Christian doctrine; special 

catechisms were issued to priests who did not themselves 

speak Quechua and were quite unable to preach or hear 

confession in that language. These priests may have given 

c the transcription of Quechua -1 Spanish interpretation to 
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phonetics thus giving rise LO simiiar -pairs- or words, oi 

I which supay and hupay appear to be an exampLe. 

Thouýjh it is less convincing as an argument a 

discrepancy between initiai /c/ and /q/ couid be the 

result purely of typographical error in the accidentai 

omission of a cedilia; the misspeiiings couid rapid-Ly 

have been perpetuated as two separate entries, and the two 

pronounciations been adopted in the spoken ianguage 

through imitation by native speakers of the Spanish who 

dominated them. 

Although Hoiguin, whose 'observed lexical variation 

in the use of sibiiants makes his the standard for 

sibilant orthography' (Mannheim; i8i), states 

categorically that there was no /x/ in Quechua, Santo 

Tomds was equally convinced that there was, and gives 

separate listings of ximi and simi, for example, as 

regional variations (op. cit. 351). The examples 

qamiles/kamiles/hamites (the 'herbal doctors' mentioned in 

Chapter 6), and urqu/jurq'u/curcu (mentioned in Chapter 8) 

suggest this variation can extend to /q/ or /c/. Sama and 

cama could then, be regional or historical variations of 

the same term rather than the result of mispronounciation 

by non-native speakers. 

it should also be borne in mind that in order to 

facilitate the spreading of the Christian mess(ý. A. (- an 

attempt was made by the early missionaries to standardise 

diaiectai differences into a single lengua general 

(Mannheim i99i: 34). Changes in pronounciation may, Lnen, 

have become permanently inserted into the language due to 

the efforts of priests to carry OLIt this 'levelling' (loc. 
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cit. ) process, rather than due to the i r- iaek of 

familiarity with the way in which Quechua was spoken. 

Santo Tomds an,, A Hoiguin both distinguished initial 

/q/ and /s/ in Quechua (Mannheim i988: 173), as did 

Ricardo, who chose to use initial /z/. Landerman (quoted 

in Mannheim i988: 170 concludes that Southern Peruvian 

Quechua had a dual sibilant system, and that, /(; / and /z/ 

represented an apicai, /s/ a dorsal. Aymara had only a 

single sibilant, represented as /s/. The use of /z/ and 

/q/ does not, then, appear in Bertonio. 

ii) Supay, an 'evolution' from copa 

The first set of correspondences to be considered are 

those between copa (Bertonio ! 1: 52) and supay (Bertonio 

11 : 32-8; Holguin: 88). Whilst this term is not direcLly A 

connected with weaving its connection with masks and with 

the inhabitants of the tinderworid does form part of my 

thesis. in stiggesting a cognative relationship between 

copa and Supay 1 am concerned primarily with the 

modification of the initial /c/ to /s/. One possiDiiity 

is that this came about via the regional variation /h/. 

Hupani means Isoui of the dead' (Taylor : 57, Howard 

Maiverde: 109). i aiso attempt to accotint for the 

accretion of /y/ t, 0 supay. it is, however, the 

correspondence in meanings between the two terms which 

provides the most concitisive evidence for my argument. 

a)l Aymara copa, the green energy of the ancestors 

Copa is an old Aymara word for green (Bertonio il: 

one which accordirig to De Lucca (op. cit.. 233) is 
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now iittie used. 1t refers pri mar i1yt, oa green 

originating from beneath, a bluish green, iike that of the 

bitte stone idol of the lakes i de shrine of Copac;:, bana 

(Ramos Gaviian quoted in Gisbert, i98'VI. 51), or like the 

acidic greenish copajira which seeps from the mines. it's 

meaning in Quechua is turquoisel (Ricardo. 25), Hoiquin: 

4 

Copa also refers to the green of new plants hursting 

from beneath the qround (Bertonio ! 1: 552). This interior 

worId, Vrt, -j-"o! ý, o,, pacha, is the domain 01 Lne ancestors (Harris 

Bouysse-Cassagne who watch over the crops. 

According to Zuidema (personal communication quoted in 

Fioravanti-Moiinie: 2-63), green is associated with 

Itiempos primordiales y ia muerte'. Copa is aiSO Lne term 

for a giowworm (Bertonio ! 1: 5-9), a creature which is 

present during the whole of the sowing and growing period; 

for this reason it is associated in the Laymi area with 

presence of the ancestors (Harris 1982a: 59) , although it 

is not certain from the account whether it is referred to 

as copa. 

As koparatha, copa is aiso associated with a kind of 

'underground' lightning, an eiement iinked both to Quechua 

copa and to the underworld deity supay [see Chapter 

6, !I( vii ) (b) 

The copa haque (Bertonio ! 1: '1)2), literaliy 'green 

man', is associated with simiiar properties of fertility 

and bundance to the European green man; copanturul-, a 

curikhuu, is Iprodi-o en dar. Copa haque is aiso n 

associated with masked representations of the ancestors: 
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Copa haque, sokho: Espant. ajo, mascara (Bertonio 
11 : 52) . 

b) Aymara cMa and Quechua suý as devil dancers 

The appearance of these dancers much have been 

strange and frightening, particularly to children: 

Espantajo, copa haqque, soncomalla, culunculun: 
Espantajo niEos (Bertonio i: 227). 

and in 11 further entry these figures have become 

associated with minor demons: 

Diabiilios o espantajo: sokho, sancatilia, 
culun culun saynata, llama llama, copa haqque 
Wertonio 11: 189). 

in yet a further one these masked figures or demons 

are joined with the dance: 

Demonuelos o diablillos de ias dangas sokho, 
sancatilla culun culun saynata llama llama 
hayachucu (Bertonio 1: i70). 

Copa, of which the original meaning is related to a 

greenish blue primordial force from the ancestral 

underworld and to the masked men who represent that power 

in the dance is, then, associated in Spanish with the 

demons or devils which these idolatrous dancers would 

represent to a Christian missionary. 

This change in meaning continued with the adoption of 

the concept into Quechua, but includes a further 

divergence in spelling. 

Perhaps the most significant argument in favour of an 

identity between copa and supay is the description of both 

by the term 'diabiiilol, and their simultaneous 

association with culunculun. 
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Copa haqque is 'espaniLajo o mascara ý15ertonio ! I: 

52 copa haqque and culunculun -a re 'diabiiiios 0 

espantajo' (Bertonio 1: 189). Hoiguin has an entry: 

Calan calan, qupay tucuni: Hazerse diabiiilo 
(op. cit.: 88). 

The similar repetition of calan calan associated with 

tucuni, 'to becomel or 'convert oneself into' a diablillo 

, on a mask as in the contemporary dance of the (by ptitting 

diablada), so closely parallels the Aymara as to stiggest 

that copa and qupay2 originated as the same word. 

Thotigh the lapse of time between the compilation of 

the two dictionaries ! ends less strength to this example, 

De Lticca (op. cit. 75) refers to cupa as formerly meaning 

mask, biit includes a ftirther entry, 'hechicero, brtijo' . 

Bertonio, however translates 'hechicero diestro en sus 
A 

emibýistes' as tutu, phuu, supayona, allcomata (op. cit. i: 

26i), an example, within the Aymara language, OT copa and 

supay having an idenc. icai meaning. 

C Quechua cupay and Aymara supay, demon or devil 

in post-conquest Peru Quechua supay was used to 

13-I translate 'devil 
, 

but as has been pointed OUt by layior 

(op. cit. . 
48) this devil shared few characteristics with 

the Christian idea of devil other than dwelling where 

Christians were accustomed to place him in the tinderworld. 

it seems likely that the conftision between 'ancestor' and 

'devi 1' was brotight about by the early missionaries 

attemptinq to translate a Christian concept with an 

eNisting, \ymara or Quechua term. 
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4ý, Tomds has San to t, WO entries for qupay, which in 

Christian terms are contradictory, and which at the same 

time indicate the ambivalent nature of the Andean supay; 

qupay: angel bueno o malo (op. cit.: 279). 

qupay: demonio 'Dueno o ma-Lo, I Frasgo de casa 
(loc. cit. ) 

The Christian concept of 'angel' seems as 

inappropriate to the Andes as the Christian devii, but one 

characteristic they had in common was that they were both 

inhabitants of another world who watched over the 

inhabitants of the present one. Everyone was De-Lieved to 

have a 'familiar spirit' (Alden Mason: Z11) Hoiguin 

lists qupay niyoc o qupaypa qamaycuscan, ýei que tiene 

familiar- o habia con ei demonio' (op. cit.: 88). 

Translated literally this entry refers to someone 

'inspired by the devii', ' its significance will be 

returned to in the analysis of the similarities between 

sama and cama below. 

The indigenous character of qupay is also shown in 

the way that whether translated as 'ange-L or devii-, 

instead of being all good or all 'Dad, both phenonema were 

capable of displaying either characteristic, an ambiguity 

typical of the Andes. 

Tn the meaning of 'trasgo de casal , household imp, 

there remains both the sense of a' familiar spirit I, and 

that of a being such as an ancestor, rightfully associated 

with the house and family. 

in addition to 'hechicerol Aymara supayona meant a 

madman, a man possessed of de-,. -iis: 

Supayo demonio, supayona Hombre endemoniado o 
como endemoniado, o fur-ioso que por otro nombre 
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llama loqhuetiri haque, y suelen a veces andar 
por loss cerros (Bertonio IT: 328). 

1 t' is possible that supayo is a re-en try from 

Ouechua, ori, -Iinatingg as supa yoq, possessed of copa or 

supa. Similarly, Duviols su-jests (Tavlor: DG-57 that 

the ni termination for the -variant upani [upa: soul is 

t fie Aymara suf f i-ýý ineaning that which has or 

ýpossessin--'. 

The supayona or loqhuetiri haque, then, like the 

purum and pampa haque, was a being belonging to a place 

-and time outside society, but not a demon in the Christian 

sense. Not only does the supayona inhabit the same world 

as the copa haqque, but, the meaning of dadivoso associated 

with copanturu is likewise associated with the I ot'ro 

nombre' of supayona, loqhuetiri haque (Bertonio 1: 267). 

Both Quechua cýupay and Aymara supay appear closely related 

to copa as an ancestral. spirit or mountain lord. 

d) Quechua gupay and Aymara supay, 'ghost' or 'soul 

Besides the early example iven by Cieza 

instances of the use of supay or quPay to translate 

'-host' 01, 'shadow' also su-, est that the conf tision 

leading to the translation of 'devil' stemmed from Spanish 

misunderstanding or intolerance of the significance as 

wak'as of the tribal ancestors. 

Zupay: demonio, fantasma, la sombra de tina 
persona (Ricardo: 32) 

Demonio: Supayo. Antiguamente dezian hahuari 

que es fan tasma (Be rtonio 1: 1-10) . 

qupan: la sombra de tina persona 0 animal 
gtiin: 88). (Ho 1 -1 

qupay qupay o tapia: vision o diiende o fýintasma 
(loc. cit. ). 
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Phantasma por el coco o espanta nifios huacca o 
aya (op. cit. 630). 

Ricardo's entry still associates zupay with the soul 

or, shadow of a person. Bertonio's entry sti-qgests that 

'fantasmal is an older translation and one, therefore, 

which is likely to reflect more acctirateiy the indigenous 

concept of 'demonio' 
. Hahuari (Bert, onio ! I: iO8) is 'el 

muerto o como sombra dei' and amaya is given as an 

al t, ernative, repeating the connection of this 'demon' 
,L 

with an ancestral., human ori-1- . Ln. Inat supayo rep-Laces 

hahuari also suggests that the former term may have been 

readopted into A-. \, -mara and that it is copa re-turning as 

supa yoq. 

Holguýn clearly associates qupay with the phantasma 

or ghost of a former living being whether animal or human; 

the 'phantasma por ei coco is, like copa haqque and 

culun culun, an 'espant. o nifios' , one clearly related to 

the head, the mascara', or Coco, and its Quechua 

translation, aya, ancestor, repeats the image hayachucol' 

ýised by Bertonio for the masked ancestral dancers (op. 

cit. i. i7o). Santo TomAs also translates ImAscara o 

carAtuia' as ayachuco (op. cit. i6i ). 

in summary, then, the above analysis has attempted to 

show that, the Aymara term copa, which originally denoted 

an engendering fertiiity deriving from an ancestral source 

and by association the masked dancers who represented both 

ancestors and the contintiing power ot reproduction, when 

it came into contact with European influence came to mean 

--host, and stibsequently demon. With these meanings it 

appears to have been adopted into the Quechua -Language as 
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c, upay, and ha-vin-- compietely lost its associations with 

green ol the underworid, iv. its ori-, ins as Lhe primordia-L , 

iater re-entered Aymara with the Ouechua suffix 'possessed 

of' and meatiing-s oi dernon or wi-zard. 

iii) Semantic simiiarities between 

This section k,; i 11 attempt. 

parallels in meaning between samý 

that the two terms are cognates. 

the highly complex term cama are 

appear to relate directly to those 

sama. 

sama and cama 

to demonstrate that 

t and cama aiso suggest 

Not ali the meanings of 

included, only such as 

inciucied in entries for 

al mama, breath, and cama, animating force 

One of the principle meanings of Aymara and Quechua 

sama is that of breath: 

Zamay: ei aliento (Ricardo: 29). 

Samana: ei aiiento, huelgo, hanelito 0 
respiracion (Bertonio iT: 306). 

gamaruni: respirar a fuera ei ayre o ba ho 
(Holguin: 76). 

Zamaycuni: infundir ei alma, dale vigor o 
insufiar (Ricardo: 26). 

qamaycuni: infundir Dios ei aima (Holguin: 76). 

Samaj: el que aiienta (Lara: 250). 

The last three examples represent 'breath' as an 

anima ting force, the last two associate this force with a 

god, and the finai example recalls the name of the creator 

nod, Pachacamac. 
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According, to Garcilaso (op. cit. 124-127), the Andean 

concept of cama did not correspond to the Christian idea 

of creation by a 'Dios hacedor1jr: 

Pachacamac es nombre compuesto de pacha, que es 
mundo universo, yae camac, parLICIPIO ae 
presente del veribo cama, que es animar; ei cuai 
ver'bo se deduce del nombre cama, que es Anima: 
Pachacamac quiere decir ei que da Anima ai mundo 
universo, y en toda SLI propia y entera 
significaci6n quiere decir ei que hace con el 
universo io que ei Anima con ei cuerpo. 

Garciiaso repeats this explanation of the 

relationship between the animation of the universe and of 

the body: 

Pachacamac ... quiere decir ei que hace con ei 
mundo universo io que el alma con el cuerpo, que 
es darie ser, vicia, aumento y sustento (op. cit. 
127 ). 

Though the sense attached to camac in the early 

chronicies is that of 'creator' 
god, in ail cases the word 

used in its translation (Ricardo. 20 ; Santo Tomds: 245 ;, 

Holguin: 47; Bertonio ! 1: 35) is not Icrearl, but lcriar' 

I to nurture or engender' This is consistent with Lara's 

description of samaj. 

. As already mentioned, the suffix iri [denoting the 

actor, or customary action! causes the preceding vowel to 

drop (Hardman: 271). Camiri is translated as 'criador, 

propio de Dios' (Bertonio li: 34-35) and it will be 

remembered that samiri is a fertilising. ) breath associated 

with the ancestors; samiri is also the term used by the 

Chipaya to denote the-Lr gOCIS, Lne ancestors who now 

inhabit the mountains surroundin, - their village (Metraux). 

There seems, then, to be a ciose approximation of 

meanin-I between camac, a regionaL or ancestral god who 

brings to life or animates rather than creates and samaj, 
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one who breathes life into things, as there is between 

camiri a god who nurtures or engenders, and samiri 

reqionai and ancestral gods who engender iife through 

breath. 

bi Alternative spellings of qama and cama 

As was mentioned in the section on the sixteenth 

century background, apparentiy inconsistent entries for 

(; ýama and caina might 'De due to typographicai error. i 

found two exampies of alternative speiiings of cama and 

cama which couid faii within this category. Santo Tomds 

writes both 

Camaquenc, camaynin sonqo : anima, poz !a quai 
vi-, -imos (op. cit.. 246). 

and 

Alma: camaquenc o songo o camaynin (op. cit. 
35). 

Hoiguin writes; 

qamaycuni, rantiycuni unccuyta: pegar !a 

enfermedad por el baho top. cit.: 88). 

and 

camaycuni o ranticuni allin cayniyta: pegueie 
mis buenas costumbres, dar buen o mai exemplol 
(loc. cit. ). 

Much has been made by Taylor (op. cit. 1 of the first 

eNampie and it sug-glests significant parallels to the 

explariat-Lon gIven I rDy Garciiaso that the world was 

'animated' in a similar way to the animation of the body 

by the soul. 

Whiist it is tempting to use both 'pairs' of entries 

u onv i nc i ii evidence of my argument, it is also , -is n 

impossible to say definitely whether they are a deliberate 

-A 
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at tempt t0 register regionai , ariations or merely the 

result, of the acccidental omission of a cedilla. 

in the example from Holguin the means of influence or 

exchange is breath: qamaynin refers to I'Daho de !a hoca o 

de ia oiial (op. cit. 127), the ',, -isibie breath', or steam 

from the cooking or dye pots aiready referred LO in 

Chapter 4. 

Bertonio gives a comparable example: 

Samaquipatha: aconsejar mai a otro o con su mai 
eNempio infundirse sus maias costumbres (op. 

cit. ! 1: 306). 

His Spanish interpretation is also significant as it 

recailis the linfundir dios ei almal given by Hoiguin and 

Ricardo for qamaycuni (see preceding section). 

Holguin's entries are also significant, however, at 

another level. Rantini means 'trocar, cambiarl (op. cit. 

312). This su-, ýgests that the 'breath' of qamaynin in the 

first example can transmit its influence in more than one 

direction(;. it will be remembered that cama can also mean 

Inegocio' (Hoiguin: 600, Bertonio 1: 32) and the idea that 

this influence or exchange can be of a negative as well as 

a positive kind is also brought out in the second example, n 

'dar buen o mai exempiol. 

c Sama and cama, a brief period of rest 

A second basic meanin--ý of sama is that of rest, and 

here once again its meaning parallels cama: yamaycuni is 

Idescansar en ei camino o trauao tin poco' (Holguin: 75), 

camatha is Imorar por poco tiempo o descansar del caminol 

(Bertonio il: 35), camiri, Idescansado' (op. cit. 1: i74). 

The reciprocal action attached to both cama and sama has 
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'Deer) in ent, i oned i ri my thesis . This rest, which is now 

appiied to the midday rest and meal taken in the fields, 

can, 1 heiieve, be seen as the infinitesimal pause or 

turning point in the balance between an incoming and 

outgoin- breath. 

Murra transiates Camai, inca Raimi, April or 

Carnivai, as 'descanso, festejo del inka' (Guaman Poma 

242 ). -Uthoulgh this would be appropriate to my argument, 

'[fulfiiment of] obligation', another meaning of camay, 

would also be appropriate as many animals were sacrificed 

at this time. 

Murra also translates Capac Raimi Camai quilla as 

mes de descanso' (Porna: 237). Not only does this fail at 

the time of the summer solstice when ritual sacrifices to 

ensure the return of the sun would have been obligatory, 

'but the accompanying picture shows the performance of a 

far from restful 'Penitericia y ayunos ai Ynga' whilst the 

text records that. 'acimismo en todo el reyno guardan esta 

hordenanzas'. 

This last sentence does, however, suggest a possible 

correspondence between cama as obligation and sama, as 

rest. in Bolivar, as elsewhere (Arnold 19%, V), guarda is 

now used to refer to certain saints days of which the 

obligatory observation or 'keeping of the feast' means 

that no work can be done in the fields (cf samafia uru 

pista, fiesta, dia de hueigal Bertonio 1: 241). 

Sama and cama, -devilish energy' e1 

it wiii be remembered that the sense of both Aymara 

supayona, 'hechicero' or 'hombre enciemoniadol as weii as 
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of Quechua qupaYPa qamaycuscan was that of being possessed 

or 'inspired' by supay. Holguin confirms this in a second 

similar entry: 

III. qupaypa qamay euscean o qamasecan; el nechizero o 
inspirado dei demonio (Holguin; 77). 

Once again the means of influence is breath. Ricardo has 

a simiiar entry: 

Zamasea runa; hechicero (op. cit. 29). 

but he aiso transcribes it: 

Camasca runa: hechicero (op. cit.: 2i). 

Whiist the previousiy cited discrepancies in HoIguin 

and Santo Tomds may be mereiy the result of the ioss of a 

cediiia such is not the case here. This appears 
13 N, strong 

evidence that the two terms are co--nates. 

Copa/supay appears to refer to 'ancestrai energy', ie 

to some form of power, something by which one is 

possessed. Camal'sama refer to the transference of that 

power. Even without those exampies where qama and cama 

have been shown to be used interchangeabiy, the Spanish 

terms used to describe the transference of this power, 

lanimarl, linspirarl and linfundirl, as well as the 

comparison made with animation of the body, suggests that 

both cama and qama refer to breath. 

Summary 

zly examination ot the s-Lmi-Larities in meaning DeLween 

copa and supay show them to be sufficiently ciose as to 

suggest that these terms are cognates. 1 have, in 
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addition, attempted to trace the path of change which 

resuited in their present appearance as unreiated terms. 

Cama is a term of such compiexity that oniy direct 

comparisons have been made between its meanings and those 

of sama. A ! on-,, er investigaLion couid, nowever, suggest 

paraileis between cama as reciprocai obilgation and sama 

as debit and credit, and between cama as sociai 

organisaLion and division and sama, coiour. Ine exampies 

of both cama and sama as 'inspirational. energy provides a 

strong argument for these terms also being cognaLes, DUL 

it shouid aiso be remembered that terms which appear as 

separate entries in the iexicons may do so as the resuit 

of an artificial fragmentation of their indigenous meaning 

by the European compiler. 
A 

NOTES 

'According to Arnoid (i988; 339) Ituru is 
associated with the worid of the mountains and 
the mountain spirits and most especiaiily with 
the samiri, those spirits which possess the 
power to engender by breath alone. 

2i have found at least, one occasion where 
Hoiguin transcribes qupay as cupay (op. cit. 
37). 

3Cieza de Leon (quoted in lay-Lor: 485) wrote that 
sopay took the form of a dead lord who returned 
amongst the living to tell them what a good life 
awaited them in the land of the dead. At this 
early stage hoth the orthography and the 
connection with an ancestor are still close to 
those of copa. 

4Chuco is lbonetel (Santo Tomis; 2-72), LOCIO 
pieza para tocarse, COMO SOM'Drero, orra, I none . ce 
etc (Lira: i39). 

' 'Para decir hacedor habia de decir Pacharurac, 
porque rura quiere decir hacer2. 
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6This entry recalls the use of sami, which 
appears to belong to the same semantic fie ld as 
sama, in barter, and also its meaning of -good 
and bad luck in ' juegos y ganancias' [see 
Chapter 6]. 

.4 
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GLOSSARY OF TEXTILE RELATED TERMS 

alforja (Sp. ), woven saddie bags. 

aIIqa (A. ), complementary colours such as 'black and white, 
red and --reen. 

allwi (Q. ), the warp. 

almafiancito (Q. ), a meandering line inLerspersed WlLn 
rhomboids (Caicha), 

almilia (Q. ), woman's dress made from loom widths of 
homespun cloth. 

aEnaru (Q. ), an S-shape design believed to represent the 

rainbow. 

asi (A. ), the warp. 

awa (Q. ), the loom. 

awakipa (6: ý. ), a strip of binding woven and attached after 
the main teýtiie is completed. 

awaska (Q. ), plain woven cloth. 

awayo (Q. ), rectanguiar, factory-made cloth used for 

carrying goods, babies, etc. 

aysaka (A. ), narrow stripes separating the broad stripes 
of a costala (., 1ac1ha) . 

brocadero (Sp. ), embroidery or suppiementary weft. 

caito (Q. ), yarn made of natural fibre, usualiy sheep. 

cantu ! ado + Sp. ), the side or outer edge. 

capacho ( Sp. a large woven shoulder ba-; used by men. 

caripuyo (Q. a diamond-shape design made tip of four 
opposed stepped frets woven in the Bolivar area. 

ccahua (A. ), man's shirt or tunic. 

ecatiatha (A. ), to dye (Bertonio 1: 46). 

cerro y serpiente (Sp. ), a meandering iine with haii 
rhomboids (Cusco). 

ch'aska (Q. a diamond or star-shape design; this may 
inciude a bird (Charasani). 

ch'uspa (Q. ), sm, -, til woven D, ', Il, used by men tor carrying 
coca. 

chank'a (A. ), thread spun of riaturai f ilbre. 
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chawpi pailay WAI the central band of designs 
(Macusani). 

chchuru (Q. or A. ), an S-shape design (Charasani). 

chhipipipic (Q. ,a term listed by Holguin for silk or 
shot fabrics or those which are shiny. 

chichilla (Q. ), a narrow tubular binding (cf. Holguin: 
M). 

chimi or ch'imi (Q. Z71 11 d 
-A. 

thread spun of two 

contrasting coiours producing a third coiour and a giving 
a stippled appearance to the cloth for which it is used. 

chimpu (A. ), a marker of coioured thread used for 
identifying animals or amounts of goods. 

chinu (A. ), a narrow stripe used to separate different 

areas of a textile, (cf. Bertonio chino, knotted cords). 

chullo (Cy. conical knitted hat, usually with ear flaps, 

worn by men and boys. 

chumpi (Q. ), woven belt. 

chupi (A. ), a dark pink or red. 

churu (A. )a broad woven stripe in talegas, also the 

outer stripe of belts. 

chuyma (A. ), the central stripe of a design. 

compita 1lacota (A. ), a mantie described by Bertonio as 
being either entirely red or entirely blue. 

corte grande a design using interlocking hooks 
(Charasani). 

costal (Sp. ), woven sack for storing and transporting 
goods. 

cumbi (Q. and A. ), see qumpi. 

cumpa (A. ,a binding used according to Bertonio on mens' 
clothing, see also qumpa. 

cuyilu (Q. ), white (Holguin: 59). 

guardan (Sp. narrow stripes separating , the broad areas 
of pampa in an inkuRa (Macusani). 

huateca isi (A. ), a term used by Bertonio for shot fabric. 

huaycutha (A. ), to dye (Bertonio T: 46). 

illahua (A. the he6dies of the loom and the rod round 
which they are wound. 
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inkufia (Q. ), smaii square woven cloth used by women for 
carrying food or coca. 

inti (Q. ), a diamond shaped design representing the sun. 

ipkha (A. ), a binding used according to Bertonio on 
womens' ciothing. 

isaRut'ika (Q. ), a diamond-shape design woven in the 
Boiivar area. 

isi (A. ), cloth. 

isimarka (A.? ), a diamond-shape design woven in the 
Bolivar area. 

jalaka (A. ), narrow stripes separating the broad stripes 
on a costala (Macha). 

jaija (A. ), narrow stripes separating the broad stripes on 
a costala (Macha). 

jatun pallay (Q.;, a design using interiocKing I nOOKS 
(Charasani). 

juscusi (A. ), a wide-mouth Lalega (De Lucca: 210). 

kachitas Q. mu 1. ti co 1 oured bands 0f narrow stripes 
I-II around the main pallay of a ch'uspa ýIarabuco). 

. 1k 

kalla (A. a type of stripe mentioned by Bertonio as 
simiiar Lo aiiqa. 

Kapu kA. ) spinaie. 

kaw (A. a term recorded by Bertonio for the edge of a 
textile. 

keehu ilacota (A. ), a mantie described by Bertonio as 
being haif red and haif bitie. 

kepa (A. ), the weft. 

kewillo (A. ), an S-shape design (Charasani). 

khipu (Q. ), knotted cords for recording information. 

k'illi (A. and Q. ), aV shaped design or weave (cf. 
qquilli, a broad stripe or edge binding used on women's 
ciothing (Hoiguin: 308) and kiii (Bertonio li: 198,302). 

killpa (A. ), the weft sel%-, edge. 

k'isa (A. ), multicoloured bands of carefully graded 
co 1 ours. 

kochu unkhufia (Q. a smali cioth woven in four different 
colours (. 'viacusani 
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kurti (-), the term used byYork, etodesc r- ibe certain 
designs woven in the Bolivar area. 

k'uLu (A. woven bands of checks or broken horizontal 

stripes. 

kuwichi (Q. ), muiticoioured bands of narrow stripes. 

llaeoiia (Q. ), rectangular woven cloth worn round the 

shoulders previously used by men, and now used by both men 
and women only for the marriage ceremony. 

11acota (A. ), rectangular woven cloth worn round the 

shoulders previously used by men. 

Haw (A. a term recorded by Bertonio for the edge of a 
textile. 

11ijila (Q. ), rectanpular hand-woven cloth worn round the 

slioulders or used for carrying by women. 

1lipipic ppacha (Q. ), a term listed by Hoiquin for siik or 
qumpi fabric, or those which have a shiny surface (cf. 
Bertonio 1liphilliphi isi). 

lioq'e (Q. ), thread that it is spun LO Lne ieit. 

lluchu (A. ), conical hat knitted and worn by men and boys. 

1". m. einta (Q. a narrow woven hat 'Dand used by both men 
and women. 

1ývjm- linku (Q. ), an anguiar meandering line. 

ICLIrni. LI IKa tv. a design in which stylised fiowers branch 
from a central. rhomboid typicai of the coioniai influenced 
Bolivar styie. 

mayu linku (Q. ), a curving meandering line. 

mini (Q. ), weft. 

mini hakehi (Q. ), the shuttie. 

muyorga (Q. ), a narrow stripe, usuaiiy used in groups of 
two or three, which separates different areas of a 
textile. 

Ran (Q. ), muiticoioured bands of narrow stripes around the 
main pallay of a ch'uspa (Taquiie). 

Rawi (Q. ), tiny diamond or I eye'-shape designs. 

p'acha (Q. ), clothing. 

p'anta (Q. n rectangular woven cioth worn by women over 
the head and down the back. 

paku (A. ), a reddish brown coiour found naturally in 

cameiid fibre. 
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paliay woven designs formed by picking the warps. 

pampa the plain weave area of a textile, or a wide 
plain weave stripe. 

panay (Q. ), thread spun to the right. 

paya samiri isi (A. a term used by Bertonio for shot 
fabric. 

phutitha (A. ), to dye (Bertonio 1: 46). 

pollera (Sp. ), full skirt of homespun wool or felt. 

polo (A. ), the warp selvedge. 

ppatticalla (A. ), a broad stripe mentioned by Bertonio as 
used in blankets or large carrying cloths. 

pushka (Q. ), spindle. 

puyllu (A. ), identifying thread or a tassel on clothing. 

qallu (A. ), narrow stripes separating the broad stripes in 

a taiega (isiuga), (cf. Bertonio M 94, calluni, narrower 
stripes used in blankets or large carrying cioths). 

qasi (A. ), term used to describe inkuEas which are ail of 
one coiour (Macusani). 

qaylia (Q. ), the surrounding edge of a textile. 

qhallu or qallu (Q. one half of a two-piece hand-woven 
textiie. 

qquecco or cuinpaqueco (Q. ), medium-size tubular 'Dinciin, -,;. 

quiL-L-tcani tq. ), Lo aye kzý)anLo iomas; zio). 

qumpaska (Q. oversewn edging of black an d white thread 
('Macha) . 

qumpi (Q. and A. ), very finely woven cloth. 

rama de olivo (Sp. ), a design similar to the lymi linku 

used in the Laymi area. 

ribete (Sp. a woven tubular bincting. 

saka (0. ), a sampler of woven designs. 

saita (A. woven designs formed by picking the warps. 

sama (A. coiour, or breath. 

sami (A. coiour, or shot fabric (De Lucca: 3T T 

samiri (A. colourin-, or dyeing k De Lucca: 311 
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siray iado A. + Sp. ), the seam, or inner edge. 

sonqo the centrai stripe or cOiour cnange oi a 
design. 

suko (A. a stripe used, according to Bertonio, on men's 

clothing. 

sullco, or silico (A. a term recorded by Bertonio for a 
textile edge, possibly a selvedge (c,, p c-, u F, 

suyu (Q. and A. ), a general term for stripe, according to 

Holguin used only on men; S clothing. 

t'ika (Q. ), a flower design often used instead of ch'aska. 
Aiso the identifying threads tied in an animals ears, and 
the tassels on bags or head cloths. 

tari, a small square woven cloth used by women for 

carrying food or coca. 

tawanito Q.? ), a design of a meandering line interspersed 

with rhomboids (Caicha). 

tayka (A. ), a broad stripe used, according to Bertonio, on 
biankets(c, p,,, -, 'C, 7ý: q, -, 

) 

ticulla (Q. ), a small cloth with four different colour 

sections formed by discontinuous warp (Cusco area). 

tocapu (A. n painted or woven geometric designs used in 

bands or checks. 
tulipuni (Q. ), to dye (Santo Tomis: 216). 

vestido (Sp. ), clothing, dress. 

wayaka (Q. ), small woven bag for storing seeds, 

wichufia (A.? an animal leg bone used for beating down 

the weft. 

yurai kW-)i wniLe. 
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